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PRE F ACE.

THE text of the following work, strictly speaking, is Dr.
Abercrombie's treatise on the Human Mind, entire. I.n
connection with this treatise, however, the original edition
has two articles attached to it by the author, for the sole

t ~ benefit of the class whom. he was addressing, viz. a class of
medical students. The first to which we refer is a history

~ of the science of Intellectual Philosophy, prefixed to the
work; the' second, an admirable set of directions, to guide
medical students in their professional inquiries. These trea
tises do not of necessity constitute a part of a treatise on
the Philosophy of Mind. They are accordingly omitted in
this edition. What, in the editor's opinion, constitutes the
treatise itself, is published entire, without alterations or
omissions, the editor holding his author's language sacred.
The additions which have been made are intended, not to
supply any supposed deficiencies in the original, but simply
to adapt it to a purpose for which the book is, in the main,
admirably suited: they are intended as nearly as was pos
sible to be such additional explanations as the editor con
ceived the author would himself have made, had he have
had in view, whilst preparing the book, the purpose to
which it is now applied.

The practice of studying such a work as this by formal
questions, the answer to which pupils commit to memory.
cannot be too severely censured. There seemed, however,
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to be ;o¥,\t'ing necessary as a guide to the contents of the
page, both for the pupil in reviewing the lesson, and for the
teacher. l} the recitation. That minute and familiar ac
quaintance, not only with ttJ.e doctrines taught in the lesson,
but with the particular contents of every page and para
graph, so essential in enQ.bUng the teacher to ask his ques
tions with fluency, very few teachers have the time to se
cure. The editor has accordingly added an analysis of the
page in the margin. This analysis is given sometimes in
questions, and sometimes in topics or titles, which can easi
ly be put by th~ teacher into the form of questions if he
pleases; or, what will perhaps be better, they can, at the
recitation, be given to the pupil as topics, on which he is to
state in substance the sentiments of the author.

In regard to the value of Dr. Abercrombie's treatise, there
is, and there can be, but one opinion. Its useful tendency
is most decided, both in making the pupil acquainted with
his powers, and in guiding him to the most efficient and
successful use of them. The effect of a proper study of
this work must be highly salutary upon every mind brought
under its influence; and it is a kind of effect \vhich is ex
actly suited to guard against the peculiar dangers of the
age.

Boston, Septemher, 183.'3.
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INTRODUCTION.

METHOD OF USING THE BOOK.

,"0 JIB CAIllIi17LLl' BTUDIBD BY ftIll PUPILS AS THBIIL 'IBST L&lIlIO••

THE design of the study of Intellectual Philosophy
is not merely, as in the case of most other studies, the
acquisition of knowledge. Something far more impor
tant, and far more difficult to attain, is in view. In the
study of Chemistry, History, Geography, and other
similar sciences, the main object is to obtain informa
tion-to become acquainted with facts. But although
the science of Mind does indeed present to view a most
valuable and interesting class of facts, it is not merely
with reference to these that the study is pursued. This
science aims at a higher object. It is intended to intro
duce the pupil to a new range of thought, and to bring
out into action, and consequently into more full deve
lopment, a new class of faculties. It is its aim to ex
ercise and strengthen the thinking and reasoning pow
ers,-to enable the mind to grasp abstruse and perplex
ing subjects,-to think clearly and to reason correctly,
in regard to truths that lie in those depths which the
senses cannot explore.
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•..,.\>~~~tAe §t~~tnt~He!il~at Philosophy is not
intended to be an eas~ohe. Its very difficulty is one
souJ'l~cWt tqe ~fit to l2.e ~r~ed from it; for it is by
enobflIl!etl.n~apd ove~A~ tLJ.is difficulty, that intel
lectual strength is acquired. In Gymnastics, the exer
tion necessary to perform the feats is the very means
by which the ad\Tantage is secured l and it is to require
this exertion that the whole apparatus is contrived.
Now mathematical and metaphysical studies are in
tended as a sort of intellectual gymnastics, in which the
tasks ought indeed to be brought fairly within the pow
ers of the pupil, but they ought nearly to equal those
powers, so as to call them into active and vigorous ex
ercise, or the end will be lost. If, therefore, the writer
of a treatise on such a subject comes down so complete
ly to the level of the young as to make the study mere
light reading, he fails entirely of accomplishing what
ought to be his high~t aim. He destroys the difficul
ty and the advantage together. It is indeed true that
a very useful book may be written for children, with
the design of merely giving them information on some
subjects connected with the structure of their minds.
It might be entertaining, and to a considerable degree
instructive, but it would answer none of the important
purposes which ought to be in view, in the introduction
of such a study into literary institutions. It would de
velop no new reasoning or thinking powers. It would
awaken no new intellectual effort.

Such being the nature of this study, it is plain that it
onght not to be commenced by any pupil without a
proper understanding of its object and design. Such an
understanding is essential. That it may come more
distinctly and definitely before the mind, I propose to
enumerate the qualifications which each individual
should see that he posse~sesl before he commen~es the
study of this work.

I
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I. Ability to understand tke language of the tDOrk
It is not a child's book. It was ,written by a maa, an~ •
was intended to be read by men. The editor has made
no effort to alter it in this resJlEl¥t,.so that the book stands
on a level, as to its style" and language, with the great
mass of books intended to influence and interest the
mature. It ought to be so; for to be able to understand
such writing is necessary for all, and if the pupil is far
enough advanced in his education to study metaphysics,
it is high time for him to be habituated to it. Let no
pupil therefore, after he is fairly engaged in the study,
complain that he cannot understand the lessons. This
is a point which ought to be settled before he begins.

Take for instance the following passage, which may
perhaps be considered as a fair specimen. Let the pu
pil read it attentively, and see whether or not he can
fully understand it.

"There is a class of intellectual habits directly the re
verse of thOSE: now refened to; namely, habits of inatten
tion, by which the mind, long unaccust9med to have the at
tention steadily directed to any important object, becomes
frivolous and absent, or lost amid its own waking dreams.
A mind in this condition becomes incapable of following a
train of reasoning, and even of observing facts with accu
racy and tracing their relations. Hence nothing is more
opposed to the cultivation of intellectual character; ant!.
when such a person attempts to reason, or to follow out a
course of investi~ation,he falls into slight and partial views,
unsound deductIons, and frivolous arguments. This state
of mind, therefore, ought to be carefully guarded against in
the young, as, when it is once established, it can be removed
only by a long and laborious effort, and after a certain pe
riod of life is probably inemediable.

.. In rude and savage life remarkable examples occur of
the effect of habits of minute attention to those circumstan
ces to which the mind is intensely directed by their relation
to the safety or advantage of the observer. The American

Flnt quallftcation-wbat' LaOJU88'll or tho book. Mode or ueortelnlnr tbe pupn'.
ability to uDdenllnd It. SablWlco 0( the JlUI8Co quoced-wbal ,

2
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hunter finds his way in the trackless forests by attention to
• ininu~ appearances in the trees, which indicate to him the

points of the compastl. He traces the progress of his ene
mies or his friends by the marks of their footsteps; and
judges of their numbers,· tlteir haltings, their employments,
b.y circumstances which would entirely escape. the obs~r~a
tlon ·of persons unaccustomed to a mode of hfe requIrIng
such exercises of attention. Numerous examples of this
kind are mentioned by travellers, particularly among the
original natives of America."

. The pupil may read as attentively as he pleases. He
may make use of a dictionary, or any other similar help.
He may make occasional inquiries of a friend; but if he
cannot, with such assistance, really understand the train
of thought presented in such a passage, and give a tole
rable account of it to his teacher, he had better for the
present jostpone the study of Intellectual Philosophy:
his min is too immature. .

II. Mental cultivation enough to be interested in the
subject of the work. The subjects discussed, and the
views presented, are of such a nature, that mere chil
dren can take no interest in them. They cannot
appreciate them. Unless the mind has made consi
derable progress in its development, and in its attain
ments in other branches, and unless it has, in some de
gree, formed habits of patient attention, it .must fail in
the attempt to penetrate such a subject as this. The
pupil, in such a case, after going a little way, will say the
book is dull and dry. He will attribute to the study, or
to the mode in which it is treated, a failure, which really
results from his own incapacity. He ought. to re1lect
when tempted to make this charge, that it cannot be
possible that the study is, in itself, uninteresting. This
treatise of Dr. Abercrombie's has been bought and read
with avidity by tens of thollsands in Great Britain and
America, who could have been led to it by no motive

SKoDd qualifteatiOll. CoD8oquOIIe.. of eommencllll1he 8twl:r wilhouUI. The IIIId1
r,a1!:r illlereotlng: bow proved to be 10. .
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whatevt'r, but the strong interest which the subject
inspires. They, therefore,_ who are not interested in it,
after making faithful efforts, fail of being so because
their intellects are yet too feeble to appreciate what they
read; and by complaining of the dryness or dullness of
the book, they are really exposing their own incompe
tency to enter into the spirit of it. The teacher ought
to take care that his pupils do not commence the work,
Wltil they are capable of feeling the interest wllich it is
calculated to awaken.

III. A willingness to give to the subject tke severe,
patient, and persevering study which it demands.
Some will wish to take up such a branch merely
for the sake of having something new. Others be
cause their vanity is tlattered by the idea that they are
studying Philosophy. Others still, because they wish
for the honor of being in a class with certain individu
als known as good scholars. Beginning with such
ideas and motives, will only lead to disappointment and
failure. The pupil ought to approach this subject with
a distinct understanding that though it is full of inte
rest, it will be full of difficulty; that it will try, to the
utmost, his powers; and that the pleasure which he is
to seek in the pursuit of it, is the enjoyment of higb
intellectual effort,-the interest of encountering and
overcoming difficulties,-and opening to himself a new
field of knowledge, and a new scope for the exercise of
his powers.

I come now to describe a method of studying and
reciting the lessons in such a work as this. I ~ay a
method, because it is only meant to be proposed for
adoption in cases where another or a better one is not
at hand. Experienced and skilful teachers have their
own modes of conducting such studies, and the recita
tions connected with them, with which there ought to

Complainls of ils dulln....how what 1 Third quollfieatlon. Wrong motlvlS lOr
commencing the otudy. Proper viowo ofit. Method of otudying-why propoold.
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be no interference. The plan" about to. be proposed
may, however, be of use in assisting.teachers who are,
for the first time, introducing this study to their schools j

and the principles on which it is based are well worthy
the attention of every pupil who is about to cOmmence
this study.

1. When yon sit down to the study of a lesson in
this work, be careful to be free from interruption, and
to have snch a period of time before yOll, to be occu~

pied in the work, as will give you the opportunity
really to enter into it. Then banish other thoughts
entirely from the mind, and remove yourself as far as
possible from other objects of interest or sourpes of in
temlption. The habit into which many young persons
allow themselves to fall, of studying lessons in frag
ments of time, having the book, perhaps, for some time
before them, but allowing their attention to be con
tinually diverted from their pursuit, will only lead to
superficial and utterly useless attainments. It is de
structive to all those habits of mind necessary for suc
cess in any important intellectual pursuit. It is espe
cially injurious in such a study as this. Intellectual
Philosophy is emphatically the science of thought, and
nothing effectual can be done in it without patient,
continued, and solitary study.
• 2. Ascertain before yon commence any lesson what
place it occupies in the general plan of the book, with
which, at the outset, you should become very thorough
lyacquainted. Nothing promotes so much the forma-.
tion of logical and systematic habits of mind, and no
thing so effectually assists the memory, in regard to
what any particular work contains, lis the keeping
constantly in view the general plan of the book; look
ing at it as a whole, and understanding distinctly, not
merelyeach truth, or system of truths brought to view,
but the place which it occupies in the general design.

l"lm dIrectIon. A common but faulty mode of studying deseribed. ria effects
...hal' Second dire'1lioo. Etfocta of tbls practice.
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3. This preparation being made, you are prepared to
read the lesson, which should be done, the first time,
with great attention and care, and w~th especial effort
to understand the connection between each sentence
and paragraph, lind those which precede and follow it.
It should always be borne in mind, that treatises on
such subjects as these, present trains of thought and
reasoning, not mere detached ideas and sentences.
Every remark, therefore, should be examined, not by
itself, but in its connections. This should be especially.
observed in regard to the anecdotes and illustrations,
with which the work abounds. The bearing of each
one on the subject should be very carefully studied.
They are all intended to prove some point, or to illus
trate some position. After reading such narratives,
then, you should not only take care to understand it as
a' story, but should ask' yourself such questions as
these: "Why is the story introduced here 1 What
does the author mean to prove by it 1 What principle
does it illustrate 1"

There is, for example,' in the section on Memory, a
story of the author's seeing the wife of one of his pa
tients, but he could not,think who it was, until he ac
cidentally passed a cottage where he had attended the
patient, when all the circumstances came to his mind.
This is a, very simple story to read and remember,
merely as a story. But to do that alone is only light
reading; it is not study at aU, far less the study of the
Philosophy of Mind. But if you inquire what the nar
rative is designed to illustrate, by 'looking back a para
graph or two, you will see that the subject is Memory,
as affected by Local Association, and that this incident
is intended to show how events were recalled to the
memory of the author, by his coming in sight of a cot
tage with which the'lJ were strongly associated, although
all his direct efforts failed to bring them to miqd.

Third dlreeUon. ConneclioDl of lbe ~e. Anecdotes and UIU8lrali0D8, how 10 be
lIlUdIed' Bumple. Mode of oIudllng it 1 Dilferenci lIetween rladlng allllllwll.

2*
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Thus it illustrates a principle; and careful effort to dIs
cover and clearly to understand the principles thus
illustrated, is what constitutes the difference between
merely reading a story book, and studying the PhilQ-
sophy of Mind. -

The pupil, too, should avail himselfofcollateral helps
in understanding tl1e lesson. Every geographical, or
historical, or personal allusion should be examined with
the help of the proper books. If a distinguished indivi
dual is mentioned, find the account of his life in a bio
graphical dictionary. If a place is named, seek it on
the map. There is one other direction which I am
sorry to say it is absolutely necessary to mention. Look
out all the words, whose meaning you do not distinctly
and fully understand, in a dictionary. Strange as it

-may seem, in nine cases out of ten, a pupil in school
will find in his lesson a sentence containing words he
does not understand, and, perplexing himself some
minutes with it in vain, he will go to his recitation in
ignorance of its meaning, as if he never had heard of
such a contrivance as a dictjonary. Now the habit -of
seeking from other hoou explanations and assistance
in regard to your studies is of incalculable value. It
will cause you some additional trouble, but it will mul
tiply, many fold, your interest and success.

4. After having thus read, with minute and critical
attention, the portion 888igned, the pupil should next
take a cursory review of it, by glancing the eye over the
paragraphs, noticing the heads, and the questions or
topics in the margin, for the purpose of taking in, as it
were, a view of the passage as a whole. The order of
discussion which the author adopts, and the regular
manner in which the several steps of an argument, or
the several applications of a principle, succeed one an
other, should be carefully observed. There are the
same reasons for doing this, in regard to any particular
chapter, as in regard to the whole work. The connec-

of~-=..WIlL Knmplel of dIia. u. of cIk:UoDarr- PlNnh dlnclloa. .....
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tion, too, between the passage which constitutes the
lesson, and the rest of the book, i. e. the place which it
occupies in the plan of the author, should be brought to
mind again. You thus classify and arrange, in your
own mind, what is learned, and not only fix it more
firmly, but you are acquiring logical habits of mind,
which will be of lasting and incalculable value.

5. You will thus have acquired a thorough know
ledge of the lesson, but this is by no means all that is
necessary. You must learn to recite it. That is, you
must learn to express, in your own language, the ideas
.you have thus acquired. This is a distinct and an
important point. Nothing is more common than for
pupils to say, when' they attempt to recite in such a
study as this, "I know the answer, but I cannot ex
press it j" as if the power to express was not as impor
tant as the ability to understand.

The pupil then must make special preparation for this
part of his duty, that is, for expressing in his own lan
guage the thoughts and principles of the author. 'Fhe
best way, perhaps, of making this preparation, is to go
over the lesson, looking only at the topics in the margin,
and repeating aloud, or in a Whisper, or in thought, the
substance' of what is stated under each. Be careful
that what you say makes complete and perfect sense of
itself, that it is expressed in clear and natural language,
and that itis a full exposition of the author's meaning.

Such a study as this ought not to be recited by mere
question and answer. Whenever the subject will allow,
it is better for the teacher to give out a subject or topic,
on which the pupil may express the sentiments of the
writer. This is altogether the pleasantest, as well as
the most useful mode of recitation. Those unaccus-.
tomed to it will, of course, find a little difficulty at first.
But the very effort to surmount this difficulty will be as
useful in developing and strengthening the intellectual
powers, as any other effort which the study requires.

Conneetlon8 of tile 1.1100. Fifth direction. Learning to roche.. W1W implied ID
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You should go over the lesson, then, for the purpose
of reciting it by yourself as it were, by looking at the
marginal titles, one by one, and distinctly stating to
yourself the substance of the author's views upon each.
If this preparation is made, and if the recitation is con
ducted on the same principles, the pupils will soon find
themselves making very perceptible and rapid progress
in that most important art, viz. expressing their senti
ments with fluency, distinctness, and promptitude.

It will be evident, from what is said above, that the
pupil ought not to commit to memory the language of
the author. This practice may indeed be useful in
strengthening the memory, and in some other ways,
but very far higher objects ought to be in view in stu
dying such a work as this, which will be far better at
tained by the pupils depending entirely on themselve&
for the language in which they express their ideas.
To illustrate distinctly the mode of recitation intended,
I will give a specimen. The following passage will
serve as text.

"Memory is very much influenced by ATTENTION, or a
full and distinct perception"of the fact or object, with a view
to its being remembered; and by the perception being kept
before the mind, in this distinct manner, for a certain tirile.
The distinct recollection of the fact, in such cases, is gene
rally in proportion to the intensity with which it has been
contemplated; and this is also very much strengthened by
its being repeatedly brought before the mind. Most peo
ple, accordingly, have experienced that a statement is more
strongly impressed upon the memory by being several times
repeated to others. It is. on the same principle that memo
ry is greatly assisted by writing down the object of our
knowledge, especially if this be done in a distinct and sys·
tematic manner. A subject also is more distinctly conceiv
ed, and more correctly remembered, after we have instructed
another person in it. Such exercises are not strictly to
be cd!lsidered as helps to the memory, but as excitements

"to attention; arid as thus leading to that clear and full com-

Advantage oft.hlo mode. CommIUing 10 memory.
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prehension of the subject which is required for the distinct
remembrance 01 it.

"It is familiar to everyone that there Rre great diffe
rences in memory, both in respeet to the facility of acquire
ment and the power of retention. In the former, there ap
pear to be original differences, but a great deal also de
pends upon habit. In the power of retention much de
pends, as we shall afterwards see, upon the habit of correct
association; but, besides this, there are facts which seem
to -show a singular connection with the manner in which the
acquisition was made. The following fact was communi
cated to me by an able and intelligent friend, who heard it
from the individual to whom it rela.tes. A distinguished
theatrical performer, in consequence of the sudden illness
of another actor, had acca.sion to prepare himself, on very
short notice, for a part which was entirely new to him; and
the part was long and rather difficult. He acquired it in
a very s1l :lrt time, and went through it With perfect accura
cy, but immediately after the performance forgot every
word of it."

The titles or topics in the margin j attached to this
passage, are the following: Attention-Means of se
curing it-Differences in memory-Illustration. Now
in hearing a recitation from it, the. teacher will ordina
rily be guided by, but not confimid to them, as you will
see exemplified in the following dialogue. The pupil,
too, will use his own language, which will vary very
considerably from that of the author; as will be per
ceived bya comparison.

Teacher. The first topic is attention.
First Pupil. The author says that it consists in

keeping the object distinctly before the mind, for a cer
tain time, so that it may make a strong impression. It
assists very much in enabling us to remember it after
wards.

Teacher. The best means of confining ~he atten
tion to any object 1

The marginal litles bow 11) be"-' taJl,!lUllSe of the, pupil in recltailOll.
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Second Pupil. There are several modes j one is
by repeating the thing several times to other persons j
anether is, by writing an account of it, especially if it is
done systematically j a third, endeavoring to explain it
to others.

Teacher. How is it these methods produce the ef
fect'1

Second Pupil. They help us to obtain clear and
distinct idJas, and they fix the attention for some time
on the subject.

Teacher. What does he say of differences in memo
ry'1

Third Pupil. There is a grea.t difference in diffe
rent individuals j in some cases it is natural, and in
others acquired.

Teacher. A story is told here to illustrate this sub
ject

Fourth Pupil. An actor was obliged to learn a part
once at a very short notice, and by making a great ef
fort he succeeded, and went through it once, but he
forgot it immediately afterwards..

Teacher. What is the precise point which this fact
is intended to illustrate '1

Fourth Pupil." I did not clearly understand.

6. After the class has, in this thorough manner, gone
through with one of the divisions of the book, they

'should pause, to review it j and the best, as well as the
pleasantest mode of conducting a review, is to assign to
the class some written e;x:ercises on the portion to be
thus re-examined. These exercises may be of various
kinds j I shall, however, mention only'two.

(1.) An abstract of the chapter to be reviewed j that
is, a brief expgsition, in writing, of the plan of the chap
ter, with the substance of the writer's views on each
head. Such an abstract, though it will require some
labor at first, will be, with a little practice,a pleasant

Sixth direction. Review-bow to be conducted. Fint metbod-what 1 Ita
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exercise j and perhaps there is nothing which so effectu
ally assists in digesting the knowledge which the pupil
has obtained, and in fixing it indelibly upon the mindr
and nothing is so conducive to accurate logical habits
of thought, as this writing an analysis of ~ scientific
work. It may be very brief, and elliptical in its style;
its logical accuracy is the main point to be secured.
By devoting a single exercise at the end of each section
to such an exercise, a class can go on regularly through
the book, and,with very little delay, make an abstract
of the whole.

(2.) Writing additional illustrations {)f the principles
brought to view,-illustrations furnished either by the
experience or observation of the pupil, or by what he has
read in books. For example, in the chapter on dream
ing, the author enumerates four or five source!. of the
ideas which come to the mind in dreams. Now the
teacher might, after Jinishing that chapter, require
each one of the class, for the next exercise, to write an
account of a dream, and to state at the end of it to
which of the classes it is to be referred. Nothing could
more effectually familiarize the mind of the pupil with
the principles which the chapter centains than such an
exercise. In many cases, perhaps in nearly all, the
dreams would be complex, and must be analyzed, and
the several parts separately assigned. The effect of
such an effort is obvious.

There are multitudes of other subjects discussed in
the work, equally suitable for this purpose. Wherever
anecdotes are told, illustratiI,lg the laws of the human
mind, the pupil can add others; for these laws are the
same in all minds, and are constantly in operation.
Writing these additional illustrations, especially if they
are derived from your own experience, will have anoth
er rhost powerful effect. They will tum yOUl attention
within, and accustom you to watch the operations, and

, 8lyle and manner. Second mode. Example. AdYantageo of i'- Common mlsun·
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study the laws of yOUT own minds. Many pupils do
not aeem to understand that it is the powers and ~ove
ments of the immaterial principle within their own bo
soms, which are the objects of investigation in such a
science. Because illustrations are drawn from the his
tories of men with strange names, who lived in other
countries, and a haifa century ago, they seem insensi
bly to imbibe the idea~ that it is the philosophy of these
men'8 minds which they are studying, not their own.
Now the fact is, that appeals are made to the history
and experience of these individuals, simply because they
are more acce~sible to the writers of books. A perfect
system of Intellectual Philosophy might be written, with
all its illustrations drawn from the thoughts andfeeliugs
of any single pupil in the class. The mind is in its es
sential laws everywhere the same; and of course you
can find the evidence of the existence and operation of
all these laws in your own breasts, if you will look
there. What you cannot, by proper research, find con
firmed by your own experience, or your observations
upon those around you, is not a law of mind.

Such is substantially the course which is recommend
ed to those who shall commence the study of this work.
It will be perceived that the object of it is to make the
study of it, if-possible, not what it too often is, the mere
mechanical repetition of answers marked and commit
ted to memory, but an intellectual and thorough investi
gation of a science. If the book is studied in this way,
it must have a mo!lt powerful influence in cultivating
accurate and discriminating habits, in developing intel
lectual power, and in storing the mind with facts of
the most direct and practical importance, in all the con
nections of society, and in all the business of life.

•
llllllUe delisn. Genenl object of this IntrodllCtion.



INQUIRIES

OO!llCllRNll'lG THE

INTELLECTUAL POWERS, &.0

PART I.

OF THE NATUU AND EXTENT OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF MIND.

To mind is that part of our being which thinks and wilI.,
remembers and reasons: we know nothing of it except
from these functions. By means of the corporeal &eD8etl it
holds intercourse with the things of the external world, and
receives impressions from them. But of this connection al
so we know nothing but the facts j when we attempt to spe
culate upon its nature and cause, we wander at once from
the path of philosophical inquiry into conjectures which are
as far beyond the proper sphere as they are beyond the
reach of the human faculties.• The object of true science
on such a subject, therefore, is simply to investigate the

~aeUl, or the relatioDs of phenomena, respectintJ: the opera
tions of mind itself, and the intercourse which It carnell on
with the things of the external world. '

This important rule in the philosophy of mind has been
fully recognised in very modem times only, 80 that the sci
ence, as a faithful interpretation of nature, may be consider.
ed as of recent origin. Before the period now referred to,
the inveBtigation was encumbered by the most fruitless
speculations respecting the essence of mind, and other di..
cUBBions which led to no discovery of truth. It was eon
tended. for example, that the mind cannot act where it 'is
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DOt preBeDt, and that eonsequently it eannot be said to per
eeive external objects themselves, but only their images,
forms, or sensible species, which were said to be conveyed
through the senses, and represented to the mind in the same

, .. manner in which images' are formed in a camera obscura.
By the internal functions of mind these sensible species were
then supposed to be refined into phantasms, the objects of
memory and imagination; and these, after under~oing a
funher process, became intelligible species, the objects of
pure iqtellect. By a very natural application of this doc
trine, it was maintained by bishop Berkeley and the philoso
phers of his school, that as the mind can perceive nothing
hut its own impreuioDs or images, we can derive no evi
denee from our senses of the existence of the external world;
and Mr. Hume carried the argument a little further, by
maintaining that we have as littl~ proof of the existence of
mind, and that nothing exists in the universe exeept impres
sions and ideas. Of another seet of philosophers who arose
out of the same system, each individual professed to believe
his own existenee, but would not admit the existence of any
other being; hence they received the appropriate name of
Egotists.

The various eminent individuals by whoPl the fallacy of
these speculations was exposed, combated them upon the
principle that the doctrine of ideas is entirely a fiction of
philosophers; and that a eonfidence in the information con
veyed to us by our senses must be considered as a tint
truth, or a fundamental laweof out nature, susceptible of no
explanation, and admitting of no other evidence than that
whieh is derived from the universal conviction of mankind.
Nor does it, to common minds, appear a slight indication of
the validity of this mode of reasoning, that the philosophers
who supported this theory do not appear to have acted up
on their own system; but in every thing which concerned
their personal accommodation or personal safety, showed
the same confidence in the evidenee of their senses as other
men. .

The deductions made from the ideal theory by Berkeley
apd H1IDle seem to have been applications of it which its fof'o

~ JII'IICe. .,. widell .......... -a-IatIIII wIdI 0liIIIla1 D1111cl& Bl1'IInI roe
I!!kIIiI. JIeiUIe,'. 0PIDI8D' B_'• .,..., ........... 11M~ ......
....r.D111111m 1IIIIr ....,.... ,
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mer advocates had not contemplated. But it il alilij[1l1l11:
Cact, as stated by Dr. Reid, that nearly all philosophers,
from Plato to Mr. Hume, agree in maintaining that the
mind does not perceive external thing! themselves, but only
their ideas, images, or species. This doctrine was founded
upon the maxim that mind cannot act where it is not pre
sent j and we find one writer only, who, admitting the max
im, called in question the application of it so far as to main
tain that the mind, in perceivin~ external things, leaves the
~~y, and comes into contact WIth the objects of its percep
tIon.

Such speculations ought to be entirely banished from the
science of mind, as not only useless and unprofitable, but u
referring to things entirely beyond the reach of the human
faculties, and therefore contrary to the first principles of
philO8Ophical investigation. To the same class we are to
refer all speculations in regard to the essence of mind, the
manner in which thought is produoed, and the means by
which the intercourse is carried on between the mind ancl
external objects. These remarkable functions were at one
time explained by an imaginary essence called the al1imal
spirits, which were supposed to be in constant motion, per
formiDg the office of messengers between the brain a.d the
organs of sense. By aaother class of philosophers, of ,no
very ancient date, thinking was ascribed to vibrations in
the particles of the brain. The communication of percep
tions from the senses to the mind has heen accounted for in
the same manner by the motions of the nervous fiuid, by vi
brations of the nerves, or by a subtile essence, resembling
electrieityor galvanism. The mind, again, has been com
pared to a camera obseura, to a mirror, and to a storehouse•

. In opposition, however, to all such h1potheses, which are
equally incapable either of proof or 0 refotation, o~r duty
is to keep steadily in view, that the objects of true science
are facts alone, and the relations of these facts to each oth
er. The mind can be compared to nothing in nature; it
h.. been endowed by its Creator with a power of perceiving
external things; but the manner in which it does so is en
tirely beyon ~ our comprehension. All attempts, therefore,

Dr. Reid', IlalAlmenC ,. Poundallon of tbls dlicCrlne. AUlhor', opinion of lUCIa
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to explain or illustrate its operations by a reference to any
thing else, can be considered only as vain and futile. The)'
are endeavors to establish a resemblance where there IS

not a vestige of an analogy; and consequently they can
lead to no useful result. It is only by a rigid adhereJlce to
this course of investigation that we can expect to make any
progress in true knowledge, or to impart to our inquiries in
any department of science the characters -either of truth or
utility. --.

The ideal theory, with all the doctrines founded upon it,
may now be considered as gone by. But certain specula
tions are still occasionally brought out by writers of a par
ticular order, which are referable to the SaDle class, name
ly, hypotheses which are to be treated, not merely as un
sound, but as bein~, by their very nature, directly opposed
to the first prinCiples of philosophical inquiry. Among
these, the most prominent is tpe doctrine of materialism, of
which it may be adrisable to take a slight view in the com
mencement of this essay. ,On the .princ!ples which have
been referred to, the follOWIng cODSlderatlonsmay be sub·
mitted as bearing upon the subject.

The term matter is a name which we apply to a certain
combination of properties, or to certain subst~es which
are solid, extended, and divisible, and which are known to
us only by these properties. The term mind, in the same
manner, is a name which we apply to a certain combina·
tion of functions, or to a certain power which we feel with
in, which thinks, and wills, and reasons; and is known to
us only by these fURctioDS. The former we know only by
our senses, the latter only by our cOIUlCiousness. In~d
to their essence or occult qualities, we know quite as httle
about matter as we do about mind; and in as far as our ut
most conception of them extends, we have 'nO ground for
believing that they have any thing in common.

It is highly important lbat the pupil should entertain clear ideas
of the distinction between the weme and the prOf'erties of bodies.
Take, ilr an example to ilIl1l1trate this, an orange. It has Ii peculiar
eolor. This eolor is one of its propertiu. Imagine this to be taken
away. It has taste, which is another property. Remove this also.

Pro!,,!r...10.. of the D&Ulre or mind 7 Doctrine of materiallmJ. Reuon for a11udin8
CO k. Proper ap,Pilcal1011' or the _ man.r and· mind 1 DiltlnetioD lwtwean OIl
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I& has solidity; t1lat is, it can be fell, Imagine, though it is di8i
cult to do so, this Jlropeny to be removed, so that the hand would
pas8 through it WIthout meeting with any resistance, as if it were a
shadow, or an optical deception. Suppose that, in the same way, all
other properties are removed, viz. f-, rmdl, rr:riSht, &c. What would
at last be left' Is there an unknown somethmg, around whiCh all
these properties cluster' To this something, the term uunu is applied.
Now all of which we have, or CllJI have any real knowledge, 18 the
propmiu. both in the case of matter and mind.

The true object of philosophy is simply to investigate the
facts in regard to both; and materialism is not to be view
ed only u nnsound reasoning, but as a lopcal absurdity,
and 11 total misconception of the first princIples of philoso
phical inquiry. Does the materialist tell us that the princi
ple which thinks is material, or the result of organization,
we have only to uk him what li~ht he expects to throw
upon the subJett by such an assertIon 1 For the/rinciple
which thinks is known to us only by thinking; an the sub
stances which.are solid and extended are known to us only
by their solidity and extension. When we say of the for
mer that it is immaterial, we simply express the fact that it
is known to us by properties altogether distinct from the
properties to which we have given the name of matter, and,
u far as w~ know, has nothing in common with them. Be
yond these -properties. we know as little abo,ut matter as
'We do about mind; so that materialism is scarcely less ex
travagant than would he the attempt to explain any phe
nomenon by referring it to some other altogether distinct
and dissimilar; to say, for example, that color is a modifi
cation of sound, or gravity II: species of fermentation. The
assertion, indeed, would be fully as plausible, and calculat
ed to throw u much light upon the subject, \vere a person
anxious to explain the nature of matter, to ,tell us that it is
the result of a particular manifestation of mind. Somethi~g

analogous to this, in fact, seems to be the foundation of the
theory of Boscovich, who conceives all bodies to consist of
unextended atoms or mathematical points endowed with a
certain rower of repulsion, and consequently makes the es
sence 0 matter to cODsist merely in the property of resist
ance. We have, in truth, the same kind of evidence for

Trae DbIboIIIa,-mw' 11.1 pr\Dclplea YioIaled bJ malerIa1.-....... , T~ of
IIIoeoYIiIL N"alure of tbe eTidenee of &be olRence both of mauer aDd miDd.
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the exiltence of mind that we haTe for the existence of mat
ter, namely, from its propertiea; and of the two, the former
appelU'8 to be the least liable to deception. " Of all tbe
truths we know," saYI Mr. Stewart, "the exiateDee of mind
is the most certain. Even the IJ8teM of Berkeley coneern
ing the non-existence of matter is far more conceivable than
that nothing but matter exists in the universe."

A similar mode of reasoning may be applied to the modi·
fication of materialism more prevalent in modem times, by
which mind is considered 81 a result of organization, or, in
other worda, a function of the brain j and upon which has
been founded the conclusion, that, like our bodily II8Il8e8, it
will cease to be when the bodily frame is di880lved. The
brain, it is true, il the centre of that infiuenee on which de
pend sensation and motion. There is a remarkable con
nection between this organ and tbe manifestations of mind ;
and by various diseases.ef the brain these manifestations
are often modified, impaIred, or suspended. We shall af
terward see that these results are very far from being uni
form j but even if. they were uniform, tbe facta 1foald war
rant no such conclusion respecting the nature of miDd j for
they accord equally with the supposition ihat the brain is
the organ of comlQunication between the mind~Bd the ex
ternal world. When the materialist advances a !Jingle ·step
beyond this, he plunges at once into conelusioDII which are
entirely gratuitous and unwarranted. We rest notbing
more upon this argument than that these conclusions are
unwarranted j but we might go further tban this, and eon
tend that the presumption i. clearly on the other side, when
we consider the broad and obvious distinction which exiats
~n the peculiar phenomena of mind and thOlle fune
tions which are exercised through the meaDl' of bodily or
ganization. They do not admit of being brought into com
parison, and have nothing in common. The moet exquis
Ite of our bodily senses are entirely dependent for their ex
ercise upon impressions from external things. We JIetl not
without the presence both of light and a body \'e6eeting it j

and if we could suppose light to be annihilated, though the
eye were to retain Its perfect condition, sight would be ex-
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tinguiahed. But mind owns no such dependence on exter
Dal things, except in the origin of its knowledge in regard
to them. When this knowledge has once been acquired it
is retained and recalled at pleasure; and mind eserc_
its various functions without any dependence upon impres
sions from the external world. That which has long ceas
ed to exist is still· distinctly before it, or is recalled after
having been long forgotten, in a manner even still more
wonderful; and scenes, deeds, or beings, which DeYer ex
isted, are called up in long and harmonious succession, in
vested with all the characten of truth, and all the vividness
of present existence. The mind rememben, conceives,
combines, and reasons; it loves, and fean, and hopes, in
the total absence of any imp~esllion from without that can
influence in the smallest degree these emotions; and we
have the fullest conviction that it· would continne to exer
cise the IIB1De functions in undiminished activity, though all
material things werc at once annihilated. l

This argument, indeed, may be considered as only nega
tive, but this is all that the subject admits of. For when we
endeavor to speculate directly on the essenee of mind, we
are immediately lost in perplexity, in consequence of our
total ignorance of the subject, and the use of terms bonow
ed from analogies with materia} things. Hence the unsa
tisfactory nature of every physiological or metaphysical ar
gument I'eIlpecting the essence of mind, arising entirely from
the attempt to reason on the subject in • manner of which
it is not susceptible. It admits not of any ordinary pro
cess of logie, for the facts on which it rests are the objects
of consciousness only; and the argument must consist in an
appeal to the conSCIousness of every man, that he feels ..
p.«lwer within totally distinct from any function of the body.
What other conception than this can he form of that pow
er by which he recalls the past, aDd provides for the fu
ture; by which he ranges uncontrolled from world to world,
and from system to system; surveys the works of all-creat
ing power, and rises to the contemplation of the etemal
Cause 1 To what function of matter shall he liken that
principle by which he loves and (ean, and joys and Sor-

IndepelldeDce of lhe miDd. Exampl.... Inf_ from &kI& IYoence of III1l1d.
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rows; by which he is elevated with hope, excited byen
thusiasm, or sunk into the horrors of despair 1 These chan
get! also he feels, in many instances, to be equally indepen
dent of impressions from without, and of the condition of

. his bodily frame. In the most peaceful state of every cor
poreal function, pusion, remorse, or anguish may rage
within; and while the body is racked by the most frightful
diseases, the mind may repose in tranquillity and hope. He
is taught by physiology that every part of his body is in a
constant state of change, and that within a certain period

-every particle of it is renewed. But, amid these changes,
he feels that the being whom he calls himself, remains es
sentially the same. In particular, his remembrance of the
occurrences of his early days he feels to be totally incon
sistent with the idea of an impression made upon a material
organ, unless he has recourse to the absurdity of supposing
that one series ofparticles, as they departed, transferred the
picture to those which came to occupy their room. ~

If the being, then, which we call mind or soul be, to the
utmost extent of our knowledge, thus dissimilar to, and dis·
tinct from, any thing that we kno\v to he a result of bodily
organization, what reason have we to believe that it should
be affected by any change in the arran~ment of material
organs, except in so far as relates to its Intercourse with this
external world1 The effects of that change which we call
the death of an animal body are nothing more than a change
in the arrangement of its constituent elements; for it can
be demonstrated, on the strictest princip~s of chemistry,
that not one particle of these elements ceases to exist.
We have, in fact, no conception of annihilation;. and our
whole experience is opposed to the belief that one atom
which ever existed has ceased to exist. There is, there
fore; as Dr. Brown has well remarked, in the very decay
of the body, an analogy which would seem to indicate the
continued existence of the thinking principle, since that
which we term declly is itself only another name for con
tinued existence. To conceive, then, that any thing men·
tal ceases to exist after death, when we know that every
thing corporeal continues to exist, is a gratuitous asSUftlp-

Enw,uce or cOl1lClollOn_. The r.elings or the mind in many euee indepenw,lIt or
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tion, contrary to every rule of philOIOphieal inquiry, and in
direct opposition, not only to all the facts relating to mind
itself, but even to the analogy which is furnished by the
di88olution of the bodily frame.

To this mode of reasoning it has been objected, that it
would go to establish an immaterial principle in the lower
animals, which in them exhibits many of the phenomena of
mind. I have only to anawer, be it BO. There are in the
lower animals many of the phenomena of mind; and, with
regard to these, we also contend, that they are entirely
distinct from any thing we know as the properties of mat
ter,-which is all that we mean, or can mean, by being im
material. There are other principlOf superadded to mate
rial things, of the nature of which we are equally ignorant;
ll1Jeh, for example, 88 the principle of vegetable life, and
that of animal life. To say that these are properties of
matter is merely arguing about 'a term; for wnat we mean
by matter i.. something which is solid, extended, ..d diTiai
ble. That these properties are, in certain individuals, com
bined with simple or vegetable life,-in others, with animal
life, that is, life and the powers of sensation and motion,-

. and in others with animal life, and certain of thOse proper
ties whieh we call mind,-are all facts equally beyond our
comprehension. For any thing we know, they may all
be immortal principles; and for any thing we know, mat
ter itself may be immortal. The simple truth is, that we
know nothiIl$' on the subject; and while, on the one hand,
we have no tItle to assume an essence to be mortal becaulle
it possesses only the propertieB of matter; neither, on the
other hand, have we any right to infer an essence to be im
mortal, because it pas_ses properties different' from those
oC matter. We talk, indeed, about matter, and we talk
about mind; we speculate coneeining materiality and im
materiality, until we argue ourselveB into a kind of belief
that we really understand something of the subject. The
truth is that we understand nothing. Matter and mind are
known to us by certain properties; these properties are
quite distinct from each other; but in rerrd to both, it is
entirely out of the reacll of our facultIes to advance a
single step beyond the facts which are before 118. Whether

OIIjo1etlan 10 thiI ......mID" Anawer' Menial pllenom8llll III die Ioww animal&.
OllIer principia. Our kDowled,e limlled 10 what'
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ill their bubetratilm or ultimate essence they are the 1IlUD8,
or whether they are different, we know not, and never can
know ill our present state of being. Let us, then, be satis
fied with the facts, when our· utmost faculties can carry WI
no farther j let us cease to puh our feeble speculations,
when our duty is only to wonder and adore,

TheBe considerations, while they are directly opposed to
the crude conclnsions of the materialist, also Berve to show
UlS how much the subject is removed beyond our limited
faculties j and it is not on such speculations, therefore, that
we rest the evidence for a futore state of being. We know
nothing of the nature or the essence of mind j but whate?8l'
may be its essence, and whatever may be the nature and
extent of that mysterious connection which the· Deity b..
established between it and our bodily organintion, theee.
points have no reference whatever to the great· question of
Its future existence. This is a principle which seems to
have been too much lost sight of in the discWlsion of this
subject, namely, that our speculations respectjng, the imma
teriality of the rational human soul have no influence 011
our belief of its immortality. This momentous truth resta
ona species of evidence altogether different, which address
es itself to the moral cODstitution of man. It is found in
those principles of his nature by which he feels upon his
spirit the awe of a God, and looks forward to the future
with anxiety or with hope i-by which he knows to distin
guish truth from falsehood, and evil from good, and has·
forced upon him the conviction that he is a moral and I'e

sponsible being. This is the power of conscience,that
monitor within which raises its voice in the breast of every
man, a witness for his Creator. He who resigns himself to
its guidance, and he who repels its warniDgs, are both com
pelled to acknowledge its. power j and, whether the good
man rejoices in the prospect of immortality, or the victim of
remorse withers beneath an influence UDseen bf human eye,
and shrinks from the anticipation of a reckomng to come,
each has forced upon him a conviction, such as argument
never gave, that the being which is eneotially himself is
distinct from any function of thetPod,>:, and will surviv:e in

Immorlllli&J' oIl1le 1OIIl. Real eYidence 01 ii-what' 00Mc1eaee. IrnMoIIbIe_·
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undiminished vigor when the body shall have fallen into
decay.

When, indeed, we take into the inquiry the high princi
})les of moral obligation, and the moral government of the
Deity, this important truth is entirely independent of all our
feeble speculations Oil the essenee of mind. For though we
were to suppose, with the materialist, that the rational soul
of man is a mere chemical eombination, which, by the dis
solution of its elements, is dissipated to the four winds of
heaven, where is the improbability that the Power which
framed the wondrous compound may collect these elements
again, and combine them anew, for the great purposes of his
moral administration. In our speculations on such a mo
mentous subject we are too apt to be influeneed by our eon
ceptions of the powers and properties of physical things;
but there is a pOInt where this principle must be abandoned,
and where the soundest philosophy requires that we take
along with us a full recognisance of the power of God.

There is thus, in the consciousness of every man, a deep
impression of continued existence. The easuist may rea
son against it till he bewilder himself in his own sophis
tries; bot a voice within gives the lie to his vain specula
tions, and pleads with authority for a life which is to come.
The sincere and humble inquirer cherishes the impression,
while he seeks for farther light on a subject so momentous;
and he thus receives, with absolute conviction, the truth
which beams upon him from the revelation of God,-that
u.e mysterious part of IPs being, whieh thinks, apd wills,
and reasons, shall indeed survive the--.. wreck of its mortal
tenement, and is destined for immortality.

Doeo ma~rWIom, I' al!mIlIMl, cIIltpnm 1mmorIa1It7 , Row 11hJotNled. CeIlCII1\IDc--



PART II.

OF THE ORIGIN OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF FACTS RELATING
BOTH TO MIND -AND MATTER.

AMONG writers on the !!cience of mind, there was former
ly much controversy in regard to the origin of our ideas.
Some maintained that they are derived entirely" from per
ception, that is, through the exte"rnal senses; others con
sidered them as arising partly fTom perceptioR and p.artly
from consciousness, or reflection; and some added a third
class, which they called innate ideas, and which were sup
posed to exist in the mind itself, independently of and prior
to the exercise either of perception or reflection. This
phraseology had its origin in the ancient theory of ideas,
according to which something was supposed to exist dis
tinct both from the mind and the external object of its per
ception. This, as we have formerly seen, was what phi
losophers meant by an idea. It was believed to be the im
mediate object of the mind's perception, but to be only a kind
of image or representative of the object perceived. This
hypothesis, which kept its place in the science of mind till a
very recent period, is now generally admitted to have been
a fiction of philosophers; and the phraseology respecting
ideas is abandoned by the best practical writers; because,
though the ancient doctrine be exploded, and the term may
be used only in a figurative sense, it still seems to imply
something existing in the mind distinct from the mind itself.
The impressions derived from external things are therefore
to be considered as the occasions on which the various pow
ers of the mind are brought into action. These powers
themselves then become the objects of consciousness or re
flection, and by their further exercise we acquire certain no
tions which arise out of the mental operations. This doc
trine gives no encouragement to the scheme of materialism,
for it is clear that we cannot remember till we are furnish-

Different opinion.. Ancient theory of ide_what 7 Present opinion oflhia theory.
Modem Yiolf-lfhat 7
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ed with lome fact to be remcmbered; but ihis can never
be supposed to affect our belief'in the existence of the pow
er of memory before the fact was so furnished. If we could
suppose the case of a man who had lived all his life in the
dark, he certainly could not see, but we should not say that
the admission of light imparted to him the power of vision;
it only furnished the circumstances which gave occasion to
the exercise of sight. It has accordingly been shown by
Mr. Stewart, that though we may not be conscious of our
mental powers till they are called into action, yet this may
arise from the most simple sensation,-such as affords no
evidence of the properties, or even of the existence of the
material world.

Through the senses, then, we acquire .a' knowledge
of the facts relating to external things. The mental pro
cesses thus brought into action then become the subjects of
consciousness, and we acquire a knowledge of the facts re
lating to them. By a further exercise of these powers on
various facts referring to both matter and 1l1ind, we acquire
certain notions arising out of our reflection upon the rela
tions of these facts, su~h as our notions of time, motion,
number, cause and effect, and personal identity; and we
acquire, further, the impression of certain fundamental laws
of belief, which are not referable to any process of reason
ing, but are to be considered as a part of our constitution,
or a spontaneous and instinctive exercise of reason in eve
ry sound mind.

The origin of our knowledge then is referable, in a.philo
sophical point of view, to perception and reflection.' Dut,
in point of fact, the knowledge which is acquired by an in
dividual through his own perception and reflection is but Il

small part of what he possesses; much of the knowledge
possessed by everyone is acquired through the perceptions
of other men. In an essay, therefore, which is intended to
be entirely practical, I shall include this last department un
der the head of Testimony. The division of this part of
the subject ~ill therefore be, .

1. Sensation and Perception.
.2. Consciousness and Reflection.
3. Testimony.

ill_lOll. Knowledge of enemal thlnp-bow acqulnld 7 Of their ~,
T1IO QIft*7 AddIUonallOUrCe. Summarr.
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SECTION I.

OF SENSATION AND PERCEPTION.

39

W K know nothing of perception except the fact that cor
tain impressions made upon the- organs of sense convey to
the mind a knowledge of the properties of external thingw.
Some of the older speculations on this subject have already
been referred to. In these the mind was compared to a
camera obscura, and the transmission of the forms or ima
ges of things to it from the organs of sense was explained
by the motion of the animal 'spirits, or the nervous fluid, or
by vibrations in the substance of the nerves. All such
speculations are now dismissed from the investigation, being
considered as attempts to penetrate into mysteries which are
beyond the reach of the human faculties, and consequently
not the legitimate objects of a philosophical inquiry.

Our first knowledge of the existence and properties of the
material world is evidently of a complex nature. It seems
to arise froIJ:l the combined action of several senses, convey
ing to us the general notion of certain essences 'which are
solid and extended, or possessed of those properties which
characterize material things. Without this general know
ledge pr~viously acquired, our various senses acting indi
vidually could convey to us no definite notion of the pro
perties of external things. A smell, that is, a mere odor,
for example, might be perceived by us, but would convey
nothing more than the sensation simply. It could not com
municate the imrression of this being a property of an ex
ternal body, unti we had previously acquired a knowledge
of the existence of that body, and had come by observation
to associate the sensation with the body from which it pro
ceeds. The same holds true of the other senses; and we
are thus led at the very first step of our inquiry to 11 com
plicated process of mind without which our mere sensa
tions.could ronvey to us no definite knowledge.

Having thus acquired a knowledge of the existence and

Forme~ lheori... How no.. collllidered 7 F1m knowledge-bow oblainod' Sue·
Cee;1!Dg st..eptt-WRat1
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general properties of material things, we next derive from
our various senses a knowledge of their more minute cha
racters. These are generally divided into primary and se
condary. The primary qualities of material things arc
such as are essential, and must at all times belong to mat
ter; such as solidity and extension. These properties ne
cessarily convey to us a conviction of something existing
out of the mind, and distinct from its own sensations. The
secondary qualities, again, are color, temperature, smell,
taste, &C. These are not essential properties of matter,
but qualities producing sensations in a sentient being; they
mayor they may not belong to any particular body, or they
may be attached to it at~ne time and not at another.
Hence they convey to us primarily no definite notion in re
gard to the existence or properties of external things, ex
cept, as Mr. Stewart expresses it," as ·the· unknown cause
of a known sensation." One of the quil;lbles or paradoxes
of the scholastic philosophy was, 'denying the real exist
ence of these secondary qualities of matter. Everyone -is
familiar with the humorous account given in the" Guardi
an " of the attainments of a youth from college, and lYs dis
play of them when on a visit to lady Lizard. his mother.
" When the girls were sorting a set of knots he would de- '
monstrate to them that all the ribands were of the same
color, or rather of ,no color at all. My lady -Lizard her
self, though she was not a little pleased with her .son's im
provement, was one day almost angry with him; for, hav
ing accidentally burnt her fingers as she was lighting the
lamp for her teapot, in the midst of her anguish Jack laid
hold of the opportunity to instruct her that there is no such
thing as heat in the fire." Such speculations, which were
at one time common in the schools of philosophy. had their
origin wholly in an abuse of terms. The term heat, for
example, has two meanings, which are quite distinct from
each other. It means a sensation produced in a sentient

. being, and in this sense it may besaid with truth that there
is no heat in fire; but it means also a quality in materi81
substances capable of producing this sensation, and it is ill
this sense that we speak of heat as a property of matter.

C1888ificalion of qualities. De:initions. .Extract given in the Guardian.
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Notwithstanding this explanation of the different senses in which
the word heat is nsed, many persons find it difficult to understand that
there is any sense in which it can be said with troth that there is no
heat in fire. But a little rellection will make it plain.

If a man puts his hand among coals he feels a 1Nmiftg, painful sen
sation, which we call heat. Now when it is said there 18 no heat in
fire, the meaning is that there is no such bvming, painful sensatiorl.
.And certainly no one can suppose that there is. There cannot be suf
fering in the fire, or even any feeling of warmth, or sensation or any
kind j and it is in this sense alone that the word is nsed, when the exis
tence of heat in the fire is denied. So with all the other secondary
qualities. Smells, tastes, sounds, &c. are allfedings in us. The ex
ternal objects themselves caunot have these feelings, or any other.
They have some pecnliarity or property which excites these feelings
in us, but not the feelings or sensations themselves.

The process by whiCh we acquire a knowledge-of ~ter.
nal things is usually wvided into two stages, namely, sen·
sation and perception; the former implying the corporeal,
the latter the mental part of it. Others apply the term per
ception to both; and, according ~o Dr. Brown, sensation is
the simple impression made upon the organs of sense; per
ception is an association formed between this'impression
and an external substance which we have ascertained to be
concerned in producing it. Our senses, by which this
knowledge is acquired, are generally reckoned five,-viz:
sight, heating, taste, smell, and touch. Dr. Brown pro
poses to 'add our muscular frame, and apparently with good
reason; for there seems ground for believing that it is by
resistance to muscular action that we Rcquire the notion of
solidity, and that this could not be acquired by touch alone.

Our first impression of the existence and solidity of ma
terial objects, then, seems to be derived from touch combin
ed with muscular resistance; and at the same time we ac
quire the knowledge of temperature, roughness or smooth
ness, &C. There has been some difference of opinion in
regard to the manner in which we acqqire the notion of ex~

. tension, including figure and magnitude. It is evident that
it cannot be acquired from touch alone; but it may be ac
quired from touch combined with muscular motion, as when
we move the hand over the surface of a body. This, how-

. ever, includes also. the idea of time,-for our notion of the
extent of a surface 'when the hand moves over it is very

lb:planallon. Seeend&1')' quallti.. ; tholr _\ure' Dia\ine\IoR be\"••n ..lIIa\1oo
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much infiuenced by the velocity with. which the motion is
made. Hence time has been supposed by some to be one
of our very earliest impressions, and antecedent even to the
notion of extension or space. It is probable, however, that
the notion of extension may also be acquired in a more sim
ple manner from the combined operation of touch and vi
sion. If this opinion be correct, it will follow-that our nrst
knowledge of the existence and essential properties of ma
terial things is derived from the combined operatlm of
sight, touch, and muscular action.•

With regard to all our senses, however, the truth seems
tobe, that the first notioQs conveyed by them are of a. very
limited and imperfect kind; and that our real knowledge is
acquired only after considerable observation and experi
ence, in the course of which the impressions of one sense
are correcte~ and assisted by those of othf,lrs, and by a pro
cess of mind acting upon the whole. The primary objects
of vision, for example, seem to be simply light or colQr and
expansion. But the judgments which we are in the daily
habit of forming upon vision are of a much more .extensive
kind, embracing also distance, magnitude, and what has
been called tangible figure, such as the figure of a cube or
a sphere. This last, it is evident, cannot be considercd as
a primary object of vision, but as entirely the result of ex
perience derived from- the sense of touch; for we never
could have formed any conception of the figure of a cube
or a sphere by vision alone. Distance and magmtude, also,
are evidently not the primary objects of vision; for persons
who have been suddenly cured of congenita' blindness, by
the operation for cataract, have no conception of the dis
tance or maguitude of objects; they perceive only simple
expansion of surface with color. Our judgment of distance
and magnitude by vision, therefore, is an acquired habit,
founded upon the knowledge which we have received by
other means of the properties of the objects. Accordingly,
it is familiar to every one, that we have no idea of the dis
tance of an object, except we have some notion of its magni
tude; nor, on the other hand, of its magnitude, except we
have some knowledge of its distance. The application of

Flm ooUona derived from tile eelllll& . Prl'mary objecls of ,iaion' Ide.. of dIolance
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this principle is also familiar in perspective drawing, in
whicch the diminished size of known objects is made to con
vey the notion of distance. On the same principle, known
objects seen through a telescope do not appear to be mag
nified, but to be brought nearer. In the same manner with
regard to sounds; we have no idea of their intensity, ex
cept we have some notion Of their distance, and 'Dice 'Dena.
A given degree of sound, for example, if we believed it to
have been produced in the next room, we might conclude
to proceed from the fall of some trifling body; but if we
supposed it to be at the distance of several miles, we should
immediately conclude that it proceeded from a tremendous
explosion. .

In regard to certain small- distances, however, there is a
power of judging by sight alone; and it appears to arise
out of the degree of inclination which is given to the axis
of vision in directing the two eyes to the object. Thus, in
snuffing a candle, or carrying the finger to a small object
within arm's length, it will be found that we are very apt
to ·miss it if we look with one eye only, but can touch it
with unerring certainty when both eyes are directed to it.

This exJ?llriment may.be easily tried. Hold some small object, a
lead pencil for instanCe, with the point upwards at the distance of
about a foot from the eye. Then, with one eye closed, endeavor to
bring tbe end of the finger down exactly upon the point of the pencil.
It will be found quite difficult to do it exactly, though with both eyes
~h~be~. /

It appears to be on the same principle that we enjoy in B

greater degree the deception prf>duced by a painting, when
we look at it with one eye, especially if we also look through
a tube. By the former we cut off the means of conecting
the illusicn by the direction of the axis of vision; and by
·the latter we remove the influence of all neighboring ob
jects. It is impossible to ~iermine the precise distance to
which we can extend this power of judging of distance by
the inclination of the axis of vision, but it does not appear
to be great; and in regard to all greater distances, the judg
ment by vision is evidently an acquired habit, arising out of
such a mental exercise as has now been referred to.

Inlonsity and distance of lOud.. Small distan""" judged of by .ight alone. Experi
ment with pailitlngo.
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There are lome other circumstances, also, the result of
experience, by which we are greatly influenced in all such
cases, particularly the degree of illumination of the objects,
and the degree of distinctness of their outline and minute
parts. Thus, in 'a picture, distant objects are represented
as faintly illuminated, and with indistinctne88 of outline and
minute parts; and 1Jice rJer,a. On this principle, objects
seen through a fog, or in. obseure light, are apt to appear
much larger than they really are; because, in the mental
process which takes place in regard to them, we first as
sume them to be distant, from their imperfect outline and
faint illumination, and then, judging from this assumed dis
tance, we conclude· them to be of great size. On the other
hand, objects seen in an uIUUually clear state of the at·
mosphere appear nearer than they reallYllle, from the
greater. distinctness of their outline. In our judgment of
distance by sight, we are alao greatly influenced by the eye
resting on intermediate object.; and hence the'difficult, of
judging .of .dist~nces !1t sea. A stri~ing illust~tion 0 the
same principle IS furlllshed by captam Pury, In regard to
objects seen across a uniform surface of snow. "We had
frequent occasion, in our walks on shore, to remark the
deception which takes place in estimating the distance and
magnitude of objects, when viewed over an unvaried sur
face of snow. It was not uncommon for us to direct our
steps towards what we took to be a large mass of stone, at
the distance of half a mile from us, Lut which we were able
to take up in our hands after one minute's walk. This was
mOlie particularly the case when ascending the brow of a
hill." Captain Parry adds, that this deception did not be
come less on account of the frequency with which its effects
were experienced; and a late writer has used thii as an
objection to the doctrine lately referred to, respecting the
influence of experience on our judgment of distance by vi
sion. But this is evidently founded on a misconception of
the effect of experience in such cases. Captain Parry could
mean only, that he did not acquire the power of juda"ing of
the distance or magnitude of unknown objects. Rad he
been approaching an object by which he had once. been de-

ElI'ec\ll of diot&nce-what' muatration from Parry" J<lurnal. The 4IIcepIIon not
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ceived, knowing it to be the same, he would not have been
deceived a second time; but, judging from its known mag
nitude, would have inferred its distance. Thus the result of
experience is to enable us to judge of the distance of an ob
ject of known magnitudc, or of the magnitude of an object
at a known distance; but, in regard to objects of which
both the distance and magnitude are unknown, it teaches
us only not to trust the indications of vision.

In our judgment of vision by the magnitude of objects,
again, we are much influenced by comparison with other
objects, the magnitude of which is supposed to be known.
I remember once having occasion to pass "long Ludgate
Hill, when the great door of St. Paul's was open, and seve
ral persons Wllre standing in it. They appeared to be very
little children; but, on coming up to them, were found to
be full-grown persons. In the mental process which here
took place. the door had been assllmed as a known magni
tude, and the other objects judged of by it. Had I attend
ed to the door being much larger than any door that one is
in the habit of seeing, the mind would have made allow
ance for the apparent size ofthe persons; and, on the other
hand, had these been known to be full-grown persons, a
judgment would have been formed of the size of the .door.
On the same principle, travellers visiting the pyramids of
Egypt have repeatedly remarked, how greatly the notion of
their magnitude is increased by a number of large animals,
tI.S camels, being assembled at their base.

There is something exceedingly remarkable in the man
ner in which loss or diminution of one sense is followed by
increase of the intensity of others, or rather, perhaps, by
an increased attention to the indications of other senses.
Blind persons acquire a wonderful delicacy of· touch; in
BOrne cases, it is said, to the extent of distinguishing colors.
Mr. Saunderson, the blind mathematician, could distinguish
by his hand, in a series of Roman medals, the true from the
counterfeit, with a more unerring discrimination than the
eye of a professcd virtuoso; and, when he was present at

What ie really galned by ."perience. Inlluence of compartoon in judgment by yielon.
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the astronomical obsenations in the garden of his college,
he was accustomed to perceive every cloud which passed
over the sun. This remarkable power, which has some
times been referred to an increased intensity of particular
senses, in many cases evidently resolves itself into an in
creased habit of attention to the indications of all those
senses which the individual retains. Two' instances have
been related to me of blind men who were much esteemed as
judges of horses. One of these, in giving his opinion of a
horse, declared him to be blind, though this had escaped
the observation of several persons who had the use oftheir
eyes, and who were with some difficulty convinced of it.
Being asked to give an account of the principle an which
he had decided, he said it was by the sound of the horse's
step in walking, which implied a peculiar and unusual cau
tion in his manner of putting down his feet. The other
individual, in similar circumstances, pronounced a horse to
be blind of one eye. though this had also escaped the obser
vation of those concerned. When he was asked to explain
the facts on which he founded Ips judgment, he said he felt
the one eye to be colder than the other. It is related of
the late Dr. Moyse, the well-known blind philosopher, that
he could distinguish a black dress on his friends by its smell :
and there seems to be good evidence that blind persons have
acquired the power of distinguishing colors by the touch.
In a case of this kind, mentioned by Mr., Boyle, the indi
vidual stated that black imparted to his sense of touch the
greatest degree of asperity, and blue the least. Dr. Rush
relates of two blind young men, brothers, of the city of
Philadelphia, that they kn~w when they approached a post
in walking across R street, by a peculiar sound which the
ground under their feet emitted in the neighborhood of- the
post; and that they could tell the names, of a number of
tame pigeons, with which they amused themselves in a lit
tle garden, by only hearing them fly over their heads. I
have known several instances of persons affected with that
extreme degree .of deafness which occurs in the deaf and
dumb, who had a peculiar susceptibility to particular kinds

Two blind men. Dr. Moy.e. [D8I&nee. adduced by Dr. Rusb. Cenaln eounds per
ceived by tbe deaf.
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of sounds, depending apparently upon an impression com
municated to their organs of touch 01' simple sensation.
They could tell, for instance, the approach of a carriage in
the street, without seeing it, before it was taken notice of by
persons who had the use of all their senses. An analogous
fact is observed in the habit acquired by the deaf and dumb, I

of understanding what is said to them- by watching the mo
tion of the lips of the speaker. Examples still more won
derful are on reco.rd, but certainly require confirmation. A
story, f01' instance, has lately been ~ntioned in some of the
medical joumals, of a gentleman in France who lost every
sense, except the feeling of one side of his face; yet it is
said that his family acquired a method of holding communi
cation with him, by tracing characters upon the part which
retained its sensation:

Much ingenuity has been bestowed upon attempts to ex
plain how, with two eyes, we see only one object; and why
that object is seen erect, when we know that the image on
the retina is inverted. All that need be said upon the sub
ject, and all that can properly be said, appears to be, th,at
such is the constitution of our nervous system. It is on the
sam~ principle, .that by the sense of touch, in which may be
concerned a thousand or ten thousand distinct points of con
tact, we receive the impression of on1y one body; or, what
perhaps may appear a more strictly analogous case, we re
ceive the impression of but one body, though we grasp the
substance with two hands, 01' with ten distinct fingers. For
the healthy perception in both these cases, however, a cer
tain arrangement is required, which we may call the natu
ral harmony of the nervous system; and when this harmo
ny is disturbed, the result is remarkably altere,!!. Thus,
gquinting produces the vision of a double image,* becaue
the images fall upon what we may call unharmonizing points
of the retina; and' the same principle may be illustrated in
a very curious manner by a simple ~periment with the

• Thill elf'ee.1 may easily be produced by prelllling one of \he e108 a liUle oul of Il.o
Ilalura! position by mean. of lb. finger al Ihe comer of II, while looking al a lingle
objeeL II will be made 10 appear double.

Ealraordinary case of a genlleman In France. Dlfficully of ellplainlng Wh1 lhtt
.objecl appeare lingle and direcL A.nalogoua c..... EtrecI of ~uinling, wbat ,
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Bense of touch. If a small round body, such as 0. pea, be
laid upon the palm of the one hand, and rolled about be
tween the first and second fingers of the other, in their
natural position, one pea only is felt; but, if the fingers are
crossed, so that the pea is rolled between the opposite sur
faces of the two fingers, a most distinct impression of two
peas is conveyed;

Of. the whole of the remarkable process of sensation and
perception, we know nothing but the facts, that certain
impressions made upon abe organs of sense are followed by
certain perceptions in the mind; and that this takes. place,
in some way, thr.ough the medium of the brain and nervous
system. We are in -the habit of saying, that. the impressions
are conveyed to the brain; but, even in this, we probably
advance a step beyond what is warranted. We know that
the nerves derive their influence from their connection with
the brain, or as forming along with it one great medium of
sensation; but we do not know whether impressions made
upon the nervous fabriC connected with the organs of sense
are conveyed to the brain; or whether the mind perceives
them directly, as they are made upon the organs of sense.
The whole subject is one of those mysteries which are
placed above our reach, and in which we cannot advance
a single step beyond the knowledge of the facts. Any at
tempt to speculate upon it is therefore to be considered as
contrary to the first principles of philosophical inquiry.
We must simply receive the facts as of that class which we
cannot account for in the smallest degree; and the evidence
which we derive from our senses, of the existence and pro
perties of the things of the material world, is to be recog
nised as one of those fundamental laws of belief which ad
nUt of no other proof than that which is found in the uni-
versal conviction of mankind. ~

Before concluding the subject of perception, it remains to I
be noticed that a certain voluntary effort is required for the
full exercise of it; or, at least, for that degree of perception
which leaves an impression capable of being ·retained. It
is familiar to every one, that when the mind is closely oc
cupied, numerous objects may pass before our eyes, and cir-

Experiment with tho lOucb. Extent of our knowledge of oell8llUon. Tho brain.
D\lIIeult1 of tho IUbjecL Vo!unlar1 elfort ne~ry. Evidence of it.
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eomstances may be talked of in our hearing, of which we
do not retain the slightest reeollection; and this is often in
such a degree as implies, not II. waat of memory only, but
an actual want of the perception of t.he objects. We can
not doubt, however, that there was the sensation of them;
that is, the usual impressioa made upon tile eye in the one
~ase, and the ear in the other., What is wanting',. is a cer
tain effort of the mind itself, without which IlensatioR is not
necessarily followed by perception ;.,.-this • what we can
Attention. It is a state or act of the mind which is exer
cised by differellt iJUliriduaJ. in very different degrees. It
is much influenced by habit: and though it may not often
be wanting in such.a degree as toprevent the perception of
.objects, it is often 'deficient in a manner which prevents the
reeollection .of ·them, and consequently has an extensive
influence upon the intellectual character.

The effect of attention is illustrated by various mental
phenomena of daily occurrence. If we are placed in such
a situation that the eye commands an extensive landscape\
presenting a· great variety of objects. or the wall of an
apartment covered with pictures, we have tile power of fix
ing the mind upon one object in such a manner tbat all the
rest become to us nearly as if they did not exist. Yet we
know that tbeyare actually seen, as far as the mere· sense of
....ision is' concemed; that is, images of all of them are formed
upon the retina; but they are not objects of attention, or of
that peculiar voluntary elfort of mind which is necessary for
the full perception of them. In the same manner, a prac
tised musician can, in the midst of a musical performance,
direct his attention to Olte part, such as the bass,-can
continue this for such a' time as he pleases,. and then again
enjoy -the general harmony of the whole. On the same
principle, the mind may be so intensely fixed upon something
within itself, as an object of conception or memory, or a
process of reasoning, as to have no full perception of present
external impressions. We shall afterward have occasion to
refer to a state of mind in which this exists in such a de
gree, that objects of conception or memory are believed to
have a real and present existence; and in which this e1'1'0-

Name oHhitl' Eft"eet ofattenllon illustrated. In the sen"" of oi~ht. Of llearin«.
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neous impression is not corrected by impressions from exter·
nal things :-this occurs in insanity.

Attention is very mlleh influenced by· habit j and COD.·

Bected with this subject there are aome facts of great inte
rest. There i. a reml!l'kable law of the system, by which
actions at first requiring much attention are after frequent
repetition performed with a JDuch leas degree of it, or with
out the mind being cODllCiou of any effort. This is exem
plified in various proeenes of daily occurrence, as reading
and writing, but most remarkably in music. . Musical per
formance at fint requires the clO8e8t attention, but the' ef.
fort becomes constantly leu, DDtil it is often not perceived
at all j and a lady may be seen running over a piece of
music on a piano, and .at the same time talking on ano
ther subject. A young lady, mentioned by Dr.. Darwin,
executed a long and very difficult piece of music with the
utmost precision, under the eye of ber master; but seemed
agitated during the execution of it, and when she had con
cluded, burst into tealll. It turned out that her attentio.
had, during the whole time, been intensely occupied with
the agonies of a favorite canary-bird, which at last dropped
dead in its cage. We see the same principle exemplified i.
the rapidify with which an expert arithmetician can run up
a long column of figures, without being conscious of the
individual combinations. It is illustrated in another manner
by the feats of jugglers, the deception produceit by which.
depends upon their perfonning a certain number of motions
with such rapidity that the attention of the spectatolll does
Dot follow all the combinations. . .

In teaching such arts as music or arithmetic, this princi
ple is also illustrated; for the most expert arithmetician or
musical performer is not necellSllrily, and perhaps not gene
rally, the best teacher of the art; but he who, with a com
petent knowledge of it, directs his attention to the individual
minute combinations through which it is necessary for the
learner to advance. -

In processes more purely intellectual, we find the influ
ence of habit brought under our view in a similar manner,

Inlluence of bablloI of _&loa. m........... Anecd* of !he young Jelly. O&ber
lU""truione. JIIuetrauon of tble principle. fl'llDllhe art of teecbing. Inlluence of balIll
In racill\&ling intellectual pruce~.
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particularly in following the steps of a process of reason·
Ing. A person little accustomed to sucb a process advances
step by step, with minute attention to each as he proceeds;
while another perceives at once the result, with little con·
aciousne&ll of the steps by which be arrived at it. For thi.
reason, also, it- frequentlyhappeDs that in certain depart
ments of scienee the profound philosopher makes a bad
teacher. He proceed. too rapidly for his audience, and
without .utlicient attention to the intermediate steps by
which it. is necessary for them to ad'f'aDce; and they may
derive much mo~ instruction from an inferior man, whose
mental proceslJ on the subject approaches more nearly to
that which, in the first instance, must be thein. Were
mark the same difference in public ·speaking and in writing;
and we talk of a speaker or a writer who is easily followed,
and another who is followed with difficulty. The former
retards the series of his thoughts, so as to bring distinctly

- before his- hearers or his ·readers every step in the mental
proeelI8. The latter advances without sufficient attention
to this, and consequently can be followed by those only who
are sufficiently acqumnted with the subject to fill up the
intermediate steps, or not to require them.

There is a clan ofintellectual habits directly the reverse
of those now referrei to j namely, habits of inattention, by
which the mind, long unaccustomed to have the attention·
steadily directed to any important object, becomes frivolous
and ab~ent, or lost amid its own waking dreams. A mind
in this condition beeomes incapable of following a train of
reasoning, and even of observing facts with accuracy and
tracing their relationlJ. Henee nothing is more opposed to
the cultivation of intellectual character; and when such a
person attempts to reason, or to follow out a course of in
vestigation, he falls into slight and partial views, unsound
deductions, and frivolous arguments. This state of mind,
therefore, ought to be carefully guarded against in the
young j as, when it is once established, it can be removed
only by a long and laborious effort, and after a certain peri
od of life is probably irremediable.

In rude and savage life remarkable examples occur of

Bad leachinr. Public lJIOaklnr. Habill of inatlantlon. Conoequencee' Babita at
_doD in -YaP life.
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~he effect of habits of minute attention to those circum
stances to which the mind is intensely directed by their
relation to the safety Ot advantage of the observer. The
American hunter finds his way in the traekle'8tl forests by
attention to minute appearances in the tree!!, which indicate
to hi.m the points of the complUlS. He traces the progress
of his enemies or his friends by the marks of their footsteps;
and judges of their numbers, their haltings, their employ
ment!!, by circumstances which would entirely- escape the
observation of pel'llOns unaccustomed to a mode of life re
quiring such exercises of attention. Numerous examples
of this kind are mentioned by travellers, particularly among
the aboriginal natives of Americll.· .

OF FALSE PERCEPTIONS.

BEFORE leaving this subject, it is necessary io refer to
:.ome remarkable facts respecting perceptions taking place.
without the presence of any external body corresponding
with them. These are called false perceptions, and ,they
are usually referred to two classes; namely, those arising
in the organs of sense, in which the mind does lIut partici
pate; and those which are connected w;ith hallucination of
mind, or a belief of the real existence of the object. The
former only belong to this part of the subject. The latter
will be referred to in another part of our inquiry, as they
do not consist of false impressions on the senses, but depend
upon the mind mistaking its own conceptions for real and
present existences. .

Of false perceptions, properly so called, the m08t~amiliar

are the muscOJ volitantes floating before the eyes, and sounds
in the ears resembling the ringing of bells, or the noise of a
waterfall. Changes lre also met with in the organs of
sense giving rise to remarkable varieties of perception.
Dr. Falconer mentions a gentleman who had such a morbid
state of sensation that cold bodies felt to him as if they
were intensely hot. A gentleman mentioned by Dr. Co
nolly, when recovering from measles, saw objects dimi-

Ezample.7 Fal.e perceptions-what 7 How cla>.ified 7 Common exampl...
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Dished to the !'malleet imiglDable size; and a patient mea
tioned by Baron Darry, on recovering from amaurosis, saw
men as giants, and all objects magnified in a most remarka-

, ble manner: it is not mentioned how long these pecuJiari
·ties continued. This last peculiarity.of perception occurred
also ~ a particular friend of mine in recovering from ty
phus fever. His own body appeared to him to be about
ten feet high. His bed seemed to be II(lven or eight feet
from the 1I00r, BO that he felt the greateet dread in attempt
ing. to get out of it; and the opening olthe chimney of his

.apartment appeared as large as the arch of a bridge. A
singular peculiarity of this case however was. that the per
SODS about .him with .whom he was familiar did not appear
above. their .natural size. But the most interesting pheBa
mena connected with affections of this kind are furnished
by the various modifications of spectral illusions. TheBe
are referable to three claJses. .

(

I. Impressions of visible objEtCts remaining for BOme time
after the eye is shut, or bas. been withdrawn from them;
generally accompanied by some remarkable change in the
color of the objects. Various interesting experiments of
this kind are related by Dr. Darwin; one of the most strik·
ing is the following :_U I covered a paper about four inches
aquare with yellow, and with a per;a filled with a blue color
wrote uppn the middle of it the word BANKS in capitals ;
and sitting with my back to the~, fixed my eyes for a
minute exactly on the centre Of the letter. N in the word.
After ahutting my eyes, and shading them somewhat with
my hand, the word was distinctly seen in the spectrum, in
yellow colors on a blue ground; and then on opening my
eyes on a yellowish wall at twenty feet distance, the magni
fied name of BANKS appeared on the wall written in gold
en characters."

With a very little ingenuity, this lnnd of spectral illusioUll can be
easily produced in great variety. Take a common red wafer, and lay
it upon a sheet of white paper. Bring the eye down to within six or
eight inches of it, and gaze very steadily and intently upon it for the
lIpace oftwenty or thirty seconds. On moving the eyes away, 110 beau·

Fu. JIO!'C'Ipdon or marnitude. EDmpIeo';' Ib... Spednl Uluolona; \lew -,
e~' ViM elau' Darwin', e.rilMull' Eaoy IIIClM or producln,~~.
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tifnllight blue s~,'of the siZe and shape of the wafer, will be seen OR
the sheet, ud will follow the eyes as they move from side to side. By
cutting the wafer in two, or notching its surface, or varying its form
in any way, a corresponding variety in the form of the blue spot will
be, produced. The effect may be varied also by using wafers ofa
different color, or even by bright pictures of various coloi's combined.
The strooger the light, the more striking will be the el"ect. It ought to
be added, that persons of weak eyes s1wuld be very eautious in trying
these experiments.

A mend of mine had beea one day looking intensely at
a BIDall print of the Virgi.a and Child, and had nt bending
over it for some time. On ra:ising his head he was startled
by perceiving, attae farther end of the apartment, it female
figure, the size of life, with a child in her arms. The first
feeling of s~s~ having subsided, he instantly tl"llced the
source of the lUu.lon, and remarked that the figure corre
sponded exactly with that which he had contemplated 'ill.
the print, being what painters call a kit-eat figure, in which
the lower parts of the body are nqt represented. The illu
Ilion continued distinct for about two minutes. Similar ilIu
limns of hearing' are met with, though less frequently,than
those of vision. A gentleman recently recovered from' an
affection of the head, in which he had been much retlueed
by bleeding, had occasion to go into a large town a 'fe~'

miles from his residence. His attention Was there attrBcf~

by the bugle of a regiment of horse, sounding a particular
measure which is uBed at 'changing guard in the eVeJi.ih~.

He assured 'me that this sound was from that time never out
of his ears for about nine months. 'During all this period
he continued in a very precarious state of health; and it
was only as his health became more confirmed that the
sound of the bugle gradually left him. In regard to oculIiI'
spectra, another fact of a very singular nature appears to
have been first, observed by Sir Isaac Newton,-namely.
that .when he produced a spectrum of the SUD by looking at
it with the right eye, the left being covered, upon uncover
ing the left, and looking upon a white ground, a spectrum
of the sun was seen with it also. He likewise acquired
the powl'!r of recalling the spectra, after they had ceased,
when he went into the dark, and directed his mind intensely,

....... of ,.o.,.log tho oxporlmeolo. Qautloo. IDaoIon produced b7 looklor ~ •
prtIIt' mill•• of hoarIor. NeWlon'. oxporlmealo ,
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" as when a man looks eaJ'neitly to lee a thing whicll is tliC
flewt to be .seen." By r~ting th.. experiments fre
quently, snch an effect was produced upon his eyell, II that
for some months after," he says, II the spectrum of the SUll

began to return· U ot'teu as I began to meditate upon the .
pllenomena, even though I lay in bed at midnight with IDf
eurtains drawn.." . .

. ll. Impressions of objects ~nt1y ~n retumiDg after
a considerable interval. Various interesting uam':.ei:'
this kind are on record. Dr. Ferriar m,ntions of' ,
that when about the ar of fourteen, if he had been Yiewing
any interesting object m the course of the day, as a roman
tic ruin, a fine 1le&t, or a review of troops, so BOOn as eve
ning came, if he had occasion to go into, a dark room, the
whole scene was brought before him with a brilliancy equal
to what it pOllBellledin daylight, and remaiued visible for
some minutes.

fil. False perceptions arising in the course of some bodi
ly disorder, ~enerally fever. A lady whom I attended some
years ago, lD a slight feverish disorder, saw distinctly a
party of ladies and gentlemen sitting round her bedcham
ber, and a servant handing something to them on a tray.
The scene continued in a greater or less degree for several
days, and was varied by spectacles of castles and churches
of a very brilliant appearance, I\S if they hali been built of
finely cut crystal. . The whole was in this CllSj' entirely a
visual phantasm, for there was no hallucination of mind.
On the contrary, the patient had from the first a full im
pression that it was a morbid affection of vision, connected
with the fever, and amused herself and her attendants by
watching and describing the changes in the seenery. A
gentleman who was also a patient of mine, of an irritable
habit, and liable to a variety of uneasy sensations in his
head, was sitting alone in his dining-room in the twilight,
the door of the room being a little open. He saw distinct
ly a female figure enter, wrapped in a mantle, and the (ace
concealed by a large black bonnet. She seemed to advance

Second cluo 1 BJ:&m~. Tllird cla8!l1 Example; the lick lady. Tbe mlDd, ia
wbat _, in Ihio cue 7 Second e:rample , .
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a few steps towards him and then ·stop. He had a full
conviction that the figure was an illusion of vision, and
Ilmused hiRlllelf for some time by watching it: at the same
time observing that he could see through the figure, so ~
to perceive the lock of the door and other objects behind it.
At length, when he moved his body a little forward, it. dis
appeared. The appearances in these two cases were en
tirely visual illusions, and probably consisted of the re)lewal
of real scenes or figures, in a manner somewhat analogous
to those in Dr. Ferriar's case, though the renewal took
place after a longer intervaL When there is any degree of
hallucination of mind, so that the phantasm is believed to
have a real existence, .the affection is entirely of a different
nature, as will be more partieularly mentioned under anoth-'
er part of our subject.

False perceptions may be corrected by one of three me
thods ;~by the exercise of other senses-by a comparison
with the perceptions of other persons-and by an exer
cise of judgment. If I suspect that my eye· deceives
me, I apply the hand, with the perfect conviction of the
improbability that the two senses should be deceived at
once. If this cannot be done, I appeal to the. impressions
of some other persons, with an equally strong conviction
that the same sense will not be deceived in the same man
ner in several persons ilt once. Or I may do it in another
way. by a reference to some known and fixed object.
Suppose, for example, I see two objects where I imagine
ahere should be but one, and suspect a visual deception; I
tum my eyes to some object which· I know to be single
such as the sun. If I see the 8un double, I know that there
is a delusion of vision; if I see the sun single, I conclude the
original perception to be correct. These processes imply
a certain exercise of judgment; and there are other cases
in which the same conviction may arise from an exercise
of judgment, without any process of this kind. In one of
the cases now referred to, for example, the correction took
place instantly, from observing that the lock of the door
was seen as if through the figure.

m=~ation8. ,corroetln&' f_ Impreooion8, In "hot _yo' First melilod J s.:-d
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SECTION II.

OF CONSCIOUSNESS AND REFLECTION.

CONSCIOVSNESS appears to mean, simply, the act of at~
tending to what is passing in the mind at the time. That
mOre e:lttensiveoperation to which we ought to give the
name of reflection, as distinguished from simple conscious':
ness, seems to be connected with a power of remembering •
past perceptions and past mental processes,-of comparing
them with present feelings, so as to trace be~ween them a
relation, as belonging to the same sentient being,-and, fur
ther, of tracing the laws by which the mental processes
themselves are regulated. It is employed also in tracing
the telations and sequences of external things, and thus
pr~ves the s~urce of certain notions expres~ive of t~ese ~e

lahons. It IS therefore a compound operation of mmd; m
eluding various mental processes, especially conscioU'Sness,
memory, and the act of comparison or judgment. The
knowledge which we derive from this source, whether we
call it consciousness .or reflection, is referable to three
heads.

I. A knowledge of the mental processes, and the laws'
and relations by which they are regulated; a knowledge,
for example, of the laws and facts relating to memory, con
ception, imagination, and judgment. These will be more
particularly referred to in a subsequent part of our inquiry.
In the same manner we acquire our knowledge of those
which have been called, the active and moral powers, as
love, hope, fear, joy. gratitude, &c.

II. Certain notions allsmg out of 'the exercise of the
mental processes, in reference to the succession and relations
of things; our notion, for example, of time, arising out of
memory and consciousness,-our notion of cause--of mo-

Deflnition of conllCioUBne.' DiAtinction between it and' reflection' ltd nature'
lIow many kind. of knowledge deriv.d from it! First h.ad; m.ntal prot...... I So,
cond head; certain abstract idflas }
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tion-number--duration--extension or space. From sim
ple perception we seem to acquire a knowledge of extemal
things as existing only at the moment; and from simple
c,onsciousness a knowledge of a mental impression as exist
i~ only at the moment. Our notions of the sueceSllion of
thmgs, as implying time and motion, require the exereise
of consciousness and memory; and our notions of cause,
and the ,arious other relations of things to each other, re
quire both memory and comparison. To the same head, in
reference to another department of these faculties, belong
our notionS of -truth and falsehood-right and wrong.
These result from a certain exercise of mind, aided by
that remarkable principle in our constitution which com
monly receives the name of conscience.

III. With this exercise of the mental functions there
spring up in the mind certain convictions, or intuitive and
instinctive principles of belief. They. are the immediate
result of a certain exercise of the understanding, but are
not referable to any process of induction or chain of rea-_
-soning, and can be considered only as an original and fun
damental part of our constitution. This is a subject of
great and extensive importance, and the articles of belief
which are referable to it are chiefly the following:

(1.) A conviction of our own existence as sentient an"
thinking beings, and of mind as something distinct from
the functions of the body.

(2.) A confidence in the evidence of our senses in re- 'j
gard to the existence and properties of extemal things j or
a conviction that they have a real existence independent of
our sensations. I

(3.) A confidence in our own mental processes-that
facts, for example, which are suggested to us by our me-
mory, really occurred.

(4.) A belief in our personal iden~ity, derived from the
combined operations of consciousness and memory j or a
remembrance of past mental feelings and a comparison of
them with p.resent mental feelings. as belonging to the same
sentient bemg.
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(6.) A conviction that every event mut haw a caue,
and a caue adequate to the effect.

(6.) A confidence in the uniformity of the operations or
nature; or that the eame caue, acting in the llUDe circum
stances, will always be followed by the llUDe eB'eet.

These fim or instinctive principles ofbeliefwillbe referred'
to in a more particular manner when we come to Irpeu: of
the use of reason in the investigation of truth. They are
usually called First Truth., and will be leen to occupy a
most important place as the fcnut.dation of all ftIaIlOning.
Many ingenious but' fallacious arguments were at one time
wasted in attempts to establish them by proceues oC reason
ing. These again were asaailed by sophistical and skep
tical writers, who easily neeeeded in showing the fallacy
oC these arguments, and thos assumed the crecllil of under
mining the authority of the troths thernse}.,.,.. All this
species of sophistical warfare is now gone by; and the most
important era in the modero science of reasoning waa,
when it was distinctly shown that these first truths admit of
no other evidence than the conviction which forces itself
upon the understanding of all claslee of men. Since that
period it has been generally allowed that they admit of no
proof by processes of reasoning; and, on the other hand,
that they are entirely una1feeted by the ar~mentsby which
all such reasoning was shown w be fallaCIOUS.

SECTION III.

OF TESTIMONY.

A VERY small portion of our knowledge of external
things is obtained through our own senses; by far the
greater part is procured through other men, and this is re
ceived by us on the evidence of testimony. But, in receiv
ing facts in this manner, we usually proceed with more

Contra....i.. reepeeling Fil'lt Trot.... Proper .iew or tbese eonlro....i.. , E,I
.....co oflellimony, wby o_ry I
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caution than when they come to us by our personal obser
ution. We are much influenced, in the first place, by our
confidence in the veracity of the narrator, and our know
ledge of the opportunities which he·has had of ascertain
ing the facts he professes to relate. Thus, if he be a per
son on whose testimony we have formerly receivedimpor
tant statements, which have turned out to be correct, we
are the more ready to receive his· testimony again; if he
be a stranger to us, we receive it with greater caution; if
he has formerly misled· us, we view it with suspicion, or
reject it altogether. _
- .But there is another principle of very extensive applica

tion in such cases, and which is independent in a great
measure of the character of the narrator. In· receiving
facts upon-testimony, we are much influenced by their ac.
cordance with facts with which we are alr!:Jady acquainted.
This is what, in common language,·we call their probabili
ty; and statements which are probable, that is, in accot
dance with facts whiCh we already know, are received
upon a lower degree of evidence. than those which are not
in such accordance, or which, in other words, appear to us
in the present state of our knowledge to be improbable.
Now this is a souI!d and salutary caution, but we should
beware of allowing i.t to influence us beyond its proper
sphere. It should lead us to examine careftnly the evi
dence upon which we receive facts not in accordance with
those which we have already acquired; but we should be
ware of allowing it to engender skepticism. For, while an
unbounded credulity is the part of a weak mind, which
never thinks or reasons at all, un unlimited skepticism is
the part of a contracted mind, which reasons upon imper
fect data, Of' makes its own knowledge and extent of obsel'
vution the standard and test of probability. An ignorant
peasant may reject the testimony of a philosopher in regard
to the size of the moon, because he thinks he has the evi
dence of his senses that it is only a foot in diameter; and
a person, holding a respectable rank in society, is said to
have received with contempt the doctrine of the revolution

Condition. of contidence in IeBtimony J What i. meant by probability' 118 inll...
enc. 1 Caution In regard to lie inftuence. Example.: r.&BODin, in re!oru to Lbe
_ J In reprd 10 lbe re.alution of tb. earth J
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of the earth on its axis, because he was perfectly satisfied
that his house was never known to turn with its front to
the north. When the king of Siam was told by a Dutch
traveller that in Holland, at certain seasons of the year, wa
ter becomes so solid that an elephant might walk over it, he
replied, "I have believed many extraordinary things which
you have told me, because I took you for a man of truth
and veracity, but now I am convinced that you lie." This
confidence in one's own exper.ience, as the test of probabi
lity, characterizes 1\ mind which· is confined in its views
and limited in its' acquirements; and the tendency of it
would be the rejection of all knowledge for which we have
not the evidence of our senses. Had the king of Siam
once seen water in a frozen state, he would not only have
been put right in regard to this fact, but his confidence
would have been shaken in his own expetience as the test
of probability in other things; -and he would have been
more disposed for the further reception of truth upon the
evidence of testimony. .

Thus, progress in knowledge is not confined in its results
to the mere facts which we acquire, but has also an exten
sive influence in enlarging the mind for the further recep
tion of truth, and setting it free from many of those preju
dices which influence men who are limited by a narrow
field of observation. There may even be cases in which,
without any regard to the veracity of the narrator, a culti
vated mind perceives the elements of truth in a statement
whieh is rejected by inferior minds as altogether incredible.
An ingenious writer supposes a traveller of rather doubtful
veracity bringing into the country of Archimedes an ac
count of the steam-engine. His statement is rejected by
his countrymen as altogether incredible. It is entirely at
variance with their experience, and they think it much
more probable that the traveller should· lie, than that such
a thing should be. But when he describes to Archimedes
the arrangement of the machine; the philosopher perceives
the result, and, without any consideration of the veracity
of the narrator, decides, upon the evidence derived from
the relation of the facts themselves, and their accordance

R.....nlng of the king of S-Illm' Innuence of generill knowledge on lhe belief OIl
teotImony' Esample, IlIppooillon In repnilO An:him..... , - Ground of ArcbiDMdeo'
bellef-wba11
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with principles which are known to hIm, thanhe statement
is unquestionably true.

This illustration leads to a principle of the utmost prac
tical importance. In judging of the credibility of a state
ment, we are not to be inftuenced simply by our actual
experience of similar eventll; for this would limit our re
ception of -new facts to. their accordance with those which
we already know. We Diust extend our views muab ffll"o
ther than this, and proceed. -upon the knowledge which we
have derived from other sources, of the powers and pro
perties of the agent to which the event is ascribed. It
is on this principle that the account of the steam-engine
would have appearetl probable to Archimedes, while it was
rejected. by his countrymen as absolutely incredible; be
cause he would have judged, not according to his expe
rience of similar machinery, but accor~ing to his know
ledge of the powers and propertiCll of steam~ Iu the same
manner, when Lhe king of Siam rejected, as an isaedible
falsehood, the account of the freezing of water, if there
had been at his colirt a philosopher who had attended to
the properties mheat, he would have judged in a different
manner, though the actual fact of the fl'~ing of water
might have been as new to him as it was to the king. He
would have recollected that he had seen various solid bodies
rendered ftWd by the application of heat; and that, on the
abstraction of the additional heat, they again became solid.
~ would thus have argued the possibility, that, by a fur
ther abstraction of heat, bodies might become solid which
are fluid in the ordinary temperature of the atmosphere.
In this manner, the fact, which \\:8s':rejected by the kin~

judging from his own experience, might have been receiv.,
by the philosopher, judging from his knowledge of the pow
ers and properties of heat-though he had at!quired this
knowledge from events apparently far removed from that to
wbich he now applied it.

The principle here referred to is independent altogether
of the direct reliance which we have on testimony, ill re
gard to things which are at variance with our experience,
when we are satisfied that the testimony has the characters

Imporlanll'rinclplo. How WIII\l'aI04 by Ilia precedln, anecdGleo I How Ibould lila
lla« or Slam MYO ...-...I I
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of credibility; but, even on these grounds, we mar per
ceive the fallacy of that application of the doctnne of
probability which has been employed by some writen, in
opposition to the truths of revealed religion, and to the
means by which theS welle promulgated-particularly the
miracles of the sacred writings. Miracles, they contend,
.are deY.iations from the established course of nature, and
are, .coBseq~ntly, contrary to our unifonn experience..
It accords with our experience that men should lie, and
-eYeD that .several men might concur in propa,gating the
t1Bme lie; and, therefore, it is. more probable that the nar
rators lied, than that the statement respecting miracles is
.true. Mr. Hwne .eVeD went sO far as to .maintain, that a
miracle is so. contrarY to what is founded upon firm and un
alterable e~perience, that it cannot be established by any
.human testiwOlly.

Burne's celebrated argument against thc resurrection 61 Christ,
'and of course against'the Christian religion, slated a little more fully,
.is this: "Twelv~ witnesses," he ·says, though nol exaetly in these
words, " I admit, agree in testifying that II. man rose from the dead.
I am consequently compelled to believe one of two things, either that
twelve men agreed to tell a lie, or that a man rose from the dead. Ei
ther of these suppositions is, I confess, very- extraordinary, but as one
or the other must be tme, I must admit the one that is least extraor
dinary, Now it seems to me' more probable that men should lie, than
that one who had been several days dead should return to life again j

for it is a' very common thing in this world for men to testify falsely;
but it is ' contrary to all experience' that a man should rise from the
·dead" ; ,

T~ this Ch'risti~ ·wti.iers.reply, in sublltance, lUI follows: "We &d
mit the akemaliy~ v~. ~~,we must believe that twelve men have
testifiedJalsely, or that OI" 11JNl rose from the dead; and we also ad
mit that we must believe 'hl!'~~ast improbable of the two. But we

.c1eny that the former is the least improbable, For it is not very impro
bable that the CPe8tor Ilhould wish to make a .communication to man
kind j' and if so, restoring to .life the messenger who brought it, would
.be a very 'suitable· and a very probable mode of authenticating it. But
it 4s contr8.I)' to all expetil!nce, and all probability, that twelve men,
without mauve, should conspire to fabrieate llud disseminate a lie. In
rega.nl to the mode by which the Creator would autheRticate a message
to men, we have' no experience; and there is certaiulr no presumption
JI@llinIt the {)lie in ~~e$OJ1. In regard to men's falsifying their word,

Hume'. argu;;;ent whot! Extent to which he carried hiB relUlOllingo ! l\1r, Hume'.
argument lIlaled m";' Cully! TIle alternative be olfe.. ! Hio choice' In reply, "haL
.<10 CbrioUaR wrItuo odmU 1 Wbat dD tlley deny!
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ill the cause of virtue, and against their own interests, we have a great
deal of experience, and it is all against it." .

This brief view of the question will assist the pupil to understand
more clearly the bearing of the reasolling which follows.

The fallacy of Mr. Hume's argument may probably be
maintained from the principles which have been stated. It
is, in fact, the same mode of reasoning wh,ich induced the
king of Siam to reject the statement of wllter becoming
solid. This was entirely contradicted' by his "firm aod
unalterable experience," and, therefore, could noi be re
ceived, even upon the evidence of a man whom he had al
ready recognised as a witness of unquestionable veracity,
and upon whose single testimony he had received as truth
"many extraordinary things." fie thought it much more
probable that even this man lied, than that such a state
ment could be true. Strictly speaking, indeed, the objec
tion of Mr. Hume may be considered as little better th(ul a
play upon words. For what renders an occurrence miracu.
lous is precisely the fact of its being opposed to uniform
experience. To say therefore that miracles are incredible
because they are contrary to experience, i, merely to say
that they are incredible because they arc :.. iracles.

They who nrc imposed upon by such a sophism as this,
do not, in the first place, attend to the fact, that the term
experience, if so much is to be founded upon it, must be
limited to the personal observation of every individual;
that is, it can apply, in each particular case, only to the last
fifty or sixty years at most, and to events which have hap
pened during that period, at the spot where the individual
was present. Whatever he knows of events which took
place beyond this spot, or before that period, he knows, n~
from experience, but entirely from testimony: nnd a grear
part of our knowledge, of what we call the established
course of nature, has been acquired in this manner. In the
reception of new knowledge, then, an individual must either
receive facts upon testimony, or believe nothing but that
for which he has the evidence of his senses. It is unne
cessary to state how much the latter supposition is at va-

Its fallacy, ho\'\' "hown 7 Hume'" relSonlng compared WILh Lhat of the king of Si"m.
Experience, how lImltoo 7 Nece.sity of p!acLog contldellee in teellmony'
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riance with the daily practice of every man j and how much
information we are in the constant habit of receiving upon
testimony, even in regard to things which are very much
at variance with our personal observation. How many
facts do we receive in this manner, with unsuspecting con
fidence, on the testimony of the historian, in regard to the
occurrenees of ancient times j and on the testimony of the
naturalist and the traveller, respecting the natural and civil
history of foreign countries. How few persons have veri
fied, by their personal- observation, the wonders which we
receive on the testimony of the astronomer j and, even of
the great phenomena of nature on the surface of our globe,
how much do we receive upon testimony in regard to things
which are widely at variance with our own experience. I
need only mention the boiling springs of Iceland, and the
phenomena -of earthquakes and volcanoes; But, OD the
principles of Mr. Hume, these could not be believed. On
the contrary, if one of our intelligent Highlanders were
hearing described to him the devastations of a volcano, he
would point to his heath-eovered mountain, as the basis of
his "firm and unalterable experience," and declare it to be
more. probable that travellers should lie thaD that such a
statement could be true.

The reception of facts upon the evidence of testimQny
must therefore be considered as a fundamental principle of
our pature, to ~e acted upon whenever we are satisfied that
the testimony possesses certain characters of credibility.
These are chiefly referable to three heads: that the indivi
dual has had sufficient opportunity of ascertaining the facts j

that we have confidence lD his power of judging of their
accuracy j and that we have no suspicion of his being influ
enced by passion or prejudice in his testimony,--"Or, in other
words, that we believe him to he an honest witness. Our
confidence is further strengthened by several witnesses con
curring in the same testimony, each of whom has had the
same opportunities of ascertaining the facts, and prest'nts the
same characters of truth and honesty. On such testimony
we are in the constant habit of receiving statements which

Edent of cooftdllnee nnl~.naIly placed In . It. EzampIM. SupllONd rouonln, of
BJcblandlln CHI HullUl'. prlncipl.7 Proper TI.... of OOIlfidOllee fll tooIlmony. Ou
,.,w time l:ODdiUolul 7 COrroboratillf clrCumotaueeo 7 •
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are much beyond the sphere of oue personal observanon,
and widely at variance with our experience. These are the.
statements which, for the sake of a name, we may call mar
vellous. In regard to such, the foundation of incredulity,
as we have seen, is generally ignorance.; and it is inte
resting to trace the principles by which a man of culti
vated mind is influenced in receiving upon testimony,
Itatements which are rejected by the vulgar as totally in-
credible. .

1. He is influenced by the recollection that many things
at one time~ appeared to him marvellous which he now
knows to be true: and he thence concludes that there may
still be in nature many phenomena and· many pr~nciples

with which he is entirely unacquainted. In other words, he
has learned from exPenence not to make his own knowledge
his test of probability.

2. He is greatly influenced by perceiving in the statement
some element of probability, or any kind of sequence or
relation by which the alleged fact may be connected with
principles which are known to him. It is in this manner
that the freezing of water, which was .rejected by the king
of Siam as an incredible falsehood, might have appeared
credible to a philosopher who had attended to the properties
of heat, because he would have perceived in the statement
a chain of relations connecting it with facts which he knew
to be true.

3. He is much guided by his power of discriminating the
credibility of testimony, or of distinguishing that species and
that amount of it which, he feels to be unworthy of abso
lute credit from that on which he relies with as implicit con
fidence al on the uniformity of the cou~ of nature. The
vulgar mind is often unable to make the necessary discrimi
nation in this respect, and therefore is apt to fall into one
of the cntremes of credulity and scepticism. Mr. Hume,
indeed, himself admits that there is, a certain amount of
testimony on which he would receive a statement widely at
variance with his own uniform experience, as in the hypo
thetical case which he proposes,-the account of a total
darkneBS over the whole earth, continuing for. eight days, two

Bollerof man-eUou- IlCcountl' Coolllderatimul which InJIUeDce eulilvated mlndB in
_el~ leIIImou1' F1n1' SeellDd' EDmple. Thlnl ,
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hundred years ago. The evidence which he requirell for
it is simply the concurrence of testimonies,-namely, that
all authors in all languages describe the event; and that
travellers bring accounts from all quarters of traditiona of
the occurrence being still strong and lively among the pe0
ple. On sllch evidence he admits that philOllOphers ought
to receive it as certain. .

These rrinciples may be conaidered as the elements of
_our belie in regard to statements which are new to us;
and it is interesting to umark how they balance and com
penaate each other. Thus, a statement which appears
probable, or can be readily referred to known relations, is
received upon a lower degree of testimony, as in the illus
tration respecting Archimedes and the steam-engine. Oth
ers, which we find greater difficulty in referring to any
known prinei~le, we may receive upon a certain amount of
testimony which we feel to be worthy of absolute confidence.
But there may be others of so very extraordinary a kind__
and so far removed from, or even opposed to" evm-y known
principle, that we may hesitate in receiving them upon any
kind of testimony, unless we can discover in relation to
them something on which the mind ClUl fill: as an element
of moral probability. .

This leads us to a ver,. obvious distinction of extraordi
nary events,-into those which are only marvellous, and
those which are to be considered miraculous. A marvel
lous event is one which dtifers in all its elemeuts from any
thing that we previously knew, without. being opposed to
any known principle. But a miraculous event implies much
more than this, being directly opposed to what every man
knows to be the established' and uniform cOUl'lle of nature.
It is further required that such an event shall be of so ob
vious and palpable a kind that every man is qualified to.
juge of its miraculous character, or is convinced it could
not happen from the operation of any ordinary natlll'&1
cause.

In receiving a statement respectmg such an event, we
require the highest species of testimony, or that on which
we rely with the same confidence as on the uniformity of

Appllealion of thue prlnclpl... rn.llnclion 01' _ranrdlna.." neDllI j wbat two klnda I
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the course of nature herself. But .even with this amount of
testimony a doubt may still remain. For we have two
amounts of probability which are equally balanced against
each other; namely, the probability that such testimony
should not deceive us, and the probability that there should
be DO deviation .from the course of nature. The concurring
evidence of numerous credible witnesses, indeed, gives a
decided preponderance to the testimony; and upon B. cer
tain amount of testimony we might receive any statement,
however improbable-as in the case admitted by Mr. Hume
of a universal darkness. But, though in such a case we
might receive the statement as a fact which we could not
dispute, the mind would be left in a state of absolute sus
pense and uncertainty in regard to any judgment which we
could form respecting it. Something more appears to be
necessary for fixing the distinct belief of a miraculous inter
po_ion; and this is an impression of moral probability.

• This consists. of two parts. (1.) A distinct referenc~ of the
event to a power which we feel to be capable of producing
it; namely, a direct interposition of the Deity. (2.) The
perception of an adequate object, or a conviction of high
monl probability that an interposition of Divine power
might be exerted in such circumstances, or for the accom
plishment of such an object. Such are the miracles of the
sacred writings. As events opposed to the common course
of nature, they are, by the supposition, physically improba
ble in the highest degree. Were they not so, were they
in the lowest degree probab~, according to our conceptions
of the course of nature, they could not be miracles, and con
sequently could not answer the purpQ8e for which they are
intended. But notwithstanding this species of improbabili
ty, they carry with them all the elements of absolute credi
,bility; nsmely, the highest species of testimony, supported
by a moral probability which bears directly upon every ele
ment of .the statement. This may be briefly referred to the
following heads:- .

1. The human mind had wandered far from truth re
specting God; and on the great question of his character
and will, a future state, and the mode of acceptance in his

What nO_17 beeldee I Groundl oC moral probability' CI..ification of the
!fIlUDd8 of It, in thla c_. Slate oC tho human race I
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sight, the light furnished by reason among the 'wisest of
men was faint and feeble. On points of such importance
there was the highest moral probability that" the Deity
would not leave mankind in this state of darkness, but would
communicate to them some distinct knowledge.

. 2. It is further probable,. that if such a communication
were made to man, it would be accompanied bYlrodigiea
or miraculous events, calculated to show beyon a doubt
the immediate agency of God,.and thus to eatablish the di
vine authority of dIe record.

S. There is no improbability that the power of the Deity
should produce deviations from the usual course of nature
capable of answering such a purpose. For what we call
the course of nature is nothing more than an order of
events which he hlUl established; and there is no improba
bility that for an adequate end he might produce a deviation
from this order.

4. An important branch of the moral probability of the
whole statement of the sacred writing'll arises from the cha
racters of the truths themselves, challenging the assent and
approbation of every uncontaminated mind. This part of
the subject resolves itself into three parts; namely, the
truths relating to the character and perfections of t~6 Deity;
the high and refined morality of 'the gospel; and the adap
tation of the whole provisions of Christianity to the actual
condition of man as a moral being. The former carry a
conviction of their truth to the mind of every candid inqui
rer; the two la~ter fix. themselves upon the conscience or
moral fcelings of all ,classes of men with an impression which
is irresistible.

This mode of reasoning is not chargeable with that kind
of fallacy which has sometimrs been ascribed to it,-that it
professes first to prove the doctrine by the miracle, and then
to try the miracle by the doctrine. The tendency of it is
only to deduce from the various elements which really en
ter into the argument, a kind of compound evidence, th., 
strongest certainly which on such a subject the human mind
is capable of receivinlT. It is composed of the character of
the truths-the morai probability of a revelation 0'£ clear

Nec_ity of evidence of a revelation' Power 1U1Iicient. lnlemalnidence' Charc_
o( fallacy 1 Reply.
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knowledge on subjects of such infinite importanee-and the
highest species Qftestimollf for the miraculous evidence by
.which the revelation was accompanied. There are princi
.ples in our nature calculated to perceive the manner in
which the different parts of, such ·an argument harmonize
.with each other; and, upon everyprinoiple oT the human
mind, it is impossible ·to conceive any thing more. highly
~alculated.'to challenge the serious attention and absolute
.conviction of every BOuud undentanding.

This imperfect view of a deeply interesting subject ",ill
,be sufficient to show the fallacy of the objection which has
'been urged against the credibility of miracles,-that they
,are contrary to out' unalterable experieJlce of the establish:
-eli course 'of aature. There might have been some de
gree of plausibility in the argument, if these events had been
.alleged to have taken place in ordinary circumstances; but
:the case is essentially altered, and this.kind of improbabili
.ty is altogether removed, when in the alleged de.viation a
flew agent isintrodueed entirely capable of produeingit.
Such, as we have seen, are the miracles of the sacred wri
tings; and -the question in regar!! to their probability is,
not whether they are probable according to the usual course

. of nature, but whether they are probable in the circumstan
~es in which they are alleged to have. taken place; name
ly, in the case of a direct interposition of the Deity for cer
tain great and adequate purposes. In such a case, our es
timate of probability must be founded, according to the
principles already stated, not upon our experience of simi
Jar events, but on the kno'wledge which we derive from oth
er souroes of the power of the agent to whom :the event is
ascribed. Now the agent to whom miracles are ascribed
ts·the Supreme Being, theCrf;Jator of all things, the stupen
dous mOJlUmeRts of whose omnipotent power are before us,
snd within us, and around us. What we call the establish
ed course of nature is merely an order of .events which he
has appointed; and the quc!ltion 'If probability is, whether
it is' probable that for certain adequate purposes he should
produce a deviation from this order. For such a statement,
indeed, we require strong, numerous, credible, and eoncur-

Oenor8l.v1o.. o(tll. quo,lion1 :rho .roal queotlon in regard to th. probabUitr of lI\i
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ring te!ltimtmies ;- but it flomes to be .imply a question of
evidenee; and there is no real improbability that in these
circ\lmstnnees such events should take place.-

In tbifl mllBner, then, there is cBtirely removeli from the'
statement the improbability which is foundt:d upon the 11m-
formity of the ordinary coyne of Rature ; ,becaue it is no,"
in the ordinary eOllrse of nature that the eveRts are alleged
to' have taken place, btlt in circum5tances altogether neW'
and peculiar. The Illlbaequent inquiry becomes, thenfon,
simply a question of evidence; this evidence is derived from
testimony; and we are thus led to take a slight view of the
grounds on which we estimate the credibility of teetilllony.

Testimony, we are told, is fallacious, and is liable to de
ceive us. But so are our senses ;-they also may deceive,
and perhaps have deceived us, as in the case of ocular spec
tra.; but we do not on that account discredit the evidence
of our eyes; we only take means, in certain caSeB, for cor
recting their indications by other senses, as by touching the
object, or by a comparison with the visual impressions of
other men; and, whatever probability there is that the eyes
of one man may be deceived in anyone instance, the proba.
bility is 8.lI nothing that both his sight and touch should be
deceived at once; or that the senses of ten men should be
deceived in the same manner at the same time. Ii is the
same with regard to testimony. It may have deceived us
in particular instances; but this applies to one species of
te~timony only; there is, anot~er species which n~v,:r de
ceived U8. We leam by ex-penence to separate dlstlDetly
the one from the other, and fix upon a species of testimony
on which we rely with the slHIle confidence as on the uni
formity of the course of nature. Thus, if we find a man
who in other respects shows every indication of a sound
mind, relating an event which happened under his own in·
spection, and .in such circumstances that he could not possi.
bly be d~eived; if his statement be such 8Il contriblltes in
no respect to ais credit or advantage, but, on the con·
trary, exposes him to ridicule, contempt, and persecution j

if, notwithstanding,; he steadily peraeveJ'eS in it,ander
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every species of persecution, aDd even to the suffering of
death; to suppose such a testimony intended to deceive,
would be to assume a deviation from the established course
of human character, as remarkable as any event which it
could possibly convey to us. This might be maintained in
regard to ODe such testimony; but if we find numerous
witnesses agreeing in the same testimony, all equally in
formed of the facts, all showing the same characters of cre
dibility, and without 'the possibility of concert or connivance,
the evidence becomes, not convincing only, but incontro
vertible.

The grounds on which we receive with confidence the
evidence· of' testimony, may, therefore, be briefly stated in
the following manner :- .

1. That the statement refers to a matter of fact,-that
the fact was such as could be easily ascertained by the per
son who relates it,-and that he had sufficient opportunity
of ascertaining it. When the statement inc:ludes a point of
opinion, the case comes under another principle; and we
require, in the first instance, to separate what is. opinion
from what is fact. .

2. That we have no reason to suspect the wit~ss to be
influenced by interest or passion in his evidence; or that he
has any purpose to answer by it, calculated to promote his
own advantage.

3. That various individuals, without suspicion of conni
vance, have concurred' in the same statement. This is a
point of the utmost importance; and in cases in which we
are satisfied that there could be no connivance, a degree of
evidence is derived from the concurrence of testimonies,
which may be often independent even of the credibility of
the individual witnesses. For, though it were probable that
each of them singly might lie, the chances that they should
all happen to agree in the same lie, may be found to amount
to an impossibility. On this subject there is also a fur~her

principle of the greatest interest, which has been well illus
trated by Laplace, namely, that the more improbable a
statement is in which such witnesses agree, the greater is the
probability of its truth. Thus we may have two men whom

Imnmd. of conftdence In Ieelimony 1 The IIIbJlK:ll Freedom from blu. Concur
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we know to be 110 addicted to lying that we would not at
tacbthe smallest credit to their sin~le testimony on any
subject, If we find these concurring 10 a statement resped
ing an event which was highly. probable, or very likely 'to
have occurred at the time which they mention, we may
still have a suspicion that they are lying, a-nd that they
may have happened to concur in the same lie, even though
there should be no supposition of' connivance.. But if the
statement was in the highest degree improbable, such as
that of a man .rising from the dead, we may feel it to be
impossible that they could accidentally have agreed in such
"\ statement; and, if we are satisfied that there could
be no connivance, we may receive a conviction from its
very improbability that it must be true. In cases of con
curring testimonies, we expect that the witnesses shall agree
in all essential and important particulars; and, on the oth
er hand, evidence of the authenticity of testimony is some
times derived from the various witnesses differing in trifling
circumstances in such a manner as, without weakening the
main statement, tends to remove the suspicion of collusion
or connivance.

4. In all matters of testimony, we are greatly influenced
by our confidenc~ in a certain uniformity of human charac
ter. We attach much importance, for example, to our pre
liious knowledge of the narrator's character for veracity;
and a man may have acquired such a character in this re
spect, that we confide in his veracity in every instance in
which his testimony is concerned, with a confidence equal
to that with which ,ve rely on the uniformity of the course
of nature. In such a case, indeed, we proceed upon a uni
formity which applies only to a particular order, namely,
those whom we consider as men of veracity. But there ill
also a principle of nniformity which applies to the whole spe
cies; and in which we confide as regulating every man of
sane mind. Thus, if the statement of a narrator contain
circumstances calculated to promote !lis own advantage, we
calculate on the probability of fabrication, and reject his evi
dence, except we had previously acquired absolute confi
dence in his veracity. But if, on the contra.ry, his state
ment operates against himself, conveying an imputation

Enmpl.. '()lIaraeler' Vie.. of iDlftUl.
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against his own character, or exposing him to contempt, ri
dicule, or personal injury; without any previous knowledge
of his veracity, we are satisfied that nothing could make
him adhere to such a testimony, but an honest conviction
of its truth.

6. A very important circumstl;\oce is the' absence of any
contradictory or conflicting testimony. This applies, in a
striking manner, to the miraculous statements of the sacred
'Writings; for, even on the part of those who were most in
terested in opposing them, there is no testimony which pro
fesses to show, that at the time when the miracles are said
to have taken place, they did not take place. It is, indeed,
a remarkable circum'!ltance, that the earliest writers against 
Christianity ascribe the miraculous events to the power of
sorcery or magic, but never attempt.to call them in question
as matters of fact.

6. Much corroboration of testimo'ny may often be obtain
ed from our knowledge of facts of such a nature as, without
directly bearing upon the statements to which the testimony
refers, cannot be accounted for, on any other supposition
than the conviction of these statements being true; 'This
principle applies, in a remarkable manner, to _the miracu
lous histories of the sacred writings. We know, as an his
torical fact, the rapid manner in which the Christian faith
was propagated in the early ages, against the most formidaM

ble opposition, and by means of the feeblest human instru
ments. We are told, that this was owing to the conviction
produced by miraculous displays of Divine power-; we feel
that the knownefl"ect corresponds with the alleged cause;
and that it cannot be accounted for on any other principle.

It does not belong to our present inquiry to allude more
particularly to the direct evidence by which the mirltdes
of the sacred writings are supported; we merely refer, in
this general manner, to the principles on which the evidence
is to be estimated. A very interesting branch of the sub
ject will come under our view when we speak of memory
and arbitrary association. We shall then see the irresistI
ble importance of the commemorative rites of Christianity,
by whIch the memory of these events has been tran~mitted
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from age to age, or rather from year to year; aud by which
our minds are catried backward, in one unbroken series, to
the time when the events occurred, and to the individuals
who witnessed them. In this manner, also, is entirely re
moved any feeling of uncertainty which may attach to tes
timony, as we recede from the period at which the events
took plaee, and as the individuals are multiplied. Upon the
whole, therefore, the evidence becomes so clear and conclu
sive, that we may say of those who reject it what the great
Author of Christianity said on another occasion,-" If they
bear not these, neither will they be persuaded though one
rOlle from the dead."

EndeDce to proof of CbrWllanJty.



PART III.

OF THB INTELLECTUAL OPERATION8.

TBBOUGB the ,various sources referred to in the preced
ing observations, we acquire the knowledge of a certain
number of facts, relating either to the mind itself, or to
things external to it. The next part of our inquiry refers
to the operations (to use a figurative expression) which the
mind performs upon the facts thus acquired. The term
functions, or powers of mind, has often been applied to these
operati0118; but, as we are not entitled to assume that they
are'not in fact separate functions in the usual acceptation of
that expression, It is perhaps more correct, and accords bet
ter with our limited knowledge of mind, to speak simply of
the operatioDs'which it is capable or performing upon a
given series of facts. These s~em to be chiefly referable
to the following heads. .

I. We reme~ber the facts; and we can also recall them
into the mind at pleasu,re. The former is MEMORY; the
latter is that modification of it which we call RECOLLECTION.

But, besides this simple recollection of facts, we-ean recall
a perception j that is, the impression of an actual scene
which has been witnessed, or a person who has been seen,
BO as to place them, as it were, before the mind, with all
the vividness of the or~inal perception. This process is
called CONCEPTION. It. IS often described as a distinct pow
er, or a distinct o'peration of the mind; but it seems to be
SQ nearly allied to memoiy that it may be considered as a
modification' of it. It is the memory of a perception.

II. We separate facts from the relation in which they

SabjecL eJa.ldcatlon 7 Memorr. Conception, A1lolrK1ioll.
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were originally presented to us, and contemplate some of
them apart from the rest j-considering, for example, certain
properties of bodies apart from their other properties.
Among a variety of objects, we thus fix upon qualities which
are common to a certain number of them, and so arrange
them into genera and species. This process is usually
called ABSTRACTION..

III. We separate scenes or classest~facts into their con
stituent elementSf and form these e1e.ts into new combi
nations, f!oas to ~present to o~rselves",cenes, or combina
tions of events, which have no real exiltfence. This is bu-
GINATION. ,..r ;,,~ i~ ,J

.': , Itt: Y I'

IV:. We trom~re facts w~~ch 4r,--{)bserv:e their
relations and c(jnnections,-an~;cethit results which fol
low particular combinations of t,hem...We also observe
their general.characters, so as to deduce from the whole
general facts or general principles. This is RE~SON .or·
JUDGMENT. --:. . ~i.

~ ;~,

In this arrangement, it will be obseh-edrl confine myself
entirely to faefs. I40 n~_sa.y that the m.vxd possesses dis
t!nct facu~ties,~hich we'c~l memory, ~ction, imagi~a
tlon, lind Judgment,-for tnls at once "letds Into hypothesIs.
but sim~IYI t~at" in p~int -tlf fl!9.tr-1'e miwlo remembers, ab
stracts, Imagmes, and Jud~~l -"TRese processes appear to
~onstitutedistinct mental aGts, which everyone. is conscious
of who ol&ttends to the ph~omenaof his own mind. But
beyond the.,s.implj facts we'!EnowJlothing, and no human in
genuity ~"·lead~ one ste1l farthJlr. Some of the follow
ers of Dr. Reid appear to have err"d in this respect, by as
cribing to the mind distinct .fac·ultI!JSor functions, somewhat
in the manner ill' which we astMbe to the body distinct
senses. Dr. BroWn, on the other htilnd, has shown much in
genuity in his attempts to simpl,JTf"the arrangement or" the
mental processes, by referring'.~h~mall to hi~ two. princi
ples of simple and relative suggestion. But, without inquir
ing w~at has been gained to the science by this new'phra·
seology, and avoiding entirely any system which seems to

Imae1Da11on. Judp>enl. Tbeoriel OD lhIa ...lijecl' Dr. Belli'., Dr. Brown'.'

(
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suppose distinct functi01&l of mind, I confine myself to facta
respectmg the actual mental operatitml; and it appears to
answer best the purpose of practical utility to speak of these
operations in the arrangement, and by the names, which
are commonly used by the generality of mankind. .

SECTION I.

MBlllORY•

.By MEMORY we retain the impression of facts or events ;
and by RECOLLECTION we recall them into the mind by a
voluntary effort. By CONCEPTION we recall perceptions, or
the impr~ssion ·?f act~d.~~e's, p'lir'\.ns, or tra!1sactions:
thus a skllful1lilJ~ter can~tet-frlJm conceptIOn a land
scape a consic§libl~e ~fier he has seen it, or the coun
tenance· of a friend Wbo is dead or absent. These appear
to be the leading phemhnena which are referable to the head
of memory. •

There seem to be original differences in the power of
memory, some individuals being remarkable for retentive
memory, though not otherwise distinguished by their intel
lectual eMowments. Thus, persons have been known to
repeat a long discourse after onC?e hearing it, or even a se
ries of things without connection, as a long column of
figures, or a numbef of words without meaning. There
is on record the account of. a man w:ho could repeat the
whole contents of a newspaper; and of another who could
J;'etain words that were dictated to him, without any con
nection, to the amount of six thousand. A man mentioned
by Seneca, after hearing a poet read a new poem, claimed
it as his own; .and, in Ploof of his claim, repeated the poem
from beginning to end, which the author could not do. A
'similar anecdote is told of an Englishman, whom the king
of Prussia placed behind a screen when Voltaire came to
read to- him a new poem of considerable length. It has been
alleged, that this kind of memory is generally connected

Autbor'. remarko 1 Deftnitiolllll Original dlll"erence.! Eumpl.. !
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with inferiority of the other intellectual powers: but t~ere

appears to be no foundation for this. For, though the mere
memory of words may be met with in a high degree in
persons of defective understanding, it is also true that men
of high endowments have been remarkable for. memory.
It is said that Themistocles could name all the citizens of
Athens, amounting to twenty thousand; and that Cyrus
knew the name of every soldier in his army.

The late Dr. Leyden was remarkable for his memory.
I am informed, through a gentleman who was intimately
acquainted with him, that he could repeat correctly a long
act of parliament, or any similar document, after having once
read it. When he was, on one occasion, congratulated by
a friend on hia remarkable power in this respect, he replied,
that instead of an advantage, it was often a source of great
inconvenience. This he explained by saying, that when
he wished to recollect a par}iculllr point in any thing which
he had read, he could do it.gnl)"\>; repeating to himself the
whole from the commence~e~t till he rellched the point
which he wished to recall. .. ,

We may find a mere local' memory combined with very lit
tle judgm'ent; that is, the _power of remembering facts in
the order in which they occurred, or words in the order in
which they were addressetlJo the individual; b~t that kind
of memory which is founlled, not upon local or incidental
relations, but on real anlJlogies, must be considered as an
important feature of a cuJ\ivated mind, and as holding an
important place in the Thrma~ion of intellectual character.
The former kind of memory, however, is often the more
ready, and is that which ge~j&lly makes the greater show,
both on account of its readiness, and likewise because the
kind of facts with which it is chiefly conversant are usually
those most in request in common conversation.

The facts now referred to are matters of curiosity only.
The points of real interest and practical importance, in re
gard to memory, respect the manner in which it is influ
enced by the intellectual habits of individuals, and the prin
ciples on which it may be improved. These are referable

InJluenee on tile aLher pcnreJII' Dr. Leyden'. memory. Inconnnionce ",""lIme
flam II' Durorenl1dDdo of momory' Two ImportoDl polnll' .
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chiefly to two heads, namely, A'M'BNTION and Assocu.
TION.

Memory is very much influenced by ATTENTION, or a full
and distinct perception of the fact or object with a view to
its being remembered; and by the perception being kept
before the mind, in this distinct manner, for a certain time.
The distinct recollection of the fact, in such cases, is gene
rally in proportion to the intensity with which it has been
contemplated; and this is also very much strengthened by
its being repeatedly brought before the mind. Most peo
ple, accordingly, have experienced that a statement is more
strongly impressed upon the memory by beiug several times
repeated to others. It is on the same principle, that me
mory is greatly assisted by writing down the object of our
knowledge, el!Ipecially if this be doue in a distinct and sys
tematic maliner. A Ilubject also is more distinctly conceived,
and more correctly remembered, after we have instructed
another ~erson in It. Such exercises are not strictly to be
considered aS,helps to the memory, but as excitements to
attention; and as thus leading to that clear and full com
prehension of the subject which is required for the distinct ...
remembrance of it. .. .

It is familiar to everyone that there are great differences
in memory, both in respect to the facility of acquirement and
the power of retention. In the former there appear to be
original differences, but a great deal also depends upon ha
bit. In the power of retention much depends, as we shall
afterwards see, upon the habit of correct association; but,
besides this,. there are facts which seem to show a singular
connection with the manner in which the acquisition was
made. The following fact was communicated to me by an
able and intelligent friend,~who heard it from the individu
al to whom it relates. A distinguished theatrical perfor
mer, in consequence of the suddenillness of another actor,
had occasion to ~repare. himself, on very short notice, for a
part which was entirely new to,him; and the part was long
and rather difficult. He acquired it in a very short time,
and went through it with perfect accuracy, but immediately
after the performanoe forgot every word of it. Characters

Atlenlion. Meau of .ecuring It 7 bUr.reno.. In m.mory. n1l11\talion. Slory of
lbe aclor 7



which he had acquired in 1l more deliberate manner he ne
ver forgets, but can perform them at any time without a
moment's preparation; but in regard to the character. now
mentioned, there was tlte farther and very singular fact, that
though he has repeatedly performed it since that time, he
has been obliged each time to prepare it anew, and has ne
ver acquired in regard to it that facility which is familiar to
him in other instaD.ces~ When questioBed respecting the
mental process which he employed the first time he per
formed this part, he says, that he lost sight entirely of the
audience, .and seemed to have nothing before him but the
pages of the book from which he had learned it; and that
if any thing had occurred to interrupt this illusion, he should
have stopped instantly. .

That degree of attention which is required for the full re
membrance of a subject, is to be considered as a voluntary
act on the part of the individual; but the actual exercise of
it is influeneed in a great measure by his previous intellec
tual habits. Of four individuals, for example, who are giv
ing an account of a journey through the same district, one

'may describe chiefly its agricultural produce j another, its
mineralogical characters j a third, its picturesque beauties;
while the fourth may Dot be able to give an account of any
thing except the state of the roads and the facilities for tra
velling. The same facts or objects must have passed before
the senses of all the four; but their remembrance of them
depends upon the points to which their attention was direet
ed. Besides the manner here alluded to, in which the at
tention is in6uenced by previo"-I habits or pursuits, some
persons have an active inquiring state of mind, which keeps
the attention fully engaged upon whatever is passing before
thelD; while others give way to a listless, inactive condi
tion, which requires to be strongly ,excited before the atten
tion is roused to the degree required for remembrance.
The former, accordingly, remember a great deal of all that
passes before them, either in readinll; or' observation. The
latter are apt to say that they are defi'Cient in memory; their
deficicncy, however, is not in memory, but in attention;
and this appears from the fact that they do not forget lnr
thing which deeply engages theif feelings, or concerns their
interest.

• DORY. [PART m. ~
I
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The habit of listless inactivity of mind should be cuefuUy
guarded against in the young; and the utmost care .should
be taken to cultivate the opposite, namely, the habit of di
recting the mind intensely to whatever comes before it, ei
ther in reading or observation. This may ~ cODsidered as
forming the foundation of sou~d intellectual character.

Next to the effect of attention, is the remarkable influ
ence produced upon memory by ASSOCIATION. This princi
ple lloJds so important a place· in relation to the mental
operations, that some philosophers have been disposed to
:refer to it nearly all the phenomena of mind; but without
ascribing to it this universal influence, its effects are cer
tainly very extensive, and the facts connected with it pre
sent a subject of pecl,lliar interest.

The prmciple of associatioJl is founded upon a remarka
ble tendency, by which two or more facts or conceptions,
which have been contemplated together, or in immediate
succession, become so connected in the mind that one of
them at a future time recalls the others, or introduces a
train of thoughts which, without any mental effort, follow
each other in the order in which they were originally asso
ciated. This is· called the association of ideas, and various
phenomena of a very interesting kind are connected with it.

But besides this tendency, by which thoughts formerly
associated are brought into the mind in a particular order,
there is another species of association into which the mind
passes spontaneously, by a suggestion from any subject
which happens to be present to it. The thought or fact
which is thus present suggests another which has some
kind of affinity to it; this suggests a third, and so on, to the
formation of a train or series which may be continued to. a
g-reat length. A remarkable circumstance likewise is, that
such a train may go on with very little consciousness of, or
attention to it; so that the particulars of the series are
scarcely remembered, or are traced only by an effort. This
singular fact everyone must have experienced in that state
of mind which is caUed a revery. It goes on for some time
without effort and with little attention; at length the atteno

tion is roused, and directed to a particular thought which is

Caution \0 tho JGIID,. .u-:iatl8n. J~ rounclallon 1 -rram. of tbou.m. EmbnldllC
!lie.. 1
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in the mind, without the person being at first able to recol
lect what led him to think of that subject. He then, by a
1IOluntary effort, traces the chain of thoughts backwards,
perhaps through a long series, till he arrives at a subject of
which he has a distinct remembrance as having given rise
to it. .

It is impossible distinctly to trace the principles which
lead to the partioular chain· of thoughts which arise in a
case of this kind. It is probably much influenced by the
previous intellectual habits of the individual; and perhaps
in many instances is guided by associations previously
formed. There are also among the facts or thoughts them
selveB certain principles of analogy, by which one suggests
another without that kind of connection which is established
by previous proximity. These have usually been called
primiplea of association. or, according to the phrl\SCology
of Dr. Brown. principles of simple suggestion.- They
have been generally referred to four heads.-namely, re
semblance, contiguity in time and place; cause and effect,
and contrast: and others have reduced them to three, con
sidering contiguity and cause and effect as referable to the
same head. On these principles, then, one thought may
suggest another which has some relation to it, either in the
way of resemblance, contiguity. cause, effect, or contrast.
But still the question recurs, What -gives rise to the occur
rence of one of these relations in preference to the others ¥
This' may depend, in some instanceB. on previous habits of
thought and peculiarities of mental temperament; and in
other cases associations may be more apt to occur, accord
ing as some analogous association may have been more
recently formed, more lively. or more frequently repeated.
When the common topic of the weather, for example, is
introduced in conversation, or presented to the mind, the
agriculturist will naturally refer to its influence on vegeta
tion; the physician to its effect on the health of the com
munity; the man of pleasure may think only of its refer
ence to the sports of the field; the philosopher may endea
vor to seek for its cause in some- preceding atmospheric
phenomena; and another person of certain habits of ob-

E:ElllaDadon 7 Principia of a.oeiaUOll7 Form -.J by Dr. BI'01fII'~
Uon f Bll'eClII of balIil' 1iIDItralloo'
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servation may compare or. contrast it with the weather of
the same period in a preceding year. Thus, in be indi-

_viduals, the same topic may give rise to five trains of
thou~ht, perfectly distinct from each other, yet each de
pendmg upon a very natural and obvious principle of sug
gestion. In other instances it is impossible to trace the
cause which leads the mind off into peculiar and unusual
associations. The following enmple from Hobbes has
been frequently referred to :_Cl In a company in which
the conversation turned on the civil war, what could be
conceived more impertinent than for a person to ask ab
ruptly what was the value of a Roman denarius 1 On a
little reflection, however, I was easily able to trace the train
of thought which suggested the question; for the original
subject of discourse naturally introduced the history of the
king, and of the treachery of those who surrendered his
person to his enemies; this again introduced the treachery
of Judas I8cariot, and the sum of money which he received
for his reward. And all this train of ideas passed through
the mind of the speaker in a twinkling in consequence of
the velocity of thought." Mr. Stewart adds, in relation to
this anecdote, "It is by no means improbable, that if the
speaker had been interrogated about the connection of
ideas which led him aside from the original topic of dis
course, he would have found himself, a. first, at a loss for
an answer."

In the mental process now referred to it .is evident that
the term mggestion is much more correct than association,
which has often b~~m applied to it. For in the cases which
belong to this class, the facts or thoughts, suggest each
other, not according to any connection·or association which
the mind had previously formed between them, but accord
ing to some mental impression or emotion, which by a law
of our constitution proves a principle of analogy or sug
'gestion. We readily perceive how this takes place in re
gard to circumstanees which are allied to each other by
resemblance, contiguity, cause, or effect; and the sugges
tion of contrast must also occur to every one as by no
means unnatural. Thus, the sight of a remarkably fat
man may recall to us the thought· of another man we h~

Hobbel' enmple' Mr. Slewart'. remark 7 TerDlll. Wbk:b pretilrable'
8,
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lately seen, who was equally remarkable for hill leanness;
the playfulness and mirth of childhood may suggest the
cares and anxieties of after life j and an instance of con
duct which we greatly disapprove may lead us to recollect
how very differently another individllal conducted himBelf
in similar circumstances.

In a practical ~ew, the subject of IUlsociation leads 118

chiefly to a consideration of the manner in which facts are
80 associated in the mind lUI to be recalled by means of the
connection j in other words, the infiuence of lUI8OCiation
upon memory. In this view, IUl8OciatioDB are c1istinctly
referable to three classes :

I. Natural or philosopbicallUl8OCiation.
II. Local or incidental association.
Ill. Arbitrary or fictitious IUlsociation.
A variety of mental phenomena of the IDOBt interesting

kind will be found connected with the subjects referred to
under these classes. The principle on which they all de
pend is .simply the circumstance of two or more facts,
thoughts, or events being contemplated together by the
mind, though many of them may have no relation to each
other except this conjunction. The strength of the lUI8OCi
ation is ~nerally in proportion to the intensity of the men
tal emotion j and is likewise in a great measure regulated
by the length of time, or the number of times, in which
the facts have been contemplated in this connection. As
tonishing examples may be oftep met with of facts or 0c

currences which have long ceased to be objects of simple
memory, being brought up in this manner by 888OCiation.
though they had not passed through the mind for a VfIrJ
long time. . '

I. NATURAL OR PmLosoPBIOAL ASSOCIATION takes place
when a fact or statement on which the attention is fixed, ..
by a mental process assGC~ated with lOme fact previously
known to which it hlUl a relation, or with some BUbject
which it is calculated to illustnte. The fact so acquired
is thus, to use a figurative expression,.put by in its proper

Why' A..K:1atIoD} howd..tled' ll' oIeIL .-...011&.......
.. wllM' PIlIl.-pbai _1ubI. .
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place in the mind, and can afterward be recalled by meau
of the aB80ciation.

The formation of associatiolUJ, in this.manner, is of coune
influenced in a very great degree by previous mental ha
bits, pUl'lluitl, or subj~ct8 of reflection; ~nd, accor~ing to
the nature and the vanety of these pursUits or subJectS of
thought, facts which by some are pBBBed by and instantly
forgotten may be fixed upon by others with eager attention,
and referred to some principle which they are calculated
to illustrate. Examples of this kind must be familiar to
every one; I may mention the following :-10 a party of
gentlemen, the conversation turned on the warlike charac
ter of the Mahrattas, as compared with the natives of
Lower India, and the explanation given of it by an author
w.ho refeN it to their use of animal food, from which the
Hindoos are said to be prohibited by their religion. .. A
doubt was started respecting the extent to which Hindoos

. are prohibited from the use of animal food: some were of
one opinion and some of another, and the point was left un
decided. Reading soon after the Journal of bishop Heber,
I found it ·stated, that on one occasion during his journey,
when a large supply of meat was Mought to him, he or
dered three lambs to be sent to his Hindoo attendants, and
that the gift was received with every expression of grati
tude. (In a~ occqsion such a fact might have been
passed by without prodiloing any impression; or it might
have been slightly associated with the good bishop's atten
tion to the comfort of atl--around him, but not remembered
beyond the passing moment. In connection with the dis
cussion now mentioned it became a fact of great interest,
and never to be forgotten j' and led to inquiry after more
precise information on the subject to which it related.

This triffing example may serve to illustrate the princi.
pie, that. the remembrance of insulated facts does not de
pend merely upon the degree of attention directed to them,
but also on the existence in the mind of subjects of thought
with which the Dew fact may be associated. Other facts,
as they occur, will afterward be added froIJJ. time to time.
giving rise to a progressive increase of knowledge i~ a
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mind in which this mental process is regularly carried on.
This habit of attentioti and association ought therefore to
be carefully cultivated, as it must have a great influence
on our progress in knowledge, and likewise on the forma
tion of intellectual character, provided the associations be
made upon sound principles, or according to the true and
important relations of things. It is also closely connected
with that activity of mind which is ever on the alert for
knowledge, from every sonrce that comes within its reach;
and that habit of reflection which always connects with
such facts the conclusions to which they lead, and the views
which they tend to illustrate. On this principle, also, every
new fact which is acquired, or every new subject of thought
which is brought before the mind, is not only valuable in
itself, but also becomes the basis or nucleus of further im·
provement. Minds which are thus fur:nished with the re
quisite foundation of knowledge, and act uniformly upon
these principles of enlarging it, will find interesting matter
to be associated and remembered, where others find only
amusement for a vacant hour, which passes away and is
forgotten. There is also another respect in which the
habit of correct and philosophical association assists the
memory, and contributes to· progress in knowledge: For
by means of it, when applied to a great mass of facts reo
lating to the same subject, we arrive at certain general
facts, which represent a numerous body of the individuals,
and the remembrance of which is equivalent to the remem
brance of the whole.

The associations referred to under this first head arise
out of the real relations of facts to each other, or to sub·
jects of thought previously existing in the mind. The
particular train of association, therefore, which is formed
from the same facts by different individuals, may vary ex
ceedingly. Thus, the same facts may often admit of va·
rious applications, or, in other words, of being associated
in various ways, by different persons, according to their
intellectual habits, ot by the same person at different times,
according to the subject of thought which happens to be
more immediately present. .-' yo

Inlluence of cnrreCI habilS of lIIIOCi&liolI' Of prevJoUs atlaillIllenlS' Of elu
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. When' a variety of facts have been associated in the
mind in the manner now referred to, they form a series
which hang together. and recall each other in a very re
markable manner. .There are two ways in which this.
takes place, which may be called voluntary and spontane
ous. (1.) We call up facts by a voluntary effort, by di
recting the mind into particular trains of thought calculated
to lead to those which we are in search of. This is what
we call recollecting ourselves on a particular subject. We
have an impression, perhaps, that the mind is,in possession
of information which bears upon the subject, but do not at
the moment remember it; or we remember some circum
stan~, and wish to recall a more full and complete remem
brance. We therefore commence a mental process which
consists in putting in motion, to speak figuratively, a train
of thoughts, or a series of associated facts, 'which we think
calculated to lead us to the facts we wish to recall. (2.)
Associations recur spontaneously, either when particular
topics naturally leading ·to them are brought before the
mind, in reading or conversation, or in that state in which
the mind is left to follow, without'any effort, the current of
thoughts as they succeed each other. In the healthy state
of the mind, we can give way to this spontaneous succes
sion of thoughts; or we can check it at our pleasure, and
direct the .mind into SOmt'l new -train connected with the
same subject, or arising out of it; or we can dismiss it al·
together. While we allow it to go on, it does so, not only
without effort, but often without consciousness ;so that
when the attention is, after some time, arrested by a sub
ject of thought which is in the mind, we do not at. first re-.
member what led us to think of it, and begin to recollect
ourselves by ·tracing the series backwards. In this state
of mind, it is most interesting to observe the manner in
which old associations are revived, and old recollections
renewed, which seemed to .have been lost and forgotten;
and how facts and occurrences come into the mind which
had not been thought of for many years. They are re
called, we scarcely know how, by some train of association
which we can hardly trace, .and which had long ceased to

Becalllq facio. Pint 8lCIl1e' 8eClIIld 1IIlIde' Our power &0 eOlllrol our &raID of
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be the subject of any voluntary effort of attention. We
shall again allude to this most interesting subject, in rela
tion to the manner in which associations, long forgotten, are
sometimes brought into the mind -in dreaming, and in cer
tain states of delirium.

The voluntary power over the succession of thoughts
and associations which has now been alluded to is a subject
of extreme interest. We shall have occasion to refer to
it again when we come to speak, of 6 remarkable condition
in which it is lost; and in which the mind.is left entirely
under the influence of the series of thoughts as they hap
pen to succeed each other, aecording probably. to old as
sociations, without the power of arresting or varying h.
This occurs in two very interesting mental conditions to be
afterward more particUlarly mentioned; namely, dreaming
and insanity.

II. LOCA.L OR INOIDENTA.L ASSOCUTION.-In the mental
process referred to under the preceding head, facts or
thoughts are associated according to certain real relations;
though these, we have seen, may be various, and the par
ticular relation which is fixed upon, in particular eases, de
pends upon the intellectual habits of the individual. In the
class now to be mentioned, the associations are formed ac
cording to no other relations than such as are entirely local
or casual. Thus, a fact, a thought, or a IJlental impression
is associated with the person by whom it was communi
cated, -or the pla~e where the communication was made;
and is recalled to the mind when the place or person is
seen, mentioned, or thought of. Some persons seem to
form almost no other associatioBs than those of this descrip
tion. When a place which they had visited, for example,
is spoken of, they immediately relate, in connection with it,
the persons whom they met there, incidents which occurred
in their company, and opinions or statements which were
mentioned in conversation with them; and from this, per
haps, they may branch off to other circumstances relating
to these individuals, their families, or connections.

These mere local associations, however, often make a

III the power o~er the meee-Ion of lbourhlll eTe..~ , In ..-hal e- 7 Local
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very deep impression upon the mind j more vivid, certain
.If, than simple memory of the facts or transactions con-'
1&cted with them. Thus, we avoid a place which is as
sociated with .some painful recollection j yet the 'Very fact
of avoiding it shows that we have a full remembrance of
the circumstances, and, at the same time, a conviction that
the sight of the spot would make the impression more vil'id
and more ·painful. After the death of a beloved child or a
much Valued friend, we may retain a lively remembrance
of them, and even anxiously cherish the impression of their
endearing' qualities j yet, after time has in some measure
blunted the acuteness of feeling, the accidental discovery
of some trifling memorial strongly associated with the la
mented object of our affection produces a freshness and
intensity of emotion, known only to those who have expe
r!enced it. This feeIi~ is peculiarly, strong if the ~emo
nal has been long lost Sight of, and discovered by accident;
because, as has been well remlU'ked by Dr. Brown, it in
Jhis~case presents the unmixed image of the friend with
.whom it is associated j whereas, a memorial which has be
come familiar to us is associated with other feelings not

. relating exclusively to him. Philosophers have endeavored
to explain the mental phenomenon here referred to by sup
posing, that in such cases the mingling ·of- mental emotion
with actual perception gives a feeling of reality to the
emotion, and for the time a kind of belief of the existence
of the object of it. This is sufficiently.plausible, but, after
all, amounts to little more than expressing the fact in other
words, without conveying any real explanation.

Similar impressions, whether of a pleasurable or painful
character, according to the original feeling which is thus
recalled, are excited by the sight of a spot which we have
visited while under the influence of strong emotion j by a
tune, a piece of poetry, an article of dress, or the most

. trifling object with which, from incidental circumstances,
the association was made. The effect of a particular tune
on the Swiss regiments in foreign service is familiar to every
one j and a similar effect has been remarked, from a simi
lar cause, among the Highlltnd regiments of our own

Vl~ of lOme local lUlIOCIatlou.. When pee\lllClY .trong , Pro\lMOd explana-
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~ountry. The feelings thus produced may be so vivid as
even to overpower present emotions; to excite pleasure
amid circumstances of pain OJ' depression; and to produce
depressing and- painful emotions, when all present circum
.ta~es are calculated to give satisfaction. Hence, it is
probable that the principle might often be employed with
much advantage, as a moral remedy, in various circum
stances of depressing disease, as in the low state -of feverl
and certain conditions of insanity. A pleasing anecdote
of this kind is mentioned by Dr. Rush. .. During the time
that I passed at a country school in Cecil county in Mary
land, I often went on a 'holyday, with my schoolmates, to
see an eagle's nest upon the summit of a dead tree, in the
neighborhood of the school, during the time of the incuba
tion of the bird. The daughter of the farmer in whose
field the _tree stood, and with whom I beciune acquainted,
married, and settled in this city about forty ye81'll ago. In
our occasional interviews, we' now and then spoke of the
innocent haunts and rural pleasures of our youth, and among
others, of the' eagle's nest in her father's field. A few
years ago, I was called to vilit this woman when she was
in the lowest stage of typhus fever. Upon entering the
room, I caught her eye, and with a cheerful tone of voice
said only, The eagle" neIt. She seized my hand, without
being able to speak, and discovered strong emotions of
pleasure in her countenance, probably from a sudden as
sociation of all her early domestic connections and enjoy
ments with the words which I uttered. From that time she
began to recover. She is now living, and seldom fails,
when we .meet, to salute me with the echo of-" The ea
gle's nest.' ..

There is even something in these mere local 881l()Cili.tions
which fixes an impression upon the mind, almost indepen
dent of memory, and upon a principle with which we' 1m!

little acquainted. The following anecdote is, I believe;
authentic, though I cannot at pr!ilsent -refer to the work in
whieh it is related. It i, eertainly one- of the most extra
ordinary of its kind, and yet we see enough of the princi
ple, in various instances, tel give it a high degree of proba-

,bility.-A lady, in the last stage of 8 chronie disease, was
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carried from London to a lodging in the country; there her
infant daughter was taken to visit her, and, after a short
interview, carried back to town. The lady died a few days
after, and the daughter grew up without any recollection of
her mother, till she was of mature age. At this time, she
happened to be taken into the room in which her mother
died, without knowing it to have been so; she started on
entering it, and when a friend who was along with her
asked the cause of her agitation, replied, " I have a dis
tinct impression of having been in this room before, and
that a lady, who lay in that comer, and seemed very ill,
leaned over me and wept."

The singular influence of local association is often illus
trated by the most trivial occurrences. Walking in the
street latel{, I met a lady whose face was famiuar to me,
but whom could not name. I had, at the same time, an
impression that I ouglit to have spoken to her, and to have
inquired for some relative who had lately been my patient;
but, notwithstanding repeated efforts, I could not recognise
her, and passed on. Some time. after, in passing along the
road a few miles from town, my eye caught a cottage, to
which I had been taken about six months before, to see a
gentIelDllJi who had been carried into it in a state of insen
sibility, in consequence of being thrown from a gig. 'The
sight of the cottage instantlr recalled the accident, and the
gentleman who was the subject of it; and, at the same in
stant, the impression that the lady whom I had passed in
the 'manner now mentioned was his wife. In this case no
reerillection was excited by the sight of the ladr' even after
repeated and anxious attempts; and I believe should not
have recognised the patient himself, had he been long with
her; ·whereas the whole was recalled in an instant by the
sight of the cottage. Similar illustrations must have oc
curred to everyone. We meet a person in the street, who
stops and speaks to us; but we cannot recognise him. We
are unwilling to tell him so, and walk along with hill1 con
vening on various topics; at length, he makes an allusion
to some person or some circumstance, by means of which
we instantly recollect who he is, and where we met with
him. On the same principle, when we are endeavoring

Anecdote ilIU1lraUng it1 Anecdote of the autbor 7 Common exampl.. 7
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to remind a penon of a transaction which he haS forgotten,
and which we are anxious to call to his recollection, we
mention .various circumstances connected with it, until at
length we mention (lne which. by association, instantly
brings the whole distinctly before him. There are even
facts which seem to show that the impression recalled by
local association may affect the bodily organs. Van Swie
ten relates of himself, that he was passing a spot where the
dead body of a dog burst and produced such a stench as
made him vomit; and that, happening' to pass .the same
spot some years after, he was affected by sickness and
vomiting from the recollection.

Finally, to the influence of local assoeiation we are to
refer the impressions produced by the monuments of the
illustrious dead; the trophies of other times; thtl remains
of Greece .and Rome; or by the visitation of spots distin
guillhed by illustrious deeds, as Thermopylm, Bannockburn,
or Waterloo. "Far from me," says Dr. Johnson, "and
from my f-riends, be such frigid philosophy, as may conduct

." us, indifferent and unmoved, laver any ground which has
been digni.fied by wisdom,bravery, or virtue. That man ia
little to be envied whose patriotism would not gain fol'Ce
upon the plains of Marathon, or whose piety would not
grow warmer among the ruins of Iona."

III. .!RBITRARY OR FICTITIOUS ASSOClATION.-This ass0

ciation- is generally produced by a voluntary effort of the
mind; and the facts associated lU'e not connected by any
relation except what arises out of this effort. The process
is exemplified in the connection we establish between s~e
thing which we wish to remember, and something which
we are in no danger of forgetting; as in the common G
pedients of tying a thread about the finger, or making a
knot on the pollket.handkerchief. A Roman, for the same
purpose, turned the stone of his ring inwlU'ds towards the
palm of his hand. There is an analogous expedient which
most people probably have employed for enabling them to
remember the names of persons. It consists in forming an
association between the name to be remembered and tluit

lIonumon.. ' OIl whai principle d_lheir IDle... depend' ArbllrlrJ _1aIIoD.'
Cammon uamplq'
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of some intimate friend or public character of .the same
name, which is familiar to us. The remarkable circum-'
stance in these cases is, that whatever difficulty a penon
may have in simply remembering a name, he never forgets
who the individual was with whose name he formed the
association.

On this principle have been founded various .chemes or
artificial memory. One of the mostaDcrent consisted in
associating the divisions of a discourse to be delivered with
the various apartments of a building, and the leading sen
timents with articles of furniture. This is said to have
been much p.ctised by t~e ancient orators, and to have
given rise to tht! phraseology by which we speak of the
divisions of a discourse, as the first pIau, the second plaee,
&c. I have repeatedly made experiments on this method
in remembering the discourseB of public speakers, and the
effect is certainly astonishing; for though it is many ,elllB
since the experiments were made, I still find articles 0 fur
niture associated in the elearest manner with sentiment.
delivered by some of the speakers. Other systems of arti
ncial memory are founded upon the same general princi
ple, though the particular applications of it may vary; and
some of them are extremely absurd. One of the last which
attracted notice in this country was that of a German of
the name of Feinagle, who delivered lectures on memory
to crowded and fashionable audiences, about the year 1809
or 1810. A leading part of his system was the memory
of dates, and it consisted in changing the figures in the date
into the letters of the alphabet corresponding to them in
Dumber. These letters were then formed into a word to
be in someway associated with thl! date to be remembered.
ODe example, which I happen to recollect, will be sufficient
to illustrate the peculiarity of the system, and at the lBDle
time its efficiency for its purpose. Henry IV., king of
England, was born in the year 1366. This date, changed
into letters, gives mff, which are very easily formed into

. the word muff. The method is Dot so obvious of establis~

ing with this a relation to Henry IV. "Henry IV.," saya'
M. Feinagle, "is four hens, and we put them into the muff,
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one in each comer." No one, certainly, after hearing this,
is in 'any danger of forgetting the date of the birth of
Henry IV.; but whether the remembrance is worth such
Ii'process is a separate question. .

There is a very omons and decisive objection to all plans for re
member ng history by means of any such artificial systems. It is this ;
the object of studyiJig history is to enlarge and elevate the mind, to fill
it with useful thoughts and clear conceptions, extended views of hu
man character and conduct, and interesting recollections of the past.
If history is read as a story, and remembered as a story, this is the
effect; but on M. Feinagle's plan, all this effect is destroyed, and
the student of history stores his tnind with many incongruous and
ridiculous ideas. The name of Henry IV., for example, ought
to bring to the recollection of the pupil the real eVents of his
reign, the moral or political \ruths which it illnstrates, and the im
portant persons or events.with which it was connected. Instead of
this, however, this system connects with the JVIJlle of the monarch
only the absurd and ridiculous idea of four hens in the four comers of
a muff. So with all the other applications of the system. It pro
ceeds on altogether erroneons ·ideas, or rather on a total forgetful
ness of the real design with which the history of the past is to be
studied. The real objects ought to be the intellectual, moral and p0
litical lessons which it teaches. A knowledge of names and dates
is only of service in assisting the pupil to obtain clearer and more
connected views, aDd thus in enabling him: toJeel more fully the moral
effect.

It is unneceilsary to enlarge upon the subject of arbitrary
association, as the observation of everyone will furnish
numerous examples of it. There is one application of the
principle, however, which deserves to be referred to in a
more particular manner. I allude to the practice of com
memorative rites or periodical observances, for transmitting
the remembrance of remarkable events. These are in their
nature, in general, entirely arbitrary; or, if they have any
analogy to the events, the relation is only figurative. But
the influence of such celebrations is of the most extensive
and most important kind. If the even's, particularly, are
of a very uncommon character, these rites remove anr
feeling of uncertainty which attaches to traditional testi
mony, when it has been transmitted through a long period
of time, and consequently through a great number of indi- /

ObJecdoo III '7I\Ilm of artiiclal memory. Object of hlolory' ElI'ect of FeiDalrle'•
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vidu~. They cury us back, in one unbroken series, to
the period of the events themselves, and to the individuals
who were witDeasea of them.

The most important application of the principle in the
manner DOW referred to IS in the observances of religion
which are intended to commemorate .08e events which
are connected with the. revelation of the Christian faith.
The importance of this mode of transmission has not been
sufficiently at1ended to by those who have urged the insuf
ficiency of human testimony to establish the truth of
events which are at variance with the common course of
nature. We have formerly alluded to one p.art of this so
phism, an~ haye stated the ~~ds OR which we contend
that no obJeCtwn to the credibilitr of these events can be
founded upon our observation 0 what we call the course
of nature. We have admitted that a much higher species

_of evidence is required for them than would be required
fot events which correspond with our previous observation;
and this high and peculiar evidence is confirmed in a strik
ing manner by the periodical rites DOW referred to. By
means of these we are freed entirely from every impression
of the fallibility of testimonr., and the possibility. of the
statements having been fabricated; as we are conducted
in one uninterrupted series to die period when the events
took place, and to the individuals who witnessed them.
This will appear if we state in' a few words a hypothe
tical case. Let us conceive a person attempting to im
pose upon the world by an account of some wonderful or
miraculous event, which he alleges occurred five hun
dred years ago. He, of course, exerts every possible inge
nuity in fabricating documents, and framing the appear
ance of a chain of testimony in support of his statement.
It is quite possible that he might thus deceive a considera
ble number of credulous persons; and that others, who did
not believe his statement, might yet find difficulty in
proving its fallacy. But if·the report were further to bear,
that ever since the occurrence of the alleged event it had
been regularly and specially celebrated by a certain peri
odical observance, it is clear that this would bring the

Important eM.. Case ItIppooed for iIlO8tration.
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statement to the teet of a fact open to exanlinatioD, and that
the fallacy of the whole would be instantly detected.

On these principles it must appear that the statementll of
the II&Cred writingw, respeeting miraculous events which
are said to have occurred upwards of 1800 years ago, could
not have been falJricated at any intermediate era, during
that period. It is unnecessary to state how much more
improbable it is that they could have been .fabricated at the
very time aild place in which they are said to have 0c.
curred, and in the midst of thousands who are said to have .
witnessed them, many of 'whom were deeply interested in
detecting their fallacy:. This part of the. question is. Rot
connected with our present inquiry, but it is imposai
hIe to dismisa the subject without one reflection :-that if
we are to proceed upon the principle of probabilities, we
must balance fairly the probabilities of fabrication. If we
do so, we hesitate not 10 aBsert, that the probability of the
world being imposed upon, under all the circumstances now
alluded to, is more at variance with our. finn and unalte
rable experience than all that. we are called upon to be
lieve..

It does not appear necesaary to say much of that inodifi
cation of memory which is called CONCEPTION. It is the
recalling of a perception. If, for example, we have paased
a person in the street whmJe face we think we have seen,
but without being able to recognise him, we can recall the
impresaion of his countenance, and endeavor to recollect
who he' is. By a higher exercise of this faculty a painter
can draw from conception a landscape or a building long
after he has visited them, and ev~u the portrait of a friend
who is dead or absent, alld whom he has not seen for a con
siderable time. By another modification of this power we
can imbody into a conception a scene, a figure: or a trans
action which has been described to us by another. The
vividnesa of our conception, in such cues, does not depend
upon the accuracy or even the truth of the description, but
upon the degree of liveliness with which it is given, or the
intensity with which our attention is directed to it. Thus,

Al'l!'llment. Coneepl.lon. w1W' Enmp.. ImpXlatlt modll\calloD lJf lb. power.
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it baa been :remarked that we have a more clear ~onception

of Don Quixote or Sancho than of any characters in real
history, unless they' have been made familiar to us by
paintings.' The bwrinesl of the novelist bein~ to create
his hero, he givp a more full and graphic delineation of
him than the authentic historian finds it necessary to do ;
hence, the former begins his narrative by an impresaion
made upon our conception; the latter disregards this, and
proceeds at once to the facts which he has to address- to
our attention 'and memory.

Thel8 is lIo inlelleetual habit which can be more immediately im
proved by cultivation, than "this power of painting distinctly to the
mind scenes described by another. Both' the enjoyment and the
improvement which is derived from reading depend very much up
on it. One person will read a narrative, such an one for illlltance
as the story of Robinson Crusoe, and the mmtal pia_, which the
descriptions bring up in his ~d, are cold, and meagre, and barren.
Nothing comes to VieW which is not expressly described; and e..-en
that ill very faintly and confusedly sketched by the mm4. In the case
of another indi..-idual, all is elearand distinct. The slight sketch which
the description gives is IDled up by the imaldnation, and clothed wi~h
beauty; so that while the printed words wnich meet the eye, in both
cases, are the same, the real llMieDes to which they introduce the rea·
der are entirely dissimilar. . This is one great cause of tbe di1t'e·
rences of opinion about the interest excited by a story. One reader
praises and one condemns. They speak of the book. But the real
object of the censure and of the praise, is, on the one hand, the mea
gre coneeptions of a reade1 whose imagination has not been culti
vated j and on the other, the glowing pictares which are formed by a
mind of, ):igher imaginative powers.' .

Now I;,,~ habit of forming distinct and ..-i..-id conceptions of what
an author describes, will not only very much in~se the interest
with which his description is read, but' it will cause it to be very
mm:h more strongly impressed on the memory. What we see we
remember much more distinctly than what we merely hear described ;
but by the p<!wer of strong and ..-i..-id conception, we can sometimes
almost realize the effect of actual 'sight.

There are two modes of cultivating this 'power. 1. Occasionally
pausing and making an effort to paint distinctly to the mind the scenes
described by an author. Think of it as a reality, and dwell upon it
until you have completed it, in its details, and made all the parts
consistent with one another, and with the whole. Practice o( this

Conceptions formed of Imqina.,. ~1'IIOlIll1 Why more dillinet1 1n1lll8nce of eulli
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kind will very soon lead to decided improvemat. 2. .carefully ob
serving scenery, as exhibited in prints a.nd in nature, a.nd impressing
its features, both of beauty a.nd grandeur, npon the mind, so as to pro
vide the memory with a store of images, which are to be employed
as elements or materials, to enter into the composition of imaginary
scenes. Strictly speaking, there is nothing new or original in the
~onceptions we foI'Jll of scenes deseribed.. They may be new com
binations, but the elements from which they are composed are all
furnished from memory. The memory then should be provided with a
supply. .

Conception, properly 80 called, or' the 'recalling of a
perception, does not appear. to be necessarily.connected
with the impression of past time, but rather to be at first
accompanied by a feeling of the present existence of the
object. Connecting the impres!lion with past time seems to
be a distinct act of the mind; and the conception'may be so
strong, as, for the moment, almost to exclude all idea of the
past. That degree of'coqception by which a painter 'can
take the likeIi.ess of a friend who has been long dead,. or
delineate a scene visited at a remote period, must amount
to something of this nature. In the actiV'e and healthy
state of the other faculties of the mind this impression is
but momentary, being almost inst,antly corrected by im
pressions recelved from the external world. We shall af
terward have occasion to refer to a remarkable state of
mind in which it is not thus corrected, but in whioh objects
which exist only in conception are believed to have a real
and present existence. On .this condition depend many of
the peculiarities of dreaming, insanity, and spectral illu-
lliODs. '.

Different individuals possess the faculty of conception in
different degrees; and, connected with the degree of it,
there is generally a corresponding talent for lively descrip
-tion. The faculty itself, or the formation of the concep
tion, probably foHows nearly the same laws. with memory,
and depends in a great .measure upon the degree of atten
tion which was originally directed to the objects. This,
again, is influenced, as in the case of memory, partly by
the general activity of mind of the individual, and partly
by his particular habits nnd pursuits. Thus, as formerly

Second mode 1 Rell80n for Ihi. rule 1 Connection of conception wllh the Idee of
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remarked, in detlCribing the features of a country which
they have pused over, one penon will give a clear and
lively detlCription of its general characters, so as to place it,
as it were, before you; a second will describe chiefly its
pastures and produce; a third m-.y include both; while a
fourth may not be able to give an intel.ligible account of
anl' one feature of the seene.

There tie particular situations in which conception is
apt to be most intensely brought into exercise, especially
those of seclusion and the absence of all extemal impres
sions. A beautiful example of this occurs in_ the Life of
Niebuhr, the celebrated Danish traveller. When old, blind,
and sO infirm that he was ab)e only to be carried from his
bed to his chair, -he used to describe to his friends the

- seenes which he had visited in his early days with wonder
ful minuteness and vivacity. When they expressed their
astonishment, be told them, "tlaat as he lay in bed, all vi
sible objects shut out, the pictures of what he had seen in
the East continually floated before his mind's eye, so that
it was no wonder he could speak of them lUI if he had seen
them yest~ay. With like vividness the deep intense sky
of Asia, with its brilliant and twinkling host of stars, which
he had so often gazed at by night, or its .lofty vault of blue
by' day, Was reflected, in the hours of stillness and darb..,
on his inm08t'soul." This may perhaps be considered u an
example of whllt we may call the highest degree of healthy
conception. Something a little beyond this leads to that
state on which depends the theory of apparitions or spectral
illusions.
. In conoluding thilf brief allusion to the subject of concep

tion, I shall only add the following example of another
application of this mental proceBl!. - In the church of St.
Peter at Cologne the altar-piece IS a large and valuable
picture by Rubens, representing the martyrdom of t.1te
llpostle. This picture having been carried away bJ~ihe .
French in 1805, to the great regret of the inhabitant..... ~
painter of that city undertook to make a copy of it ~ !
recollection; and succeeded in doing so in such'a manner,7"'$:]
that the mCJllt delicate tints of the original are preserved ""1[

-.
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with the mMt minute accuracy. The original painting bas
now been restored, lJut ,the copy is presened along with it j

and even when they are rigidly compared, it is scarcely
"lOuible to distinguish the one from the other. I am not
aware that this remarkable anecdote hlUl.been recorded by
any traveller j I am indebted for it to my friend Dr. Dun
can, of the university of Edinburgh, who heard it on the'
spot in a late visit to tM Continent, and saw both the pic
tures.

OP TO· CULTURE AND IMPltOVEIllBNT OF AT'l'ENTlOX AND
MEMORY.

THE facts which have been briefly referred to, in regaid ,
to the phenomena of memory, lead to some remarks -of a
practical nature. These relate to the improvement of at
tention and memory in persons of .dult years, and the cul
tivation ofthese powers in the education of-the'young.

The rulce from which benefit is to be deriyed for the
improvement of memory, in persons ;of adult years, may
be chiefly referred to the followingheadl.

I. The cultivation of habits of attention, or of iJlteDtle
application of the mind to whatever is at the time its JIlore
immediate object of pUlliluit. . ' .

II. Habits of correct lUIsooiation. These .consist in the
constant practice of trac!ng the relation between new facts
and others with which we are previously acquainted j and
of referring facts to principles which they are calculated to
illustrate, or to opinions which.they tend to confirm, modi
fy, or overturn. This is the operation of what we call a
reflecting mind; and that information which is thus fully
contemplated and ..sociated is not likely to be forgotten.

III. Intimately connected with both the former rules is
the cultivation of that active, inquiring state of mind which

Aulhori&J for IL Flm rule I Rule In reprd ID _1al10ll, whal' COl'rIIC:' _la
doo,wha&l

•I • '
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is always on the watch, for knowledge from every lOurce
that comes within its reach, either in reading, conversation,
01' observation.. Such a mind is ever ready to refer newly
acquired know~ to its proper place. It is thus easily
retained, aad made to yield those conclusions which are
legitimately dedu~ed from it.

I

IV. Method; that is, the pUDuit of particular subjects,
upon a regular and connected plan. -

All these prineiples are opposed to that listless, inactive
state of mind which i. occupied with trifles, _or with its
own waking dreams; or which seeks only amusement in
desultory pursUits which 'pass away arid are forgotten.
They ate likewise' opposed. to ha~its of irregular and de
sultorr application, which even intellectual persons are apt
to, fal into, by means of which the mind loses the train of
mvestigation, or, of· atgument, in which it had made lOme
progress; and may not be able to recover it in a satisfactory
ID6IlJlel'. NlJthiil~, indeed, appears to contribute more to
progretis in any mtellectual pursuit. than the practice of
keeping the subject habitually before the mind, and of daily
contributing something towards the prosecution of it.

V. Attention and memory are greatly promoted by writ
ingon allUbject, especially if it be done in a distinct and
systematic manner; also, by conversing on'the subject, and
by instructing others in it. These exercIses, indeed, may
perhaps be-considered rather as aids to attention, 'or a clear
comprehension of the subject, than to memory. For in re
gard to memory, it is remarkable how much its power is
increased in many instances by that kind of exercise by
which it is alone trusted to, without any aid from writing.
I have known medical men, for e~mple, who had to recol
lect numerous appointments, do 80 with perfect accuracy
by trusting to memory, to whieh they had habituat~ them
selves, bq.t blumler continually when they kept a written
memorandum. The mental power which is in some cases
acquired byeonstant and intenseexereise, is indeed asto-

What Illata of mind best promotes the memory 7 Metbod. Habill of mind to which
tbeoe rol.. ...... oppooed 7 InJluence of writing 7 Whal ill mode of' operallen 7
Exceptioni'..'
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nishing. Bloomfield the poet relatell of himself, that nearly
one half of his poem, the Farmer's Boy, was compoaed, re
vised, and corrected, without writing a word of it, while he
W1LII at work with other shoemakers in a garret.

Similar rules apply to the cultivation of these powers in
yo~ persons. They may be chiefly referred to the fol-
lOWIng heads: '

I. Exciting constant att~ntion 8Dd constant interest.
For this purpose it is of essential importance that whatever
reading is presentecho children shall be of a kind which
they undentand, and in which they can feel interest and
pleasure. This will be greatly promoted by directing their
attention to the meaningof words, and explaining them .by
familiar illustrations. The praetice of setting task. as
punishments cannot be alluded to in terms adequate to its
extreme abiurdity. On this ground also it must be cOllBi:
deled as a great error in education, to make children at
tempt too much; that is, more than they can do with close
attention. When a sense of weariness or mental languor
takes place, what follows is not merely" a 1088 of time, but
an important injury done to the mental constitution; and
it appears to be of the utmost co~uence that the time of
children should be as much as pOssible divided between' in·
tense attention and active recreation. By a shorter time
occupied in this manner, notonlr is.more pro~ "made
than by a longer, with listless and Imperfect application, but
an important part of mental discipline is secured, which by
the' other method is entirely neglected. Similar observa
tions, indeed, apply to persons at every period of life, and
we are fully persuaded that p'fO'gress" in any intellectual
pursuit does not depend so much upon protracted laborious
study, as on the practice of keeping the ,subject habitually
before" the mind" 8Dd on the intensity of mental application.

II. Cultivating habits of association, by pointing out to
ehildren the relation of facts to eaeh 'other, the manner in
which they ill~8trattl'oneanother, or lead ,to some general

Anecclol8 of BloomlIeJd. M..... ofcol1lnling the memory In the 101Ul1'. Inlhaeace
of auenllon and Inter8lt 1 Errora In educatian 7 Hab\la of ....elation. '
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conelusioD. By directing them in this manne~ from any
particular fact to recollect similar or analo~us fact~ which
had formerly passed before them, they will be· trained at
once to attention, memory and reflection.

III. Cultivating that general activity of mind which
seeks for information on every subject that comes in its way.
The most common and trivial occurrences may thus be
maCe the source of mental improvement: the habits of ani
mals; the natural history of the articles that are constantly
before 118, in clothes, food, furniture; articles of manufac
ture from a watch to a pin; the action of the mtlchanic
powers, as illustrated by various contrivances in constant
Use; the structure of a leaf, a flower, a tree. To those
farther advanced, a coll8tant souree of interest may be found
in history, geography, and memoirs of eminent individuals;
atid in the leading principles of natural history, natural phi
losophy, and chemistry. Every new subject of thought
which is thus presented to the mind is both valuable in it
self by the powers which it calls into actiou, and by proving
a nucleus to which new facts may be afterw!U'd associated.

IV. Memory and attention are greatly promotedin foung
persons by writing; provided it be done, not merely JD the
form of extracts from books, but in their own words: in his
tory, for example, in the form of chronological tables j and
oil other subjects in clear and distinct abstracts, neatly and
methodically written.

V. These exercises of mind aregready promoted in the
young by verbal communication. Hence the importance of
frequent examination. The teacher is thereby enabled,

. not only to ascertain their progress, but to explain what
they do not understand; to impress upon them important
points to which they may not have sufficiently attended;
to excite attention, inquiry, and interest; and so. to culti
vate the habits of association and reflection. These, in- fact,
ought to be the objects to be kept in view in all such exer
cises, as of much greater moment than the mere putting of

Activity of mind. Means orawakening it 1 Wrltte~ exerci8eB: ofwbat kind' Ver
hal communication-how secured 1 AdT&ll!aC'. of it 1
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queatioM. On the same principle, a most useful exerciae
for young penoM is instructing others still younger, on sub
jects which they have themselves recently acquired.

VI. In the cultivation of the mental powers in the .young,
a point of essential importance is the selection of proper and
worthy objects of acquirement. In the general conduct
of education in this respect, the chief error ap:rears in gene
ral to have been, devoting too milch time an attention in
females to superficial accomplishments, and in males to mere
acquirement in languages and mathematics; and the great
object to be kept in view from the very earliest .period is the
paramount importance of the actual knowledge of things
on subjects of real utility, the actual cultivation of habits of
observation, inquiry, association aDd induction; and, as.the
foundation of the whole, the habit of steady and continued
attention. The cultivation of these mental habits is of
greater value by fBI' than anyone acquirement whatever.;
for they are the basil ·of all futlH'e improvement, and are
calculated to give a tone to the w.hole ch,aract~r.

In this brief ontline I ~ave said nothing on ~the Subject of
religious instruction; for the same rules apply to it. as to
branches of inferior importance, in as far as it is to ~ con
side~ as engaging the intellectual powers. The chief er
ror here appears to be, the p,raetic~ of trusting too much to
the mere repetition of tasks or catechisms, without that kind
of direct personal instruction which is calculated Jo interest
the attention, to fix the truths upon the understanding, and
to cultivate the habits of ~iation and reflection. A lead
ing branch of this subject, the culture of the moral feelings,
does not belong to ,our present inquiry; but it is impossible
to plention it without alluding to its intense interest evenJn
a phiI.o.ophical point of view. One of the mOlt striking
phenomena, certainly, in the science of the human mind, is
the high degree of culture of which the moral powers are
susceptible, e.en in the infant mind, long before the powers
of intellect are developed for the inve,tigation ot truth.

Mutual ID8Iluetion. InJluenee of • p~r oeleeUon of objec:II' Prenlem errora'
Wbat 10 really of paramount IlI\IlOl'WIee 7 Bellg\oulln.ltruetlon. Commoo error hen'
Culture of moral {..II.... '
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In reference to the whole llCience of education, nothing
is of greater importance \han the principle of 8lIIOCiation,
which, we have formerly Been, exerts a most extensive in
tluence, not in the remembrance of facts alone, but in per
petuating and recalling mental emotion". We take a very
limited view, indeed, of \his great subject, if we confine
education entirely or chietly to· the acquisition of know
ledge, or even to the culture of the intellectual powers.
That system i, deficient in its most e&IIential part which
does not carry on along with these a careful and habitual
culture and regulation of the passions and emotions of the
young; their attachments and antipathies,. their hopes and •
fears, their joys and sonows; the cultivation of the social
and benevolent affections; the habit of repressing selfish
ness, and bearing inconveniences anil disappointments with
out munnuring; a disposition to candor and ingenuousness,
and a sacred re~ to truth. Their future character as
social and moral beings will be greatly intluenced by the
manner in which they are taught from an early period to
regulate their emotions, by directing them to adequate and
worthy objects, and controlling them by the great princi
ples of wisdom and virtue. In this important process the
})rinciple of ulIQCiation exerts a most extensive intluence..
The stern l~oD8 of morality, and even the sublime truths
of religion, may be rigidly impressed upon the minds of the
young, and may, in after-life, recur from time to time, as a
mere matter 9f remembrance; but many must have experi
enced how different is the impression when they recur in
close association with a father's affection and a mother's
tendeme&ll,-with the lively recollection of a home, where
the kindest sympathies of the human heart shed around the
domestic circle all tha! is lovely in life, while a mild and
consistent piety habitually pointed \h.e way to a life which
is to come.

InJluence of a.oclalloA In regard to llIe moral ""lingo' Eooenlial objoc'" to be ..
enrod' ,WhlUprinelpie moot eft'eetualln Ml:UriDr \hom' Example.
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OF TO INPLUBNCB OF DlsBASB Ul'ON ATTBM'l'ION AND

JlElIlORY.

To precedine: imperfect outline of the subject of memo
ry naturally leaas us briefly to investigate the manner in
which this function is impaired in connection with bodily
disease. This takes place chiefly from injuries of the head,
affections of the brain, fever, and diseases of extreme debi
lity. Similar effects arise from intemperance and other
habits of dissipation. Our present purpose, however, is, not
to investigate the peculiar effects of these various causes,
but to endeavor to trace the manner in which attention and
memory-4md we may "include perception~are affected by
an}' or all oC them.

The first mental function which is impaired by bodily
disease, is usually the pOwer of attention; thjs we see illus
tratecl in all febrile affections. The patient, in" the early
or milder stages, is incapable .of fixing his mind upon any
thing that requires much attention, of following out an ar
gtJIDent, or of transacting business which calls for much
thought or consideration. He is ac~e arid intelligent as to
all common occurrences, and shows no want of .recollec·
tion or of the power of reasoning when his attention is ex
cited; but he feels it an eXertion that is painful to him. In
a higher degree of this condition, he is still intelligent as" to
what is said or done at the time, or in recognising persons;
but in a short time forgets every thing in regard to the per
son or the occurrence. He is incapable of that degree of
attention which is necessary for memory, though the pow
ers of perception are entire. In the next stage he becomes
incapable of "receiving the full impression from external
things j and, in consequence of this, he mistakes the objects
of his own thoughts for realities. This is delirium, and
there are various degrees of it. In I\ome cases the atten
tion of the patient can be roused for a time, and directed to

What bodily alIlocllOllll Inftuenee the memory' Objeet of lhio d!llc:u.ion' Wba&
function 11m impaired I Fim IIlige, etreet.o what, SeCond rt.oge I Third rt.Igo' lIB
name'
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the true relati~ns of external things, though he relapses in
to his delirious impressions when he is left undisturbed: in
others, the false impression is constant, and cannot be cor·
rected by any effort which is made to direct the attention;
and in a thin! modification of this remarkable condition, he
mixes up his hallucinations with external impressions in a
most singular. manner. He is still capable, however, of
,describing his impressions,-that is, of talking so as to be
understood, though what he speaks of relates only to his er
roneous conceptions, or mere bodily feelings. In the next
stage he either does not attempt to express himself at all, or
is entirely unintelligible. He is now cut off from commu
nication with external things and with other sentient beings;

, and the highest degree of this is what we call coma, or stu
por, whi~h resembles profound sleep.

This description refers chieflr. to the gradations in the
state of the mental functions which we observe in continued
fever. It is particularly interesting to trace them in this
disease, because we see the various grades passing into one
another, and thqs showing in a connected series the lead
ing peculiarities which, in other affections, we have to con
template separatCly. These peculiarities may be chiefly
referred to the following he~ds.

It will be observed that these heads are substantially a repetition
and more full ex~mination of those in the preceding paragraphs. The
,pupils will be very much assisted in understanding and remembering
them, by calling to mind cases which have occurred within their own
observation, and'arranging them undllr their respective heads.

I. A state in which the attention' cannot be steadily di
rected to a long and comiected train of thought, or to any
thing requiring a continued effort of mind. This takes
plac~, as already stated, in the earlier stages of all febrile
diseases. It likewise oc.curs' in connection with the debility
which succeeds acute diseases,. in persons broken down by
intemperance, and in the first approaches of, old age. It is
also often observed in a remarkable degree in connection
with a disordered state of the stomach.

II. A state in which the impression made by external

Three modlfieationll of \hIa ltage' Fourlh olalla' lIB name' In "hat di8e_
lIIOI& commonly oboerTed. Flm lila"" In whal di.... doee l\ occur' SecondItale' .
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things is not sufficient to produce remembrance, though
there appears to be, at the time, n perfect perception. A
person so affected understands what is said to him, and an
swers correctly, but very soon forgets what hilS passed; he
knows a friend, and is happy ,to ~ee him, ~ut .in a short time
forgets the occurrence. , ThlS IS met WIth ill a more ad
vanced state of febrile diseases, ill the higher degrees of the
condition which results from habitual intemperance, and in
the more advanced periods of age. It also occurs in dis
eases of the brain, and in eases of injuries of the head. A
lady whom I attended some time ago, on account of an in
jury produced by a. fall from a horse, lay, for the first week,
in a state of perfect stupor jshe then gradually revived, so
as to be sensible to external impressions, lUld after some
time to recognise her friends.. But afterward, when she
was entirely recovered, she had no recollection of this peri
od of her convalescence, or of having seen vario.us friends
who then visited her, though, at· the time, she recognised
them, conversed with them sensibly, and was very happy to
see them. ' .

III. The thit:d condition is that in which external impres
sions are either not perceived at aU,OJ' are perceived in a
manner which cannot convey any distinct notion of their
relations to the mind. On this account the conceptions or
trains of ideas existing in the mind itself are believed to be
realities. This remarkable condition' belongs properly to
another part of our subject. It occurs in various forms. of
delirium, and constitutes the peculiar characters of insanity
and dreaming. The ideas or conceptions which occupy
the mind in this condition are ·various. They may be trains
of thought excited by some passing event or some bodily
sensation j and frequently the patient repeats something
which is said in his hearing, and then branches off intq
some other train to whieh that has given rise. In other cases
the impression is one which has been brought up by some
old associations, even relating to things which the penon
when in health had not recollected. Of this kind there
are various remarkable examples on record, especially in

Deocribe che elt'eclL rn- III ",hick k occuw' Cue deecribed. 1'bini __
...lIM 1 n-r1be 1111 elreclL
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. regard to the memory of languages. A man, mentioned by
Mr. Abel'nethy, had been born in France, but had spentthe
greater part of his life in England, and for many years had
entirely lost the habit of speakinlf- French. But whcn un
der the care of Mr. Abernethy, on account of the effects of
an injury of the head, he always spoke French. A similar

. case occurred in St. Thomas' hospital, of a man who was
in a state of stupor in consequence of an injury of the head.
On his partial recovery, he spoke a language which nobody
in the hospital understood, but which was soon ascertained
to be Welsh. It was then discovered that he had lieen thir~

ty. years absent from Wales, imd, before the accident, had
.entirely forgotten his native language; On his perfect reo
covery, he completely forgot his Welsh again, and recover
ed the English language. A lady, mentioned by Dr. Pri
cha~, when in a state of delirium spoke a language which
nobody about her understood'; but which also was disco
vered to be Welsh. None of her friends could form any
conception of the manner in which she had become acquaint
ed with that language; but after much inquiry it was dis
covered, that inher childhood she had a nurse, a native of
a district on the coast of Brittany, the dialect of which is
cl08eiy analogolIl! to tbeWeish. The lady had at that time
learned a good deal of this dialect, but had entirely forgot
ten it for many years before this attack of fever. The case
has also been communicated to me of a lady who was a na
tive of Germany, but married to an English gentleman, and
fora considerable time accustomed to speak the En~lish lan
guage. During an _illness, of the nature of which -I am -not
informed, she always spoke German, and could not make
herself understood by her English attendants, except when
her husband ac~ed as interpreter. _A woman who was a
native of the Highlands, but accustomed to speak English,
was under the care of Dr. Macintosh of Edinburgh, 011 RC'

eount of an attack of apoplexy. She' was so far recover
ed as to look around her with an appearance of intelli·
gence, but the doctor could not make her comprehend ~ny
thing he said to h&, or answer the most simple questIOn;

JjI
C..e <\aIIcribed by _Mr. Abernethy 1 The patient at St. _Thol1NLlJ' hospital'. The

lady mentioned by Dr. Prichard. Explanation of it 1 The German lady. Dr. Mac
inlosh's padent.
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He then desired one of her friends to address her in Gaelic,
when she im~ediately answered ~ith readiness and fluen
cy. An Itahan gentleman, mentioned by Dr. ]lush, who
died of the yellow fever in New V,ork, in the bE:ginning of
his illness spoke English, in, the middle of it French, but on
the day of his death he SP9ke oJlly Italian. A Lutheran
clergyman of Philadelphia informed Dr. Rush that Germans
and Swedes, of whom he had a considerable number in his
congregation, when near death always prayed in their na
tive languages, though some of them he was coufident had
not spoken these languages for fifty or sixty years.

A case has been related to me of a boy, who at the age
of four received a fracture of the skull, for which he under
went the operation of trepan. He was at the time in a state
of perfect stupor, anel after'his recoyeryretained no recol
lection either of the accident or the operation. At the age
of fifteen, during the delirium of a fever, he gave his mo
ther a .corr~t description of the operation, and the' persons
who were present at it, with their dress, and other minute
particulars. He had never been observed to allude to it
before, and no meanl were kno\VJl by which he could have
acquired the circumstances which he I:Lationed. An emi
nent medical friend informs me, that during fever, without
any delirium, he onone occasion repeated long passages
from Homer, which he could not do when in health j and
another friend has mentioned to me, that in a similar situa
tion there were represented' to his mind, in Ii most vivid
manner, the circumstances of a journey in the Highlands,
which he had performed long before, including many minute
particula,rs which he had entirely forgotten.

In regard to t~e memory of languages as influenced by
these affections of the Drain, Ii condition occurs, the reverse
of that now menti9ned, and presenting some singular phe
nomena: the cause of the differenc,e is entirely beyond our
researches. Tp.e late Dr. Gregory was accustomed to men·
tion in his lectures the case of. a clergyman, who, while la
boring under a disease of the brain, spoke nothing but He
brew, which was ascertained to be the last language that he
had acquired. An English ladY"mentioned by Dr. Pri-

Olber examples, Case of lbe boy! Things wbicb he remembered? Peculiar phe,
nomena connected wit.h tue memory of languages ,
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chard, in recovering from an apoplectie attack, always
spoke to her attendants in French, and had actually lost the
knowledge of the English language: this continued about
a month.

IV. The fourth condition is the state of stupor, or co
ma, in which the mind is entirely cut· off from mtercourse
with the external world. This occurs in the worst states
of fever, in various diseases of the brain and injuries of the
head; and the same condition takes place, from a very dif
ferent cause, in the state of fajnting. In such cases there
is seldom any recollection of mental impressions; yet there
are facts which tend to show, that the patient is not in such
a state of total insensibility to external things as his aypear
ance would' indicate. A gentleman whom I attended in a
state 'of perfect apoplexy, from which he did not recover,
was frequently observed to adjust his nightcap with the ut
most care, when it got into an uncomfortable state; first
pulling it down over his eyes, and then turning up the front
of it in the most exact manner. Another, whom I saw
lately in a state of profound apoplexy, but from which he
recovered, pad a perfect recollection of what took place
during the attack, and mentioned many things whi~h had
been said in his hearing when he was supposed to be in a state
of ~erfect unco~sciousU:ess. A lady, on recovering. from a
SimIlar state, saId she had been asleep and dreammg, and'
mentioned what she had dreamed about. Facts are want
ing on this curious subject; but there can be little doubt,
that many of the stories related of things seen by persons in
a state of trance are reff;lrable to this head, and that their
visions consisted of the conceptions of the mind itself, be
lieved for the time to be real, in a manner analogous to
dreaming. That such impressions should not be more fre
quently remembered in the ordinary cases of stupor, proba
bly arises from the higher degree and greater permanency
of the affection than that which occurs in sleep. For we
have reason to believe that dreams which are remembered
occur only in imperfect sleep, and that in very profound

Fourth Ilate-wbat 7 It aceu... wbetl 7 The phenomena it ."hibill 7 Is the patient
t_Ur insenoible 7 Facll In proof. Trances; IUppooed explanation of them j Th...
imp..-ionlI not alway. remembered, and why 7
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sleep we do not remember any mental impressions, though
we have satisfactory proof that they exist. Thus, a per
son will talk in his sleep 80 as to be distinctly understood by
another, but without having the least recollection of the
mental'impression which led to what he said.

In the preceding observations we have referred chiefly
to the temporary influence of disease, in impairing or sus
pending the powers of attention and memory. But there
IS a part of the subject quite distinct from this, namely, the
effect of certain diseases in obliterating impressions former
ly received and long retained. The higher degrees of this
condition amount to that state which we call idiotism, and
this we find supervening both upon affections of the brain
and protracted febrile diseases. The condition so pro
duced is sometimes permanent, but frequently is recovered
from; and recovery takes place in spme cases gradually,
in others very suddenly. A man, mentioned by Willis, on
recovering from a putrid fever, was fmmd to have so en
tirely lost his mental faculties, that he knew nobody, re
membered nothing, and understood nothing: "vix supra
brutum saperet." He continued in this state for two
months, and then gradually recovered. Some years ago I
attended a young man, who, on recovering from a' tedious
fever, was found to be in a state bordering upon idiotism;
and this continued, even after his bodily health was entirely
restored. In this state he was taken to the country, where
he gradually recovered, after several months. Agentla
man, mentioned by Wepfer, on coming out of an apoplec
tic attack, was found to know nobody, and remember no
thing. After several weeks he began to know his friends, to

- remember words, to repeat the Lord's Prayer, and to read
a few words of Latin, rather than German, which was his
own language. When urged t() read more than a few
words at a time, he said that he formerly understood these
things, but now did not. After some tilIJe he began to pay
more attention to what was passing around him; but, while
thus making slight and gradual progress, he was, after a
few months, suddenly cut off by an attack of apoplexy.

Theee obo.rvatloDi rer.r to whal' AIlO&ber efl'eet or cU.u. 1 III nam.' e
m.ntloDed, Point IUlllU'allld br all ,
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The sudden recoveries from this condition of the mental
powers, are still more remarkable. Dr. Prichard, on the
authority of the late Dr. Rush of Philadelphia, mention. an.
American student, a person of considerable attainments,
who, on recovering from a fever, W8B found to have lost all
his acquired knowledge. When his health was restored,
he began to apply to the Latin grammar, had passed through
the elementary parts and W8B beginning to construe, when,
OBe day, in making a strong effort to recollect a part of his
lesson, the whole of his lost impressions suddenly returned
to his mind, and he found himself at once in possession of
all his former acquirements.

In slighter injuries of the head, accompanied by loss of
recollection, we observe the circumstances gradually re
called in a very singular manner. Some years ago I saw a
boy who had fallen from a wall, and struck his head against
a stone which lay at the foot of it. He was carried home
in a state of insensibility, from which he soon recoTered,
but without any recollection of the accident. He felt that
his head was hurt, but he had no idea how he had received
the injury. After a short time he recollected that he had
struck his head against a stone, but had no recollection how
he had come to do so. After. another interval,'he recollect
ed that he had been on the top of a wall, and had fallen from
it and struck against the stone, but could not remember
where the wall was. After some time longer, he recovered
the recollection of all the circumstances. Dr. Prichard
mentions a gentleman who suffered a severe injury by a faU
from his horse, and who, on his recovery, had no recollec
tion of any thing rela~ing to the accident, or for some time
before it. A considerable time elapsed before his recollec
tion of it began to return, and it was only as he repeatedly
rode over the country where the accident had happened, that
the sight of the various objects gradually recalled the dr.
cumstances of the journey in which it occurred, and of the
accident itself.

A still more remarkable phenomenon connected with
C811es of thi. kind, occurs in some instances in which there'
is perfect intelligence in regard to recent circumstances, but

SdIl more rellllU'kable exampl.o7 Tile American otudeot. Story of the boy. Nar·
rakl all the cirCl1IlIOI&Ilce•.
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an obliteration of former impressions. Of this I have re
ceived the following striking example from an eminent me
dical friend. A respectable surgeon was thrown from his
horse while riding in the country, and was carried into an
adjoining house in a state of insensibility. From this he
very soon recovered, described the accident distinctly, and
gave minnte directions in regard to his own treatment.. 'In
particular, he requested that he might be immediately bled:
the bleeding was repeated, at his own desire, after two
~ours; and he conversed correctly regarding his feelings
and the state of his pulse with the medical man who visited
him. In the evening he was so much recovered as to be
able to be removed to his own house, and a medical friend
accompanied him in the carriage. As they drew near
home, the latter made some observation respecting precau
tiona calculated to prevent unnecessary alarm to the~
and family of the patient, when, to his astonishment, he
discovered that his friend had lost all idea of having either a
wife or ehildren. This condition continued during the fol
lowing day, and it was only on the third day, and after
further bleeding, that the circumstances of his past life be
r-n to recur to his mind. On the other hand, remarkable
Instances occur of the permanency of impressions made
upon the mind previously to such injuries, though the men
tal faculties are entirely obscured as to all subsequent im
pressions. An affecting example is mentioned by Dr. Co
nolly :-a young clergyman, when on the point of being
married, suffered an injury of the head, by which his under
standing was entirely and permanently deranged. He lived
in this condition till the age of eighty; and to the last
talked of nothing but his approaching wedding, and ex
pressed impatience for the arrival of the happy day.

It is chiefly in connection with attacks of an apoplectic
nature that we meet with singular examples of loss of me
mory on particular topics, or, extending only to a particular
period. One of the most common is loss of the memory of
words, or of names, while t,he patient retains a correct idea
of things and persons. The late Dr. Gregory used to men
tion a lady who, after an apoplectic attack, recovered cor-

Cue of the ourpon. Narrate the circulll8lane... The clergyman, WhU d__ ...
oc:euIon. moot DumeroUi elWl1ple.1 Cue or the lady' who rorlOt Dam.. 1 .•
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rectly her ideas of things, but could not name them. In
giving directions respecting family matten, she W3.ll quite
distinct as to what she wished to be done, but could make
herself understood only by going through the house, and
pointing to the various articles. A gentleman -whom I
attended some years ago, after recovering from an apoplec
tic attack, knew his friends perfectly, but could not name
them. Walking one day in the street, he met a'gentleman
to whom he was very anxious to communicate something
respecting a mutual friend. After various ineffectual at-

, tempts•.fO make him understand whom he meant, he at last
seized him by the arm aild {]ragged him through several
streets to the house of the gentleman of whom he was
speaking, and pointed to the name-plate on the door.

A singular modification of this condition has been related
to me~· The gentleman to whom it referred c!>uld not be
made to .understand the name of an object if it was spoken
to him, but understood it perfectly when itwas written.
His mental faculties were so entire, that he was engaged
in most extensive agricultural concerns, and he managed
them with .perfect correctness, by. means Of;ll remarkable
contrivance. He kept before him, in the room where he
transacted business, a list of the words whieh were 1J!ost apt
to occur in his intercourse with Ris workmen. When one
of these wished Jp communicate with him on any subject,
he first heard what the workman had to say, but without
undentanding him further than simply to catch the words.
He then turned to the words in his written list, and- when
ever they met his eye he understood.them perfectly. These
particulars I had from his SOD, a gentleman of high intelli
gence. Another frequent ·modification consists in putting
one name for· .another, but always using the words in the
same.sense. An example of this also occurred in the gen
tltlIllan last· mentionlld. He uniformly called his snuff-box
a hogshead, apd the association which led to this appeared
to be obvious. In the early part of his life he had been in
Virginia, and connected with the trade.in .tobacco; so that
the transition from snuff to tobacco, and from tobacco to a
hogshead, seemed to be natural. Another gentleman affect-

Case orr.collecting writing, but not worda. Th. patlenl'. mod. of undonolanding his
workmen 1 Mlltaklng nam...
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•

ed in this manner, when he wanted coals put upon his fire,
always called for paper, and when he wanted paper. called
for coals; and these words he always used in the same
manner. In other cases, the patient seems to inlTent .names,
using words which to a stranger are quite unintelligible;
but he always uses them in the same sense, and his imme
<liate attendants come to understand what he means by
them.

Another rem8l'kable modification of this condition of the
mental powers is found in those cases in'which there is loss
of the recollection of a particular period. A clergyman,
mentioned by Dr. Beattie, on recovering from an apoplectic
attack, was found to have.lost the recollection of exactly
four ye8l's; every thing that occurred before that period
he remembered perfectly. He gradually recovered, partly
by a spontaneous revival of his memory, and partly by
acquiring a knowledge of the leading events of the period.
A young lady who was present at a late catastrophe i~ ~,

Scotland, in which many people lost their lives by the fall' ..: _
of the gallery of a church, escaped without any injury, but. <

with the complete loss of. the recollection of any of the
ciroumstances~ and this e~tended, not only to the accident,
but to every thing that had occurred to her for a certain
time before going to church. A lady whom I attended
some years ago in a protracted illness, in4'hich her memo-
ry became much impaired, lost the recollection of Il period
of about ten or twelve years, but spoke with perfect cODsis-
teney of things as they stood before that time. .

As far as I have been able- to trace it, the principle in
Buch cases seems to be, that when the memory is impaired
to a certain degree, the loss of it extends backwards to
some event or some period by which li particularly deep
impression had been made upon the mind. In the lady last
mentioned, for instance, the period of which she lost the
recollection was that during wkich she had resided in Edin
burgh, and it ~xtended back to her removal from another
city in which she had lived for many yelU'll. During her
residence in the latter, she had become the mother of a
large family, and other events had occurred likely to make

Looo of recollection of a parlicular period. What example 1 General principle in
regard to ouch c..... 1 Propooed explanation.
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a deep impression on her mind. The period of her resi
dence in Edinburgh had been unifonn and tranquil, and
without any occurrence calculated to excite much attention
in a person of rather slender mental ~ents. I do
not know whether we can give a si1'fffiar explanation of
cases in which the loss of memory has extended only to . , f'

particular subjects; namely, by supposing that these sub-
jects had been more slightly impressed upon the mind than
those which were retained. A gentleman is mentioned by
Dr. Beattie, who, after a blow on thl! head, lost his know-
ledge of Greek; and did. not appear to have lost any thing
else.. .

While we thus review the manner in which the manifes
tations of mind are affected, in certain eases, by diseases
and injuries of the brain, it is necessary that we should re
fer briefly.to the remarkable instances in which the brain
has been extensively diseased without the ph~nomena of
mind being ~pll,ired in any sensible degree. This holds
true both in reghd..~ tq.e destruction of each· individual
part of the brain, l\iJ.'!. li¥ewiset~ thS\:extent to which the
cerebral mass may be dl~ased ot. ~oyed. In another
work. I have mGp~io.ned various case~ ~hich illustrate this
fact 1D a vertJ!~:rilg manner j particularly the case of a
lady in who~..waIf {)( the braiog was reduced to a mass
of disease; .~b retAined all her faculties to the last,
except that tHere was an imperfection gf vision,-and had
been enjoying herself at a convivial party in-the house of a
friend a fe_hours' before her death. A~, mentioned
by Dr. Ferriar, who died of an affection of the brain, re
tained all his faculties entire till the very moment of death,

.which was sudden: on examining hill head, the whole right
hemisphete~-:that is, one-half of his brain,-was found
destroyed by suppuration. In. a similar case recorded by
Diemerbroek. half a pound of matter was found ill the
brain; and in one by Dr. Heberden; there was half a
pound of water. A man, mentioned by Mr. O'Halloran,
suffered such an injury of the head that a large portion of .

.Applicability of II to other CMIl8' 10 d......... of the braIa aIwayw attended by
dloofder of· the mind' Cue of Ute lady. DId.he enjoy all her f'acuIlIee' ·Cue
mentioDed by Dr. Ferrlar. Theoe c_ .\mllar, In "hal reopect' F'rllqueDcy of
oucb caoeo' '
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the bone was removed on the' right side; and extensive
suppuration having taken place, there was discharged at
each dressing, through the opening, an immense quantity
of matter mixed with large masses of the substance of the
brain. This went on for seventeen days, Ilnd it appears
that nearly one-half of the brain was. thrown out mixed
with the matter; yet the man retained all his intellectual
faculties to the .very moment of dissolution; and through
the whole course of the disease, his mind maintained uni
form tranquillity. These remarkable histories might be
greatly multiplied if it were required, but at present it seems
only necessary to add the· very' interesting case rel~ted by
Mr. Marshall. It is that ofa man who died with Il pound
of water in his brain, after having been 'long in a state of
idiQcy, but who, a very short time before death, became
perfectly rational.

J'he facts which bve been thus briefly referred to, pre
sent a series of phenomena of the most remarkable· kind,
but on which we cannot speculate in the smallest degree
without advancing beyond the sphere of our limited faculties;
one thing, however, is certain, that they give no. counte
nance to the doctrine of materialism, which some have pre
sumptuously deduced from a very partial view of the influ
ence of cerebral disease upon the manifi.stations of mind.
They show us, iudeed, in a very stl'ikiftg~18nner, the mind
holding intercourse with the external world through the
medium of .thebrain and nervous system; and, by certain
diseases of these organs., they show this intercourse impair
ed or suspended; but they show nothing more. In particu
lar, they warrant nothing in any degree analogous to those
partial deductions which form the basis of materialism. On
die contrary, they show us the brain injured and diseased
to an extraordinary extent, without' the mental functions
being affected in any sensible degree. They show us, fur
ther, the manifestations of mind obscured for a time, and
yet reviving in alltheil' original vigor, almost at the very
moment of dissolution. Finally, they exhibit to us the
mind, eut off from all intercoul'lle. with the external world,

I
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recalling its old impressions, even of thinglliong forgotten;
and exercising its poweis on those which had long ceued
to exist, in a manner totally irreconcilable with any idea we
can fonn of a material function.

--..---,....---- ",
""

SJ:CTIO,," U •

.ABSTJu,.CTJON.

By ABsTRACTION we separate" various facts from each
other, and examine them individually. We separate, for
example, the qualities of a substance, and contemplate one
of them apart from the rest. This act of the mind is em
ployed"in two processes ~ftlie-.1itmost importance. By the
one, we examine a variety of objects, select the properties
in which certainnu~ of them agree, and thus arrange
them into classes, genera, and species.. By the other, we
take a morecomprehensivc view of an extensive collection
of facts, and select one which is common to the. whole.
This we call generali:liing, or deducing a general fact or
general principle; and the process is of extensive applica
tion in all philosophical inquiries. "The particular points to
be attended" to in conducting it, will come under view in
another part of our subject. The most important is, that
the fact· assumed as general really belongs to all the indi
vidual instances, and has not been deduced from the exBJIti·
nation of only Ii part of them.

The process of classification is of so great practical importance,
that it deserves to be carefully considered. To show hQw the defini·
tion given above applies, let us take a particular case.

A person has made, we will imagine, a large collection of sea·
. shells, which lie promiscuously on tables before him. He proposes to

classify them. This, according to the definition, consists" in e:z:amirtiAg
thnll "'ith refereme to selectmg the propertiu in ",hich certaifl nWllbers
of them ap, that they may be arranged ill classu fJ«Qtdirag to their
fWopertiu! '

Let us suppose "the property be first examines is color. He looks

Ito detlnlllOll. CI...ifteation-what 7 Generalization-what' EDmplo Wum:atlDc'
Ibop~ of cl..,iticalion. DotiDltion-wbat 7 Ho.... Ilppllcable 7
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OTer die whole, ancl takes ont all that are 6JIOtull, IUld places them by
the~ve8. He next takes all which are white, IUld forms of them
lUlother cla$s, IUld so on, IU1'3llging them in cla$ses, according as they
agree in the property of color. Or they might, in the same way, be
clallsi1ied with reference to lUly other property, or, as the Dore com
mon phrase isz on lUly other prin!l1ple. Take, for example, form..
All thotie whicll are in two parts, as lhe oyster, the clam, &c., might
be arranged by lhemselve8, in one cla$s, IUld those which Consist of a
.mgle part, in lUlother. These cla$ses might be easily subc1ivided on
the same principle, i.-e., with reference to form alone. All the spiral
shells might form one division, the conical ones another, IUld thOllC of
some' different form still, a third. This would be classifying them on
the principle of form.

N01' it must be ob6erved that this classification would entirely
break up IUld destroy the other. For ~e spotted shells, which were
before azranged together, in one cla$s, would now be scattered among
several, according to their vq.rious forms. In other word3, .they
agreed in t~e property of color, so that when considering them with
reference to color they were put together; but they diSagree in ~pect
to form.

The fITi1teifIk of dassijitatiDM, which is thus adopted in the case of lUly
collectiOn of individual objects, may be TILl"ied almost indefinitely.
The shells, for example, might be classified with reference to the habits
of the animals, i. e., all which lived in fresh water might form one di
vision, and salt water shells another. Each'of these might be subdi
vided with reference to the food or ilie habits of the animal.

Or the principle, of classification might be geographil;al. Those
from Atrica might be, placed on one shelf, those from Asia on another,
and American specimens 011 a third. Thus the principle might be va
ried indefinitely.

In determining on the principle of classification to be adopted in any
case, that is, the property or peculiarity in which those placed toge
ther are to he similar,we must have regard to the object ill view.
Sometimes it is necessary to classify tbe same individual object3 in
seveml dilferent ways, fOf different pnrpOses. Words, for example,
are classified in a common dictionary with reference to similarity in
the initial letters-in a rhyming dictionary, the sound of the last syl
lable determines their pi_in a grammar and in a spelling book,
two· other principles are adopted, entirely distinct from the pre~,
and each other. Thus the same things, that is, the words of the Eng
lish language, are classified on four entirely dilferent principles, ac
cording to the end in view.

In sOlIle cases it is very difficult to determine what principle of
classification will best answer the purpose. A common case of this
kind is the question of arranging the books of a library. Shall they

Firol mode of cla8oillcatlon' Ba80d upon wha& property' .Second mode; on .-hat
property I SubdlTteion on the _me principle, how effected I Relation of th_
mad... to one another' Extent to whleh the principle of cl_illcation may be Tarllld ,
Bumpl... Ge"8Y"phical arrangement' VarlolIlI cl_iAc:aUOIUI of wonLo, wby made'
"nanling a library; what clilIleulty' ~
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be cl8l!8ified according to the subjects of the works, or in the aipha
betical o.der of their titles, or in the alphabetical order of the authors'

_ names, or according to the languages or countries iu which they
were written. It is pl~ that a library may be artanged in perfect
order on each of these plans, though each is entirely different from
the rest, and altering the arrangement from one to the other would
perhaps change the place of every book in the whole collection. Each,
too, would have its ground of preference over the others, depending
on the object which the reader has in view in consulting the collec
tion. The advantages of all are sometimes in a, good degree secured
by arranging the books, on the sjlelves, oil one principle, and making
oot two or three catalogues, in which the other methods of classifica
tion are respectively adopted.

A classification cannot, however" in any case, be carried into full
eifeet, except in the exact sciences; for, from the very nature of the
case, the severBl classes will run into each other, whatever may be
the principle adopted, and consequently there will be many individu
al objects, of which it will be impossible to -say unhesitatingly where
they belong. Some shells will be neither decidedly white nor deci
dedly spotted, but something between. A librarian may be perplex
ed in considering whether to class Marshall's Life of Washington as
history or biography, and a writer on English grammar may, in the
same manDer, hesitate whether to can a certain--word a pronoun or an
adjective, when it partakes of the nature of both. This difficulty
does not apply to the exact sciences. If a figure is either a triangle
or a quadrangle, it will be very clear which of the two it 'is. It can
not be intermediatc. It must have either three sides or four. In the
aact sciences, therefore, the elassification may be'exact, but in others
it cannot always be, and in doubtful cases we may arrange the object
in either of the classes which seem to claim it. There are often, in
such cases, very idle disputes, especially on the subject of grammar.
True philosophy, in such cases, requires us to consider either as right,
wheIi the nature of the case leaves it doubtful. .

These remarks, then, natural1y lead uS to the following practical
rules, which are worthy of very careful consideration, since there is
perhaps no'process, a thorough understanding of which is more etIIIeD
tial to a well disciplined mind than classifieation..

1. In determining upon a principle of classification, there should be
a careful regard to the -object in view, in making the classification
itself.

2. The classes should be bounded by as distinct and well defined
lines as the nature of the case will allow. " .

3. -The classes should be snch as to include all the individuals, i. e.,
10 that every individual object sha1I beloug to some one or other of
them.

Varloall mod.. Bow may thoy be eombloed , Diftleulty In earrylog a et-illeadou.
loki full etreet. Eumllleo. Exacl Kiene... Bumpla' I1IreAo""" from theM re
marl.. , Bu1eII. To the boundarieL
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.... The classUication, when completed, should be considered ia ita
true light, viz. as an artificial arrangement, resorted to maely as a
matter of convenience, and ther~fore .not a proper subject for angiy
disputes. Questions arising from this source are su~tially no
more nor less than this,-whether a mineral in a cabmet shall be
placed on one shelf or anothel:~ when it is .admitted that it is doubtful
to which it belongs.

" Generalizing is to be distiBguished from classification, though the
mental process Concerned is in both essentially thll same: We class
together a certain number of substances by a property in which they
agree j and, in doing so, we specify and enumerate the individual sub
stanceI!' included-in the class. Thus, we may take a number of sub·
stances dilferiJ;lg widelY in their external and mechanicitl properties,
tlome being solid, some fluid, and some gaseous, and ~y they are all
acids. The class being thus fol"IJl.ed, and consisting of a· defined
number of substances "'hich agree in the property of acidity, we mar
next investigate some .other property which is common to all the indi
viduals of the class, and belongs to no CiJther1 and say, for example,
that all acids redden vegetable blues. The lorm.er of. these opera·
tions is propel:ly Classification; the latter is generalizing in reference
to the Class. In the former, we take or exclude. individua.l.substances,
according as they possess. ~ not the property on which the. classifi·
cation rests; in performing the latter, the property which is assumed
must belong to all tlle individuals wi!hout a single exception, or, if it
does not, it m~st be abandO:lled as a general fact or general princi.
pIe in reference to the clijSs. In classifying; we may use every free
dom regarding individuals in taking or excluding. them. In gene
ralizing, we must' not exclude a single individual ; for the principle
which doe.s not include. every one of them,-that is, the proposed
fact which is not true of all the individuals, is. not a general fact, and
-cOnsequently ca.nnot be admitted as a general principle. For in
physical science, to talk of exceptions to a. general mIe, is only to
say, in other words, that the role is not general, and, consequently,
i.s unworthy of confidence. If one acid were discovered which does
not redden vegetable blues, it would belong to a history of these sub
stances to state that a certain number of them have this property j but
the property of reddening vegetable blues would require to be aban
doned as a general fact or general principle applicable to the class of
acids.

"A general law, or general principle, then, is nothing more thana
general fact, or a fact which is invariably true of all the individual
cases to which it professes to apply. Deducing such facts is the
great object of modem science; and it is by this peculiar character
that it is distinguishe.d from the ancient science of the schools, the
constant aim of which was to discover ·eauses. The general law of

Proper view of the natu'" and object of classification 1 Distinction between general
Izing and c1lL..ification. Process 10 forming a cI... , Proc... in deducing 1111 pl'OJl!ll"
tie.' Ditference8 resulting from thl. distinction' Exceptions 10 a general I... , 01>
jec.ts of modern science' Of ancient science" Example.
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gravitation, for example, is nothing more than the ~eneral faet, or
fact invariably tnle, that all bodies w;hen left unsupported fall to the
ground. There were at one time certain apparent exceptions to the
unhtersality of this law, namely, in some v:ery light bodies, which
were not observed to fall. But a little farther observation showed
that these are prevented from falling 'by being lighter than the atmos
phere, and that in vacuo they observe the same law as thll heaviest
bodies.. The apparent exceptions being thus brought under the law,
it becaine general, namely, the faet universally true, that all unsup
ported bodies fall to th~ ground. Now, of the cause of this pheno
menon we knoW nothing i and what we call the general law, or gene
ral principle of gravitatron, is nothing more thau a universal Cact, or
a tact that is true without a single exception. But haviDg ascertain
ed the tact to be invariably and universally true, we assume it as a
pp.rt of the established order of nature, and proceed upon it with as
much confidence as if we knew the mysterious agency on which the
pheBOmeilon depends. Tbe""1!stabliShment of the .tact as universal
brings us to that point in the inquiry which is the limit of our pow
ers and capacities, And it is sufficient to the purposes of science. On
the same principle,.it is familiar to every one that extensive discove
ries have been mil.de in. regard to the properties and laws of heat;00' we do not know what heat is, whether a distinct essence, or, as
has been supposed. by some philosophers, a peculiar motion of the mi
nute atoms 01 bodies. .

"In the same manner, the person who first observed iron attracted by
the magnet, observed a tact which was to. him new luId unaccounta
ble. But the same phenomenon having been observed a certain num
ber of times, a belief woold arise that .there existed between it and the
substaJices concerned a connection of cause and effect. The result
of this belief would be, that when the Substances were brought toge
ther, the attraction would be expected to take place. Observations
would then probably be made with other. substances; and farther ob
servations with the same substances; and it being found that the at
traction took place between iron and the magnet only, and that be
tween these it took place in every instance, tbe general principle would
be deduced, or the fact universally true in all· instances, that the mag
net attracts iron. The same observation applies to the other remarka
ble property derived from the magnet, namely, pointing to the north.
The phenomenon received the name of magnetism, and the laws were
then investigsted by which it was regulated j but what we call magnet
ism is still nothing more than a mode of expressing the universal tact,
that the magnet attracts iron, and points to the north.

"On what hidden influence these remarkable phenomena depend, we
are lItill as ignorant as the man who first observed them ; and, how
ever interesting it woald be to know it, the knowledge is Dot necessary
to the investigation of the laws of magnetism.

~' These may, Jl6:hap:!, be c~nsidered as fair e;xamples of the inductive
philosophy, as distlDgUllIhed trom. the hypothetical'systems of the em

La" ofgraYilaIloa. Apparent ucep&ioDll. ADOlher eumpie; nll1Ure and elI'eclII of
bAL 'l'billIIlIgIIeL P_ -'r _ertelnln, 1\1 ,eneral law-. In "bat N8plICt are
we IlI1l Iponnl In nprd "" 11 7 .
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which preceded it. .According to these, the constantaiJll of the in
quirer was the explanation of phenomena;. and in the case before us
a theory would have been constmcted calculated to account for the at
ttaetion by the fluxes and refluxes of some invisible fluid or ether.
which would have been described with as much minutenel!8 II,S if there
had been real ground for believing it to exist; Strikingly opposed to
all sUch speculations is the leading pl,'inciple .of the inductive. philoso
phy, that the last object of science is to 'ascertain the universality of
a fact! "-Abercrombie on Mediazl &wIce. .

There have been disputes among writen on th~ science of
mind, whether mind is to bf;l considered Il8 a dilltinct .men
tal operation, or is referable to judgment: But I have al
ready stated that my object· .in this outline is to 'avoid all
such discussions, lind to allude simply to the actual proc~
of the mind in a pra.ctical view. One.thing at lesst is clear,
namely, that our abstractions must be cO!1'ected by reUOD,

the province of which is to judge whether the. process is
perfonned correctly, and on sound principl.es. This, how
ever, is distinct from the primary act of the .mind to which
I now apply the term abstraction, which is simply the pow
er of contemplating one property of a substance apart from
its other properties. It thus disjoins things which by nature
are intimately uI!ited, and which cannot be separated in any
other manner. Reason does not appear to be immediate
ly concerned in this, though it is most closely connected
with the purposes to which the process is afterward ap'
plied; namely, classifying substances according to a cer
tain agreement of properties, and fixing upon those which
are common to all the individuals of a numerous series, in
the act of geD.eralizing, or deducing a general fact or gene-
ral principle. .

·1 have formerly alluded to a period in the science of
mind, when our ideas of external things were supposed. to
be 'certain actual essences, separated from the substances
and conveyed tothe thinldng principle. In connection with
this theory there. arose a controversy, whether, when we
perform the mental act. of generalizing, there exist. in na
ture any essence corresponding.to a general idea; or whe
ther, in generalizing, we 'merely make use of an. abstract

Method by which the subject of magnetiom would probably II.... boen treated la
former tim... I Dispulell on this 8ubjet:S. The author a.-oide them, how' CooIUIctioa 1
of abotral:tion with reuon. Distinction between them' Former dl!Iput. OIl tIlilI
subject I
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term; whether, for example, in 1lsing the word man, we
only employ a term, or whether we have the power of form
ing an idea of man in the abstract, without thinking of" any
individual man; and, in the same manner, whether we can
reason respecti~ a cl... of substances, without thinking of
any of the indlvidl1als composiJ1.g it. Hence arose two
seets, whose displ1tes make 'a most remarkable fi~ure in the
history of intellectual science, namely, the Nominalists and
Realists.

The controvenies of these seCts we now conBider as little
more than a matter of hiitorical curiosity; but, for several
centuries, they divided the learned of Europe, and were
often carried on with an IUlperit,y amounting to actnal perse
cution. "The Nominalists," says Mosheim," proeUl'ed the
death of John HUH, who was a Realiet ; and in their letter
to Lewis, king of France, do not pretend to deny that he
fell a victim to the resentment of their soot.' The Realists,
011 the other hand, obtained, in .the year 1479, the condem
nation of John de Weealia, who WIUl attached to the party
of the Nominalists. These contending sects carried their
fury so far lUI to charge each other with the sin against the
Holy Ghost." "The dispute," sayB Mr. Stewart, "was
carried on with great warmth in the universities of France,
Germimy. and England, more particularly in the two for
mer countries, where the BOvereigns were led by some po
Ii tical ,views' to interest themBelv~s deeply in the contest,
and even to employ the civil power in support of their fa
vorite opinions. The emperor Lewis, of Bavaria, in return
for the IUIsistance which in his diBputes with the pope Oc
cam had given him by his writings, sided with the Nominal
ists; Lewis the Eleventh, of France, on the other hand,
attached himself to the Realists, and made their antagonists
the objects of a cruel persecution."

We find .ame difficulty in believing, in the preBent day,
tbat the contl'oversy which thus embl'oiled the continent of
Eul'ope in 'all the rancor of actual persecution, related to
the question, whetheT, in employing general terms, we UBe_
words or names only, or whether thel'e is in nature any

JUampie. Nameo oIlhe 118clll:-'wba\ 7 1'bMe cOa\roYeroielr, bow now couIdend1
Their vitlienCll' l1eauItII of i\! In wbat countrieo chlelly caiTlecl l1li 7 'OonnectloD
wl\ll pollUl;a, Ileal q..-lon a& "UO 7
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thing corresponding to what we mean by & general idea. It
is well designated by Mr. Stewart 88" one of the most curi
ous events which occur in the history of the human mind."

The question is one of no practical importance, and when
it is Cleared from its connection with the ancient doctrine
of ideas, appears to be one of no difficulty. Without sup
posigg that there is in nature any actual esBenee corre
sponding to a general idea, the truth ,seems to be, that we
do form a certain notion or conception of a quality in whi~h

several substances ~, distinct from any one .ubs~ce

to which the quali~y belongs. Hence some hue propOlled
the term Notionalist, or Conceptualist, 88 designating opi
nions distinct from those both of the Nominalist and Real
ists. Bot, accordiug to the principles of lQodem science,
we cannot consider the djscuS8ion 88 any thing more than
an ingenious arguing on points of no' reill importance. The
process which t)le mind. really-carries on in that mental
operation to which these 'remarks have referred, consists
simply in tracing relations or points of resemblance in
which certain individualthings agree, though they may in
others be remarkably different. We then give a name to
this common quality, and thus fonn the individu1l1s into a
clau of which this quality is the distinguishing charae&er.
Thus we may tal!:e a number of animals differing remarka
bly from each other, and 8l1y they are all quadrupeds. We
may take a number of substimees- very diS8iinilar in their
external and mechanical properties, and say they are all
acids. Some of these substances are solid, some fluid, and
BOme gaseous; but the property of acidity is common to
them all, and this aceordingly becomes the name and the
distinguishing character of the elass into which we now
arrange them. -
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IKAGtllfATlON.

. IN the exercise of IJU.GINATJol'l', we take ilie component
elements of real Beenes, event.. or charactel'8;and 'combine
them anew by a p1'OCeIS of the mind itself, 10 .. to form
compounds which have no existeoce in nature. A painter,.
by this proces.. depicts a landaeape combining the beauties
of various real landscapes, and excluding their defects. A
poet Ola novelist, in the same manner, calls into being a
fictitious char~ter, endowed :with those qualities wiili which
it luits his purpose to invest him, places him in contllet with
other beings equally imaginal'Y" and arranges, according to
his will, the scerles in which he shall bear a part, and the
line of conduct which he shall follow. The compound. in
these eases ,is entirely fictitious and arbitrary; but it is ex
peeted that the individual elements shall be such .. actu
ally occur iii nature, and iliat the combination shall not
differ remarkably from'what might really happen. When
this ia not attended to, as in a picture or a novel, ",e speak
of the work being extravagant or out of nature. But,
avoiding combinations which are grossly at variance wiili
re~ity, the framer of'such a compound may make it supe
rior to any thing that actually occurs. A painter may draw
a combination of beauties' in a landscape superior to any
thing that is actually known to exist; and a noveliat ~ay
delineate a more perfect character than is met with in real.
life. It is remarked by Mr. Stewart, that Milton, in his
garden of Eden, "has created a landscape more perfect,
probably, in all its parts, than h.. ever been realized in
nature. and certainly very different from any. thing that
thil country exhibited at the time when he wrote." "It
is a curious remark of Mr. Walpole," he adds, "that Mil
ton'l Eden i~ f~e f~om the defects of th~ ~ld Eng~sh
garden, and IS Imagmed on' the same prm(llples which

Nature of imaginl\tion 'Exampl.... How much tictklout, and how much true'
Superlority of euch creation.. Exampl.... Stewan'e re'mark ,

•
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it was reeerTell for the pl'fJlent age to carry into exe
cution."

The mode of artificial eombination which results from
the exercise of imagination is applicable chiefly to four
kinds of composition. ,

1. Fictitious narrative, in which the author delineates
imaginary scenes or tranllactions; and paints imaginary
characters, endowing them with such qualities' as may suit
the purpose which he has in view.

2. Composition or verbal address, directed to the pas
sions, and intended to excite particular mental emotiODB.
To this head are referable many of the combinations .of the
poet, ,and addreases calculated to operate upon the feeling's
of a popular aseembly; also~ thoSe 'which derive their cha
racter from the language of trope and metaphor. The ge
nius of tTle orator, and the iuentive powera of the pOet, are
exhibited in the variety and the novelty of the analofPee.
resemblances, illustrations, and figures, which he thus brmga
to hear upon his subject.

3. Those unexpected and peculiar lUIlIOCiations which
form the basis of wit and humor. .

4. Combinations of objects of sense, calculated to pro
duce mental emotions of a pleasurable or painful kind, as
our impressions of the sublime" the beautiful, the terrible, or
the ludicrous. The combinatioDB of this c!au are chiefly
referable to the head of objects of taste, or the fine arts ;
and are exemplified in the inventioDB of the painter and the
statuary, in decorative architecture and artificial gardening,
-we may add, theatrical exhibitions and music.

The facility of rapidly forming in these seYeral depart
ments combinations calculated to produce the effect which
is intended, constitiltes what 'we call mtHmntJe geni'IU. Si
milar powers of invention, founded on an exercise of ima
gination, may also be applied to the investigations of sci
ence. It may be employed, for example, in the contrivance
of experiments calcul",ted to aid an investigation or to
illustrate a doctrine j and in the cORlltruction of those legi
timate hypotheses which have often led to the most impor
tant discoveries.

K1ndllO( compookioa, bow ......y.Dd wllaU F1n& kln,:!=,=, ~ Second k1dd , DOl( i
tIIlItren\fi'Olll lila fir." ThIrd 1<il\1U Fow1b I<IIICU pi... IlIftnU,.. pniUll, I
......., Bow appIIcabI. to ",,!ell"'
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The mUon of 'elements, in all such l'roductions of the
iIn~nation,ie regulated by the knowledge, tile tate, and
the mtellectual habits of the autborj and, we must add, by
hill moral principles. ACcording to the views, the habits,
and the principles of him who frames them, therefore, they
may either contribute to moral and intellectual improve
ment, or they may tend to mislead the judgment, vitiate
the tute, and corrupt the moral feelings.

Similar obeel'fttions apply to the conduct of the imagina
tion in individuals, and its induenee in the cultivation of mo
ral and intellectual character. There ie certainly no power
of .the mind that requires more cautious maDagement and
Iltem control; and the proper regulation of it cannot be too
Iltron,ly impressed upon the young. The sound and proper
exercIse of it may be made to contribute to the cultifttlon
of all that iii virtuous aDd estimable in human character. It
leads us, in particular, to place ourselves in the situation of
others, to enter into their feeHnp aDd wants, and to parti
cipate in their distresses. It thus tends to the cultivation of
sympathy and the benevolent affections; and promotes all
thOtJe feelings which exert so extensive an induence in the
duties of friendship' and the harmonies of civil and social
intercourse. .We may even say that we exercise imagina.
tion when we endeavor to act upon that high standard of
morals which requires us .. to do to others .. we would that
they "Should do unto us:" for in this mental act we must
imagine ourselves in the situation of other men, and; in their
character, judge of our own conduct towards them. Thus
a man de6cient in ima~nation, though he ,may be free, from
any thing unjust or dlBhonorable, is apt to be cold, con
tracted, and seI6sh,-regardless of the feelings and indiffer
ent of the distresses of others. Further, we may be said
to exercise imagination w~en we carry our views beyond
present and sensible objects, and endeavor to feel the power
of .. things which are not seen," and the teality of seenes
and times which are yet to come. On the other haDd,
imagination may be employed for calling into being evils
which have no existence, or for exaggeratin'g those which

The u"rehle of Ima«lnUion, bow repl.",U ·Ea'eellli JmporIaIIee of • \ft'lIPer
"!!"Iation m it' IllI _ful oft'OC181 Moral~ of • delIclonc1 of IDlllliDatkiG1
Per...erted iQ1agination. 11.1 etrecltl1
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ue real; for foetering malevolent feelings, tUld for im
puting to those with whom we an connected motives and
intentions which have DO foundation.in truth. Finally, an
ill-regulated imagination may be employed in occupying the
mind with waking c1reuna and vain delusioDB, to the exclu
sion of all those high pursuits, which .ought to employ the
faculties of a rational being.. ' ,

There has been ~nsiderable di1Iefence of opinion in re
gard to, the e1fectll produced upon the mind by fictitious nar
rative. Without entering minutely upon the merits of this
controveny, I think it may be contended, that 'two evils are
likely to arise from much indulgence in works of fictiOll.
The ODe is a'tendency to give way to the wild play of the
imagination i a practice m~t deleterious, both to the intel
lectual and moral habits. 'nut other is a disruption of the
harmony which ought to exist between the moral emotioDB
bd the conduct,-a principle of extensive and important
in1luence. In the healthy state of the moral feelings, for
eumple, the emotion .of sympathy excited by a tale of sor
row ought to be followed by some efforts for the relief of
the sufferer. Whensooh relations in real life are listened
to from time to time without any such efforts, the emotion
gradually becomes weakened, and that moral condition is
~roduced which we call selfishness, or hardness of heart.
Fictitious tales of sorrow appear to have a similar tenden
cy i-the emotion is produced without the corresponding
conduct i and, when 'this habit ,has been much indulged the
result seems to be, that a cold and barren sentimentalism is
produced, instead of the habit of active benevolence. If
fictitious narratives be employed for depicting scenes of
vice, another evil of the greatest magnitude is likely to re
sult from them, even though the conduct exhibited should
be shown to end in remorse and ,misery: for by the mere
familiarity with vice an. injury is done to the youthful mind,
which is in no degree compensated by the moral at the
close. '

Imagination, therefore, is • mental power of extensive
influence, and capable of being turned to important pm-poses

F1eUliouo narrali.., Two .'fI1s ,...Iintl from 1\1 Eump!., Wba' ..... from
Aelltlou. \aloe of oorrcnt' 1 From t1clldouo IaI.- of 'fIce' In'lfonco from dIeee
view'
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in the cultivation of ind,ividual character. But to be 50, it
mUl~t be kept under the strict control both of reason and of
virtue. If it be allowed to wander at discretion, through
scenes of imagined wealth; ambition, frivolity, or pleasure,
it tends to withdraw the mind from the important pursuits
of life, to weaken the habit of attention, and to impair. the
judgment. It tends, in' a most material manner, to prevent
the due exercise of those nobler powers which are directed
to the cultivation both of seience and virtue. The'state of
a mind which has yielded itself to the influence of this de
lusive habit cannot be more forcibly represented than in the
words of an eloquent writer :_U The influence of this habit
of dwelling on the beautiful fallacious forms of imagination
will accompany the mind into the mOilt serious speculations,
or·rather musings, on the real world, and what is to be done
in it, and expected; ·as the image which the eye acquires
from looking at any dazzling object still appears before it
wherever it turns. The vulgar materials that constitute
the actual economy of the world will rise up to its sight in

. fictitious forms, which it cannot disenchant into plain reality,
nor will even suspect to be deceptive. It cannot go about
with sober, rational inspection, and ascertain the nature and
value of all things around it. Indeed, such a mind is not
disposed to examine with any careful minuteness the real
condition of things, It is content with ignorance, because
environed with something more delicious than such know
ledge in the paradise which imagination creates. In that
pa1'adiBe it walks delighted, till some imperious circum
stance of real life call it thence, and gladly escapes thither
again when the avocation is past. There every thing is
beautiful and noble as could be desired to form the residence
of an angel. If a tenth part of the felicities that have been
enjoyed, the great actions that have been performed, the
beneficent institutions that have been established, and the
beautiful objects that have been seen in that ~appy region,
could have been imported into this terrestrial place,-what
a delightful thing it would have been ,to awake each morn
ing to see such a world once more.":jl:

• FOOler'. Eooayl.

State of mind Induced by a pel'YeTled Imaginalion 7 Fcal:er'. daacTiplion of ilII
elfocllll
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To the lame purpose are the words of lU\Pther writer of
'he highest authority :_u To indulge the power of fiction.
and send imagination out upon the wing. is often the sport
of those who delight too Q1uch in silent speculation. He
who has nothing external that can divert him must find
pleasure in his own thoughts, lUld must conceive himself
what he ,is not.-for wao is pleased with what he isl He
then expatiates in boundless futurity, and culls from all. ima
ginable conditions .that which for the present moment he
should most desire; amuses his desir.es with impossible en
joyments, and confers upon his pride unattainable dominion.
The mind dances from scene to scene, unites all pleasure.
in all combinatioDs, and riots in delights which nature and
fortune, with all their bounty, canDOt bestow. In time,
BOme particular train of ideas fixes the attention; all other
intellectual gratifications are rejected; the mind, in- weari
ness or leisure,. recurs con8tantly to the favorite conception.
andleasts on the luscious falsehood whenever she is offended
with the bitterness of truth. Br degress the reign of fancy
is confirmed; she grQws first Imperious, and in time des
potic. Then fictioDS begin to operate as realities. falae
opinions fasten upon the mind, and life passes in dreams of
rapture or of anguish."*'.

SECTION IV.

OF llBASON all 11l'DGKBNT.

TUB most simple view which ·we can take of reason pro
bably is, that it IS the exercise of mind by which we com
pare facts with each other, and mental impressions with
external things. The applications of this mental proceBIJ
may be referred to the following heads :-

I. We compare facts with each other, so as to trace their
JIe1ations, connectiolltl, and tendencies; and to distinguish

·Jo......'.~Ju.

JUa..'. c1aoer1pdon. DalIDIUoD of' _ , Ho'll' IIWIJ' PDen! appllca&lcma ,
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theconllections which are incidental from those which are
fixed and uniform.

What we call the relations of things, whether referring
to external events or mental processes, comprehend all those
facts which form the great objects of human knowledge,
with respect either to the individuals, or their tendencies
towards each other. They may be briefly enumerated in
the followiIig manner :-

1. Relations of character,-or those marks, characters,
or properties by which a substance may be recognised, llnd
may be distinguished from all others;, for example, the bo
tanical char-aeters of a plant-the chemical properties of iI.
mineral-the symptoms of a disease-'--4lensible properties
of color, taste, smell, &c.-the mental endowments and
moral qualities of individual men. '

2. Relations of resemblance and analogy, arising out of a
comparison of the qualities of various individual substances
or events. These admit of various degrees. When there is
a close agreement between two events or classes of events,
it constitutes resemblance: when there 8l'e points 'Of differ
ence, it is analogy. ,In the latter case, we then trace the
degrees of analogy, depending upon the number' of points in
which the resemblance holds and the Bumber of points in
which there is a difference. On the relations of resemblance
also depend the arts of arrangement and classification;
and the use of those general termtiby which we learn to
express a great number of individual objects by a single
term, derived from certain characters in which they agree,
such as solids, fluids, quadrupeds, &c. We find a certain
number of substances which agree so much in their proper
ties, that ~e class them together as one species. We then
find other substances, which agree with these in a certain
number of their properties, bat differ in others. We -dis
miss the latter, and retain those only in which they all
agree, and so form the whole into a genus. The individuals
forming t:\1e genus are still found to agree in some of their
properties with various other substances, and by leaving out
of view those in which they differ, we again form this still
larger number into a class or order.

Fil'lll' wna\ comprehended undor tho phraae retalio... of lhing.' Fin\ cl... ,
Ezampl88' Second claal' Dio\ineUon between resemblance and ana10g11 Arts de"
pondin, upon tho.. relation.' P_ o(cl...ifieatinn,
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3. Nearly connected with the former, but still more ex
tensive, is that important process by which, among a great
series of fac'ts, we tracelln accordance, and thus deduce from
the whole a generartact or general principle.

4. Relations of composition; comprehending the resolu
tion of a substance into its elements or constituent paTts,
the connedion of the parts as constituting a .whole--i)f the
whole to the parts, and of the part!1 to each other. .

6. Relations of causation, or the tendencies of bodies to
produce or be followed by certain actions upon each other
in certain circumstances. 'These refer chiefly to that uni
form sequence of events froIIl which we derive Oul' idea of
the one being the cause of the other.' But the class like
wise includes other relations arising out of the same sub
ject; such as the relation of two events as the joint causes
of a common effect, or the joillt effects' of a common cause;
or as forming links in a chain of sequences in which we
have still to look for other events as the true antecedents
or final results. It includes also that most important men
tal process by which, from the properties of a known ef
fect, we infer the powers and properties' of an unknown
cause.

6. Relations of degree and proportion, as in those truths
lind relations which lire the subjects of mathematics.

7. 'The important question of moral relations, which
does not properly belong to the present piut 'of our inqui
ry-including the relation of certain actiong to the great.
standard of moral rectitude, and to 'those principles which
bind men together in the harmonies of social and domestic
intercourse.

These appear to include the principal relations of things
which the mind requires to investigate in an intellectual
point of view. The facts respecting them are acquired by
attention and memory; but it is the province of reason to
separate from the mass so acquired those which are inci
dental and temporary from those which are uniform,-to
ascertain, for example, those characters by which a sub
stance may be certainly recognised,-the symptoms by

Third class 7 Relations of composition 7 • RelaLior\9 of cau.sation:a What included'
Relations of derree and proportion' Moral relations'! Province of rea~on, as distin
guiobod from thai Df attention and mom\'Tl j
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which a disease may be distinguished from other diseB.Be!l
which resemble it,-and the actions which a substance may
be confidently expected to produce upon other s'ubstances in
particular circumstances. When the mental process re
quired for doing 10 is performed in a legitimate manner, the
deduction constit\ltes truth, in regard to the particular point
which is the il:nmediate subject of it; when the contl'lU'Y, it
leads to faUacy or falsehood. Hence reason has sometimes
been defined that exercise of mind by which we· distinguish
truth from falsehood.

II.. Having by the' preceding proeeBSell ueertained the
uniform tendencies of bodies to be followed by certain ac
tions upon each other, we bring these tendencies into ope
ration for the production of certain results. Hence reason
has· been considered also to be tpat power by ~hich we
.combine means foraccoml'lishing an end; but this, .per
haps, may be regarded rather as the practical application
of the knowledge to which reason leads us, than as .. pri
mary part of the province of reason itself.

III. We compare mehtal impressions with external things,
so as to correct the impressions of the mind in regard to the
external world. Mental processes pf the most important
kind are CQJlnected with this application of reason.

Reason or judgment, when duly exercised, conducts us
through these various mental operations, and guides us to-
.wards the discovery of truth. It does so .by enabling us to
compare facts with facts, and events with events; to weigh
their relations, bearings, and tendencies; and to assigu to
each circumstance its proper. weight and influence ia the
conclusions which we are to deduce from them. The person
who does so we call a man of sound judgment, whose opi
mons and conclusions we receive with confidence. On the
contrary, we receive with distrust and suspicion the con
clusions of a man of an opposite character, who forms his
opinions and 4eductions hastjly,-that is, from a limited •
number of facts, pr a hasty and imperfect examination of
their relations.

Tnnh and fiIl8ebood' .8ecoDd ceneral appllcallon of .....on' Third general appli
caUoII' General Y1ew of _ ,
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A distinction has somethnes been made between the term
reason, as used in the language of science; and as' employed
in the common affairs of life; but there seems to be no
real ground for the 'distinction. , ,

Reason, in the language of intellectual science, appears
to be that process by which we judge correctly of the true
and uniform relations of facts, or events, and give to each
circumstance its tlue influence in the deductions., It is
chiefly opposed 'to imagination, in which the mind is al
lowed to ramble through ch(l.ins of events which are con
nected by loose and casual associations, leading to no tru~

results. It is also distinguished from siUlple memory, in
which facts or events are connected in the mind by, certain
principles of association, without a full view of their rela
tioll8. Thus, when we find a person remembering an ex
tensive ctlllection of faett1. and forming certain combinations
among them, or deductions from them, without attending to
poi.nte of difference which teOO to other deductions, we §ay.
hiaimemory is better than his judgIJlent. '

Reasoning, again, appelU'S to be the continued exercise
of reason, when applied to the investigation of a particular
subject, or a certain series of facts or-events, so as to trace
their.relations·or to establish a particular conclusion as de
duced from such a series. This process, however, which
is commonly oalled. the discursive faculty, is to be tlistin
guished from the simple exercise of reason.. It ought to be
guided by reason; ihat is, by a full view of the real rela
tions of the facts about which it is exercised; but it is
often allowed to fix on a slight and partial :view of them.;
or is apf,lied ingeniously to discover relations of a particular
kind on y. Thus, we speak of a man who reasons closely,
or with a correct attention to the real relations of things,
and the true weight of every fact in tbe inv.estigation; of
another who reasons loosely, or who is led away by casual
relations and partial Views, affording no true deductions;
and of a third, who reasons ingeniously and plausibly, but
not soundly,-that is, who argues on one side of a question,
and contemplates facts in particular relations only, or as

DlollncUon colDIDODly made' Ground filr k' Beuon as opposed to imagination 1
To memory , ~11n contradt.llnction from reason' Kinilil of re_ning 1
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supporting particular oplnions, neglecting those views of
them which tend 'to a different conclusion. This art of in
genious reasoning or disputation, accordingly., we shall af
terward have occasion to show, is not only to be distin-'
guished from the sound exercise of reason or judgment, but
is often found directly opposed to it.

In the language of theology,reason is distinguished from
revelation; and means that exercise of the mind by which
we deduce a certain knowledge of the, Deity from the power
and wisdom displayed in the works of creation, apart from
any direct revelatio¥ of his character and Will. '

In the language of common life, the mental process
which we term'reason or judgment appears to be the same,
though the facts on which itis exercised may be different.
A reasonable man is. one who, both in the formation of-his
opinions and the regulation of his conduct, gives the due
weight and influence to all the facts and considerations
which ought to influence his decision., A man of th'e o~

posite character is one who takes up his opinions, upon
slight, partial, and inadequate grounds; and then cannot,
or win not, admit the impression of facts or arguments
which are calculated to correct these unsound deductions;
'or who, in the regulation of his conduct; is led away by hasty
imprllssions, or feeble and inadequate motives, without giv
ingdue consideratiol! to those which are calculated to lead
him into a different course. The former we call a reason
able, considerate, thinking mim; the latter we say is an
unreasonable, inconsiderate man, who cannot or will not
think. It also very often happens that the latter, having
formed his conclusions, is obstinately tenacious of them;
while the former is still open to the true and full impression
of any new fact or argument that is proposed to hjm. So
lomon has expressed in a very striking manner the leading
features of two such characters, namely, of the man who
takes rip opinions with little examination, and then adheres
to them with inaccessible-pertinacity; and him whQ fonns
them only after full and candid examination, and with a
clear c0D:ception of the grounds on which they are formed :-

DitpalaUon. Reason 'as distiI\iUisl1ed frOIll r....l.lion 7 Reason compared wilh
judgm.nt. Character of a reasonable man 1 Th. opJl<l8it. characlt\r 7 Tenacitr
with wIllch the two characterll hold th.lr opinion.! Solomon'. r.mark 7
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" The sluggard is wiser in his own conceit than seven men
that can render a'reason;"

The process of mind which we call reason .or judgment,
therefore, seems to be ~ssentiany the saIile, whether it be
applied to the investigation of truth, or the affairs of com
mon life. In both cases, it consil!ts in comparing and weigh
ing facts, considerations, and motives, and deducing from
them conclusions, both as principles of belief and rules of
conduct. In dQfng'so, a'man of sound judgment proceeds
with caution, and with a due consideration of all the facts
which he ought to take into' the inquiry. Having formed
his conclusions, he is still open to the influence of new facts,
by which they maybe corrected or modified; but he is not
to be shaken in his confidence by trivial statements or frivo
lous objections. Opposed to this there are two. modifica
tions of character which present an interesting sijbject for
observation. Both form their conclusions nastily, and with·
out'due examination of the facts and considerations which
ought to influence them; but their subsequent conduct is
widely different. The one is shaken in his conclusions by
every new fact that is presented to' him, and every slight
objection that is brought against his inductions; and the
consequence is, that his opinions and his principles of con·
duct are constantly chanpng. The other, having framed
his opinions, though on grounds the most inadequate, ad
heres to them with inaccessible. firmness ; and seems total
ly proof against the force of any facts or arguments that.
can be brought against them. The former is. the more
hopeful character of the two, his error consisting in a
want of attention, rather than 'Of judgment; or in a ha
bit of framing 'his conclusions too hastily: By education
or attention on his own part, his habit may be corrected in
a greater or less degree; but the latter appears to labor
ander a radical defect of judgment, which makes him insen
sible to the due force of the considerations and arguments
which influence other men. In the affairs of life, the for
mer, after perhaps committing various indiscretions, ac
quires. wisdom from experience; that is, by having the fal
lacy of his conclusions in many instances forced upon him.

Operation of JIOund judgment-' Characten 01>llOlllld 10 lh.' FicJdel1_ tAd oo.ti,
Dat:1 compared' Wlilch character DlO8l hoperuff Wb1f
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'fhe latter remains unchanged; retaining the same confi
dence in his own conclusions, and the same contempt for
every thing that can be opposed to them. This unfortu
nate condition of mind, though it may have had its origin
in peculiarity, of mental constitution or deficient education,
is fostered and increased by indulgence, and by a neglect of
cultivating the important habit of calm and candid investi
gation. The man seems at last to become totally insensi
ble to the motives and evidences which influence other men;
and the more striking and convincing these are to others.
the more remarkable appell,rs the condition of that mind
which does not feel or estimate their importance. This
state of mind is emphatically ascribed, in the sacred wri
tings. to the man who denies the existence of a' great First
CaUBe :-" The fool hath said in his heart, there is no God.",
By some process of mind, known to himself, he has arrived
at -this conclusion; and he is totally insensible to the mani
fold evitl~nce, which meets him wherever he turns his eye.
of its futility and folly. And surely, if there be in human
things an affecting representation of a mind lost to every
function of a healthy understanding, incapable of rising from
effects to causes, or of tracing, the relations of things,-a
mind deserted by its rightful guardia!!, aI\d left the unpro
tected victim of every wild delusion that flutters by,-it is
to be fOllnd in him who, possessed of the senses of a living
man, can stand before the fair face of creation, and say in
his heart, "There it! no God."

In every exercise of judgment, it is' of essential impor
tance that the mind shall be entirely unbiassed by any per
sonal feeling or emotion which might restrain or influence
its decisions. Hence the difficulty we feel in deciding on
a subject in which we are deeply interested, especially if
our inclinations and the facts and motives presented by th.
case be in any degree opposed to eaca other. Thus, we
speak of a man who allows his feelings to influence his judg
ment; and of another, of a' cool head, who allows no feel
ing to interfere with his decisions. Any particular emo
tion, which has been deeply indulged and fostered, comes

Be8ullllt1f lho latter cheraCler. I""lanco monliooed In lho Biblo' Circ\1I1111a1lCo ..
..ntia11o the ""011:110 of lho judfmenl1, Soorc.. of bi..1
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in this manner to influence the judgment ina most extraor
dinary degree. It is thus that a vitiated arid depraved state
of the moral feelings at last misleads the judgment, -in re
gard to the great principles of moral reCtitude; and termi
nates in a state of mind emphatically descrjbed in the sa
cred writings, in which a man puts evil for good and good
for evil, and is left to the influence of strong delusion, so
that he "believes a lie." This remarkable condition of
the power of reasoning and judging we cannot refer to any
prinoiple with which we are acquainted; but we must re
ceive it as a fact in the history of our moral constitution
which is not to be questioned. A poet has sung, that vice,
which at first 'ill hated as an odious monster, is, when seen
too oft, endured, then pitied, then embraced : and he has
only added his evidence to a fact which has been received
upon the testimony of the ,philosopher and the morali~t in
every age, and is acted upon as a fixed and uniform prin-
ciple of our nature by all classes of men. ,

Upon the 'grounds which have been briefly referred to
in the above observations, it will appelU' that the principles
on which a man should form ,his opinions are essentially the
same with those by which' he olight to regulate his conduct.
If this conclusion be admitted, it will enable us to perceive
the fallacy of a dogma which has often been brought for
ward with much confidence,~thata man is not responsible
{or ~is belief. When taken abstractly, this is true-; but in
the practical application of it there is a great and danger
ousfallacy. In the opinions which a man forms on any
particular subject, he is indeed influenced, not by his own
will, but by the facts or evidence by which the doctrines are
supported ; and, in this sense, a'man may justly be said not
to be responsible for his :belief. Bilt when we apply the
principle to practical purposes, and especially to those

.,uths of religious belief to which the dogma has been point
"'rd, it may easily be 'seen to be as fallacious as it is danger
ous. A man is undoubtedly responsible for the care with
which he has informed himself of the facts and evidences
by -which his belief on these subjects ought to be influ
enced; and for the care and anxiety with which he gives to

Iieoponolbllitr of a man for bl•. bellefJ cOmmon dOlfma in regard to It' In wllat
•• n•• lru., In wb.1 ••n.. not tru., For wbot III a maD really reoponoillleJ
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each of these facts and evidences its due weight in the mo
mentous inquiry. He is further responsible for any degree
of· that vitiated and corrupted state of the moral feelings by
which his judgment may have been biassed, so as to pre-
vent him from approaching the subject with the sincere de
sire for truth of a pure and uncontaminated mind. If, in
this sense, we say that a man is" not responsible for his be
lief. we may quite as teasonably allege that he is not re
sponsible for his conduct, because he chooses on some slight
and partial grounds to frame for himself principles of ac
tion, without taking into consideration those fundamental
rules of moral.rectitude by which mankind in general are
e:l!:pected to be influenced. We may as well contend that
the'man is not responsible for his conduct who, by long fa
miliarity with vice, has lost sight of its malignity, and h.
come to approve and love that which he once contemplated
with abhorrence.

It appear"s, then, that the exercise of reason is preciiely
the same, and is guided by the same laws, whether it be ap
plied" to the investigation of truth 01' to the regulation of
conduct. The former is more particularly connected with
the further prosecution of ourinquiry : but the leading prin
ciples apply equally to the great questions of morals, and
the important subject of religious .belief. In prosecuting
the subject as a" branch of intellectual scieuce,-it Beema to
resolve itself into two parts:-

I, The use of reason in tbe investigation of truth. "

II. The use of reason in correcting the impressioD8 af
the mind in regard to external things.

Before proceeding to these branehes of the suhject, how
ever, this may perhaps be the proper place for again stat
inlf' in a few words, that id the preceding observations mY

t
obJeCt has been to contine myself to facts, respecting the'
processes which the mind actually performs, without enter
lDg on the question how it performs them, On this .d'b
ject we find great differences among philosophers, which I
have alluded to only in an incidental manDer. Some ap-

eaa-uencea ruuhln, f'nJm UJ' adI8r "w. a-.. applied til opWaM" til
coacIuct f 0raDd dlTWou at IIlIa -]eel; bow JlI&DJ' ..... ww' . "
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pear to have spokep in too unqualified tenns respecting va
rious and distinct FACULTIES of the mind, and have enu
mel"l'.ted a variety of these, corresponding to the various
mental operations.. Dr. Brown, on the other hand, has fol
lowed a very -different course, by referring all our mental
processes to the two principles of simple and relative sug
gestion. According to thiseloqQent and ingenious writer,
we have no dire.ct voluntary power over. the succession of
our thoughts I but these follow each other in consequence
of certain principles of suggestion, by which conceptions,
in certain circumstances, call up or suggest other concep
tions, which are in some manner related to th.em. We have
the power only of fixing the mind more intensely upon some
images of this series, when they arise, in consequence of
approving of them, as referring to some subject of thought
which is before. us, while we disapprove. of others of the se
.ries a/l less allied to it. The former become more fixed and
vivid 'in consequence of this apprObation, while the latter
are allowed to sink back into oblivion. What systematic

. writl!!s have called t~e facul~y of co~ception. is, according
to thIS system, the SImple presence' lDthe mmd of one of
these suggested or recalled images. Memory is ,this sim
ple "suggestion combined with the impression of past time.
In imagination, again, which has been considered as a
voluntary power 'offorming conceptions or images into new
compinati,ons by a peculiar mental process, Dr. "Brown be
lives that we have only the power of perceiving images as
they ale brought up by established principles of suggesdon,
approving of some which thus become fixed, and disapprov
ing of others which thus pass away. In' thus approving
or disapproving of the suggested images, we are guided
by a perception of their relation U> any" particular sub
ject which is before us, and which we may desire to cuI-

,tivate or illustrate. Accordink to this writer, therefore,
what is usually called conception is simple suggestion;
memory is simple suggestion with a feeling of past time;
imagination is simple Iluggestion combined with desire and
with a perception of relation. . The relative suggestion of
Dr. Brown, again) is that perception of relations arising out

DI1I'...nc"...mongpbilooophel'll' Dr. Brown'. -.lew.' Hio 1'iewof conGeptioa , Of
1DODIGr7 , or im.glnalian f .
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of .the eompari.aon of different factI or objects which we
have treated of under the more familiar name of judgment;
and the mental process usually called abstraction he .re
solves simply into a perception of resemblances. Various
objections nught be urged agaiDlt "this system; and we may,
perhaps, be allowed to doubt whether bt means of it any
tbing has been gained to the, science of mind. But tbellan
which'I prpposed to myself in this outlme' doell not lea me
in~o aliy consideration of it, or of those &ystelilll to 'whic;h it
is-opposed. My object has been simply toinquUoetDMLtthe
mind does, without entering on the question lunD it does so.
On this ground, the division which has been adoptedof dis
tinct mental operations, not distinct faculties, appears to be
that best calculated for practical utility. ' ,

OFTJIE USB OF ~EASON IN THE INvEstiGATION of TRUTH.

IN applying our reason to the investigation pf truth in '
any department of knowledge, we are, iii. thtr first place, to '
keep in mind that tlIere are certain intuitive articles of be~

. lief which lie at th<l foundation of all reasoning; For, in
e...ery prOcess of ,reas<:ining,- we 'proceed by; founding one
step upon another which haS gone lJefore it; and when we
trace such a, process backwards, we must arrive at certain
truths which are recognised' as fundamental, requiring no
proof and admitting of non'e. These are usually called
FIRST TRUTHS. They are not the result of any process of
reasomng, but fOlce themselves with a conviction a( infalli
ble certainty upon every sound u~erstanding. without re
gard to. its logical habits or powers of induction. The force,
of them is accordingly felt in an equal degree by all classes
of men; and they are aCted upon with absolute confidence
in the daily transactions oflife. This is a'subject of great
and ~tensiv~ importance. The truthB ~i articles of

'RemarIDl ,t1POI1 lblll .,...m' TIle fclundaUaa or all _10(' NUDe linn 10
Ibao uul.bo I Their unll'lnal ajllhorky.
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belief ..,hich are refvable to it were brie1ly mentioned in
a former. pan of our inquizy; they are chiefly the follow
ing:-

I. A conviction of our own existence, as sentient' and
thinking beings; and of lnind, u something' distinct from
the functiona of the body. From the first exercise of per
ception we !aCquire a knowledge of two things j namely,
the thing perceived, and the sentient being who perceives
it. In the same manner, from the exercise of any mental
operation, such as memory, we acquire an impression of the
thing remembered, of an essence or principle which remem
bers it, and of this eseence as something entirely distinct
from any function of the body. This last convietion Dl1l8t
be conaidered lUI ,a first truth, or intuitive article of belier,
standing on the same ground with the other. truths which
are referable to this class; It does not, as was formerly
stated, rest upon any metaphysical or physiological argu
lIlent, but upon an appeal made to the conviction of every
man who attends to what is pusing within. It resolves
itself into a consciousness of the various mental processes.
impressions, and emotions, as referable to one permanent
-and unchanging essence, while the body is known to be in
.a constant state of ehange; ajld..of these pro,ceases as bein«
exercised without any.necessary dependence upon Jl1"e'6I1t
impressions from external. things. Like other truthS of
this class. it is, consequently, unaffected by sophisms which
ue brought a~nst it; and the answer to these does not
properly consISt in any process of reasoning, but in this ap
peal to every mo's a},801ute co~viction. If brought into
comparilon, indeed, the evidence which we.have for the.ex
istence of mind is perhaps less liable to deception than that
which we have for the existeiwe of matter. . .

II. A confidence in the evidence of our senaes in regard
to the existence and the properties of external things; or a
cODviction that they have a real existence independently of
our sensations. We have formerly referred to a celebrated
doctrine, by whi~h it was maintained that the mindpereeive&

How manyc~, F11'1l' IDtulUYe 'cooricUan' Nature and fbunda1ioD of our be'll:'.;f our .....D ezWIlU' PNpor __ to oopbIImlt oCaiuI'" .8ecoDd COIU'ic-
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only its own ideas or impressions;' and that, couequently,
we derive from our IIenses no evidence of the existence of
external things. The only answer-'to such a sophism is,
that a confidence in the evidence. of our senses is a first
truth, or jntuitive principle of belief, adIQitting of no other
proof than that which is derived from the universal con-
viction of mankind. .

III. .A confidence in our own mental processes; that facts,
for example, which are suggested to us by our memory reo
ally occurred. ., , '.' ,

IV. A belief in our personal identity.. ,rhis' is derived
from the combined operation of'consciousness and memory;
and it consists in a remembrance of past mental feelings,
and a comparison of them with present feelings as belong
ing to the same sentient being. There were formerly many
disputes on this subject ilODle maintaining that the notion
of personal identity is incgnsistent with the different states
in which the mind exists atdiff~rent times, u love and ha
tred, joy and sorrow; and also with the remarkable changes
of character which often take place at different periods of
life. This was one of the ~phisms of the .lIChools, foun.d~d
upon an obseure analogy WIth changes whIch take plaee In
material things, and lsnot at all applicable to mind. The
only BJlSWer to the paradox is, that every man, under every
Vliriety .of wental emotion, and every possible change of
charach':", retains an absolute conviction that the sentient
being whom he calls himself remains invariably' the same i
and that in all the affairs of life, whether referring to the
past or the future, everyman acts l,lpon this conviction.

V. A co~viction that every eveni must have a cause, ant!
a cause adequate to the effect; and that appearances, show·
ing a correct adaptation pf meanS to an end, indicate de
sign and intelligence in the cause. These, IlS fundamental
tr1Iths, are quite distinct from the question relating to the
connection of any two specified events as cause and effect.
The latter belongs to another part of our inquiry.

ADawer 10 IOphl8mll apID8C it' ThIrd conylctiOD , . FoUrth COJl1'lctlon, I'lIlatlog 10
,PenIoDai Identity' ForIIUlr d.~' Au...r' Fifth COD1'lotion, relating 10 cauH
....I.tr..t'
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VI. A confidence iB the uniformit1. of na~; or, that
the lUIle substance will al~ys exhibit the nme charac
ters; and 1I1at the same cause, unci« the IllUDe eirc11llllltaD
ces, will always be followed by the AD1e effect. This, as a
fint truth, ·is a fundamental and iDlltiDc~iveconvictiob. The
province, of .Qpel'ience, we haTe already seen, is· toueer
tain the p~iculu events which are so connecte4 as to be
included under the law.

Our confidence' iIi ,the ~Diformity of nature is the founda
tion of an the caleulations which we IIlake for the future in
regard to our protection or comfort, or even for the continu
~~, o~r pxi~tence ;, lin.d without it the wDol~ system of
~u~n *bings would be thrown into inextrjcabl~confWlioB.

, It is r1'ferable to th~ ~o heads now stated; nam~ly, uni
fl>~ity of chuacters, and uniformitf of sequences or ,ope-
J:atIODS. . ,

By uniformity of characters, in any substance, we mean
that the substance will always continue to exhibit the same
oombinat~on,of characters; 110 that, when we have ascer
tained its presence bY.IIOIBe of theDl,we conclude that it
alllO polllMl8Be8 the othen. These chuacten may be nume
lOus, and ,referable to'vuious classes; such as the botanical
oharaett;rB ,Qf a plant, the. chemical properti~of a mineral,
sensible qualities pf..iDOl}, taste, an4 eolor;lUld capabilities
of action upon ,other bodies. Such is our confidence in
the undeviating uniformity of nature, that whatever num
ber of these qualities we have ascertained to belong to a
'substance, we expect to find in every specimen of it in all
time coming. For example, I lind a substance which. by
its smell and color,' I know to be opiu.m. Wjthout,any fur
tber information, I decide with. confidenc~ on its taste, its
composition; its 'cheIilical afBnity',rfiii lic'tion oil the human
body, and'thc characters of the plaJ1.t from which it was de
rived; and 1 never calculate upon the potlsjbility of being
deceiv:ed .in anY,of. theSe ~1I.!tieul~. ". .

Our ~onfidenc:e Ln the umfortinty of the sequeDCeI ot ope·
rations of nature resolves itself into' II. 'conviction of the cop
tinuanec of that order which experience has shown us to

SIxth conviction, relating to Ih. unlformily of nalure' Wbu' calCuIallotw lbutIdcd
UP'!" it '. How II1anybrancbe., and wba17 Uniformity of cbaral:tenl' ~pl.'
UnifQrmlt, of operatiODft , •.
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exist in 1\ uniform manner in the succession of phenomena.
The conviction itl!elf is an original or instinctive principle,
felt and acted upon by all classes of men in the daily trans
actions of life. It is from experience that we learn the par
ticular cases to which we are warranted in applying it; or,
in other words, the successions of phenomena whic};1, there
is sufficient grolUld for believing, have occurred in a certain
Qroer in time past. These we expect with perfect confi
dence to continue to be equally uniform, or to occur in the
same .rder in time to come. The error to be guarded
against in such investigations is, assuming the past uniformi
ty of phenomena on insufficient grounds; or, in other words,
concluding that events have always occurred in a certain
order because we have seen them .occur in that order in a
few instances. A principle assumed in this manner may
of course disappoint us jf applied to future phenomena; but
in this case there is no deviation from the uniformity of
nature; the error consisted in assuming such a uniformity
where nbne existed.

The uniformity of the sequences of phenomena is the
foundation of our idea of causation in regard to these phe
nomena; that is to say, when we have observed one event
uniformly fonow another event, we consider the first as
cause, and the second as effect; and, when this relation has
been ascertained to be uniform, we conclude that it will
continue to be uniform; or that the same cause in the same
circumstances will always be followed by the same effect.
This expectation will of course disappoint us if we have
assumed the relation on inadequate grounds; or have con'"
sidered two events as cause and effect which have been only
accidentally combined in a few instances. To entitle us to
assume that the relation will be uniform in time to come,
we must have full and adequate grounds for believing that
it has been uniform- in time past.

In the great operations of nature a very extensive obser
vation often enables us to trace a remarkable uniformity
even in regard to events which at first sight appear to be
most irregular and uncertain. Thus, the most uncertain of

EITllI' to be llIW'ded agaiMt 7 Foandalklo of oar Idea of ca" and etfeeL Caudft
~ 7 Lmutable unlfurml':r ........... eve..'" appo&NDt.l:r Irrecular' Rumple.
Daradoo of haDl&ll life'
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all things is human life, as far as respects individuals; but
the doctrine of the continuance of life in regard to a large
body of men is, by extensive observation, reduced almost to
a certainty. Nothing is more uncertain than the proportion
of males and females that shall be born in one family; but
in great communities this also is uniform., There is much
uncertainty in the character of different seasons, but there
are facts which give probability to the conjecture that in a
long series of years there may also be diacovered a remark
able uniformity. An impression of this kind was carried so
fa;r by the ancients as to lead to the doctrine of the Annes
Magnus, or Platonic year, in which it was believed that the
whole serics of human events would be acted over again.

The uniform successions of phenomena are, with reason
able care, easily ascertained in regard to material things;
and when they are ascertained, we rely upon their uniform
continuance; or, if we find a deviation in any instance, we
easily ascertain the incidental cause by which the 8eCJ.Qence
is interrupted, and can provide against the iJiterference of
the same or any similar cause in future instances. There is
greater uncertainty when o'ur researches refer to the pheno
mena of mind, or the actions of living bodies. The causes
of this uncertainty were fonnerly mentioned. It arises
partly from the greater difficulty of ascertaining the true
relatione; that is, of tracing causes to their true effects, and
effects to their true causes; and partly from the teBdency
to these being interrupted in future instances by some new
cause, in regard to which we cannot calculate either the
existence or the precise effects. Hence, for' example, the
uucertaintyof huinan laws; one of the contingencies by
which they are interrupted being the chances of ending
them. Jfwe could conceive a case in which every crime was
with certainty detected, and every criminal brought to pu
nishment, it is probable that the effect of human laws would
be nearly as certain as the operation of material causes. But
the criminal, in the first instance, calculates on the chance
of evading detection, and, even in the event of detection, of
escaping punishment;, and thus the tendeney of the wisest
laws is constantly interrupted in a manner which no human

Proponlon of mal.. and f8mal80! Nollon ofllle &Reienlll! FacUlty of _ ..rtaiDlna:'
"'" la... of material Lbinp! The Ie... of mind! Why more dlaleull7 OpeAotion or
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wisdom can calculate upon or prevent. There is often a
similar uncertainty in human character in other situations :
for example, in judging how an individual will act- in
particular circumstances, or be influenced by. pmicular
motives; for a motive which we have found to induce a
particular line of conduct in one individual may fail in
producing the same result in ano~her, being prevented by
cireumstanees in his moral condition which entirely elude
our observation.

Yet there is a uniformity in moral phenomena which,
though it mllY be ascertained with greater difficulty than
the order o( natural phenomena, we calculate upon' with
similar confidence when it hlUlbeen lUICertained. Thus, a
man may have acquired such a character for integrity, that
we rely upon his integrity in any situation in which he may
be placed, with the same confidence with which we rely on
the uniformity of nature; and there is a man distinguished
by veracity and fidelity to his promise, of whom we say, in
common langu&g'el that his word is as good as his bond.
In such examples atl these, indeed, our confidence, is found
ed, not upon any laws which have been observed in regard
to the whole species, but on a uniformity which hlUl been
ebserved in re~ard to the individuals, or rather Ilo cllUlS to
which the individuals belong. There are also, however,
laws which apply to mankind in general, and on which
we rely as far as they ga,-namely, principles of "conduct
in which we confide, as regulating every man of a II8De

mind, whatever may be our knowledge of his previous
habits of judging or acting. It is in this .manner, for er
ample, as formerly stated, that we regulate our confidence
in testimony. If a man who is either a stranger to us or
bears a character of doubtfnl veracity, relates circumstances
which tend greatly to promote his own purposes, we cal
culate on the probability of fabrication, and reject his testi
mony; and if we even suilpect that he has a purpose' to
serve, a similar impr.ession is produced. If, on the contra
ry, we are satisfied that the circumstances are indifferent
to him, and that he has no purpose to answer, we give
greater credit to his testimony.· If, further than this, we

Similar uncerl&lnty In other ee- 7 Can Ihe uniformity of moral phenomeoa be
relied upoo \0 any c.... , Example. Oeneral prillClp1eI ofhumao conduce.
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perceive that the statement operates against hilDllelf, eon
veying an imputation against his own conduct, or exposing
him to contempt, ridicule, or personal injury, we are satis
fied that nothing could make him adhere to auch a teatimo
ny but an honeat conviction of its truth. Under the former
circumstances, we believe only a man whom we consider as
a penon of known and eatablished veracity; under the lat
ter, we believe any man whom we consider to be of a sane
mind. ThUl, in both instances, we proceed upon a certain
uniformity of moral phenomena; only that we refer them
to two claBBell,-namely, one which is ucertained to be
uniform in regard to the whole species, and another which
is uniform only in regard to a certain order, that is, all men
of integrity and veracity. In the one ease, we rely upon
the uniformity in every instance; in the other, we do not
rely upon it until we are satisfied that the individual exam
ple belongs to that order in which the other kind of moral
uniformity has been ucertained.

There are other inquiriea closely connected with the
uniformity of moral relations; but at preaent we must al
lude to them very briefly. We have every reason to be
lieve that there are moral caUBeI, that is, truths and. mo
tives, which have a tendency to influence human. volition
and human conduct with a uniformity aimilar to that with
which physical agents produce their actions upon each
other. These moral caUBel, indeed, do not operate in
every instance, or in all circumstance8; but neither do
physical causes. Substance8 in chemistry, for example,
have certain tendencies to act upon each other, which are
uniform and nece88ary; but no action takes plaoe unle&ll
the substances are brought into certain circumstances which
are required for bringing these tendencies into operation.
They must, in the fint place, be brought into contact;
and, besides this, many of them require other collateral
circllUl8tances, as a particular temperature, or a particular
state of concentration or dilution. It is the same with
moral causes: their tendencies are uniform, and there are
principlea in tbe mind of man which these are adapted for

Bnmple; laM of IMIimony' InJIuenc. of lhe clrcu_COlI of Ihe ~ OIl !he
credlbllily of "Iln_, OlbOr co- of !he unllbrmlly of moral relallon.' Moral and
pll7e1ca1 ce_ compared. InGu.nce ofclrcu_c.. In IMh co- ,
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aetiDg upon. Bat they require certain eireUllllltlUlCell in
the maD on whom they are expeeted to aCt, without which
they produce no influence upon him. It is nectlIsary, for
example, that he be lully mformed in reprd to them as
truths; aDd that his attention be direetecI, to them with
neh a degree of intensity as shall bring him fully under
their influence as statements, addreued to his undentand
ing; also, that there be a certain healthy state of his
moral feeliop,-fQr this has a most extousi"e influence
on the due operation of moral eauses. Without these the
most pewerful moral 0'-, may ,produee no effect upon
a man'; as the mOllt aetift chemical agents may fail en
tirely of their actions, if the subBtaDees are not plaeed in
the requisite cireUIIUI&anee8 of, ~emperature, dilution, or
cOllCentration.· ,

.These consideration8 seem to bear an important refer
ence to .-question which hu been m~h argued, namely,
that" respecting liberty, neeeseity, and the freedom of the
will. On a subject on which some of the wisest and the
best of men have been found on opposite sides, I would ex
press myself with becoming caution and diffidence; but
perha,. llOIi1e' o~ the obeeurity in which the quea!i~ baa
been mTolved anses from the wut of a clear defiBltlon of
t~e~ i!, which, it h~ been. ar{'led ;. ~d by not. fully
m.tmgm.*h.lng between will or nm.pl« ,,"illOft, and duire or
inclintJtion. Will, or simple volition, is the state of mind
which immediately precedes action; and the action follow
ing upon this is not only free, but it'is absolutely imp088ible
to suppose it should be otherwise. A man i. not only free
to do what he willit, but we cannot eonceiYe a ease in which
he could exert a ~wm: of not doing what he wills, or of
doing wilat be w1lls not. Impulse or re.traint from with
out, acting upon his bodily organs, could alone interfere
with his followiug, in this sense, the tendency of bis will,
or simile. 'Volition; The only idea, ind~ed.' that. ~e can
form 0 free agency, or freedom of the Will, 18, that It con
sists in a man being able to do what he wills, or to ab
stain from doing what he will. not. Necessary ageRcy, on

C1rcu-ean.......ntlal tolhe l'ulloperalloo of 1IIOr1l1 ' Imporl&Jl\q--.
-.nected with lhio oubjOct" Terl11ll uOod' l>iodne\lon bet" l\leal' TbI wiU-
",bat, Piopet Idea or?_ ate""y' N..-ry &plley ,.
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the other hand, would consist in the man being compelled,
by a foree from without, to do whst he willI!! not, or pre
vented from doing what he wills.

The real bearing of·the inquiry does not)ie m this con
nection between the volition ~d the act, but -in the origin
or Clluse of· the volition, or in the' connection between the
volition and the deeire j and this will be seen to be entirely
distinct. A man, for example, may desire, or have an in
clination to, that which he has not the power to will ~ be
cause he may be under the influence of. motives and princi
ples which prevent· the inclination from being followed by
volition, with as absolute a neceuity as we' observe in the
sequences of natural phenomena. Thus, also, we may say
to a man of strict integrity and virtue that he has Dot the
~werto. commit murder or robbery, or any ilet of groes
mjustice' or oppression.' He may reply that he ~ the
power to do It if be willed; _and this is granted, for this
IS free agency; but it is not the' question in dispute. . We
do not say that he has not the power to do .any or' all. of
these acts if he willed, but that he has not the power to
will sueh deeds. He is under the influence of motives and
principles which make it as mtich a matter of necessity {or
him not to will such acts, as it is for a stone not to rise from
the earth'. surface contrary to its gravity. Such a neces
sity as this, if we must retain the term, so far from being
unfavorable to the interests of virtue and morals, or op
posed to the practice of exhoI1ing men to virtue,. seems', on
the contrary, to hold out the strongest encouragement in
doing 80; and to be, in fact, the only scheme on which we
can expect an argument or motive to have any influence
upon human conduct. ' For it represents man as possessed
of certBinuniform principles in his nature which' are capa
ble of being acted upon by certain moral causes, truths,
laws, or motives, with 11 uniformity similar to,that which
we observe in physical phenomena, provided .he clln be
~rought under their influence, and into those circumstances
which are required for their due ~peration.. These cir
cumstances Bre,-that the moral causes, laws, motives, or

Real poinlof inquiry' DlolIneUOII bel1l'een deolre and will' Esampleo. Conuol·
ling Inlueneeof JJlOd..- In IIlCh e..... .1lI \h18 "eeeuily' Inlluenee of 1\ on 'f1rCue
and morabl' How doN thIa ..lew l8pr_n\ man' ClreumalAneea eoeenUaiI
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tru~, shall be brought before· his undentandlng; that' he
shan direct his attention to them with suitable intensity ;
and that he .is free from that degree of corruption of his
moral feelings, or any of tholle distorted moral habits which
we know to 'produce a most. extensive in1luence on the ope-

.ration ofmo~ caUBell. To suppose a kind of.moralliberty
opposed to such a necelllity as this; would be to represent
man u a being poseeued. of !to fixed C!r.unifonn principlel;
-net to be caloulated upon pto'hlS conduct m any in
stance,-aBduot caJN'ble of being acted upon by any motive
or principle except the blind caprice of the moMent. To
endeavor to' act upon such a being, by persuading him to
virtue.or dinuading him from vice, wonldbe like expecting
fixed results inchemiltry, by bringing substances to act
upon each other, the actions of which we had jm!viously
found to be without any kind of1Ulifonnity. This: is, in
faet, precisely .the' situation .of the, maniac, whom, accord
ingly, we.neverexpeet to guide or intluence by motivel or
arguments; but by extemal restraint. He may act harm
lessly, or he may act mischievously; but we never can cal
c11late upon his. actions in anyone instance; we therefore

. shut him up, so as to prevent him from being dangerous to
the oommunity. .

Necessity,. then, as applied to the 0r.'ration of moral
call1eS, appears iimply to correspond WIth the' uniformity
which we observe in the, operation of physical eauaea. We
calculate that a ~an of a certain character will act in a par
ticular manner in particular cireumstances" or that he. will
be acted upon in Ii certain maDDer by..particnlar truths and
motives, when they are presented to him, by a principle
of uniformity similar to that with 'which we 'expect an acid
to act in a particulal" manner upon· an alkali. The action
of the acid we know to be uniform, but we know also, that
no action will take/lace till the substances are brought
fully in 'contact, an in certain circum~tances~which are
~uired for their action i-and the actIon of moral causes
is uniform, but they exert no influence on a' man till he is
fully ~quaintedwith tbem,-directs his attention to them

U IIIlID~ of &D1 moral. Uberty, InCOlllllolllnt whh tble ..lew' Wb1 lUll'
UDlt'o~i\1oC tho operation. of moral call108 '. (lpmpared wkb pJu'lical' Zuuiple.
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with .•uitable e&re,-lUld'i. _deli in a certain healthy
.tate of moral feeling. It isthu. that we~te on the
full and uniCorm operation of moral ~a1llle. Do. IIOIIle- indi
vidua1ll, and not on othen j namely, by baYing 'preYioualy
ueertaiDecl that the fol'JDel' are in thOR intellectual and
moral oircQlD8tanee11 which are reqaired for their action.
When, in. another individaal, we fincl the8e cauell fail in
their natural actiODll, we endeavor,' as far as may be in
our, power, to wpply those collateral eirolUD8tanees,-by
iutructinl{ 'him in the facts, truth., or motiv. ;....-br rolI8ing
hi. attention to their importance ;-by impressing them
upon him in theiJ strongest characten, and by' aU neh ar
guments ad representatioJUI as- we thiJlk '-calculated' to· U
the impftl8lliOD. All this we do Under a 'conviction; that
the8e cauell have a ,certain, fi:ir.ed, llDiformj or neeeuary
action, in regard to hume volition ad human condllCt;
ad it is this conviction whioh encourages us to persevere
in onr attemph tQ-bring tAe individual under their influence.
If we had not ~s conrictiOJi., we should abandon the at
tempt u altogether' hopeless; beeaulle we co~ld have no
ground on which to form any calculation, and no rules to

, guide us in our meuures. ' :Precisely in the same' manner,
when we find a chemical agent fail of the effect whieh we
expect ttom it, we add it in' larger quantity, or in an in
~ state of concentration, or. at a higher temperature,
or WIth some otherehange of circumnances calculated
to favor its action j and we pe"1'l!evere in thesemeunres,
under & conriction that its action is perfecdy uniform or
necei8al'y, and will take place whenever these citeum8tllDcelI
have been provided for. On the same princlple~·we see
how, blame may attach to the inteUigent agent in both
cuea" though the actions of the eallBell are uniforin and
necessary. .such is the action .of chemical: &geats-,.......but
blame may attach to the chemist who hunot-provided
them in the necessary cucumstanees as to quantity, eon
centration, and temperature. Such is thtl action of moral
.cauees,......but deep guilt may attach to the moral agent, who
has been. proof against their infblenC8. There is' guilt in
ignorance, when knowledge was within.his ·reach i-there
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is guilt in he.edless inattent-ion, when truths and motives.of
the highest interest claimed his serious consideration j

there is guilt in that corruption of hili moral feeling:.; which
impedes the action of moral causes, because this has origi
na.ted, in a great measure, in a course of vicious desires,
and vicious conduct, by which the mind, familiarized with
vice, has gradually lost sight of its malignity. During the
whole of this course, also, the man felt that he was a free
a.gent j that he had power to pursue the course which he
followed, and that he had power to refrain fr~m it. When
a particular desire was first present to his mind, he had the
power immediately to act with a view to its accomplish
ment j or he had the power to abstain from acting, and to
direct his at~ntion more fully to the various considerations
and motives which were calculated to guide his. determina
tion. In acting as he did,. he' not only withheld his atten
tion from those truths which were thu/! calculated to ope
rate upon him as a moral being j but he did stillmore direct
violence to an impulse within, which warned him that he
was wandering .from the path of rectitude. The state of
moral feeling which gradually results from this habitual
violation of the indications of conscience, and this habitual
neglect of the serious considerlltiol1 of moral causes, every
individual must feel to be attended with moral guilt. The
effect of it is not only to prevent the due operation of moral
causes on his future volitions, but even to vitiate and dis
tort the judgment itself, respecting the great principles of
moral rectitude. Without attempting any explanation of
this remarkable condition of the mental functions, its actual
existence must be received as a fact in the constitution of
human nature, which' cannot be called in question j and it
aKers one of the most remarkable phenomena .that can be
presented to him who turns his attention to the ,moral eco-
nomy of man. .

Before concluding this. incidental allusion to a much con
troverted subject, I maybe allowed to remark, that the
term necessity, as applied to moral phenomena, is not for
tunate" and perhaps not philosophical j and something
would perhaps be'gained in conducting the inquiry, if, for

In whal ...n... tile Indlyldual .. free' Gunt of' habitually ."olatlng cOllICience. Be
.....Ito upon the tel'lD _itg. •
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mussity, we were to substitute unif01"r1lit,!/. In strict pro
priety, indeed, the terms necessity and necessary ought to
be applied only to mathematical truth. Of physical rela
tions, Rll that we know is the fact of their uniformity; and
it would appear equally philosophieal to apply the same
term to mental phenomena. On this principle, therefore.
we should say, that the tendency of moral causes or mo
tives ill not necessary, but uniform;. and that on this de
pends all our confidence in the uniformity of hwnan cha
racter, and in the power of truths, motives, or arguments.
to produce "partieular results on human conduct. To sup~

pose the mind possessed of a power of aetermining, apart
from all the influence of moral causes or motives, would be
to overthrow this confidence, llnd to reduce our whole cal
culations on human character to conjecture and uncertaiD
ty. When, indeed, we talk of a self-determining powe! of

. the will, we seem to use a combination of words without
any definite meaning. For the will is not distinct from the
being who wills j and to speak of an individual determining
his will, is only saying, in other words, that he wills. He
wills some act for some 'reason, which is knoWn to him!Jelf j

if communicated to another, the reason might not apJ'ear a
satisfactory one; but still it is to him the reason whIch io
duced him to will the act"and this appears'to be all that we
can make of the subject. A power of determining, without
any reason, appears to be not only uDphilosophical, but, in
point of fact, inapplicable to any conceivable case. Iro
rance, inattention, or gross perversion of the moral feehngs
may make the worse reason appear the better; but we
cannot conceive a case, in which an individual could exert
a power of determining without any realOn, or according
to what a'ppears to him at the time to be a weaker reasoD,
in oppositIon to one which appears a stronger. It will also,
I think, be found tha.t the Warmest advocates for philosophi
callibeny, and a self-determining l'0wer, in actual practice
recognise as much as others the pnnciple of the uniformity
of moral causes. 'l,'hus, if we find a person acting in a
manner widely different from that which we expected from
him, all men concur in" saying, " what motive eould induce

I'roJM-d ouJ.tl1ute' Self·determlnilll JlOW8r of u.;, will' Objec\lOllll to IhM !an.
P'le' UnIformI\J' or moral ca_".amlued In pnlC$Ice t
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him to act in that manner 1" and if we cannot reconcile his
conduct to any conceivable motive; we say, "it really looks
li~ insanity." Another may remark, "his conduct indi
cates a singular' want of consideration;" thus clearly re
cognising the existence of certain motives or moral causes,
which would have led the man into a different line of con
duct... had he allowed his 'attention to fix upon them. The
doctrine of a self-determining power should remove everr
difficulty in' such a case to those who believe in it; but I
am not aware that it'ever was made use of for such a pur
pose. It will also be found, to agree' with the universal
conviction of mankind, that the circumstance which, 'gives
to an action t~e character of merit or demerit is entirely
the motive from which it was done,. and that if we could
conceive such a thing as an action performed by the im
pulse of a free self-determining power apart from any influ
ence of motives or moral causes, 'no man of sane mind
would for a moment allow to such 'an act the character of
virtue: On the contrary, it is familiar to everyone, that
we often find in 'a man's motive an excuse' for conduct in
·whie~. w~ tp.~nk he has acted wrong.' We say, he erred in
judgment, but his motive was good; an~ this mode of
reasoning meets with ~ cordial concurrence of the whQle
mass of mankind.

TH!; FUlST TRUTHS, or iBtuitive principles' of belief,
which have been the subject of the preceding observations,
are of the utmost practical importance, as they furnish the
true and'only answer to many of the sophisms of the scho
lastic philosophy, and to many sceptical arguments of more
modem tImes. They admit of no other evidence than an
appeal to the consciousness of every man, that be does and
must believe thcm~ "We believe,them,"; says Dr. 'Brown,
"because ii is impossible not to believe them." "In all
theSe cases," says Mr. Stewart, I' the only account that
can be given of our belief is, that it forms a necessary part

Eylderw;e of Ii, Mo~ charKler of ail acUon without molly. 9 Only evidence of
... F11l1l Trutlul , Dr. Brown'. remwk , '
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of our constitution, against which metaphysicians may ar
gue, so as ~o perplex the judgment, but of which it is im
possible 'to divest ourselv~s for a moment, when we -are
called to employ our reason, either in the business of life or
in the pursuits of science." ,
, tt is likewise to be kept in mind, as was formerly stated,
that our idea of reas!:lning necessarily supposes the existence
of a certain number of truths, which require and admit of
no evidence. The maxim, indeed, is as old as, the days of
Aristotle, and has never been calI-ed in question," that, ex
cept some first principles be taken for granted, there can be
neither reason nor reasoning; that it is impossible that
every truth should admit of proof, otherwise proof would
extend in infinitum, which is incompatible with its nature;
and that,if ever men attempt to prove a first principle, it
is because they are ignorant of the nature of proof. "'II' As
these truths, therefore, do not admit of being called in
question by any sound understanding, neither do they ad
mit of being supported by' anyproces~ of reasoning; and,
when paradoxes or sophisms in ovposition to them are
proposed, any attempt to argue WIth such, upon logical
principles, only leads to discussions a~ absurd as them
selves. Of attempts of both kinds many examples are to
be met with among the writers of the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries, as ,Des Cartes and Hobbes; and even some
eminent, persons, of more modern times, are nol entirely
free from them. Thus, Des Cartes, Malebranche,and
others, thought it necessary to prove that external objects,
and- the sentient beipgs with whom we' are connected, have
a real exis.tence whether we think of them or not, and are
not merely, ide~s in our own minds_. -~erkeley showed the
weakness of thIS argnment, and on thIS founded the well
known doctrine by which he denied the real existence of
material things.

Many of the dogmas of modern sophistical writers, such
as Mr. Hume, have consisted of attempts to ov.erturn, by
processes of argument, these fundamental or first truths.

, • Aristotle's Metaphysics', book I>'.

Mr. SlowarL's remark 1 Impossibility of reasoning without the admission of such
-truths. They can neither be proved nor called in question, !:,ormer attempts to pro.e
them 1 Example. Attempts to disprove thsm 1 _
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On the other hand, the unsatisfactory nature of some of
the repliell to these sophisms, dependsupon the attempts to
combat them having been made by reasonings, of which
the su..bject is not susceptible. For these principles admit
of no proof by processes of reasoning, and, cons~quently,
are in no degree affected by demonstrations of the fallacy
of attempts to establish them by such processes. An inte
restingillustration o,f this has been reserv~d by Mr. Stew
art, in' a correspondence between Mr. Hume and Sir Gilbert
Elliot.* "From' the reply to this letter," says Mr. Stew
art, ." Qy Mr: Hume's very ingenious and accomplished
correspondent, we learn that .he had dr~wn from Mr.
!:Iume's metaphysical discussions the only sounlJ.. and philo
sophical inference: thlj,t the lameness of the proofs offered
by .Des Cartes and his successors, of some fundamental
truths, universally acknowledged by mankind, proceeded,
not from'any defect in the evidence, but, on the cOI\trary,
from their being self-evident, and consequently unsuscepti
ble of demonstration." The same view of Mr. Hume's
sceptical reuoningswas taken by other eminent persons,
by whom his system was attacked. particularly Reid,
Beattie, and Oswald; and on the continent, the nature .and
importance of these, first truths had been at an earlier
K:~od illustrated in a full and able I,llanner by father Buf-

.Various ·ch.aracters have been pr,?posed, by which these
-primary (lnd fUDdamental truths may be distinguished. One
.of those given by' father Buffier appears to be the best,
and to be alone sufficient ,to identify them. It is, that their
practical influence extends even to persons who affect to
dispute their authority; in other words,' that in, all the
affairs of life, the most sceptical philosopher acts, as much
as the mass of mankind, upon the absolute belief. -of these
truths. Let a person of this description, for example, be
contending very ·keeB.ly, in regar.d to something which
deeply conce~s his interest or his comfort, he would scarce
ly be i1atisfied by being told, that the thing about which

• tRmlduclor1 'BMaY to the Appe~di:lrofw Encyclopedia Britannica.

mUln&ion of Ihls' Etl'eclof Hum.'. reUonIDI upon Elliot'.' mind' Uv.oo Dll1er
.mIDdI' DIolillcll... charactero of th••• primary truths, Buill.... 1 Eltampl.'
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he contends haa no re,u existence, and that he who con
tends about it so eagerly is himself a nonenity, or, at best,
nothing more than an idea. Let him De taking cognizance
of an offence committed against him ten' years ago, he
never doubts that he'is still the person, against. whom the
otrence was committed. Let him lay plans for. future lld
vantage or comfort, it is done under a full' conviction. that
he is still to continue the individual who may enjoy them.
Has a building started up on his premises, which he did not
expect to see, he immediately asks who ordered the ma
sons, and would be very ill-satisfied by being told, that ,the
thing had appeared without any known cause, by a fortui
tous combination of atoms. However much he may reason
to the contrary, he shows no doubt, in his own practice,
that every event must have an adequate caus~. The same
mode of reasoning will be seen to apply to the other truths
which belong to the class under conSideration, namely, that
those who argue against them act in aU cases on a belief
of their truth. , ' ,
, The distinction between a process of reasoning and the

act of the mind iii arriving at these fundamental and fn
stinctive truths, is a principle of the utmost practical im
portanl<e., Fur a chain of correct reasoning requires, logi
caLhabits, and a certain cultivation of the mental powers;
and, consequentlr; it is confined to a ?omp~atively sma~l

numbllr of'mankmd. :But the process here referred to IS

the spontaneoUs and immediate induction ()f the untutored
mind, and a correct exercise of it' req~ires only that the
mind.shall not be debased by depravity, rior bewildered by
the refinements of a false philosophy. The truths which
we derive from it accordingly do not .eoncern the philoso
pher alone, but are of daily and essential importance' to
the whole class of mankind. . Let us take,' for example, the
principle referred to under the fifth head, namely-, our intui"
tive conviction that every change or' event" inust have an

. adequate cause. This is a principle' of daily application,
and one which is acted upon with absolute confidence' in
the ordinary affairs of life hy all cla.ses o~ men. By tile

Practlca1 admlnlOlUl of them In ....rloo,. c.... , Impon&nt dillinctlon 1 ' What os'
_dal to correct rlll800lng 7-10' intuitive belief! Univ.m.a.l JIIJluence of u.- trulbl'
Bumple, iIICerrlllg II _ from ... ellllcL '
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immediate and unconscious exercise of it, we infer the skill
of one workman from works indicating skill, and the vigor
of another from works indicating strength. _ We infer from

- every work, not only it. cause, but _a cause which, both in
degree and kind; is exactly proportioned to' the effect pro
lluced. From Ii chronometer, which vanes only a second
in a year, we infer uquisite skill in the artist; and from
the construction of the pyramids of Egypt, the united
strength of Ii multitude of men. We never supposed for a
moment that the minute skill of the artist raised the pyra
mid, or that the united force of the multitude constructed
the chronometer; still less, that these -monuments of art
started into -their present condition without a cause. We
infer with absolute certainty in both case..,- ali adequate
cause; that is; a cause distinguished in the one case by de
sign and mechanical power, in the other, by design, adap-
tation, and exquisite skill. . _ - -

The principle 'which is thus acted upon, in' the ordinary
affairs of life, with. a convic~ion of infallible certainty, is
precisely the same by which, from the stupendOus works
of _creation, we infer by the most simple' step of reti80ning
the existence of Ii great First Cause. This cause also we
conclude to be 1l designing and intelligent mind, infinite in
wisdom and boundless in power; and l!y a very slight and
natural extension of the same principle, we arrive with
equal certainty at the conviction of this cause:being the
first,-not aris!ng _out of any thing f-rec~di~g it, conse
quently self-exlstent and eternal. Al thIS IS not such a
process of reasoning as requires logical habits, and admitll
of debate, deliberation; or doubt ;-'-the metaphysician mar
bewilder himself in its very simplicity; but the uncontanu
nated mind finds its way to the conclusion with unerring cer- .
tainty, and with a conviction which is felt to be not only
satisfactory, but irresistible. - .._

When we proceed from these first or intuitive micles' of
~lief to the further investigation-of truth in any department
of knowledge, various mental. processes are brought into

1_-In coolmon life 1 InSlanceln regard to tho worksof ct'llallon,
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operation; but il). regard to, all of them reason is our ulti·
mate guide in judging whether they are performed in a Ie-,
gitimate manner, and upon l'rinciples calculated to lead to
the discovery of truth. These processes may be chiefly
referred to the following heads :- '. .

I. To mak~a careful collection of facts relating to the
t'IUbject, and to abstain from deducing' any conclusions. till
we have before us such a series as seems calculated to war
rant them. The first operation of reason therefore is, to
judge whe~ we have a sufficient number of faets for this
purpose.

II. To separate from the mass those facts which are con
nected with it incidentally, and to retain those only which
we have ·reason to consider as uniform and essential. In
some sciences this is accomplished.-by repeated and varied
experiments; and in those departments which do not admit
of this, it is done by cautious, and extensive observation.
01,U' .object in both cases is to aseertain how many of the
circuD1Stances .observed, and what particular combinations

. of them uniformly accompany each .other, or are really con
nected with the effects. which are produced. In this care
ful clearing of OM siatemeJlt from all incidental combina
tions consists that faithful observation of natllre which-forms
the fir~t step in every s~ientific investigation. It is oppos
ed to two errors, both equally to be avoided, namely, ·leav
ing out of view, or not as!iigning'an,adequate value to, im
portant and essential facts l and giving a place and an im
portance to those which arejncidental and trivial. In eve
ry scientific investigation this is. a process of the utmost
importance; and there is another nearly connected with it,
namely, to judge of the authenticity of the facts. This al-

. 80 is a mental process of-the utmost delicacy. In conduct
ing it, there are two extremes from. which the exercise Qf
&Ounl} judgment ought equally to gUl~rdus,.namely, recei.
ing facts upon imperfect evidence, and rejecting those which
have a sufficient title to credit; in other words, credulity
and scepticism. Both these extremes are equally unwor
thy of a mind which is guid~d by sound reason.

ClllSllification of mental proc_ noc"";.,. for tbe IntlJetlptlon of truth·, Filll\
bead; collecting facts. Second bead; ..Iecting tbooe,wbicb are _ntIaL .Two ar
roro to b. a voided' Two oztrem.. In repnl to the admioe1cm oI.&cIa'
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III. To compare facts. with each other, so as to trace
their resemblances, or to ascertain those characters or pro
perties in which a certain I).umber of facts or substances'
agree. We thus arrange them into classes,. genera, and
species~

IV. To compare facts or events with each other, so as
to trace their relations and sequences; especially that re
lation of uniform sequence on which is founded our notion
of cause· and effect. This delicate and Ufost important pro
cess consists entirely in a patillnt.observation of facts, and
of their telation to each othet. When, in a certain num
ber of instances, we find two e~ents following one another
without any exception, we come. to 'lonsider the sequence
as uniform, and call the one cause, and ~e other effect; And
when, in other instances, we are disappointed in finding such
a succelil!lion, this confidence is .shaken, u.nless we can dis
cover a cause by which the sequence was interrupted.
Reason, acting upon extensive observation, must here guide
us; on the one hand to judge of the uniformity of the ~

quences, and,' on the other, to account for apparent devia
tions.

V. To review an extensive collection of facts, so as' to
discover s,ome general fact common to the whole. This is
the process which we call generalizing, 'or the induetion of
a general principle. The result of it is the last and greatest
object <If human' science, and that to which all the other
steps are preliminary and subservient. An ordinarymiud
is satisfied with the observation of facts as they pass before
it, and those obvious relations which obtrude themselves up
on its notice; hut the philosopher analyzes the phenomena,
and thus lIiscovers their more minute relations. His ge
~ius is distinguished above the industry of the mere observer
of facts, when he thus traces principles of accordance
among fa:cts which, .to the vulgar eye, appear remote and
dissimilar. A remarkable example of this ilt familiar to
everyone. Between the- fall of an a,()ple .from a tree and

. Third head; comparioon of facIO with reference to' their nalure. Fourth ·head; com- .
p"rieon of facti witb re~er.nce 10 their ca'!"e. a~ relation.. Fifth he"!!; gen~raIizing•.
'The operatloo of ao urdloary a.od of a phil_phleal mind compared. .
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the motions of the heavenly bodies a common mind would
have been long ere it discovered any kind,(lf relation; but
on such a relation NewtonJounded thosl; grand principles
by which he -brought to light the order and harmony of the
universe. For it was this simple fact that first suggested
to him the great principle of 'physical science, that matter
attracts matter in the reci}»'ocal ratio of their masses..

In apracticaJ: view, these processes maybe referred to.
three Ileads,--=-namely, collecting' authentie facts,-tracing
causation,-and cieducing general principles. Here vari
eus mental operations are brought into action, especially
attention, memory, coneeption, lind abstraction; but it is

_ the province of reason to judge whether these are conduct
ed in a legitimate manner, Qr, in other words, to distinguish
truth from falsehood. It may, therefore, be important to
keep in mind what those circumstances are in which consist
truth and falsehood, in reference to any' department of'
knowledge. .

I. In collecting facts, it is required in the first place that
they shall be authentic; secondlr' that.the statement shall
include a full and fair view of al the' circumstances which
ought to be taken into our' investigation of ,the case; and
thirdly, that it shall not inclu.de, any facts which are not
conneeted. with ,the subject, or whose COl\nection is only in
cidental. When we have thus formed a collection of facts,
authentic, full, and essential, the statement, in as far as re
lates to the faets, constitutes truth. When any of the facts
are not authentie; when importanffacts are left out of the
tltate~ent, or misrepresented; 01' when facts are taken into
.it which, though true, have no real relation to the subject;
this constitutes fallacy or falsehood;' ,

II. In considering two ·events as eonneeted in the man
ner· of cause and effect; when this relation is deduced from
a full and extensiv~ observatioR of the sequence heing uni
form,-this is truth. When it is assumed 'upon jnadequate
grounds, that is; frmn the'observation of a connection which
is 'only incidettal or limited,-this is either falsehood or hy-

,Example 1 Moro goooral era-ideation of th.... proe.... 1 Throo prlneiplee 10 lie
ollsor...d in collecting facia. Priaelpl.. (0 be o1ilervld III delormlDio, tlwl nIatIon or
eau.. and o!feet ,
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pothesis; for the relation may beaiBswned n.pon grounds
which, though not a~tually false, are yet not sufficient to
establish it as true-namely, on observation which is too
limited in extent. This is conjecture or hypothesis; and it
is in some cases a legitimate process, pro\'ided it be used
only as a guide for further observation, and be no't received
as true until such observation shall have been sufficient to
confirm it.

III. In deducing from a large collection of facts a gene
ral fact or general principle; when tillS induction is made
from a full examination of all the individual cases to which
the general fact is meant to apply, and actually does appl)'
to them all,'-:"this is truth. When it is deduced from a small
number of observations, and extended to others to which it
does not apply,-this is falsehood. As in the former case,
however, a general principle may be produced hypotheti
cally or by conjecture; that is, it may be assumed as gene
ral 80 far as we at present know. This process is often le
gitimate and useful as a guide in further inquiry, if it be

/employed for .this purpoSe only, and the result be notre.
ceived as truth until it be established by sufficient observa
tion. A great and not unfrequent error is, that whtm such
hypothetical principles are proposed in a confident manner,
they are vety often received as true;. and the consequence
is, that a degree of obsez:vation is required for exposing their
fallacy, perhaps as extensive as, if properly employed,might
have been sufficient to discover the trutk. . Those who are
acquainted. with the .history of medical doctrines will be best
able to judge of the accuracy of this observation, and to
estimate the extensive influence which this error has had in
retarding the progress of medical science. '.

The proper rules to be o~served, in deducing a general
principle, are therefore opposed, in tbe first place, to the er
ror of hasty generalizing, or deducing such a principle from
a limited number of facts. They.are further opposed to
another eiTor, prevatent in the hypothetical systems of the
old philosophy, by which phenomena were referred to prin.
ciples altogether fictitious and imaginary, or, it. other wards,

Prineipl.. to be oiioervod In deducing reneralla.... Fal8e cIed1IellOl1ll. H"poU1esle i
iIa legil1male _, Abule of i\ , Coauilen anon ,
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which could not be shown to be facts. In opposition to both
tmese errors the great rule of induction in modern science
is, that the,principle which is assumed as general shall be
itself a fact, and that the fact shall be universal. Thus,
what we call the law of gravitation is primarily nothing
more than the fact that bodies fall to the earth; and that
this is true of all bodies, without a single exception. Of the
cause of this iact, or the hidden principle on which 'it de
pends, we know nothing, an,d all the investigations of New
ton were carried on independently even of the attempt to
discover it. "When Newton," says Mr. Stewart,." show
ed that the same law of gravity extends to the celestial
spaces, and tltat the power by which the, moon and planets
are retained in ,their orbits is precisely similar in its effects
to that which is manifested in the fall of a stolie; he left
the efficient' cause of gravity as much in the dark: as ever,
and only' generalized still further the conclusions of his

. predecessors."

False-investigation may be briefly referred io three heads
-fallacies in facts,-false inductions,-and false reason-
iJig. ",

I. FALLACIES IN FACTS. A statement of facts is falla
CiOUll when any of the alleged facts are not true,-when
it includes facts Qotrelating to the subject,-and when im:.
portant facts are omitted. This last error is most 'frequent
ly exemplified in those cases in which facts are collected
on one side of a question, or in support of a particular doc
trine. To the same class we may likewise add those in
stances inwhich statements are received as facts which- are
not facts, but opinions. ,. .

II. FALSE INDUCTION includes false causation and false
generalization. False causation -is,when two events are
considered as cause and effect without sufficient reailon,
and whicn are, in fact, only incidentally combined; when
events are considered as,cause imd effect which 'are only
joint effects of a common cause; and when, of two events
really connected as cause and effect, we mistake the order

Great rule of Induction 7 Exampl.., Fain In~ee\ig&tlon; referred 10 how III&DJ
&lid wbM beoda , -- F11'8\ bead 7 Sec:ood bead ,
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of the eequence, conaideJiIIg that as the caale which is real
ly the effect, and that as the effect which is really the
cause. The error of false causation is most apt to occur
in those eciences in which there is leculiar difficulty in
tracing effectl to their true ca1UleS, an cauaea to their tr.ue
effects. These, u formerly mentioned, are exemplified by
medicine and political economy. A physician, for exam
ple, ascribes the cure of a patient to a remedy which he has
taken, though it perhaps had no influence on his recovery i
and a political declaimer refers some circumstance of na
tional distress or commercial embarrassment to certain pub
lic meaaures which happened to correspond in time, but
were in fact entirely unconnected. False ~eneralization,

again, u wu lately stated, inclndes general pnnciplea which
are deduced from a limited number of facts; and hypothe
ses which cannot be shown to be facti, but are eatinly fic
titious and imaginary.

III. FALSE REASONING. This consists either;-in ap
plying to the explanation of facts principles which are un
sound,-in applying lound principles to facts which have
no relation to them,--or in deducing conclusions which do
not follow from these facts and principles.

REASONING is ulually divided into two pans, waieh have
been called the intuitive and tae- discursive. Intuitive rea
soning, or iDtuitive judgment, is when the truth of a propo
sition il perceived whenever it is announced. This applies
to axioms or lelf-evident truths, and te first truths or fun
damental articles of belief, formerly referred to, whick rest
upon the absolute eonviction of the whole mus of mankind.

In discnrsive reasoning, again, some of these axioms or
first truths are applied io particular facts, so as to deduce
from the connection new C8ncluswns. Thus, when we say
that" every event must have an adequate cause," we state
a principle of intuitive judgment. When we then colleet
from the phenomena of nature various examples of adapta
tion and design, and, applying that iatuitive principle to
thele facts, arrive at the conclusion that the universe is the
work of an intelligent and designing First Cause,-this is

Bumpl_' Third had, ~inc, bow dirldod 7 "IntuklTO reuooID,' Dill....
me rlUlOllmr' EDmple of each 1
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cIiee1mift reuoaiDg. The new~ ot cone_on
thus deduced may be applied in a Bimilar maDDer to the de
'duetion of farther eonclusioDll, and BO on through what we
call a chain of reasoning. Any particolarpiece of J'e8JIOD

mg, then, may generally be resolved into the following ele
u,ents:-

1. Certain principles or propositions which ue stated ei
ther as axioms, as first truths, or as deductions from some
former process of reasOning.

2. Certain Cacts or relations of facts, ~erived either from
obeervation or testimony, which are stated as true, arid to
which tl1e principles are to be in BOme manner applied.

3. Certain new conclusions deduced from the application
of the principles to the facts.

In examining the Talidity of such a process,.we have not
only to attend to the correctness of tbe principles, and the
authenticity' of the alleged facts, but likewise to inquire
whether the facts are of that class to which the prinelples
are legitimately applicable; for the principles may be true.
and the facts authentic, and yet the reasoning may be un
BOund, from the principles being applied to the Cacts to
which they have no relation.

This method of examining, separately, the elements of
an argument, appears to correspond with the ancient syllo
gism; and this, accordingly, when divested of its systematic
shape, is the mental process which we perform, whenever
we either state or examine any piece of lel\8Oning. If I
say, for example, .. the greatest kings are mortal, for they
are but men;" I appear to state a very simple proposition;
but it is in fact a process of reasoning which involves all
the elements of the syllogism; namely,-

1. The general fact or proposition that all-- men are
mortal.

2. The fact referable to the class of facts which are in
cluded under this proposition,-that kings are men.

3. The deduction from this connection, that kings are
mortal.

EIementl of _In&,' .bloms. F8cl& 00Dcl.......... PaiDtlI"' ............ Ie'
Nature of the ancient .,.11"1_. BumP. allilDJlle _Iq UllI maI~ fill IL
How maD7 and wllM parI.I ,
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For the validity and e8icacyof I5U.Ch ap~ two *Itinp
are Deee88lU'f' namelYr-

1. That the geHral proposition which forms the first
part of the statement, or, in logical language, the major pro
pOIIition, be absolutely and universally true, or true with
out exception in regard to facts of a certain clalS, and be
admitted as luch by thoee to whom the reasoning is ad-
dreeaed. .

2. That the fact referred to it, or the minor proposition,
be admitted or proved to be one of that class of facti which
are included under the general proposition.

The conclusion then follows by a very simple pr0088l.
If eitIi:er of the two former propositions be deficient or un
true, the argument is false. Thus, if I had varied the state
ment as follows,-" Angels, like other human beings, are
mortal;" there il a fallacy which, when put iato the Iyl
logistic form, is immediately apparent; thua,-

AD human beings are mortal,
An8'iliJ are human beings;
'l:herefore, angels are mortal.

The general or m:ljor pr~position here il true; but the
minor is not one of the cws of facts which are inolilded
under it; therefore the coneluaion is false. H I had lIIIid,
again, " Angels, like other created beinp, are mortal ;"the
fallacy is equally apparent, though from a di1Ierent lOurce;
th1l8,-- .

All created beings are mortal,
An8'iliJ are created beings ;
Therefore, angela are mortal.

Here the minor proposition is true, or is a fact included
under the first; but the first, or major, is not true, for we
bave no ground to believe that all created bein~ are mor
tal. On the o~her hand, when a general fact ia UBUIJled
as true of a certain clUB of cases, we must not UBume the
converse as true of those which are not included in the clUB ;
thua, from the proposition, that all human beings are mor-
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tal, we are not entitled to infer that angels, who are not hu
man heinp, are immortal. Whether this concllUion he
true or not, the a.rgumeat ie false; beca1l8e the conclusion
does not anae out of the premilles i-for, from the admitted
general fact, that human beings are mortal, it doee not fol
low, that all who are not human beings ~ not mortal.
Yet this will be found a mode of fallacious reasoning of very
frequent occunence. The rule to be kept in mind for
avoiding such fallacies is,-that a gen,eral truth, which ap
plies invariably to a certain c1a81J, may be applied to any
individual which can be shown to be included in that class ;
but that we are not entitled to extend it to any which can
not be shown to belong to the class; and that we are llot
to assume the reverie to be true of those which do not be
long to it. On the other hand, we are not to 8118ume a
property as belonging to a class, because we have ascer
tained it to belong to a certain number of individuals. This
enor comes under another part of our subject, and has been
already alluded to under the head of false generalization.
The syllogism, therefore, cannot properly be considered an
engine for the discovery of truth, but ratlter for enabling us
to judge of the application of, and deductions from truths
previously ascertained. For, before"we can construct such
11 process as constitutes the syllogism, we require to have
premised that most important process of investigation by

'which a fact is ascertained to be general in regard to all
the individuals of a class; and, likewise, that certain indi
viduals specified in the argument' belong to this class.
Thus, the syllogism was nothing more than that process of
mind which we exercise every time when we examine the
validity of an argument, though we may not always put it
into this systematic form. And yet there may often be. .ad
vl\ntage in doing so, as it enables us to examine tht;·ele
ments of the- arguments more distinctly apart. It is relat
ed of aft eminent English barrister, afterward a distinguish
ed judge, that, on one occasion, he was completely puzzled
by an argument adduced by his opponent in an impor.
tant case, and that he djd not detect the fallacy till he
went home and put it into the form of a syllogism. rhough

• General rulea In all ouch re""""lng 7 Real Dature o! the 1,.lloglml7 Adnnlap ef
117 Anecdote of the En!lleb lawyer.
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a syllogi.m, therefore, may not lead to any diBCovery of
truth, it may be an important instrument in the detection
of sophistry; by directing the attention distinctly and sepa
rately to the varioul elements which compose a statement
or an arffUment, anelenabling us to detect the part in which
the sophistry is involved.

In every proee88 of reasoning there are ,two diatinct ob
jects of attention, ,orcireumstancel to be examined, before
we admit the validity of the argument. The&e are,-the
premises or data which the reasoner assumea, and which he
eJ[pects us to admit as true,-and the conclusions which he
proposea to found upon these premises. The premisesligain
consist of three parts, which we require to examine sepa
rately and rigidly. These are,- ' _'

1. Certain statements which he brings forward as facti,
lind which he expects to be admitted as such. .

2. Certain principles or rropositionswhich he assumes
, as first truths, or article", 0 . belief universally admitted.

3" Certain other propositions which he refel:S to, as de
ductions from former processes.of investigation, or processes
of reasoning. '
, If the statements 'referable to these three heads 'are ad-

, mitted' as trile, the argument proceeds, and we have only to
judge ,of the validity or correctness ot: his farther deduc
tioJ!.8. Ii they are Rot at once admitted, the argument can
not proceed till we are satisfied on these preliminarr points.
If we .donot admit, his facts~ we require him to go b~ck to
the eVIdence on which they test. If we no not admit the
general propositions which he assumes, we require the pro
cessesof reasoning or inves~igation ,on which these are
founded. When we are at last agreed upon these premiies,
we proceed to judge ,of the conclus~onswhich~he proposes
to deduce from them. . . ',".

The circumstances now referred to may be considered
as the e.,sential parts of a prooess of reaso.ning, in a logical
view; but there ,is another point which we require to keep
clU'efully: in _mind in examining ~uch a process, :and that is,

•
UllIlty of,~ "7UoPm 7 Objec~ of atlelldoo in ....-111I' Bow ID&llT &lid

what, Pr__; bow' malll pull' ExamlnatiOIl of u... premllu' U.. o(
term•.
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the use of terms. Much ofthe confusionana'perplexity in
reasoning consists in the ambiguity of1he terms; this isre
ferable ·to three heads, Damely: 1. Terms of. a: vague and
indefinite character, the precise import of whieh has not
been defined. 2. Terms employed in a sense in some re
speet different. from their common and ·recognised accepta
tion. 3. Varying the import of a term, so as to use it in
different meanings in different pans of the same IU'gument;
or employing it :at different times!" degrees of comprehen-
sion and extension. - . :-

In -examining the validity of a process ofreasoning, then,
the mental operation which we ought to perform ma.y be
~ided by the follo,wing considerations:-.. ..'

.}; What statements does the author propose as matten
of fact i-are these lluthep.tic j are they all really bearing
upon, or coimeCted withth~ subject; do they-comprise a
full and fair view or all the facts which ought to be brought
forward in reference to the inquiry: or.' have·. we reason to
suspect that any of them.have bee~ disguised or'modified-,
that important facts have been omitted or kept' out of view,
-:-that the author has not had sufficient opportunities of ac
quiring the foots which he ought to have been possessed of,
-or that he has been conecting facts on one side of lfi!ues
tion, or in support of a particular apiilwn 1

2•. Wh.at propositions are astlQmed, either 88 first or in
tuitive truths, or as deductions arising out of former pro
cesses of investigation; and are we satisfied that these are
all legitimate and correct 1 In particular, does he make any·
statement in regard to two or more· events being connected

. as (lause and effect; and is this connection·assumed on suffi
cient p-'0unds :-does. he assume any general pl'ineiple' as
applicable to a certain-class 6f facts; is this'principle in it
self a fact, and does it, really apply to all t:h.e cases which
he means to include under it; have we any reason to b-e
)jeve. that it has been deduced from an "insu'fficient number
of facts; 'or is it a mere fictitious hypothesis, founded upon
a principle which cannot b-e p'roved to havea'real existence .,
, 3. Do these assume«! principles and fact. 'reaJly belong

&.Ire... of amblgolty I Con.Id.",tlon. whlel1.hould lIuitie In el<alllm",«~I"C ,
". to malt... orf&cl! Caution.' ProlJ(lOitloo _m.d' lJaI\IIoDo In NIard mtllollilo,
Connoe\ion between th. prtncipl.. and lKto I
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to the u.meiubject,-er, in other woids, do the Cacts.beloq
to that clsa to which the prineiplesapply ,

4. Are the leading terms which he employs fully and dia
tinetlydefined as to' their meaning; does he employ them
in their common and recognised aceepiation; and does he
uniformly use them in the same senBe; 'or does he seem. to
attach di1lerent'meanings to the same term in clliferent pata
of hisllrgument' ' '.

6. What are the new cOllclusions which he deduces from
the whole view of the subject; are these correcfand valid ;
and do they really foJlow from the premises laid down in
the previous part of his argument' For on this head it is
always to be kept in mind that a conclusion may be 'trUe,
while it does nQt follow from the argument ,which has been
brought to prove it; in such a case the argument is falee.

Much of the confuaion, fallacy, 'and sophistry of reason
ing ,arises from these points not being sUfficiently attended
to, and distinctly and rigidly investigated. An ugument
may ·appear Cairand conseeutive, but when we rigidly exa
mine it we may find that the rea80Dei has, in his premisea,
contrived to, introduce.ome statement which is not true, in
point of fact, or some bold general position' which is not'
correct, or not, proved; QI' tb,at he has left OUt some fact, or
some principle" which ought to have been brC)ught forwarel
in a prominent, maGner, 118~closely .connect~d with the in
quiry. Hence the,nece'ssity for keeping cOD8tantly in riew
the various ,sources f)f fallacy to which every process of
:reasoning is liable" and for examining the elements rigidly
and separately before we admit the conclusion. '

. A proce~oheasoning is to be distinguhahed from a.pro· '
cess of investigation.; and b~th may be illustrat!ld in the
followiug manner: All reasoDJ,ng must be founded upon facts,
an'd the ascertained relations of these facts to each' other.
The nature of these relations has already lleenuientioned.
as' referable to the various heads of resemblance. cause, ef
fect; &c. The statement of an ascertained relation of two
fact~ to each other III ,called 'Il proposition. such as,-that A
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is equal to B; that C has a cloee re.emblance to D; that
E is the cause of F, b. TheM statements, propositions,
or aseertained relations~ discovered by proee!Nle8 of in
vt!IIt~tiOD.. In a process of. ~lUIODing, aga~, we t~e a
certun Dumber of such propOSItiOns or ascertuned relatiODS,
and deduce from them certain other truths or relations,aris
ing out of the mutual connection of some of these proposi
tions to each other. Thus,.if I state 'as propoeitions, ascer
jainedbypr~ of investigation, that A js equal to B,
and that B· is equal to C, I immediately decide J>y a single
step ofreuoning that A is equal to C, in consequ~enceof the
mutual relation which both A and C have to B. . Such a
process may be rendered more complicated-in two ~YJl..

1. By the number of such ascertained relations, which
we require to bear in mind and comJlare with each other

. before we arrive at the conclusion. Thus the relation that
A is equal to E mi~ht rest on such a ~rie. of relations as
the following :-A IS eq.ual to B; B ill the double of C; C
is the half of D; D IS equal to E; t!lerefore A is equal
to E. .

, '.2. By propositions which are the' conclusiol18 of one or
more steps in a process becoming ·the premises in a sl1bse
quent step. Thus,~I may take as one process A is equal
to B, and B is equal toC; therefore A is equal to C;

.and, all a distinct process, C is eq,ual taD, and. D is equal
to E ; therefore C is -equal to E. The .conclusions from
these two proeeeses I then take as the premises in a third
process-thus: it has been proved that A is equ.al to C, and
that C is equal to E; therefore A is equal to E.

In examining tbevillidity of such proceB8Els, there are
two circumstances or object" of inquiry which we ought· to
keep~onstantlyin view. (1.) Have We confidence in the
1lccuracyof the alleged facts, and ascertained relations,
which form the .}Jre~ises ? Can .we rely On the process of
investigation by which it ~s said to 'ha1'ebeena.eertained
that A is equal to B, and that B·is equal to C, &c.? .(2.)
Are the·l'arious propositions in the aeries so -related as to

. Eumple' proY\nceofln~·, ProY1neeof_lnr' W.,.lnwblchdut
~ 1Jecomeo com,Pllcaled. -1,-"-' Esample. Second 11'&1' Eum·
·ple. Objlll:\I of Inqu~T In ing the nlIdltY of~~,
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bring out a new truth or new relation' For it is to be
kept in mind that a enes of propositions may all be true,
and yet lead to nothina'; t51lch propositions, for example, as
that A is equal to JJ, C is equal to D, E is equal to F.
There is here no mutual relation, and no new truth arises
out of the series. But when I say A is equal to B, and B
is equal to C, a new truth is immediately disclosed in con
sequence of the relation which both A and C have to B ;
namely, that A is equal to C.

Inventive geniUI, in regard to proeesaes of reasoning,
consists in findin~ out relations or prnpositions which are
thus capable of dIsclosing new truths or new relations; and
in placing them in that order which is calculated to show
how these new relations arise out of them. This is the
exercise of a reflecting mind; and there may be much
acquired knowledge, that is, many facts accumulated by
memory alone, without any degree of this exercise or habit
of reflection. But both are required for fonning a well
cultivated mind; the memory must be stored with informa-

'tion, that is, ascertained facts and ascertained relations;
and the power of reflection must be habituated to discover
new truths or new relations by a comparison of these facts
and ascertained relations with each other. For the di.
covery of new truths may consist either of new facts or of
new relations among facts previously known. Thus, it
might happen that we had long been familiar with two
facts, without being aware that they had any particular
connection. - If we were then to ascertain that the one of
these was the cause of the other, it would be a real and
important discovery of a new truth, thou~h it would consist
only of a new relation between facts whIch had long been
known to us.

A process of reasoning, as we have seen, consists of two
parts, namely, the premises, and the conclusion dedu~ed

from them. If the premises be admitted as true, the reo
mainingpart of the process becomes comparatively simple.
But it often happens that a reasoner must begin by esta
blishing his premiaes. This is'most remarkably exemplified

In......tin geniuoln ......Ing' Knowledge o(lloclo. Nee_ill O(bolh' A prot..
0( rellOOllinc eonoiolo O(how man" and what paN'
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ia what we can a chain of reuoDiDg, conaisting of nUllle
rou distinct ugaments or step., 10 arranged that the COR

cluon from one step becomes an euential part of the
premisea in the nm j and this may be continued through a
IODg Hries. The proceI8 then becomes much more compli
cated, and in judging of the accuracy of the reasoDiDg we
require to eum.ine carefully every part of it as we proceed,
to guard apinst the introduction of fallacy. Without this
attention it may often happen that the more advanced \lartB
of an argument may appear fair and consecutive, while a
fallacy has been allowed to creep into some part of it,
which, in fact, vitiates the whole. In the preceding obaer
vationa we have endeavored to point out lOme of the lead
ing cautioJUI to be obllerved in this respect, especially in
regard to the admiuion of facts, the usumption of causation,
and the deduction of general principles: and a1IO the
lOun:eII of fallacy to be kept in view in conducting thele
pl'OCellle8. But there is another clau of fallacies which,
thoqh lela immediately connected with c;lur inquiries, it
mayDe right briedy to point out in relation to this aubject.
These are what may be called logical fallacies, or perver
ai01Ul of reuoning. In regard to them, u well as tothOll6
formerly mentioned, it is to be kept in mind, that however
obvious they may appear when simply stated, this is by ,DO

meaDII the case when they are skilfullr involved in a long"
PJOC888 of reuoJdng.. The fallacies 0 this clau may be
ehiedy referred -to the following heads :-

I. When a principle is 888umed which, in fact, amounts
to th,e thi~ to be proved j sl!ghtly disguised, perhape, by
lOme variation in the terms. This is commonly called peti
tio principii, or begging the question. When simply stated,
it appears a fallacy not likely to be admitted j but will be
found one of very frequent occurrence. It is indeed remark·
able to observe the facility with which a dogma, ,when it
has been boldly and confidently stated, is often admitted by
numerous readers, without a single inquiry into the evidence
on which it is founded.

CIla1D or -in& 1 Ooudou • ...-rJ. Two c'- eI WlaciM. l.oIfcaI Golla
cillt--llD", cUrlded' BeaiaI' \lie~.
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A very lllJDIIIIOIl.eDaP1e at tJailI is wheB & _'I JIftBi8II or __
mentllare received witli· some IUSpicion, and he attemptll to fDrtifr
them by &IIel'ting thal he never told a falsehood or broke a p1'OIDiBe
in his life, or by solemn assurances that he would on no account
violate his word. This, or something like this, is very com.mon
among men of doubtful veracity. The~g,howevet, when ....
lped, is "begging the question." The very doubt is about the UItho
nty of his statementll, and he offers yon that very anthority in prooCof
them.

IL When a principle is asamned without proof;whea
this is employed to prove 80mething else; and tllie is again.
applied in some way in support of the first assumed priBei
pIe. This is called reasoning in a circle; and the difficulty
of detecting it is often in proportion to the e:s:teot of the
cirele, or the number of principles, which are th1l8 made to
hang 1IpOB one another.

Such an argument as the fonawing wa.ld be·. lair eumple of this
sort.

1. The Bible mUBt be true, because .miracles were wrought in attes
tation of it.

2. The miracles must have been Wl'OlI(ht, bec:auae twelve hmMst
men agree in bearing testimony to them.

3. We know that twelve honest men did unite in this testimony, for
the Bible says that they did. .

Here the reader will perceive that we come round exaetly to our first
position. The first proposition is proved by the second, thoe second
lJy the third, and the third rests on the troth of the Bible, which is
the very point to be proved. The propositions thus depend upon one
another, and are without any common foundation. .

To make the reasoning sound, the last proposition mUBt be establish
ed on independent evidence; which is the course always p1H'8\led by
writers on the subject, the fact that twelve honest men did thu testif(
being established by~ evidence, entirely distinct from the mere
&IIel'tion of the book ltlle1f. '

In. A frequent source of fallacy is w~en a reasoner
aumnes a principle, and then launches out into various il
lustrations and analogies, which are artfully made to bear
the appearance of proofs. The cautions to be kept in mind
in such a case are, that the illustrations may be useful and
the analogies may be of importance, provided the principle
has been proved; but that if it has not been proved, the il
lutrations must go for nothing, a~d even analogies seldom

......pl. alit, ~In!llna elrel.. Rumple alit, WIWn-.r In anIer &e
_ Ibie _lng' DecIan.liOll IIUIIad of_Ing.
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llaft any weight which can be coD8icI.ed as or the· nature
of evidence. Fallacies of this clasa are most apt to occur
in the declamations of public speakers; and when they

. are set off with alI the powers of eloquence, it is often diffi
cult to detect them. The questions which the hearer
flhould propoee to himself in such cases are, Does this re
ally contain any proof beari~ upon the subject, or is it
mere illustration and analogy, m itself proving nothin~1
if so, has the reasoner previoUBly establiahed his principle j

or has he assumed it, and trusted to these analogies as his
proofs 1

IV. A falIaey somewhat analogous to the preceding con·
sists in arguing for or against a doctrine on the ground of
its supposed tendency, leaving out of view the primary
question of its truth. Thus, a speculator in theology will
contend in regard to a doctrine which he opposes, that it is
derogatory to the character of the Deity ; and, respecting
another which he brings forward, that it represents the
Deity in an aspect more accordant with the benignity of his
character. The previous question in all such cases is, not
what is most accordant with our notions respecting the Di·
vine eh.aracter, but what is truth.

V. When a principle which is true of one case, or one
class of cases, is extended by analogy to others which differ
in some important particulars. The caution to be observed
here is, to inquire strictly whether the cases are analogous,
or whether there exists anY difference which makes the
principle not applicable. We have formerly alluded to a
remarkable example of this fallacy in notioDs relating to
the properties of matter being applied to mind, without at·
tentlon to the fact that the cases are 80 distinct as to have
nothing in common. An ex~ple somewhat analogous is
found in Mr. Hume's objection to miracles, that they are
violations of the established order of nature. The cases; we
have seen, are not analogous; for miracles do not refer to
the common course of nature, but to the operation of an
agency altogether new and peculiar. Arguments founded
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upon analogy, therefore, require to be used with the utmost
caution, when they are employed directly for the discovery
or the. establishment of truth: Bu..t there is another purpose
td whIch they may be applIed wIth much greater. freedom;
namely, for repelling objections. Thus, if we. find a per
son bringing objections against a particular doctrine, it is a
tlound and valid mode of reasoning to contend that he re
ceives doctrines which rest upon the same kind of evidence;
or that similar objectionsmight be urged with equal force
against truths which it is impossible to call in question. It
is in this manner that the argument from analogy is em
ployed in the valuable work of.bishop Butler. He does, not
derive (rom the. analogy of nature any direct argument' in
support{)f natural or revealed religion; but shows that
many of the objections which are urged against the truths
{)f religion might be brought against circumstances in the
economy and course' of nature which are known and un-
doubted· facts. .

VI. A fallacy the reverse of the former is used by sophis
tical wliters j namely, when two cases'are strictly analogous
they epdeavor to pro~e that they are not so by pointing out
trivial differences not calculated in any degree to weaken
the force,of.the analogy. '

.VII. When a true ge~eral jJl'inciple is made to appJy ex
clusively to one fact, or ,one class of facts, while it is.equally
true of various others. This is .called, in logical language,
the non-distribu~ion.of the middle term. In an example
given by logical W!'iters, one is supposed to maintainthll,t
corn is necessary for life, because food is necessary for life,
and corn is food. It is true ,that food is necessary for life,
but this does not apply t.o anyone particulal' kind of food; it
means only, that food of some kind or other is so. When
simply stated, the fallacy of such a position is at once ob
vious, but it may be introduced into an argument in such a
manner as not to be so immediately detected..

VIIT. When an acknowledged proposition is inverted,

Proper DOe ofanalogy 1 Butler'. \lie o( it 1 The re.erse of the (ormer 1 Nun,distri·
bution ofthe middle term 1 .EumpJe,

16
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and the converse assumed to be equally true. We may
say, for example; that a badly governed country must be
distressed; but we are not entitled to assume that every

,distressed country is badly governed; for there may be
many other sources of national distress. I inay say, U all
wise men live temperately," but it does not follow that
every man who lives temperately is a wise man. This fal
lacy was formerly referred to under the syllogism. It is,
at the same time, to be kept in mind that some propositions
do admit of being inverted, and still remain equally true.
This holds most remarkably of propositions which are uni·
versally negative, as in an example given by writers on
logic. "No ruminating aniw.al is a beast of prey." It
follows, as equally true, that no beast of prey ruminates.
But if I were to vary the proposition by saying, "all ani
malswhichdo oo't ruminate are beasts of prey," this would
be obviously false; fo}.' it does not arise out of the former
statement.

IX. A frequent source of fallacy among sophistical writ
ers consists in boldly applying a character to a class of
Jacts,~ in regard to which it· carries a general aspect of truth,
without a~tention to important distinctions by which the
statement requires to be modified. Thus, it has been ob
jected to our belief in the miracles of the sacred writings.
that they rest upon the evidence of testimony, and that tes
timony is fallacious. Now, when we speak of testimony
in general, we may say with an appearance of truth that it
is fallacious; but, iR point of fact, testiDlony is to be re
ferred'to various species ; and; though a large proportion of
these may be fa1lacious, there is a species of testimony on
which we rely with absolute confidence i-that is, we feel
it to be as improbable that this kind of testimony should
deceive~us, as,that we should be disappointed in our expee
tation of the uniformity of nature. The kind of sophism
now referred to seems to corre,spondwith that which logiCal
writers have named the fallacy of division. It consists in
applying to facts in their separate state what only belongs

JnTerllon of. propooltion' Exampl... , Can lilly propomtlon. be inTeNd • .,ly'
InallenlJon 10 Importllllt dilliloctlon.' Eumple. Reply 10 thY, , FaIIaciel vidiYlalon.
and cempooilJon , .
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to them <collectively. The converse of it is the fallacy of
compoSitIon. It consists in applying to the facts collec
tively what belongs ~mly to them, or to some of them, iii.
their tiepatate state ;~as if one were to show that a certain
kind of testimony is absolutely to be relied on, and thence
were to contend that testinrony in general is worthy of ab
solute confidence.

X. A frequent faliacy consists in firsioverturning an un
sound argument, and thence reasoning against the doctrine
which this argument was meant to support. This is the
part of a mere casuist, not of a sincere. inquirer after truth j

for it by I\P means follows that a doctrine is false because
unsound arguments have been adduc.ed in support of it. We
have formerly alluded to some remarkable examples of this
fallacy, especially in regard to those important principles
commonly.called first truths; which, we have seen, admit
of no processes of reasoning, and consequently are in no
degree affected by arguments exposing the fallacy of such
processes. . We learn from this, on the other hand, the im
portance of avoiding all weak and inconclusive arguments,
or doubtful statements; for, independently {)f the opening
which they-give for sophistical objections, it is obvioU:s that
on other grounds the reasoning is <lnly encumbered by
them. It is the part of the casuist to rest the weight of his
objections on such weak points, leaving out of view those
which he cannot contend with. It may even.happen that a
eon~lusion is true, though the whole reasoning may have.
been weak, uBsound, and irrelevant. The casui1i!tj of course,
in such a case attacks the reasoning, and not the conclu
sion. On the other hand, there may be- much in an argu
ment which is true, or which may be conceded; while the
most important part of it is untrue, and the conclusion false.
An inexperienced reasoner, in such a case, thinks it neces
sary to combat every point, and thus exposes himself to
sound replies from his adversary on subjects which are of
DO importance. A skilful reasoner concedes or passes over

. all such positions, and rests his attack on those in which

CoofOwldlng an &~me,"wIIh the doctrine ,it """ intended to. auppori. PllIlCtlc&1
direcdon &riling from thle' eou.... &0 be 1aI<eo in repnl to "eak poinlo. Skilful
r_ning;
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the fallacy is really involved. An example illustrative of
this subject is familiar to those who are acquainted with
~he controversy respecting our idea of CRuse and effect.
Mr. Hume stated in a clear manner the doctrine that this
idea is derived entirely from'our experience of a uniform
sequence of two events; and founded upon this an argument
against our belief in a great First Cause. This led to a
controversy respecting the original doctrine itself; and it is
not many years since it was contended by respectable indi
viduals that it is nothing less than the essence .of atheism
to maintain that our notion of cause and effect originates in
the observation of a uniform sequence. It i!l now, perhaps,
universally admitted that this doctrine is correct, and that
the sophism of Mr. Hume consisted in deducing from it
conclusions which· it in no degree wlUTanted. This impor
tant distinction we formerly alluded to; namely, that our
idea of cause and effect in regard to any two individual
events is totally distinct from our intuitive impression of
causation, or our absolute conviction that every event must
have an adequate cauee., .

XI. A sophism somewhat connected with the former con
sists in disproving a doctrine, and on that account-assuming
the opposite doctrine to be true. It may be true, but its
truth does not depend upon the falsehood of that which is
opposed to it; yet this will be found a principle of not un
'frequent occurrence in unsound reasonings.

XII.' Fallacies are often introduced in what may be
termed an oblique manner; or, as if upon a generally
admitted authority. The effect of this is to take off the
appearance of the statement being made directly by the
author, and resting upon his own authority, by which we
might be led to examine its- truth. For this purpose it
is put; perhaps, ,in the form of II. question; or is intro
duced by such expressions as the following :-" it is a
remarkable fact,"-H it is somewhat singular,"-" it has

Example, M~. Hume'. doetriQe, and his Inference from it' Form... opinion of hi.o
doctrine' Present opinion of the doctrine and lhe inference' Disproving a doctrine
~nd Inferring the oppooile 10 be lrue 1 Fallaei.. introducod in lLIl oblique manner!
Exampl... .
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been argued with much juetice,"-" it will be generally
admitted;" ~ . _. .

XIII. Fallacy may arise from U;aving the main subject
of discussion, and arguing upon points which have but a
secondary relation to it. This is one of th.e resources of
the clll!luist when he finds him~lf in the worst of the argu
ment. Nearly allied to this is the hrt of skilfully dropping
part of a st!lte~ent, when the reasoner finds he cannot sup'
port it,and going on boldly with-.the remainder !l8 if he stdl
maintained the whQI~.

XIV., .Much of the fallacy and ambiguity 6fproces~e~ of
reasoning ~~pends entir~ly, ~s form~rly 8tat,OO, on t~e us~ of
terms. ThiS may 'CODSlst .m two contendmg parties uSlDg
the same word in different meaniDg3 without defining what
their moomng's are; in one 'or bOth using terlJls in II sense
different CriJIIi theiT commonly recognised acceptation, or in
using them iii one sense. in 9ne part of the argument, and in
another in a different part of it.. Such disputes, according•

. ly, are often intenWnable; an$l this ~ode of disputation' is
one of the great resources of the, casuist, or of him who
argues for victory, not fQr troth. The remedy is, that every
reasoner shall,be required. clearly to define the terms which
he employs; and that in every cOiltroversy certain premises
or preliminaries shall be fixed in which the partieS' are
agreed. The ambiguity of terms is ,in fact so extensive a
source of fallacy, that scarcely any sophistical argunie.nt
will be found fr~ frOm it; 1lI!I. in llimost every language the
Sjl.me term is used with great diversity of' meanings. 'Let
us ta)ce, for example, the term faith. . It means a mere sys
tem of opinioris,confidence· in testimony, reliance on the
integrity, fidelity, IWd,stability of character of other beings,
an' act of the: understanding in regard to abstract truth pre
sentedto it, and a mental condition by which truths of an
other llescription exert a lHlifoim influence' over the moral
feelings, the will, ~nd the whole, character. - In the contro
versies which have arisen out of this-word, it willprobably
be' fOund that these varioulSmeanings have notheen !luffi.

'. .. .

Wandering from the question 1 Wroilg UlIe of terms 1 Con.equence. of It' Reme.
,dy 'Example; term l&Ith 1

. 16*
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ciently. dietinguiehed·fromeaeh othe~. A celebrated pas
sage in the" Spirit of Lawe" hall been justly J'efetred tou
a remarkable example 9f the earne kind of lIophiBm. ." The
Deity," eays Montesquieu, "haa· his laW's; .the material
world, its laws; intelligences superior to man, their laws;
the brutes, their laws-; man, his lawe.". In this short pas
sage. the term laws is employed, probably, in four senses.
remllrl,{ably di1feren~. . ..

XV. There~ various other so1lices ~f fallacy, consist
ing chiefly in the use of arguments whiCh cabnot be.ad
mitted as relevant ·in. regard to the process of reasoning,
though th~ may carry a certain weight in reference to the
individuals concerned. Among these may. be reckoned
appeals to high authorities, to popular·prejudices, or to the
passions of the tllultitude; and what is~alled the ar.gumum
tum ad hominem. If a person, for example, be 8J'gning in
support of a' particular rule of conduct, we may letort upon
him that hie own conduct in..certain instances was in direct
oppo~~tion to it. This may be very' true in regard to. the
individual, but can have no influence in the discussion of
the question. .

. . . . - .

XVI. One .of the moetcQrom.on llOurces of faJlacy con
sists. of distorted viewe and partial statements ;~uch 8.8

tacts disguised,ffi{)dified, or collected on one side oCa ques
tion~ or argumlintsand authorities 'adduced in support of
'particular opinions,leaving"out of view those which tend
to different conclusions: Misstatement, in one form or'an
other, may indeed be considered as a moSt fruitful source
of controversy; llnd, amid the contests of rival disputants,
the chief difficulty whicll meets theca'ndid inquirer after
truth, is to have the subject presented to his mi~d without
distortion. Hence the importance, ,in e.very 'inquiry, of
suspending o~r judgment, lU)d of patiently devoting our
'lelvetl to clear the 'subject fromull .imp.erfect views and
partialstatementa< Without the most aIUious attention to

. thiS rule, a statement may 'appear satisfactory, and a de-

Example from &b. "'Sptm of La...." Thear~l..... tid 1lMni~ Eslimple Or
tTllo' incorrect n.... aiullta~mOSlte' l'nlqu.nc:r or it ,
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duction legitimate, which are in fact leading us Widely
astray'from the truth.' .

After every pOllsiblecare in any process of -reasoning,
we may still find, in many' cases, a degree of doubt, and
even certain varieties of opinion in regard to the hl~port

and. bearing of the argument. This arises partly from
actual differences in the power of judging, or what we call,
in common language, vigor of mind; and partly from
~ffere!1cefl in. attention, ?r in tht: habii ?f applying the
Judgment closely tG the elements of an mqullY. Hence
t~e varieties of opinion ~hat may ~e held by different indi
Vidualson the same subject, and WIth the same facts before
them; and the degree of uncertainty which attends v~rious

pro~e~~es of reasoning. .Th~re is one spe.cies of reasoning
whIch IS free from .all this kil!d ofuncertamty, n!UDely, the
mathematical; and the superiority of it depends. upon the
following circumstani:es~ , '. '

I. Nothing is taken for granted, or depenas upon mere
authorjty ; and, consequently, there is no room for fallacy
or doubt in regard to the premises on whioh the reasoning
is founded. .Noexamination of facts is required in any
depee analo~ous to t,hat. 'Yhic~ is necel$saryin physical
SCIence, The mathematll~18.n, tndeed, proceeds upon as
sumptions of such a kinQ that it is in his own power to
cl~ar thein,from all 'ambiguity, and from every thing not
connected with the subject.. '

2. In the farther progress of a mathematical argument,
if we have any doubt of a proposition which i. assumed as
the, result of a former process, we ha'Ve only to turn to the
demonstratio~of it, and be immediately satisfied. Thus,
if any step of a process be founded upon the principle that
all th~ angles of a triangle are equal to two right.angles, or
that the square of the hypo!enuse is equal to the sum of
the squllres.of ,the two sid'es, should 'we have any doubt of
the truth. of these conclusions, the demonstration of them is
before us. Bui if an argnmentbe founded on the principle
that the heaveply bodies attract one another with a force
which is directly ,as their quantity of matter, and inversely

Some uncertalnl,' una"ok\abl.., &..00 lOr It' Exception, OrUunds of tluo .uperlorlt,
01 maI!ItOmatlea1 unce' Na&1Iffl Q.f th8 pr.mt-, KYldtOneellUlly acc..tli\., m_
tralionII ofthlo' '
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as the square of their distance ; this great princ~le must
~ received on the authority of the eminent ~en by whom
it Was ascertained, the maa'! 'of m.ukind having neither the
power nor the means ofverifying it. ~

.3. All the· terms are fully and distinctly defin~d,· and
there is no room for obscurity or ambiguity in regard to
them,

4. the. variOus steps in. a process of mathematical reason~
ing follow each other so ·closely and consecutively, as· to
carry a constant convic~iou ofabsolute certainty; and, pro
vided.we are in possession of the necessary premises, each
single step is short, and the result obvious. .

6. The proper objects of mathematical reasoning· are
quantity aJ.ld its relations; and ~ese.are capable of being
defined and measured with a precision of which the 09jeets
of otherkinds of reasoDirig are entirely unsusceptible. It
is, indeed, always to be kept in mind, tbat mathematical
reasoning is on.y applicable to subjects which' can b.e de
fined !l-nd measured in this manner,. and that all attempts to
extend it to subjects of other kinds have led to the greatest
absur.dities.

Notwithstanding the high degree of precision which thus
distinguishes mathematical reasoning, the stuliy of· mathe
matics does not, as is commonly supposed; necessarily lead
to precision in other species of reasoning, and Btilliess ~o

correct investigation in physic81 science. ~:rp.e explanation
that is given of the fact seems to be satisfactory. The
mathematician argues certain. conclusions from certain as
sumptions, rather than' from actual ascertained facts ; and
the facts to which he may h~ve occasion to refer are 80
siinpl~, and ,so free ~rorn all e~traneo~s·inatt~r, that their
truth IS ObVIOUS, or 1S ascertamed without dIfficulty. By
being conversant with truths of this nature,. he does not
learn that kind of caution arid severe examination which is
required in. physical Science, for enabling liS to' judge
whether the statements on which we proceed are true, and
whether they include the whole truth which ought to enter
into the investigation. He thus acqniresa habit· of too
great facility inthe admission of data ar premises, which is

"... \

u... of term.. Regular .ucc_ion of stepo. Objects of mathemalical reasoning'
ElIiIclll of malbemallcal.ludi•• on lb. mind 1 Collunon error! Explanation oflhe liIcts ,
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the part of every investigation which lhe physical inquirer
scrutinizes with the most anxious care, and too great con
fidence in the mere force of reasoning, without adequate
attention to the previous processes of investigation On which
all reasoning must be founded. It has been, accordingly,
remarked by Mr. Stewart, and other accurate observers of
intellectual character, that mathematicians are apt to be
exceedingly credulous, in regard both to opinions and to
matters of testimony i while, on the othet' hand, persons
who are chiefly conversant with the uncertain sciences,
acquire a kind of scepticism in regard' to statements, which
is apt to lead them into die opposite error. These observa
tions, of contse, apply only to what we' may call a mere I

mathematician, a character which is now probably rare,
.since the close connection was established between the
mathematical and physical sciences in the philosophy of
Newton. .

In the various steps constituting a process of reasoning,
or a process of investigation, in any department of know
ledge, our guide is reason or judgment. Its peculiar pro
vince is to give to each fact or each principle a proper
place and due influence in the inquiry, and to trace the real
and true tendency of it in the conclusion. It is, of course,
assisted by other mental operations, as memory, conception,
and abstraction, but especially by attention,. or a deliberate
and careful application of the mind to each fact and each
consideration which ougbt to have a place in the inquiry.
This is entirely a voluntary exercise of the mind, strength
ened and made easy by habit, or frequent exercise, and
weakened or impaired by disuse or misapplication ; and
there is; perhaps, nothing which has a greater influence in
the formation of character, or in determining the place
which a man is to assume among his fellow-men.

This sound exercise of judgment is widely distinct fro.m
the art of ingenious disputation. The object of the former
is to weigh fully and candidly all the relations of things,
and to give to each fact its proper weight in the inquiry-;

Mr. Stewart's remark' To what cl..... does ihi. remark apply' The guide in .......
soning. Other power. which ....iIt. DilllincliO\) between sound judgment and luge·
nio1.UJ disputation 1 .

~I
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the aim of the latter is tQ seize with rapidity particular re
lations, and to find facts bearing upon a particular view of
a subject. This habit when much exercised tends rather to
withdraw the attention from the cultivation of the former.
Thus, it has Bot unfrequentlyhappened, that an ingenious
pleader has made a bad judge; and that acute and power
ful disputants have perplexed themselves by their own
subtleties, .till they have ended by doubting of every thing.
The same obllervation applies to cORtroversial writing; and
hence the hesitation with which we receive the arguments
and statements of a keen controvertist, alld the Ilecessity of
hearing both sides. In making use of this caution, we may
Dot accuse the reasoner of any ullsouud arguments or false
statements. We only charge him with acting the put of
an ingenious pleader, who brings forward the statements
and 8.i'guments calculated to favor one side of a question, .
and leaves those of the opposite side out of view. The can
did inquirer, like the just judge, .considers both sides, arid
endeavors; according to the best of his judgment, to decide
between them. - To the same principle we trace the suspi
cion with which we receive the statements of an author,
who first brings f()rward his doctrine, and then proceeds to
(:ollect facts in support of it. To a similar proceS8 we may
ascribe the paradoxical opini()ns in which sophistical writers
have landed themselves, often on subjects of the highest im
portance, and which they have continued to advooate,with
much appearance of an honest conviction of their truth. It
would be unjust to suppose that these writers have always
intended to impose upon others; they have very often im
posed upon themselves; but they have d~e so by their
own voluntary act, ill a misapplication of their reasoning
powers. They have directed their attention, exclusively or
chiefly, to one view of a subject, and have neglected to
direct it, with the same care, to the facts and considerations
which tend to support the opposite conclusions.

In regard to the sound exercise ·of judgment, it is farther.
to be remarked, that ii may exist without the. habit of ob
serving the various steps in the mental process which i. con-

• eooiparioou of the two. lDtluenee of tbe babit of disputation: DiffereDce between
a keeD dillputer and a candid inquirer. Self-deception· common•..Stepo of a DIllUta!
prot.. lIOnIetl..... uDobeerved.
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nected with. it. Thus we find men of that character· to
which we give the name of strong sound sense, who form
just and comprehensive conclusions on a subject, without
being able to explain to others the chain of thought by which
they arrived at them; and who, when they attempt to do
so, are apt to bewilder themselves, and fall into absurdities.
Such.persons, accordingly, are adapted for situations re~

quiring both soundness of judgment and promptitude in
action; but they make II bad figure in public speaking or
reasoning. They are, indeed, possessed of a faculty more
valuable than any thing that metaphysics or logic can fur·
nish; but a due attention to these sciences might increase
their usefulness, by enabling them to communicate to others
the mental process which led to their decisions. A person
of this description, according to a well-known anecdote, when
ilppointed ,to a judicial situation in one of the colonies, re
ceived from an eminent judge the advice to trust to his own
good sense in forming his opinions, but never to attempt to
state the grounds of them. "The judgment," said he, .. will
probably be right, the argument will infallibly be wrong."
When this strong sound judgment and correct logical habits
are united in the same individual, they form the character
of one who arrives at true conclusiohs 011 any subject to
which his attention is directed, and, at the same time, carries
others .along with him to a full conviction of their truth•

. We have,. then, every reason to believe that, though
there may be original differences in the power of judgment,
the chief source of the actual· varieties in this important
function is rather to be found in its culture and regulation.
On this subject there are various considerations of the high
est interest, claimin~ the attention of those .who wish to
have the understandmg trained to the investigation of truth.
These are chiefly referable to two heads, namely, the man
ner in which the judgment Buffers from deficient culture;
and the manner in which it is distorted by want of due regu-
lation.· .

I. The judgment is impaii-ed by deficient culture. This

Example. Such Incij.,iduaill qualilled for "hal dut1elJ' MeaDll of IDereuln, 11leir
-ruIn_ , Aaeedole. IllIporl&llee of culll....llon' DITIoIon of lbe IIIbjeel J De
&lenl cullure ,
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is exemplified in that listless and indifferent habit of the
mind in which there is no exercise of conec_t thin~ing, or
of a close and continued application of the attention to sub
jects of real importance. The mind is engrossed by frivo
lities and trifles, or bewildered by the wild play of the ima·

.gination; and, in regard to opinions on the most important
subjects, it either feels a total indifference, or receives them
from others without the exertion of thinking or examining
for itself. The individuals who are thus affected either be
come the dupes of sophistical opinions imposed upon them
by other men, or spend their liyes in frivolous and unworthy
pursuits, with a total incapacity for all important inquiries.
A slight degree removed from 'this condition 'of mind is
another, in which opinions are formed on slight aDd partial
examination, pe;rhaps trom viewing one side of a question,
or, at least, without a full and candid direction of the atten
tion to all the facts which ought to be taken into the in
quiry. ,Both these conditions of mind may perhaps origi
nate partly in constitutional peculiarities or enoneous edu
cation; but they are fixed· and increased by habit aud
indulgence, until, after a certain time, they probably be
come irremediable. They can- be conected only by a dili
gent cultivation of the important habit which, in common
language, we -eallsound and conect thinking ;B.nd which
is of equal value, whether it be applied to the formation of
opinions, or .to the regulation ofcon~uct.

II. The judgment is vitiated by want of due regulation;
and this may be ascribed chiefly to two sources, prejudice
tl?d passion. Prejudi.ce consists in the formati~n of. opi
mODS before the subject has been really exammed. By
means of this, the attention is misdirected, and the judgment
biassed, in a manner of which the' individual is often in a
great measure unconscious. The highest degree of it is
exemplified in that condition of the mind in which a man
first forms an opinion which interest or inclination may
have suggested; then p'roceeds to collect arguments in sup
port of it; and concludes by reasoning himself into the be
lief of what he wishes to be true. It is thus that the judg-

Its particular offmcla 7 Coodit.ionl'of mind fOl'llled by it7 - Remedy. Want of rep
latloo. Sources 7 Prejudice-what!
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ment is apt to be misled, in a greater or leSl! degree, by par
ty spirit and personal attachments or antipathies; and it is
clear that all such influence is directly opposed to its sound
and healthy exercise. The same observations apply to pas
sion, or the influence exerted by the moral feelings. 'nte
most striking example of this is presented by that'depraved'
condition of the mind, whieh distorts the judgment in regard
to the great principles of moral rectitude. II A man's un
derstanding;" says Mr. Locke, .. seldom fails him in this
part, unless his will woulahave it so j if he takes a wrong
course, it is most commonly because he goes wilfully out of
theway,'or at least chooses to be bewildered j and there
are few, if- any, who dreadfully mistake, that are willing to
be right;"

These facts are worthy of much consideration, and they
appear to be- equally interesting to all classes of men, what
ever may be t1).e degree of their mental cultivation, and what
ever the subjects are to which their attention is more parti
cularly directed. There is one class of truths to which they
apply with peculiar force.-namely, those which relate to
the moral, gover.nment of God, and the- condition of ~an as
a respOI;lslble bemg. These great truths and the eVIdence
on which they are founded, are addressed to our judg,ment
as rational beings j they are pressed upon our attention as
creatures destined for another state of existence; and the
sacred duty from Which no individual can be absolved, is a
voluntary exercise of his thinking and reasoning powers,
it is solemnly, seriously. and deliberately to consider. On
these subjects a man may frame any system for himself, and
may rest in that system as truth j but the solemn inquiry is,
not what opinions he has formed, but in what manner he
has formed them. Has he approached the great inquiry
with a sincere desire to dillcover the truth; and has he
brought to it a mind neither misled by prejudice, nor dis
torted by the condition of its moral feelings i-has he direct
ed his attention to all the facts and evidences with an in
tensity suited to their momentous -importance; and has he
conducted the whole investigation with a deep and serious
feeling that it carries with it an interest which reaches into

PuoIoo' Loeb'. remark_ ImportaDl application of' u-e prlollip1oL The real
q.-lau in reprd to 011' opiDlone ,
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eternity 1 Truth is immutable and eternal, but it may elude
the frivolous or prejudiced inquirer: and, even when he
thinks his conclusions are the result of much examination,
he may be resting his highest .concerns in delusion &ud
falsehood. .

The human mind, indeed, even in its highest state of cuI
tore,.has been found inadequate to the attainment of the true
lwowledge of the Deity; but light from, heaven has shone
upon the scene of doubt and of darkness, which will conduct
the humble inquirer through every difficulty, until he arrive
at the full perception and commanding influence of the
truth ;--of truth such as human. intellect never could have
re&cheel, Rnd which, to ~very one who receives it, brings- its
own evideDce that it comes from God.

F.inaUy, t~ sound ~xereise of)u~nt has a rem~~a
ble mfluence m producmg and malntBlnmg that tranquIllIty
of mind which results from a due application of its powers,
and a correct estimate of the relations of things.' The want
oC this exereise leads a man to be unduly engrossed with the
frivolities of life, unreasonably elated by its joys, and UDrea

BOnably depresseel by its ItOrlOW&. A sound and well regu
lated judgment tends to preserve from all such dispropor
tioneel pursuits and emotions. It does so, by leading us to
view all present things in their trl,le relations, !O estimate
aright their relative value, and to fix 1he degree of atten- '
tion of which they are worthy ;-it aoes so, in a -more espe
Cial muner, by leading us to compare the present lite.
which i. so rapidly passin~ over us, ~th -the paramount
importance and overwhelmmg interest of the life which is
to ebme.

T1le Inlh wllhin lbe reach of eyer, milld. ElI'eclof amdi~ ia produciDg
....l&1tranquWlt,. How u... prodw:e tIaIa "11. - -
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OF THE 11IE OF REASON IN CORRECTING THE IIlIPUSIIONS OP

THE MIND IN REGARD TO RXTBllNA.L THINGS.

THIll subject leads to an inve"stigation of 'great and exten
sive interest, of which I cannot hope.to give more than a
slight and imperfect outline.. My anxiety is, that what is
attempted may be confined to authentic facts, and the most
cautious conclusions; and that it may be of some ule in
leading to farther inquiry.

We have seen the power which the mind possesses of re
caHing the vivid impressions of scenes or events long gone
by, in that mental process which we call conception. We
have leen also its power of tlJ,king the elements of actual
scenes, and forming them into new combinations, so as to
represent to itself scenes and events which have no real ex
istence. We have likewise observell the remarkable man·
ncr in which persons, events, or scenes, long past, perba'ps
forgotten, are recalled into the mind by means of assoCIa
tion ;-trains of thought taking pO!lsession of the mind in a
manne.. which we often cannot account for, and bringing
back facts or oecunences .which had long ceased to be ob
jects of attention. These.r~markable processes are most
apt to take place when the mind is in that passive state
which we call a revery; and they are more rarely observed
when the attention is actively exerted upon any distinct and
continued subject of thought.

During the. presence in the mind of such a representatipn,
whether recalled by conception 01' association, or fabricated
by imagination, there is probably, for the time, a kind of
belief of itl real and pl'elent existence. But, on the least
return of the attention to the affairs of life, the vision is in
stantly dissipated; and this il done by reason comparing
the vision with the actual state of things in the external
world. The poet or the novelist, it is probable, feels him-

Caution In regard 10 \he elllUiog dlocu.lon! .eonceplion! Imaginelion! Aooocte
tlon! In 1l'batlllte of mind are th_ proc.... moot frequ""tly performed! Belief
of the mlily of Ih_ repreentatlon.. 11011' d;.peUed !
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self, for the time, actually imbodied in the person of his he
ro, and in thnt character judges: talks, and acts in the scene
which he is depicting. This we call imaginatioJl; but were
the vision not to be dissipated on his return to the ordinary
relations of life,-were he then to act in a single instance
in the character of the being of his imagination,-this would
constitute insanity.

The condition of mind here referred to does actually take
place; namely, a state in which the visions or impressions
of the mind itself are believed to have a real and present
existence in the external world, and in which reason fails to
correct this belief by the actual relations of external things.
There are two conditions in which this occurs in a striking
manner; namely, insanity and dreaming. Considered as
mental phenomenll, they have a remarkable affinity to llach
other. The great difference between them is, that in in
sanity the' erroneous impression being permanent, affects
the conduct; whereas, in dreaming, no' influence on the
conduct is produced, because the vision is dissipated upon
awaking. The difference, again, between the mind under
the influence of imagination, and in the state now under
consideration, is, that in the former the "l·ion is built up by
a voluntary effort, and is varied or dismissed at pleasure ;
while in dreaming and insanity this power is -SuSpended,
and the mind is left entirely under the influence of the chain
of thoughts which happens to be present; without being able
either to nry or dismiss it. The particular chain or series
seems, in general, perhaps always; to depend upon associa
tions previously formed; the various elements of. which
bring up one anotller in a variety of singular combinations,
and in a manner which we often calinot trace, or in any
degree account for. The facts connecte4 with this branch
of the subject form one of the most interesting parts of this
investigation.

There are some other affections which come under thc
same class; but insanity anddreaming are the two extreme
examples. In dreaming, the bodily senses are in a great
measure shut up from external impressions; and the influ
ence of the will upon bodily'motions is also suspended, so

Example. TI>o vi.ion IOmetim" not di..ipated. Two c..... 1 SI.t' of the mind in
thoo, ..... 1 ~l"t. of Ihe bodily o.n... in dreaming I
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that If0 actions in general follow. ·W~ shall 'afterward see
that there are exceptions to this; but it is the cornman'state
in dreaming. In insanity, on the other hand, the bodily
senses are awake to impressions from without, and bodily
motion is UIl.der the influence of the will; hence the maniac
ac:ts, under his erroneous impressions, in a manner which
often makes him dangerous to the 'community. There is
an a1fection which holds an intermediate place between
these two extremes, and presents a variety of interesting
phenomena. This is somnambulism. It differs from dream
Ing, in the senses being, to a certain degree, awake to
external things; though that power is suspended by which
the mental impressions are corrected by the influence of
the external world. Thus, the somnambulist often under
'stands what is said to him, and can converse with another
pel'llOn in a tolerably connected manner, though always
with some reference to his erroneous mental impressions.
He ac:ts, also, under the influence of th~; but the remark
able difference between him and the maniac is, that the
somnambulist can be roused from his vision, and then the
whole_ is diuipated. There are cases, indeed, in which the
hallucination is more permanent, and cannot be at once in
terrupted in this manner :-these of· course come to border
011 insanity. ,

There ill still a fOl11'th condition connected with this curi
ous 8\lbject; namely, that in which a person awake, and in
other respects in possession of his rational powers, perceives
spec~l illusions. This, we shall see, is allied in a singu.
lar manner 10 the affections now referred to.

The subject, therefore, divides itself into four parts, which
will ,form the separate topics of the following observa
tions :-:-

1. Dreaming.
2. Somnambulism.
3. Insanity.
4. Spectral Illusions.
The causes of these remarkable conditions of the mental

functioDs are entirely' beyond the reach. of our inquiries;
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but tie phenomena connected with them prellent a subject
of most ~teresting investigation. .

I. DREAMING.

The P..tlcuJiar condition of the mind in dreaming appears
to be referable to two heads :-

1. The impressions which arise in the mind are believed
to have a real and preseBt eXistence; and tb'is belief is not
corrected, as in the waking state, by comparillg the concep
tion with the things of the external world.

2. The ideas or images in the mind follow one another
according to associations over which we have no control;.
we cannot, as in the waking state,' vary the series, or stop
it at our will.

One of the mOst curious' objects of investigatioB is to
trace the manner in which the .particular ..isions.or series
of images arise. When considered in this view, a great
'variety may be observed in dreams. Some of those whic~

we are able to trace most distinctly, appear to be the fol
lowing:- '

I. Recent events, and recent mental emotions, mingled up
into one continuous series with 'each other, or· with old
events, by means of some feeling which. had been ina
greater or less degree allied to each of them, though ill
other respects they were entirely unconnected. We hear,
perhaps, of a distressing accident; we hu'e receiyed some
unpleasant news of an absent friend; and we have been
concerned in some business which 'gave rise to aD.Xiety:a
dream takes place, in which all the.se are combined toge
ther; we are ourselves cOl!nected with the. accident; the
absent friend is in our company; and the .person with whom
the bnsiness was transacted also appears in the scene.
The only bond of union among, these occurrences was,
.that each of them gave rise to a similar kind of emotion;
and the train was probably excited by some bodily feeling
of uneasiness, perhaps an oppression at the stomach, at the

~~"' .... 1IIiDoI1Ia.u.mlnlr................ ' s...-i"'lila ........1IIdI .....
- -_, llcea& .......... 0IIIGliclD-. BDmpa., / .
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"time. when the dream occurred. Without thi., the particu-
lar Bel'ies mi$'ht not have take place at all; or lOme of the
elements of It might have occurred in a totally different
uaoeiation. The abeent friend might haTe appeared in
connection with old and pleasing recollections, combined
perhaps with pelIOn. and events associated with these, and
without any reference to the painful intelligence by which
the attention had beeR directed to him. We meet a penon
whom we have not'seen for. many years, lUId are led to in
quire after old friends. and to allude to eYeDt. long past.
Dreams follow, iDwhich these persons appear, and other
persons and occurrences connected with them; but the in
dividual, whose conver,ation gave' rise to the series, does
not appear in it, because ~ was· not connected with the
particular cham of eveats which was thus1'eClalled into the
urind. -

A woman who was a· patieat in the clinical ward of the
infirmary of Edinburgh-, under the care of Dr. Duncan,
talkecl a great deal in her sleep, and made numerous and.
very distioct allusions to the cases of other sick persons..
These allusions did not apply to any patients who were ib
the 'Ward at that time; but, after lOme observation, they
were found to refer correctly to the cases of individuals
who were there when this woman was a patient in the waN
·two yean before.

., nc. IT.]

II. Trains of images brought up by assoeiation witls.
bodily sensations. Examples of this kind are of frequent
occurreoce. By the kind attentioo of my friend Dr. James
Gregory, I have received a most interesting manuseript by
his late eminent father, which contains a variety of curious
matter 00 this subject. In this paper, Dr. Gregory men
tions of himself that, having on one occasion gODe to bee
with a vessel of hot water at his feet. he dreamed of walk
ing up the crater of mount Etna, and of feeling the ground
warm under him. He had at an, early period of his life
visited mount Vesllviu., and actually felt a strong sensatio.
of warmth in his feet when walking up the side of the cra
ter ibu! it was remarkable that the dreamwu not of Ve-
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8uviu8, b,.t of Ema, of which he hadanly read BrydODe'lS
description. This was probably from.thelatter impression
having been the more recent. On another occasion, he
dreamed of spending a winter at Hudson's Bay, and ·of
su1fering much distr,ess from the intense frost. He fOllDd
that he had thrown off the bed-clothes in his sleep; and, a
few days before, he, had been reading a very particular
aceount of the state of the colonies in that country during
winter. Again, when suffering from toothache, lie dreamed
of undergoing the operation of to.oth-drawing, with the ad
ditional circumstance that the operator drew a sound tooth,
leaving the aching one in its place. But the most strikin~

anecdote in this interesting document is one in which simI
lar dreams were produced in a gentleman and his wife,- at
th"e same time,. and by the .same cause. It happened at the
period when there was an alarm of French Invasion, and
almost every man in Edinburgh was a soldier. All things 
had been arranged inex.pectation of the landing of an ene
my; the first notice of which was to be given by a gun
from the castle, and this was to be followed by a ilhain of
signals calculated to alarm the country in all direetiomi.
Further, there had been recently in Edinburgh a splendid
military spectacle,' in which five thousand men had been
drawn up in Prince's st_t, froming the castle. The gen
tleman to whom the dream occurred, and who bad been a
most zealous volunteer, was in bed oetween two and three
o'clock in the moming, when he dreamed of hearing the
signal gun. He was immediately at the. castle, witnessed
the proceedings ,for d~playing the signals, and- saw and
heard a great bustle over the ~own from troops and artillery
assembling. especially in Prince's street. At this time he

-was roused by his wife, who awoke in a fright. ~n conse·
quence of a similar dream, connected with much noise and
the landing of an enemy, and concluding with the death of
a particular friend of her husband's, 'who had serTed with.
him as a volunteer during the late wat. The origin of this
remarkable concurrence was ascertained, in the mor.ning,
to be the noille produced in the room aboTe by the fall of
a pair of tongs which had been left' in some very awkward
poaitiOD in 8Upport of a clotbes-screen. Dr. Reid relates

Othereumpl... StDry or the &liDllul'llh gentleman .."I hII wife ,
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of himself, that the drcssing' applied' after a blister on his
hcad having become rufHejl'so IlS to produce considerable
uneasiness, 'he dreamed of falling into ,the handa of savages
and being scalped by them.

To this part of the subject are to be referred lOme re
markable cases in which, in particular individuals, drelllDs
clip be prodllced by whispering into their ears when they
are asleep. One of the most curious as well as au1hentic
examples of this kind has been referred to by &everal wri
ters: I find the particulars in" the paper of Dr. Gregory,
and they were related to him by a gentleman who witness
ed them. The lIubject of it was an officer in the expedition
toLouisburg in 1768, who had this peculiarity in 80 re
markable a degree, that his companions in the transport
were in the constant ha,bit of amusing, themselves at his
expense. They could produce in him any kinq of dream
by whil'rering into his ear, especially if this was done by
a friend \vithwhose voice he was familiar. At, one time
they conducted him through the whole progress of a quarrel,
which ended in a duel j and, when the parties were sup
posed to be met, a pistol was put into his hand, which he
fired, and 1nls awalJ:ened by the report: On another occa
sion they found him asleep on the top of a locker or bunker
in the cabin, when they made him believe he had fallen
overboard,-and exhorted him to save himself by swimming.
He immediately imitared all the, motions of swimming.
They then told hini that a shark was pursuing him, and
entreated him to dive for his life. He instantly did so with
such force as to throw himself entirely from the locker upon
the cabin door, by which he was much bruised, and awaken
ed of course. After the landing of the anny at Louisburg,
his friends found him one day asleep in his tent, andevi
dently much annoyed by the cannonading. They then
made him believe, that he was engaged, when he expressed
great fear, and showed an evident di8position to run away.
Agaiflst this they remqnstrated r but at the same time in
creased his fears by imitating the, groans of the wounded
and the dying j and when he asked, as he often did, who
W88 down, they named his particular friends. At last they

Etreet 'ofa blifier' Producin~dreams, in parllcular Individuals' Coo. or the otIIeer t
.Variouo experlmenlll trlod uIMlIl Dim. '
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told him that the man nea:t· himself in the lme had' fallen,
when b.e instantly sprang from his bed, rushed out of the tent,
and was roused from his danger and his dream together by
falling over the tent-ropes. A remarkable circumstance in
this case was, that after these experiments he h11d no distinct
recolleetion of 'his dreams, but only a conTul!ed feeling of
oppression or fatigue ~ and used to tell his friends that he
was sul-e" they' had been playing some trick upon him. A
case entirel)' similar is relate4 in SmeHie's Natural Histo
ry, the subject of which was a medical student at theuni-
versity of Edinhurgh. . .".

, A singular fact has often been observed in dreamS which
are excited by a noise: namely, that the same Bound
awakes the person, and produces a dream whieh appear~ to
him to occupy a considerable time. The following example
of this has been ~elated to me :~A gentleman dreamed that
he had enlisted aB a soldier, joined his regiment,. deserted,
was' apprehended, carried back, tried, condemned to be
shot, and at last led out for execution., After all the ullual
preparations a gun was fired; he awoke with the report,
and found that a noise in an: adjoining room had both pro
duced the dream and awakened him. The same want of
the notion of time is observed in dreams from other causes.
Dr. Gregory mentions a gentleman, who, after sleeping in a
damp place, was for a long time liable to a feeling of suffi>
cation whenever he slept ip a -lying posture; and; this was
always accompanied by a dream of a skeleton which grasp
ed him violently by the throat.. He could sleep ina sitting
posture without any uneasy feeling; and after .trying
various expedients he, at last had a sentinel placed beside
him, with orders ·to awake him whenever he sunk down.
On one occasion he was attacked" by the skeleton, ~nd a
severe and long struggle ensued before he awoke. On
linding fault .with. his .llttendan.t for allowing bim to Jie 80

long in such a state of suffering, he was assured that he
had not lain an instant, but had been awak¢ned the mo
ment he began to.-sink. The .gentleman after a consideno
ble time recovered from 'the affection. A friend -of. mine

Hlo recoUec:tienI aftenrardl 7 Rainarkable fact reopectlDIl' J181'1lO1l8 awakaued by a
IIDIa.. Example 7 Dr. Grecory'8 futtaDce 1. ID8la.Ocea UlU8llUiDIl' mlalakaa as CO tim.
In .leep'
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drcamed that he crossed the Atlantic, and spent a fortnight
in America. In embarking on hiB return, ~e fell into the
sea; and, having awoke with the fright, discovered that he
had not. been asleep above ten minutes.

III. Dreams conilistiug of the revival Qf old ILI8Ociations
respecting things which had entirely pastlCd out of the mind,
aDd which seemed to ~ave been forgot~en. It is often im
possible to trace the maI\ner in which these dreams arise ;
arid lome of the facts connected with th.em scarcely appear
referable to any principle with which we are at present ac
quainted. The following example occurred to a particular
friend of mine. -and may be r~lied upon in its most minute
particulars :-

The gentleman wall at the time connected with one oC
the principal bankll,in Glaagow, and was at his place at the
teller's table, where money is paid, when a person entered
demanding payment of a sum of six pounds. There were
tleveral people waiting, who were, in turn, entitled to be •
!'ottended before him; but he waa extremely impatient, and

. rather noisy; and, being besides a remarkable stammerer,
he became so annoying, that another gentleman requested
my friend to pay him his money and get rid of him. He
did so, accordingly, but with an expresllionof impatience at
being obliged to attend to him·before bis turn, and thou~ht

DO mor., of die transaction. At the end of the year, which
was eight or 'nine months after, the books of the bank C()uld
not be made to balance, the, 4eficiency being exacdy six
pounds. Several days. and nights had becn spent in endea
voring to discover the error, but without success; when, at
18st, my friend 'returned. ~me, ~uch fatifPled, and went to
bed. He dreamed of bemg at hll place m the bank, and
the whole traneactiqn with the stammerer, as now detailed,
passed before him in all itB particulars. He awoke under a
full impl'ell8ion that, the dream was to lead him to a- dis- '
conry of what he was so anxiously in search of; and, on
examination, ,soon discovered that the Bum paid to this
person in the manner now mentioned, had been negl~ted
to be iMerted in the ,book of intere8tl, and that it -exactly
accounted for the error in the balance.
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This case, upon a little consideration, will Jlppear to be
exceedingly' remarkable, be.ea~lIe the impression recalled in
this singular manner was olie of which there was no con
sciousness at the time when it occurred; and, consequently,
we cannot' suppose that any Ilssociation took place which
could have assisted in recalling it. For the fact upon
which the importance of the case rested was, not his hav
ing paid the money, but having neglected, to insert the
payment,' Now of this there was no impression made upon

,tlie mind at the time, and we can scarcely conceive on
what principle it could be' recalled., The deficiency being
six pounds, we may, indeed, suppose the gentleman endea
voring to recollect whether there could have' been a pay
ment of this sum made in any 'irregular manner which could
have led to an ' omission, or lln error; 'but in the transac
tiolls of an extensive bank, in a great commercial city, a
payment of six pounds, at the distance' of eight or nine
months, could have made but avery faint impression; and
upon the whole, the case presents, perhaps, one of the most
remarkable mental phenomena connected with this curious
subject. The following is of thesaIile nature, though much
less extraordinary, from the shortn~ss of 'the interval; and
it may perhaps be considered as a simple a~t of 'memol'y,
though, for the same reason as in the former case, w~ can
not trace any association which could have recalled the
circu~tance:-A gentleman who was appointed to an
office in one' of the principal banks in Edinbl1rghfound; on
balancing his Drst day's transactions, that'the money under
his charge w8sdeficient by ten pound~.· After many fruit
less attempts to discover the cause of the, error, he .went
home, not a little annoyed by the result of his first'experi
ment in banking. In the night he dreamed that he WlUI at
his place in the bank, and that a gentleman who was per
sOJlally known to him presented a draught· fol' ten pounds.
On a'Yaking he recollected the dream, and also recollected
that the gentieman who appeared in it had actually receiv
ed ten pounds. On going to the bank, he found that he
had neglected to enter the payment, and' that the gentle-

, man's order ,had by accident fallen among some pieces of,
Remarl<able ~in:Wllll&Dce in til.. c_' Another oImilar eJltIllD~.
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paper, which had been throWn on the floor to be swept
away. "

I kave formerly refe~ to some remarkable cases in
which languages long forgotten were recovered during a
state 01 delirium. Something very" analogous seems to oc
cor in dreaming, oC which I have received the following
example from an able and intelligent friend. In his )"outh :
he.was very fond oCthe Greek language, and made consi
derable progress in it: but afterwards, bein~ actively en
gaged in other pu~ts, he 80 entirely forgot It that he can
not even read the words. But he has "often dreamed of
reading Greek worb whick he had been accustomed to use
at college, and with a most vivid impression of fully under-
8tandiBg them. "

A further, and most interesting illustration oC the class of
dreams referred to under this head, is found in an anecdote
lately published by the distinguished author oC the Waverly
novell, and conlidered by him as authel/.tic :-" Mr. R. of
Bowland, a gentleman of landed property in the vale of Ga
la, was prosecuted for a very considerable sum, the accumu
lated arrears of teind, (or tithe,) fer which he was said to
be indebted to a nobie family, the titulars. (lay improptia
tors of the tithes.) Mr.. R. was strongly impressed with
the belief that his father had, bya form of process peculiar
to the law of Scotland, purchased "these lands from the titu
lar, and therefore that the present prosecution was ground
Ie.. But after an industrious search among his father's
papers, an investigatiQn of the public records, and a care
fol inquiry among all persons who had transacted law-busi
ness for bis Cather, no evidence could be recovered to sup
port hi' defence. The period was now near at hand when
be conceived the loss of his laW1luit to be inevitable, -and he
had formed his determination to ri4e to Edinburgh next day.
and make the beet bargain he could in the way of compro
mise. He went to bed with this resolution, and with all
the circumstances ot' the case floating upon his. mind, ha61
a dream to the Collowing purpose :-His father, who had
been many yearl dead, appeared to him, he thought, and
asked bim why he was- disturbed in his mind. .In dreams



meR are not surprised at iueh apparitions. Mr. R. thought
that he informed his father of the cause of his distress, add
ing that the pay~t of a considerable sum of m()ney was
the more unpleasant to him, because he had. a strong eon
lICiousness that it was not due, though he was uilable to re
cover any evidence in support, of his' belief. '. '.You are
right, my 8On,' re.\'lied the,patemal shade; 'I did /lequire
right to ,these temds, (or paYlDentof which you are now
prosecuted. Thepapera relating to the transaction are in
the hands of Mr. --,, a writer (or attorney) who is now
retired from profeuional. business, and resides at lJiveresk,
near Edinburgh.' He was a person whom I employed on
that oceasion for a particular reBjWn, but who never, on
any other occasion, transacted buSiness on my account. _It
is very possible,' pursued the vision, ' that Mr. --, may have
forgotten a matter which" is now of II very old date; but

JOU may call it to his recollection by this token, that when
came to pay his accoul\t, there was difficulty in gefting

change for a Portugal piece of gold. aDd, that We were
forced to drink out the balance at a tavern.' ' 1

" Mr. R. awoke in the morning, with all the wordS of
his vision imprinted on his rpind, and th,ought it worth ivhile
to ride across the country to Inveresk, instead of going
straight to Edinburgh. When he came there he waited
on the gentleman mentioned in the dream, a very old man;,
without sayil}g any thing of ~he vision, he inquired whether
he remembered having, conducted s.uch a matter for his
dec!"aBed father. The old gentleman. could not at first
bring the circumstance to his recollection; but"on mention
of the Portugal piece of gold, the whole returned upon his
memory; he made an immediate search wrthe papers, and
recovered them,~so that Mr. R. carried to Edinburgh the
documents necessary to gain the cause which he was on
the verge of losing." "

There is, every reason to believe that this,very interest
ing case is referable to the principle lately mentioned: that
tb,e gentleman had heard the circumstances from his father,
but had entirely forgotten them, until the frequent and in
tense application of his mind to the subject with which they.
were connected at length gave rise to a train of associa-

Principle UJuetrallld b7 UdlI cue' Expl&wwon of it'
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tion which recalled them in the dream. To the same prin
ciple IU'tl referable the two following anecdotes, which I
have received as entirely authentic. A gentleman of the
law in Edinburgh had mislaid an important paper. relating
to some airaiES on which a public meeting WlP,I SOOB to be
held. He had been making most anxious search for it,for
many days; but the evening of the day preceding that on
which the- meeting was to be held had arrived, without his
being able to dil!Cover it. He went to bed under great anx
iety and disappointment, and dre~ed that the paper was
in II, box appropriated to the papers of a pllrticular family,
with- which it was in lio way connected: it was accor
dingly found there in the moming.-Anotber indi,.idual,
connected, with IL public office, had mislaid a paper of such
importance, that he ,was threatened with the loss of his
situation if he did not prodUce it. After a long bu' unsuc
cessful search, under intense anxiety, he also dreamed of
disc&yering -the payer in a particular' place, and found it
there accordingly., ' ,

IV. A class of dreams which presents an interesting sub
ject of observation includes those in which' a strong- pro
pensit}, of characte~';or a strong mental emotion, is imbodi
ed into a dream, and by some natural' coincicJence is fulfil
led. A murderer mentioned. by Mr. Combe had dreamed
of committing murder some years -before the eveat took
place. ,But more remarkable ~ill ~e those instances, many
of them authentic, in which a drea~ has given n~tice of
an event which was occurring at the 'time, or occurred soon
after. The following story has been long mentioned in
Edinlnil'gh, and the-re seems no reason to doubt its authen
ticity:-A clergyman had come to this city from a short
distance in the country, and was sleeping at an inn, when
he dreamed of seeing a fire, sndone of his children in the
midst of it. He awoke with the impression, and instantly
left town on his return home. When he arrived'within
sight of his house, he found it on fire, and got'there in time
to lUlIIist in saving one of his children, who, in the alarm
and confusion,'had been left in a situation of danger-. With-

Cue of lbe Edlobu"h lawyer. DreaDUI ......ltio.. /tom eome IIUOII&' ,propeuIty of
cbauacter. c..e meouooed by Mr. Combe t eu,' of !he clergymm , -
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out calling in question the po.ibility of .upema~com·
munication in luch cues, thill Iviking occurrence, of which:
I believe there ia little reuon to doubt the truth, may per
hap. be accounted for on .imple and natural principles. Let
us IUppoae,. that the gentlemu had a servant who had
shown great eareleaaneaa in regard to fire, and, had OfteR
given rise in ~. mind to a strong apprehension that he
might set fire to the house. His anxiety might be increUed
by being from hoDie, and ,the same circumstance might
make the servant still morecareleaa. Let us farther sup
pose that the gentleman,'before going to bed, had, in ,addi
tion to this lUlXiety, suddenly recollected that there. was 00

that day, in the neighborhood of his house;llOI:iJe fair or pe
riodical melTy-making, from which the selYlUlt was. very
likely to return home in a state of intoxication. It wu
most natural that these impretisiona should be imbodied iR
to a c1ream of his house being on fire, and that the 8lUIle

circumstances ~ght !ead to the dream bei~ fulfilled: _ .
A gentleman 10 EdlDbur~hwas affect~dWIth aneUllBm of

the popliteal artery, for wh1ch he wu under the care of two
eminent s1l1'geons, and the day was fixed fOl: the operation.
About two day. before the time appointed for it, the wife of
the patient dreamed· that a change had tuen place in the
disease. in consequence of which th.. o~tiQn'.wonldDot
be required. On examining the tumor 10 the moming, the
gentleman was astonished to find that the pulsatioo had en
tirely ceased; and, in short, this- turned out to be a SpODta
neou. cure. To persons not profelBional it may _be right-to
me~tio~ tb.at the cure of popliteal anenrism_witbout an ope
ratlon 1S a very uncommon occurrence, not happening in one
out of numerous 'instanees, ana never to be looked upon all
probable in any individual cas~. 'It is likely, hoWever, that
the lady had heard of the possibility of such a term1natioD,
and that her anxiety had.:very naturally imbodied this into
a dream; tile fulfilment of it 1lt the very time when the
event took place is certainly a very remarkable ceinci.
dence. The fullowiBg anecdoteS' also I am enabled to give
as entirely; authentic. A lady dreamed that an .aged female
relative had been murdered 1>y H. black servant, and the
dream occurred more than once. She was then 80 im-

Explanation of II' Th. Edlnbljrgh lJallenl. Narrate ill. cm:u__-
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pretlsed by it that she went to the house of the lady to
whom it related, and prevailed apon a gentleman to watch
in an adjoining room during the fonowing night. About
three o'clock in the morning, the gentleman, hearing foot
steps flD the stairs, left his place of concealment, and met
the servant carrying up a quantity of c.oals. Being ques
tioned as to where he was going, he replied, in a confused
and hurried II1l1nner, that he was going to mend his mis
tress' fire,-which, at three o'clock in the morning,"in the
~iddl~of ~ummer,was evi~ently impossible; and, on furtkel'
inVestIgatIon, a strong'kmfe was foun<l concealed beneath
the coals. Another lady dreamed that a boy, her nephew,
had. been drowned along with some young companions with
whom he had engaged to go on a sailing excursion in the
Frith of Forth. Slle sent for him in the morning, and, witli
much difficulty, prevailed upon him to give up his engage
ment; .his companions went and were all drowned. A
gentleman' dreamed that the deVil carried him dO\vn to the
bottom of a uoal-pit, where he threatened tobutn him, UD

less he would agree to give himself up to his service. This
he refused to do, aNi a warm altercation folIo_d. He was
at last allowed to depart; upon conditIon of sending down an
individual whom the devil named, a worthless character
well known in the neighborhood. A few days after, this
person was found drowned, and under ei~umstanceswhich
gave eyery reason to believe that his death had been volun
tary.. A lady in Edinburgh had sent her .watch to be re
paired: a long time elapsed without her being 'able to"reco
ver it, and, after many excuses, she began to suspect that
something 'Yas wrong. She now dreamed that the watch
maker's boy, by whom the watch was sent, had dropped it
in the street, and injured it in such a manner that it could
not be repaired. She then went to the master;.and, witb
out any allusion to her dream, put the question to him di-
reetly; when he confessed that it was true.' .

Such coincidences derive their wonderful character from
stan"dirig alone and apart from those numerous instances in
which such dreams take place without any fulfilment. An
instance of a very singular kind is mentioned by Mr. Joseph

»nun of a murder, Danger of drowning appuent1y-ton&o\d by a a-. 0lIMIr
c_' The lady and her watr.h.

18*
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Taylor, and i. given by him as an undoubted fact. A young
man. who W&!l at an academy a hundred milee· from home
dreamed that he went to his fathel"s. house in the night,

. tried the front-door, but found it locked; got in by a back-.
door, and finding nobody out of bed, ,went directly to the
bedroom of his parents. He then said to hi. mother, whom
he ~ found awake, " Mother, I am going a long journey, and
am come·to bid you good-bye." O.n thiB she aDIlwered,
under much agitation, " Oh, dear son, thou art dead !" He
instantly awoke, and thought no more of hi.. dream, until,
a few days after, he rt:ceived a letter from his father inquir
ing veri anxiously after .his health, in consequence of a
frightfu dream his mother had on the same·ni~tin..which·

the dream now mentioned. occurred to him. She dreamed
that she heardllolUe one attempt to open the ·front-door,
then go to the back-door, and at last come into· her .becl
room. .She then saw it was her son, who came to the .side
of her bed; and said, " Mother, I am going a long journey,
imd am come to bid you good-bye;" on which she exclaim
ed, " Oh, dear son, thou art" dead !"But not.\ling unusual
happened to any" of the p;uties. .The singular dream must
have originated in some strong ment~ impression which
had been made on both the individuals abollt the same time;
and to have t):aced the source of it would have been a mat~
ter· of great interest. .. . _ ..

On a similar principle, we al'e to account for some of the
stories of seco~d sight :-a gentleman sitting br the fire on
a stonny night, and anxious about some of his domestics.
who are at sea in a boat, drops asleep for. a few seeonds,
meams very naturally of drowning men, .and. starts up with
an exclamation that his boat is lost. If the boat returns in
safety; the vision is no more thought of. If it isJost, as is
vel'y.li~elr to .happen, the story pall8es fol' sec~nd ~ight;
and It IS, In fact, one of the an~dotes that are given all the .
most authentic instances of it.

It is unnecessary to multiply examples of the.fulfilment of
dreams on the principles whil:h .have DOW been mentioned;
but I am induced to adq the following, as it is certainly of
a very inter~sting kind, and as I am. enabled to give it as

e- of lhe academy studenll Bolalo the clrc_c-. BKpIanadoo. Soc:OIId
eight, llo'" e"Plained. .
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eDtirely authentic in all its lJBrticulan. A mosi respeetable
clergyman in a country pansh of Scotland, made a collec
tion at his church for an object of 'public benevolence, in
which he felt very deeply: intel'ellted. The amount of the
collectioll, which was received in ladles carried through the
church, fell greatly short of his, expectation; and, ,during
the evening of the day, he frequently alluded to this with
expressions of much, disappointment. ,In the following
night he dreamed that three oDe-pound notes had been left
in one of the ladles, having been so comp~ that they
had stuck in the comer when the ladle was emptied. 'He
was 10 ~mpreseedby the vision, that at an early holir in the
morning he went to the church, found the ladle which he,
had seen in his dream, and drew from one of the comen of
it three o~pound notes. This interestinJr cue is perhaps
capable of explanation upon simple prin~iples. It apIJean,
that on the evening preceding the day of ,the collection,
the clergyman had been amusing himself by calculating
what sum his congregation would prol;tably contribute, ana.
that in doing 10 he~bad calculated on a certain number of
faJDilies, who would not give him less than a pound each.
Let us then suppose that a particular ladle, which he knew
to have, been presented to.tnree of these families, had heen
emptied in his presence,' and faWld to contain no pound
notea. His first feeling would be that of disappo~tment;

but, in afterward thinking of tbe subject, and connecting it
with hiB former calculation; the possibility of the ladle not
having 'been fully emptied might dart across his mind. This
impression, which perhaps he did not' himself recollect,
might then be imhodied into the dreun, which, by a natural
coincidence, was fulfilled.

The four classes which have now been mentioned appear
to include the principal varieties of dreams jand it is often
11 matter of great interest to trace the manner in which the
particular associatwns arise. Cases of dreams are indeed
on record, which are -not referable to any of the principles
which have been mentioned, and which do not admit of.
expliUlation on any principles which we are able to trace.

The clergyman and lbe charitable col1oclloD. lleIale the whole _ Do~
c1..... loclude aliI Other ellIS 011 ,""aid I
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Many of the-e histories, there is every rellllOD to believe,
derive their marvellous character from embellishment'.and
exaggeration; and in some instances whieh have been re.
lated to me in the most confident' manner, I have foUnd
this' to be the case after a littleinnlstigation. Otheni,
however, do not admit of this explanation, and we are com
pelled to receive them as facts which we can in no degree
account for. Of this' kind I shall only-add the following
example; and I shall do so without any attempt at expla
nation, and without any other comment than tbat its ",cell.
racy n;tay be relied on in all its particulars.. Two ladies,
sisters, had been for .sevenl days in attendance up~ritheir

brother, who wlls ill of a COmmon sore throat, severe and
protracted, but not considered Il8 attended with danger. At
the same time, one of them had borrowed a wateh from
a female friend, inconsequence of her own being under
repair ;-this watch was one to which particular value WIl8

attached on account of'some family.. associations, and some
anxiety was expressed that it might not meet with any in
jury. The sisters were sleeping togetlie1! in a room com
municating with that of their brother, when the elder of
them awoke in a state of great agitation, anc! having roused
the other, told her that she bad had a frightful dream. " I
dreamed," said she, .. that Mary's watch stopped; and
that, wluln I told you of the circumstance, you replietl, much.
worse than that has happened, for --'s breath bas stop
ped also,"-naming ,their brother who' was' ill. Toquiet
her agitation, the younger sister immediately got up, and
foand the brother sleeping quietly, and the watch, which
had been carefully put by in a drllWer, going correctly. The
following night the very same dream occurred, foUowed by
simil.ar agitation, which WIl8 again composed in the same
manner,-'-the brother being again found in a quiet sleep,
and the watch going well. On the f~llowing-morning,
soon after the family had breakfasted, one· of the sisters was
sitting by her brother, while the other was writing a note
in the adjoinin.g, room. When her Dote wali ready for
being sealed, she was proceeding to take out, for this pur·
pose, the watch alluded to, which had been put by in her

Their c",dibllity.. Are lOII'Ie unaccOUDIal>lel . Example; the two I~"'. Belate th.
wbole~.
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writiDg-deR ;, be was astonished to fiDd ~t "ad It~,
At the'lUIle Instant she heard I1llCreaDl of Intense'dlst1'eU
&om her sister' in the other room,-their brother, who had
lltill been considered as going on fayorably, bad been seized
with a IUdded fit of IU1rocation, .and had just bNBthed
hillas~ '

There are ,various other circ1lIDStanceere4lting to' the
p~lo,ophy of dreams, Which may, be mentioned' Tery
bnetly. It has been alleged that we- never dream of ob~

jects'which we have DOt seen, On thil I cannot decide;
but we certainly. dream of tIihlgs in combinations in which
they never occun-ed to us. ' Our dreams appear to ,be YerJ
much iJatluenced by the intensity of our conceptions, and,
in this respect, there i. pat variety in regard lQ the ob
jecu of -the difierentseMelJ...Our moSt vivid conceptions
are certainly of objects of sight; and they appear to be
much leu disti~ct, in re~ to tastes, Ime,nl, and e~en
IOuds. Accordingly, I think dreams are chle:ftyoecupled
withobjectl of sight; and I am not lure that we dream of
t__, or .mells, or even of soumis" ejccpt when a soUnd
actually takes plaee, as in several instances which have beeR
mentioned. This, indeed, only applies to simple sounds,
foJ' we certainly dream of penons speaking to UI, and of
undenta.nding what they lay;. but I am not SlU'e tbat, this
i. neceBllllrily ae-companied with a conoeptioD of sound. I.
am informed by Ii friend, who isa keen sportSDl&ll, that he
often dreams of being on 'shooting excursion!! ;-that he
I~ ~is game, an? points his gUn,. 001 never s~cceeds in
firing It. It sometimes &eelD!lto miss fire, but In general
there appears to be something wrong with the lock, so tha,t
it cannot be moved. A gentleman, mentioned by Dr. Dar
win, had been for thirt·y years so deaf that he could be con
versed with only in writing, or by f~ing , letters with the
fingers. He assured Dr. Darwin, that he never dreamed
of persOns conl'ersing with him, except by the fingers or
in writing, and that he never had the impression oC-hearing
them speak. Two persons who' had .long been blind also

~r prioelplel relalin( 10 the phll_phy 0( d.......,.. Dreaml occupild priAclPlllly
willi wbat objecll' Why; Cue of tIuI lpoI1ItIllUI. Point Ulu.tral8d br it' The
deaf gentleman'. dr8lUlUl.
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iuf'ormed hila. that they III!ftI' dreamed of visible objeets
siaee the w. of their Bight. Mr. Dew. howeTer. in the
Mancheeter Memoi.rs. mentions a blind geatlenum who
cl:reamed of the figure. though he eonld not disti'bguiah the
varieties. of tbe hnman eountenaDee; and Smellie men·
tions of Dr. Blaeklock. who lost his sight at the age of a
few months, that in his cheams he had a diBtinct impl'ell8ion
of a.1IeD8e whieh he did not poueIl8 when awake. He de
seribed his impreaeioli by Baying that when awake there
were three ways by whieh he conJd distinguish penons,
amely,-by hearing them speak, by feeling th~ head and
shonlden, and· by atteDding to the BOund and mlmller of
tlieir breathing. In his dreams, howeTer, he had a vivid
impl'e8Bion of objects in a manner distinet from oy of these
modes. He imagined that he was united to them, by a kind
of distant contact, whieh was effected by threacba or.strings
~ng from their bodies to his own.

On a similar prineiple, probably, we may explain the Caet
that dreams refer ehieflJ to persona 01' events whieh we have
actually eeen. though they ue put into new combinatioDB ;
and that we more rarely dream of objects of simple memory
UDleu they have been strongly 8880Ciated with some object
of conception. Thus we seldom dream of events or charac
ten in aDcient histoJ'f' Dr. Beattie, indeed, mentiona hav
ing dreamed of crossIng the Alps with Hannibal; but such
dreams, I think, ue very rare. It !yould be curious to
o*"e their occurrence, and to trace the train that leads to
them. . .

It appears. then,' that the mental operations. which take
place In dreaming consist chiefly of old conceptions and old
as8OCliations, following one another aecording to JIOIIle prin
ciple of succeuion over which we have DO control. But
there are facts on record which show mental operations in
dIeams of a· much more intellectual character: Many
people have been contcious of something like eomposition
1D dreams. Dr. Gregory mentioos that thoughts which
sometimes occurred to him in dreams, IUld even the particu
lar expreuions in which they were conveyed, appeared to

The blind man'. drum.. To wlW pe........ancI thIDp do oar 4reaaY cb....;r refer 7
JbcIPlIaa; Dr. BeaUle'. drum. InfWeocl frDIII lbooo c..... Oompooillan In drMmo'
~~~ .
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him afterw~ when awake IIG just in point of reasoning and
illustration, aDd so 200d in point of language, that he haa
used them in his college lecturel, and in his written lucu
brations.Condorcet relateclo£ himself, that when eng~
in some -profound and obscure calculations, he was often
obliged to leave them ili aD, incomplete state, and retire to
relit; and that the remiLining lliteps, 'and the ~elusion of
his calculations, had more than once presented. them.,lves
inhisdream& Dr. Franklin also informed Cabanis that
the bea'iings and iune of political events, which had puzzled
him, whenl\wake, were not unfreqnentfy unfolded to him in
his dreams. A gentleman of Edinburgh, whose name is
deeply associated with the literatue of his Cl;lllDtry, had
been o~e day much amused by reading a very witty,epigram
byPirori on the French Academy. In a dream thefoHow
iog night, he composed alar~y or .imita~ion of it, much at
the expense of a learnesoclety lD Edinburgh, and some
individuals of this city. A ~ndemaD had heeD reading
an account .of craelties praeti~_upon some Christians in
Turkey by the mutilation of theW- noses- and, ears. In a
dream theJollowing night he witnessed the exe~ution of a
pUBishment of this kind.. and heard a Turk who was stand·
ing by address _th~ suffiJrer in some doggerel rhymes, -which
he eli.tincdy recollected and' repeated in the _morning.
Another gentleman invented a Fn;nch verb in a -dream.
He thought he was in a very-close sort of penthouse with
such a number of persons that they were threatened with
suft"ocation, as there appeared no way of letting in air. In
this state he called out, "il Jam _detoiter.". There is rio
such word, but it was evidently fonned from toil, the roof
of a building. _ - _

The following anecdote has ,been preserved in a family
of rank in Scotland, _the descenduts of a distinguilhed
lawyer of the last age:...,...This eminent person had lleen
consulted respecting Ii case of great importance and much
difficulty; and he had been studying it with intense anxie
ty and attention. After several days had ~n occupied
in this manner, he was observed by his wife to ri~ from
his bed in the night and go to a writillg-desk which stood >

CancJorcet. FrankllD. A literary pntleman of Edinburgb. Other e_. AJleedoIe
oflJle 8c:oIeh-!awyer.
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in the Wroom. He tha ..t down ad wrote a long
paper, which h. put eareCally by in the _k, ad returned
to bed. The following morning he told hi. wife that he
had a moointere.tiDg dreun ;-that he had dreamed of
delivering a clear and fuminou opinion IIllIpeeting a cue
which had eseeedingly ~lesed him; and that he would
gift lIDy dUnar to Jecover ·the·train of thoUJrht .which had
jJueed befbrehim in hi. dream. She then dueetect hjm to
die writmg-u.k,:where he· found the opinion· clearly and
full)' written out, l!Jld which wal afterward found to be
Jl8l!ectly correct. . .

There can be 110 detubt that many dreaml take :place
which are not remembered, .. appears from the Caet of a
penoD talking in his Ileep 110 ..' to be distinctly understood
without remembering any thing of the impreNion that gave
rise to it. It is probable, al80, that the~I which are

- most dWtinetly remembered, are thOtle which occur during
imperfect sleep, 01' when the sleep begins to btl broken by an
approach to~ waking. Anoth~ very r:culiar state
hu perhaps occurred to mOlt people, in _hum there u a
distrellliog dream; and aube lame time an impreslion that
it plObably i. only a dream. This appears to take place
in a still more imperfect ltate of Ileep, in which there 18 the
immediate approach to waking, arid to theuereise of the
reuoni:f powen. But there are some very singular Caets
on reco of this kind of reasoning being applied to dreaIns
for the purpose of diuipating them. Dr. Beattie mentioll8
of himlelf, that in a dream he ODce found himself Itanding
in a·very peculiar lituation on die parapet ef a bridge. Re
collecting, he nyl, that he Dever WM given to pranb of
this nature, he began to fancy that it might be a dream, and
determiDed to throw himself headlong, in the belief-that this
would l'8Itore hil senlN, which accordingly took place.
In the lame manner Dr. Reid cured himself of a tendency
to frightful dreams, with which he had been annoyed from
hit early year.. He endeavored to fix Itrongly on his
miDd the impreNion that all luch dangers ill tlreaml are
but imaginary; and determined, whenever in a dream he
found himself on the brink of a precipice, to throw himself
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over, and so dissipate the vision. By persevering in tlaia
method he so removed the propensity that for forty yean
he was. never sensible of dreaming, though he was very
attentive in his observation on the lIubject. .

Some persons are never conscious of dreaming; and a
gentleman, mentioned by Locke, was not sensible of dream
ing till he had a fever at the age of twenty-six or twenty.
seven. •

A leading peculiarity in the phenomena of dreaming, is
the loss of power over the succession of our thoughts. We
have seen that there are some exceptions to this, but the
fact applies to by far tM greater number of dreams, and
some curious phenomena appear to be referable to it. Of
this kind are probably some of those singular instances of
imaginary difficulties occurring in dreams on subjects on
which none could be felt in the waking state. It is not un·
common for a "clergyman to dream that he is going to
preach, and cannot find his text; or for '11 clergyman of the
Church of England, that he cannot find the place in the
prayer~book.· This, I think, can only be explained by sup
posing that in the chain of ideas passing through the mind,
the church andprayer.book had come up, but had then led
off into some other train, and not into that of actually going
on with the service; while, at the same time, there arose
in the mind a kind of impression that, under these circum·
stanees, it ought to have been gone on with.

The remarkable analogy between dreaming and insanity
, has already been referred to; and I shall only add the fol·
iowing illustration :-Dr. Gregory mentions a maniac who
had been for some time under his care, and entirely recover
ed. FOT a week after his recovery he was harassed during
his dreams by the same rapid and tumultuous thoughts,
and the same violent passions by which he had been agitated
during his in.anity.

The slight outline which has DOW been given of dream
ing, may serve to. show that the subject is not only curious
but important. It appears to be worthy of careful investi·

I'enoM 1111_""," of d_. P"""r mer the IUCC..ton of th""",,", 100& fa
1Inaine. Common troubl.. .lnalOl1 belween dlumlng IlIId lanal\1 J EDmple III..
tnllnglL
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garion, and there is much reason to believe that an exten
sive collection of authentic facts, carefully analyzed, would
unfold principles of very great interest in reference to th~

philosophy of the mental powers.

II. SOMNAMBULISM.

Somnambulism appe8J'll to differ from dreaming chiefly
in the degree in which the bodily functions are affected.
The mind is fixed in the same manner as in dreaming upon'
its own impressions as possessing a real and present exis
tence in external things; but the bodily organs are more un
der the control of the will, 80 that the individual acts under
the influence of his erroneous conceptions, and holds con
versation in' regard to them. He is also, to a certail1 de
gree, susceptible of impressions from without through his
organs of sense; not, 'however, so as to correct his errone
0118 impressions, but rather to be mixed up with them. A
variety of remarkable phenomena arise out of these pecu
liarities, which will be illustrated by a slight outline of this
singular affection.

The first degree of somnambulism generally shows itself
by.... propensity to talk during sleep; the person giving a
full and connected .account of what passes before him in
dreams, and often revealing his own secrets or those of his
frjenda.Walking during sleep is the next degree, and that
from which the affection derives its name. The phenome-
DB connected with this form are familiar to everyone. The
indivi~ual gets out of bed; dresses. himself; if not prevent
ed, goes out of doors; walks frequently over, dangerous
places in safety; sometimes escapes by a window, antl gets
to the roof of a house; after a considerable interval, returns
and goes to bed; and all that has passed conveys to his
mind merely the impression of a dream. A young noble
lDaD, mentioned by Horstius, living in the citadel of Bres
lau, walt observed by his brother, who occupied the same
NOm, to rise in his sleep, wrap himself in a cloak, and
escape by a window to the roof of the building. He there

IKlIIlrnca between IIOmnambullml and d.....mlng. State of tho uneel' l"IlIt cia
... of.....ll&Dlbullom' Nezl decno' InotlllCl of It'
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tore in pieces a magpie's nest, wrapped the young birda l.a
his cloak, returned to his apartment, and went to bed. In
the morning he mentioned the cirCUJIlstlUlces as having oc
curred in a dream, and oould not be persuaded that there
had been any thing more than a dream, till he was shown
the magpies in his cloak. Dr. Prichard mentions a man
who rose in his sleep, dressed himself, saddled his horse,
and rode to the place of a market which he was in the habit
of attending once every week; and Martinet mentions a
man who was accustomed to rise in his sleep and pursue
his business as-a saddler. There are many instances on
record of persons composing during the state of somnambu
lism i as of boys rising in their sleep and finishing their tasks
which they had left incomplete. A gentleman at one of
the English universities had been very intent during the
day i~ the composition of some verses which he had not
been able to complete: during the following night he rOIle
in his sleep and finished. his composition; then expressed
great exultation, and returned to bed. ,

In these common cases the affection occurs during ordi
nary sleep; but a condition very analogous is met with,
coming on in the daytime in paroxysms, during which the
person is affected in the· same manner as in the state of
somnambulism, particularly with an insensibility to exter
nal impressions: this presents some singular phenomena.
These attacks in some cases come on without any warning;
in others, they are preceded br a noise or a sense of con
fusion in the head. The indiVIduals then become more or
less abstracted, and are either unconscious of any external
impreSllion,. or very confused in their notions of external
things. They are frequently able to talk in an intelligible
and consistent manner, but always in reference to the im
pression which is present in their own minds. They in
some cases repeat long pieces of poetry, often more correct·
ly than they can do in their waking state, and not unfre
quently things which they could not repeat in their stalee
of health, -or of which they were supposed to be entirely
ignorant. In other cases, they hold conversation with
imaginary beings, or relate circumstances or conversations
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which occurred at remote periods, and which they were
supposed to have forgotten. Some have been known to
sing in a style far superior to any thing they could do in
their waking state; and there are some well-authenticated
instances of persons in this condition expressing themselves
conectly in languages with which ther were imperfectly
acquainted. I had lately under my care a young lady who
is liable to an affection of this kind, which comes on re
peatedly during the day, and continues from ten minutes to
an hour at a time. Without any warning, her body be
comes motionless, her eyes open, fixed, and entirely insensi
ble; and she becomes totally unconscious of any external
impression. She has been frequently seized while playing
on the piano, and has continued to play over and over a
part of a t"une with perfect conectness, but without advanc
ing beyond a certain point. On one occasion, she was
seized after she had begun to play from the book a piece
of music which was new to her. During the p~oxysm,

she continued the part which she had played, and repeated
it five or six times with perfect co~tness; but, on eoming
out of the attack, she could not play it without the book.
During the paroxysms the individuals ::re, in some instan
ces, totally insensible to any thing that is said to them; but
in others they are capable of holding conversation with
another person with a tolerable degree of consistencf'
though they are influenced to a certain degree by their
mental visions, and are very confused in their notions of
external things. In many cases, again, they are capable.
of going on with the manual occupations in which they had
been engaged before the attack. This occurred remarkably
in a 'Vatchmaker's apprentice mentioned by Martinet. The
paroxysms in him appeared once in fourte«;n days, and
commenced with a feeling of heat extending from the epi
gastrium to the head. This was followed by confusion, of
thought, and this by complete insensibility; his eyes were

.open, but fixed and vacant, and he was totally insensible to
any thing, that was said to him, or to any external im
pression. But he continued his usual employment, and was
always muc~ astonished, on his recovery, to find the change

The author'. patient. In.en.ibility during the p:1roxyelll5. The watchmaker'. ap·
prentice. Point Wustrated by this ease 1
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'.hat had takea place in hia work since the commencelllClllt
of the paroxysm. This cue afterward passed into epi

.1epsy.

Some remarkable phenomena are presented by this sin
gular aflection, especially in regard to exercises of memory,
and the manner in which old associations are recalled into
the mind; also in the distinct manner in which the individu
als sometimes eXFess themselves on subjects with which
they had formerly shown but an imperfect acq-qaintance.
In some.of the- French cases of epidemic" extase," this has
been magnified into speaking unknown languages,· predict
ing future events, and describing occurrences of which the
persons could not have possessed any knowledge. These
stories seem in some cases- to resolve themselves merely
into embellishment of what really occurred, but in others
there can be no doubt of connivance and imposture. Some
facts however appear to be autllentic, and ine sufficiently
remarkable. Two females, mentioned by Bertrand, ex
pressed themselves during the paroxysm very distinctly
In Latin. They afterward admitted that they had some
acquaintance with the language, though it was imperfect.
An ignorant servant-girl, mentioned by Dr. Dewar, during
paroxysms of this kind, showed an astonishing knowledge
of geography and astronomy; and expressed herself in her
own language in a manner which, though often ludicrous,
showed an understanding of the subject. The alternations
of the seasons, for example, she explained by saying that
the earth was set a-gee. It was afterward discovered that
her notio~s o~ these subjects had ·been derived from over
hearing a tutor giving instructjons to the young people of
the family. A woman who was some time ago in the in
firmary of Edinburgh, on account of an affection of this
tond, during the paroxysms mimicked the manner of the
physicians, and repeated correctly some of their prescrip-
tions in the Latin language. -.

Another very singular phenomenon, presented by some
instances of this affection, is what has been called, rather
iaCOrrectlYl a state of double consciousness. It consists in
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the indiyjdual reeoUeeting, during a paroxyllD, CircUID·

stances which occurred in a former attack, thoulth there
waa no remembrance of them during the intervaI. This,
aa well aa various other phenomena connected with tbe affec
tion, is strikingly illustrated in a ease desai"!Jed by Dr.
Dyce of Aberdeen, in the Edinburgh Philosophical T1'8B8
actions. The patient was a servant-girl, and the affection
began with fits of somnolency, which came upon her sud.
denly during the day. and from which she could, at first,
be roused byshaking, or by being taken out into the open
air. She so?n be~n to t~k a great deal duri~gthe at
tacks, regardmg thmgs whIch seemed to be passlDg before
her aa Ii dream;' and she was not at this time sensible of
any thin~ that was said to her. . On one occaaion. she re.
peated dIstinctly. the baptismal service of the Church of
England, and concluded with an extemporary prayer. In
her subsequent paroxysms she began to understand what
was said to her, and to answer with a considerable degree
of consistency, though the answers were generally to a
certain degree influenced by her hallucinations. She aleo
became capable of following her usual emp16ymeBts during
the paroxysm; at one time she laid out the table correctly
for breakfast, and repeatedly dressed herself and the chil
dren of the family, her eyes remaining shut the whole time.
The remarkable circumstance was now discovered that
during the paroxysm she had a distinct recollection of what
took place in former paroxysms, though she had no remem·
brance of it during the intervals. At one time she was
taken to church while under the attack, and there behaved
with propriety, evidently attending to the preaCher; and
she was at one time so much affected as to shed tears. In
the interval she had no recollection of having· been at
church; but in the next paroxysm she gave a most distinet
account of the sermon, and mentioned particularly the part
of it by which she had been so much affected.

This woman described the paroxysms as coming on with
.a .cloudiness before her eyes and a Doise in the bead.
During the attack her eyelids were generally half-ttltut;
her eyes sometimes resembled those of a periOD. Bffeoted
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with amaul'08il, that ii, with a dilated lUld illlleDlible ltate
of the pupil, but IOmetimea they were quite natural. SOO
had a dull vacant look; but, when exeited, knew what was
Baid to her, though she often ~iBtook the perlOn who was
Ipeaking; .and it W88 observed, that she Beemed to diaeem
objects best which were faintly illuminated. The parox
ysml generally continued about an hour, but she could
often be roused out of them; she then yawned and stretched
hel'8elf, like a penon awaking out of Bleep, and instantly
knew those about her. At one time, during the attack, the
read distinctly a portion of a book which was presented to
her; and she often Bung, both sacred and common piecel,
incomparably better, Dr. Dyce affirms, than she could do
in the waking stllte. The affection continued to recur for
about. six months, and ceased when a particular change took
place in her constitution.

Another very remarkable modification of this affection
is referred to by Mr. Combe; 88 detcribed by major Elliot,
profelsor of mathematics in the United States' Military
Academy at West Point. The patient was a young lady
:>f cultivated mind, and the affectIon began with an attack
of IOmnoleney, which was protracted several hours beyond
the UIlual time. When she came out of it, she W88 found to
haye lost every kind of acquired knowledge. She imme
diately bern to apply herself to the first elements of edu
cation, an was making considerable progress, when, after
several months; she was seized with a second fit of somno
lency. She was now at once restored to all the knowledge
which she possessed before the first attack, but without the
lea.st recollection of any thing that had taken place ~UriDg

the interval. After another interval she had a third attack
of somnolency, which left her in the same state as after the
first. In this manner she suffered these alternate condi..
tions for a pe~iod of four years, With the very remarkable
circumstance that during the one state she retained all her
original knowledge; but during the other, that only which
me had acquired since the first attack. During the healthy
interval, for example, she was remarkable for the beauty
-,f her penmanship, but during the paroxysm wrote a poor
I.wkward hand. Persons introduced to ber during the

__It 01 UUs _. c.e at w. PoIlll' HOI' 1laIId·wrlUnc'
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paro:s:ysms sbe rocegniaed only in a subsequent paroxysm,
Itut not in tbe interval; and persons whom she had seen for
the first time during the healthy interval sbe did not recog
nise during the attack.

In reference to this very curious subject, the author is in
duced to add a fact which has been recently communicated
to him. A young woman of the lower rank, aged nineteen,
became insane about two years ago; but was gentle, and
applied herself eagerly to various occupations. Before
her insanity she bad been only learning to read, and to
form a few letters; but during her insanity she taught her
self to write ()erfectly, though all attempts of others to
teach her failed, as she could not attend to any person who
tried to do 80. She has intervals of reason, which have
frequently continued three weeks, sometimes longer. Dur
ing these she can neither read nor write; but immediately
on the return of her insanity she recovers her power of
writing, and can read perfectly.

Of the remarkable condition of the mental faculties, ex-
. emplified in these eases, it is impossible to give any expla

nation. Something very analogous to it occurs in other
affections, though in a smaller degree. Dr. Prichard men
tions a lady who was liable to sudden, attacks of delirium,
which, after continuing for various periods, went off as sud.
denly, leaving her at once perfectly rational; The attack
was often so sudden that it commenced while she was en
gaged in interesting conversation, and on such occasions it
flappened, that on her recovery from the state of delirium
;he instantly recurred to the conversation she had been en
~ged in at the time of the attack, though she had never re
:erred to it during the continuance of the affection. To such
\ degree was this carried, that she would even complete an
lDfinished sentence. During the subsequent paroxysm,
19ain, she would pursue the train of ideas which had occu
pied her mind in the former. Mr. Combe also mentioD8 a
porter, who in a state of intoxication left a parcel at a wrong
house, and when sober could not recollect what he had done
witb it. But the next time he got .dru~k, he recollected
where he had left'it, and went and recovered it.

..
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III. INSANITY.

Reason we have considered to be that exercile of mind
!; by which we compare facts with each other, and mental
~ impressions with external things. By means of it we are
~ enabled to judge of the relations of facts, and of the agree- •
r. ment between our impressions and the actual state of things

in the external world. We have seen also that peculiar
power which is possessed by the mind in a healthy state,
of arresting or changing the train of its thoughts at plea
sure,-of fixing the attention upon one, or transferring it to
another,-of changing the train into something which is
analogous to it,. or of dismissing it altogether. This power
is, to a greater or less degree, lost in insanity j and the re
BUlt is one of two conditi9ns. Either the mind is entirely
under th{' influence of a single impression, without the
power of vlP"Ying or dismissing it, and comparing it with
other impressions; or it is left at the mercy of a chain of
impressions which have been set in motion, and, which suc
ceed one another according to some princir.le of connection
over which the individual has DO contro. In both cases
the mental impression is believed to have a real and fresent
eJl:istence in the external world; and this false belie is not
corrected by the actual state of things as they present
themselves to the senses, or by any facts or considerations
which cim be communicated .by other sentient beings. Of
the cause of this remarkable deviation from the healthy
state of the mental functions we know nothing. We may
trace its connection with concomitant circumstances in the
bodily functions, and we may inve»tigate certain effects
which result -from it; but the nature of the change and the
manner in which it is produced are among those points in
the arrangements of the Almighty Creator which entirely
elude our researches.

It appears, then, that there -is a remarkable analogy be.
tween the mental phenomena. in insanity and in dreaming j

nnd that the leading peculiarities of both these conditions
lire referable to two heads :-

Ikeuoo; iIB definition 7 Power OYer lbe meee.lon of IboucbIL Kll'e", 01 iDaaIIy I
Canee 7 Analogy belween ineanlly and dreaming,
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1. The impressions which arise in the mind are believed
to be real ami present existences, and this belief is not cor
rected by comparing the conception with the actual state of
things in the external world. '.

2. The chain of ideas or images which arise follow one
another according to certain associations over which the in-

• dividual has no control; he cannot, as in a healthy state,
vary the series or stop it at his will. .

In the numerous forms of insanity, we shall see these
characters· exhibited in various degrees; but we shall be
able to trace their intluence in one degree or another
through all the modifications; and, in the higher states, or
what we call perfect mania, we see them exemplified in the
same complete manner as in dl'eaming. the maniac fan
cies himself a king possessed of boundless power, and sur
rounded by every form of earthly splendor; and, with all
his bodily senses in their perfect exercise, this hallucination
is in no degree corrected by the sight of his bed of straw
and all the horrors of his cell.

From this state of perfect mania the malady is traced
through llnmerous gradations to forms which exhibit slight
de:viations from the state of a sound mind. But they all
show, in one degree or another, the same leading charac
ters, namely, that some impression has taken possession of
the mind, and influences the conduct in a manner in which
it would not affect a sound understanding; and that this is
Dot corrected by facts and considerations which are calcu
lated immediately to relieve the erroneous impression.
The lower degrees of this condition we call eccentricity;
and, in common language, we often talk of a man being
crazed upon a particular subject. This consists in giving
to an impression or a fancy undue and extrav~gant impor
tance, Without taking into account other facts and consider
ations which ought to be v.ewed in connection with it. The
man of this character acts with promptitude upon a single
idea, and seems to perceive nothing that interferes with it ;
he forms plans, and sees only important advantages which
would arise from the accomplishment of them, without
perceiving difficulties or objections. The impression itself

Two Iadlall' pecullarldeo 7 When DIem oomplelel" eJ[~mplilied 7 Lead.... clauac
Ie,. tile ...... 18 aU .lag... Lower ....., what 7 Nature of .ccealrleill.
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may be c:orrect, but an importance is attached to it diapro
portioned to its true tendency; or consequences are deduc
ed from, and actions founded upon it, which would not be
warranted in the estimate of a sound understanding. It is
often difficult to draw the line between certain degrees of
this condition and insanity; and, in fact, they very often
pass into each other. This will be illustrated by the fol·
lowing example :-

A Clergyman in Scotland, after showing various extrava
gances of conduct, was brought before a jury to be cog
nosced; that is, by a form of Scotch law to be declared in
capable of managing his own affairs; and placed under the
care of trustees. Among the acts of extravagance alleged
against him was, that he had burnt his library. When he
was asked by the jury what account he could give of this
part of his conduct, he replied in the following terms :
.. In the early part of my life I had imbibed a liking for a
most unprofitable study, namely, controversial divinity.
On reviewing my library, I found a great part of it to con
sist of books of this description, and I was so anxious that
my family should not be led to follow the same pursuit, that
I determined to burn the whole." He gave answers equal
ly plausible to questions which were put to him respecting
other parts of his conduct; and the result was that the
jury found no sufficient ground for cognoscing him; but in
the course of a fortnight from that time he was in a state
of decided mania. .

It is, therefore, incorrect to say of insanity, as has been
said, that the maniac reaSODS correctly upon unsound data.
His data may be unsound, that is, they may consist of a
mental image which is purely visionary, I\S in the state of
perfect mania lately referred to; but this is by no means
necessary to constitute the disease; for his premises may
be sound, though he distorts them in the results which he
deduces from them. This was remarkably the case in the
clergyman now mentioned. His premises were sound and
consistent, namely, his opinion of the unprofitable nature of
the study of controversial divinity, arid his anxiety that hi.
family should not prosecute it. His insanity consisted in

e- of the elerl1man. Hili defeDte before the jury. Erran..",. theory of inaanlty.
IDuarated by the preeedInc .....
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the rapid and partial view which he took of the means for
accomplishing his purpose,-burning his whole library.
Had he sold hill library or that part of it which consisted
of controversial divinity, the measure would have been in
correct relation to the object which he had in view; and if
we suppose that in going over his library he had met with
llome books of an immoral tendency, to have burnt these to
prevent them from falling into the hands of any individual
would have been the act both of a wise and virtuous man.
But to burn his whole library to prevent his family from
studying' controversial divinity, was the suggestion of in
8lI.nity,-distorting entirely the true relation of things, and
carrying an impression, in itself correct, into consequences
which it in,no degree warranted. .

A remarkable peculiarity in many cases of insanity is, a
great activity of mind, and rapidity of conception,~11 ten
dency to seize rapidly upon incidental or partial relations of
things,-and often a fertility of imagination which changes
the character of the mind, sometimes without remarkably
distorting it. The meinory, in such cases, is entire, and
even appears more, ready than in health; and old associa
tions are called up with a rapidity quite unknown to the
individual in his sound state of mind. A gentleman, men
tioned by Dr. Willis, who was liable to periodical attacks
of insanity, said that he expected the paroxysms with im
patience, because he enjoyed during them a high degree of
pleasure. ." Every thing appeared easy to me. No ob
stacles presented themselves, either in theory or practice.
My memory acquired all of a sudden a singular degree of
perfection. Long passages of Latin authors occurred to
my mind. In general I have great difficulty in finding
rhythmical tCi"minations, but then I could write verses with
as great facility as prose." "I h~ve often," says Pinel,
" stopped at the c,-er door of a literary gentleman who,
during his paroxyliins, appears to soar aoove the mediocri
ty of intellect that was familiar to him, solely to admire his
newly acquired powers of elQquence. He declaimed upon
the subject of the revolution with all the foree, the dignity,
and the purity of language that this very interesting subject

Examination of hi.....asonlng, llAlmarbbJ. otI'llclB of insanltyln 80111.~. CUe
mentJonod br Dr. WUlla 1 Dr Plnell
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At other times he was a man of very,ordi-could admit of.
nary abilities."

It isthia a~tivity of thought and readinel8 of association
that gives to maniacs o£ a particular class an appearance
of great ingenuity ,and acuteness. Hence they have been
said to reason acutely upon false premises; and one author
has even alleged that a maniac of Ii particular, kind would
make an excellent logician. But to lIay that a maniac
reasons either soundly or acutely is an a,buse of terms.
He reasons plausibly and ingeniously; that is, he catches
rapidly incidental and partial relations; and from the ra
pidity ~th which they are seized UpOIl, it may sometimes
be difficult at first to detect their fallacy. He 'Qlight have'
made a skilful logician of the schools, whose ingenuity con
sisted in ..-erba! disputes and frivolous distV:1ctions; but he
never can be considered as exereising that sound logic, the
aim gf which is to trace the real relations 'of things, and the
object of which i. truth.

The peculiar character of insanity, in all its modification.,
appears to be that a certain imp.re8llion has fixed itself upon.
the mind in such a manner as to exclude all others; or to
exclude them from that intIuence which they ought to have
on the mind in its estimate of the relations of things. Thi.
impression may be entirely visionary and unfounded; or it
may be in itself tme, but distorted in the applicatipns which
the unsound mind makes of it, and the consequences which
are deduced from it. Thu,sa man of wealth fancies himself
a beggar, and in danger of dying of hunger. Another takes
up the same impression who has, in fact, sust.ained some
considerable loss. -Ill the one, the impression i. entirely
visionary, like that which might occur in a dream; in the
other, it ism real and true impression, carried to conse
quences which it does not warrant.

There'is great variety in the degree to which the mind
is intiuenced by the erronoous imprelilSioB. In some· cases
it is such as, entirely excludes all others, even those imme
diately arising from the evidence of the senses, as'in the state
of perfect mania formerly referred to. In .many others,

llaoulu of 1111. In m&IIy _. The rOaoooiog Of a 1DIWial:. I'ecullar cbaraelor of
lDIanity' Examplu. Chao,.. of character effected by il. '
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though in a less de~ than thiS, it is such as to chanIDl the
whole character. The particular manner in, which this
more immediately appears wilI.depend, of COIll'Jle, upon the
nature of the erroneous impression. . A person formerly

, most' correct in his 'Conduct and habits maybecome.obscene
and blasphemous j accustomed occupations become odious
to him; the nearest and most beloved friends become ob
jects of his aversion and abhorrence. .Much interesting
matter of observation often arises, out of these' peculiarities ;
and it is no less interesting to observe during convalescence
the gradual return to former habits and attachments. A
young lady, mentioned by'Dr; Rush, who had been for some
time confined in a lunatic asylum, had shown, for several
weeks every mark of a sound mind except one,-she hated
her father. At length, she one'day acknowledged with
pleasure the return of her filial attachment, and was soon
after discharged, entirely recovered. Even when the erro
neous impression is confined to II. single SUBject, it is remark
able how it absorbs the .attention, to the exclusion of other
feelings of a most intense and powerful kind: I knew a
person of wealth' who had fallen into a temporaty state of
melancholic hallucination, iii eonneotwn with a transaction
in business which he regretted having made, but of which
the real effect was of a trifling nature. ,While in this situ

'ation, the most severe distress occurred in his family, by
the death of one-of them under painful circumstl!:nces,'with
alit his be.ing a!fected by i~ in the. slightest de~ee...

The umf-ormity of the ImpresSIOns of maluacs IS mdeed
so remarkable that it has been proposed by Pinel as a test
for distinguishing real from feigned insanity. He has seen
melan(lbolics confined in the Bicetre for .twelve, fifteen,
twenty, and -even thirty years; and through the whole of
t~at period their hallucination has been limited to one sub
ject~ OtJIers; after a course of years, have, changed from
one hallucination to another. A man, mentioned by him,
was for eight' years constantly haunted with the idea 'of
being poisoned: he ,then chariged hili hallucination, became
sovereign of the world and extremely happy, and thus .eon-
tinued 'for four years.' ,

The sudden revival of old impressions, after having been

Dr. RU8b'. patient. Uniformity oflhe ~PlellllioOlof maniacs.
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long entirely suspellded by mental hallucinations, presents
soine of the most· singular phenomena conl)ected with this
subject. Dr. Prichard mentions an interesting case o( this
'kind from the American Journal of Science. ,A man had
been employed fer a day with a beetle and wedges in split
'ling pieces of wood for erecting a.fence. At night,before
going h'ome, he pUl the beetle and wedges into thehollolV
of- an old tree, and directed his sODS, who had been ·at work
in an. adjoining- field, to accempany bim next moming to 
assist in making the fence. In the night he became mimi
acal, and continued in a state of insanity for several years,
during which time his' mind was not occupied with any of

.the subjects with which be had been conversant when in
·health, . After several years his reason J,'etumed suddenly,
and the first question he asked was whether his sons had
brought home the beetle and wedges. They, being afraid
of entering upon any explanation, only said that they could
not find them; on which he arose from his bed, went to the
field where he had been at work SO many years before, and
f()und where he had left them the wedges and the iron
rings of the beetle, the wooden part being entirelymoul
dered 'away. A la('y, me~tioned in'the same journal; had
been intensely. engaged for some time.in a piece of needle
work. Before abe had completed· it, Ilhe became insane,
Bnd continued in that state for seven years, lifter which her
reason. retumed suddenly. One of thee first questions she
asked related to' her needle-work, though she' had never
allude(] to it, so far as was recollected, during her illness.
I haye :formerly. alluded to the remarkable case of 'a lady
who was liable to periodical paroxysms of delirium,whicll
often attacked her ilO suddenly, that in conversation she
would stop in the middle of a- story, or even of a. sentence,
and branch off into the subject of her hallucination. On
the return of her reason, she would resume the conversation
in which she was engaged at the time of the attack, begin
ning exactly where 'she had left off, though she had 'never
allWled to it during the delirium; and on the next attack
of- delirium she would resume the sabject of hallucination
with which she had been occupied .at the conclusion of the

ReYifti 0{ old Impre.;OJIlI. Slory 0{ \be *U. &lid wedpI. Tbe piece or IllIIldle·
work. Other cu..
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former paroxysm. In some caseS there is a total 10IIII of
the impression of time respecting the period occupied by
the attack, which oil the partial recovery of the patient
shows itself by singular fancies. A man, mentioned by
Haslam, maintained that he had seen the seed sown in
a particular field, and on passing tt again three or four
days' after saw the leape1'8 at work cutting down, the
eom. The interval of which he had thus,lotit entirely
the impression, had been spent in a, state of furioUs ilUla
nity; from this he had in so far recovered as, by a mere
act of observation and memory, to form this notion, but not
tlO far as, by an act of comparison or judgment, to perceive
its absurdity. ' , . .

Among the most singular,phenomena connected with in
sanity we·must reckon thotle eases in'which the hallucina
tion is confined to a single point, while on every other sub
ject the patient s~aks and acts like a rational man: and he
often shows the most astonishing power of. avoiding the sub
ject of his disordered impression, when cWcu1D8tances make
it advisable for him to do so. A man, mentioned by Pinel,
who bad been for sOme time confined in the Bieetre, was on
the visitation of a 'commissary ordered to be dis~harged liS

perfectly sane, after a long cOBve1'8ation, in which he had
conducted himself with the greatest propriety. The officer
prepared th~ pToces verhal for .his discharge, and gave it
him to put his name to it, whtm he subscribed himself Jesus
Christ, and then indulged in all tbe,~eries connected with
that, delusion. Lord E1'8kine gives a very .J'emarkable
history of a man who indicted Dr. Mmiro for cOIifining him
without-clluse in a mad house: He -underwent a most ri
gid examination by the' counsel of the defendan! without
discovering any appearance of. insanity, until a· gentleman
came into court who desired a question to be put to him
respecting a princess with whom he had corresponded in
cherry-juice. He immediately.talked about the princess in
the most insane'manner, and the cause was' Ilt an end. But
this having taken place in Westminster, he commenced

,another action in the 'eiiy of London, and on this occasion
no effort could induce him to expose his ins_anity; 80 that

Uaoe mentioned by H...lam' V.rangemenl 0" ••Ingle poln!. The pr~r ,1ft \he
Bicetre. Case liven by Lerd Er:9kiue'. .
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ihe cause was dismissed only by bringing against him the
evidence taken at Westminster. On al\.Other occasion Lord
Erskine examined a gentleman who had indicted his brother
for confining him as a maniac, llnd the examination had
gone pn for great patt of a day without discovering any
trace of insanity. Dr. Sims then came into court, and in
formed the counsel that'the gentleman considered 'himself as
the Savior of the world. A single observation addressed to
him in this character showed his insanity, and put an end
to the cause. Many"similar cases are on record. Several
years ago a gentleman in Edinburgh who was brought be
fore a jury to be cognosced, defeated evert attempt of the
opposite counsel to discover any tra<;e of IUsanity, until a
gentleman came 'into cOUrt who ought to laave been present
at the beginning of .the case, but had been accidentally de-'
tained. He immediately addressed the patient by. asking

- him what were his latfilst accounts from the planet Silturn,
and speedily elicited proofs of his insanity.. . ,

Of the nature and cause of that remarkable condition of
the mental faculties which gives rise to the phenomena of
insanity, we know nothing. We can only observe the facts,
and endeavor to irace among them some general principle
of connection: and even in this there is great diffi~ulty,

chiefly from the' want of observations particularly directed
to this object. There would be much interestil)g subject of
inquiry in tracing the origin of the particular chain of ideas
which arise in individual cases of insanity; and likewise the
manDer in which similar impressions are modified in different
cases, either by circumstances in the natural disposition of
the individual, or by the state of his bodily fUJ!.ctions at the
time. From what has been observed, it seems probable that
in both these respects there is preserved a remarkable ana
logy to dreaming. The particular hallucinations may. be
chiefly referred to the following heads :-

I. Propensities of character, which h8d been. kept under
restraint by reason'or by external circumstances, or old habits
which had been subdued or restrained, developing themselves
without control, and leading the mind into trains of fancies

OIlIer oImlillr _. CallM. of l...nlty' 'Our kn01l'Iecip on the oubjllCl\ conftned CO
1I'ba\ , Claueo of hallueillllllons' Old hablta or propenoltl8o,
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alising out of them. Thus a man of an aspiring, ambitious
character may imagine himself a king, or great personage;
while ill a man of a timid, suspicious disposition, the mind
may fix upon some .supposed injury, or loss either of pro
perty o.r reputation.

II. Old aSllociations recalled inl0 the mind, and mixed u,P
perhaps with more recent occun:ences, in tl;1e same: manner
all .we often see in dreaming. A lady mentioned by Dr,
Gooch, who became insane in consequence of an alarm from.
a house on fire in her neighborhooQ~ imagined that she
was the Virgin Mary, and had a luminous halo around her
head.

III. Visions of the imagin;JtioQ which have formerly been 
indalged in, of thllt kind wh.ich we -call waking. dreams, or
castle-building, recurring to the mind in thi~ condition, and
now believed to ha YC a real existence. I ,have been able to·
trace this source of the hallucination. In one case, for ex
ample, it turned upo~ an office to which the individual ima
gined he.had bcen ~ppointed; and it W3S impossible to per
suade him to the contrary, or. even ths.t the offil:.e was not
vacant. He afwrward.acknowledged .that his fancy had at
various times been fixed upon that appointment, though there
were no circumstaricesthat warranted him in entertaining
.any expectation of it. In a man mentioned by Dr. Morison,
the hallucination turned upon circumstaJ.lces whieh had heen
mentioned when his forhme was told .by a ~ipsey.

IV. Bodily feelings giving rise to trains of associations,
in the same eX1ravagant manner ~s in d,eaming. A milD,
mentioned by Dr. Rush, imagined that lie had a Cafi'rein
his stomach, who had got into it at the cape of Good Hope,
and had oecasioned him a constant uneasiness ever since.
In such a case, it is probable that there had been some
fixed or frequent uneasy feeling at the stomach, and that
about the.commencement of his complaint he had been
strongly impressed by some transaction in whicb. a Caffre
was concerned..

Old """""iatlOlUl, V~OIl. of 1ma,iDa\lon. CMo I 1Iadi1T fee1IDp. "II........
patienL
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V. There seems reason to believe that the hallucination.
of the ins",ne are often influenced by a certain sense of the
new and singular state in w,hich their mental powers really
are; and a certain feeling, though confused and ill-defined,
.of the loss of that power Over their ment.al processes which
they possessed when in health. To a feeling of this kind
I am disposed to refer the impression so common among
the insane of being under the influence of some supernatu
ral power. 'They sometimes represent it as the working of
an evil spirit, an,d sometimes as witchcraft. Very often
theydeseribe it as a mysterious and undue influence which
some individual has obtained {)ver them, and this influence
they often ~eprel!E.'nt as being carried on by means of elec
tricity, galvanism, or magnetism. This impression.1Mling
once established ofa mysterious agency, or a mysterious
change in the state and feelings of the individual,· various
other incidental associations may be brought into conneeti{)n
with it, according. as particular circumstances have made
a deep impression on the mind. A man mentioned by Pi~el,

who had'become~insaneduring the French revolution, ima
gined that he had lJeen guillotined; that the judges had
changed their mind after the sentence was executed, and had
ordered his head to be put on again ; and t.hst the persons
intrusted with this duty had made a mistake, and put a wrong
head upon him. '. Another individual, mentioned by Dr.
Conolly, imagined that he had. been hanged, and.brought to
life by means of galvanism; and that the whole of his life
had not been refltored to him.

Out o( 'the same undefined feeling {)f mental proeesses
very different from those of their healthy state probably
arises another common impression, namely, of, intercourse
with spiritual beings, visions, and -revelations. The particu
lar character of these, perhaps, arises out of sQme previous
processes of the mind, or strongpropenility ,of the character j

and the notion of a supernatural revelation may prQceed
from ~ certain f~ing of the Jlew and peculiar .manner in
which the impression is fixed upon the, mind. A priest,
mentioned by Pinel, imagined tllat he hl1d a cQmmission
from the Virgin Mary to murder a c~ain individual, who

lolluonco o( a ..no~ o( tlleir otale on the ills.no, c;.... mentionod I Idoas of com·
munlcation with oupornatural belngo, Story o(the p~ I
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wu accused of infidelity. It is probable that the patient in
this ClUle had been naturally of a violent and irascible dis
position; that he had come in contact with this persOD, and
had been annoyed and irritated by infidel sentimeJlts uttered
by him; oild that a strong feeling in regard to him had
thus been excited in his mind, whieh, in his insane state,
was formed into thi. vision.

When the mental impression i, of a depressing eharac
ter, that modification of the disease i. produced which is

. called melancholia. It seems to differ from mania merely
in the subject of hallucination, and accordingly we find the
two modifications pas. into each other, the same patient
being at one,time in astate ofmelascholic depression, and
at another of maniacal exeitement. It is, however, more
common for the melancholic to continue in the state of de
pression, and generally i~ reference to ODe subject; and the
difference between him and the exalted maniac does not
appear to depend upon the occulonal cause. For we
sometimes find persons who have beeome deranged in con'
nection with overwhelming, calamities, show no depression,
nor even a recoll8Cltion of their distresses, but the highest
state of exalted mania. The differenee appears- to depend
chiefly upon constitutional peculiarities of character

The mo.t striking peculiarity of melancholia is the pre
vailing propensity to suiciQe; and there are facts connected
with this subject which remarkably illustrate what may be
called the philosophy of insanity. When the melancholic
hallucination hu fully_ taken pones.ion of the mind, it be
comes the Bole object of attention, without the power of·
varying the impression, or of directing the thoughts to any
facts. or considerations calculated to remove ·or palliate it.
The evil seems oveJ;whelming and irremediable, admitting
neither of 'palliation, consolation, nor hope. For the pro
eess of mind ealcula~ed to diminish such an impression, or
even to produce the hope of a palliation of the ,evil, is ,\lre
cisely that exercise of mind which, in this singular cOnditiOn,
is lost or suspended; namely, a, power of changi.ng the sub·
ject of thought, of transferring the attention to other facts

Melancholy, How diltlngulohed (rom manIA' M.-t-Il.tildng peculiarity of melan·
chely' Overwhelming lolluelice oflh. qlelancholy (H1l08'l,
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alid considerations. and of comparing the mental impreuioD,
with these, 'and with ·the' actual state of external things.
Under such a conviction' of overwhelming and hopeless
misery, 'the feeling naturally arises of life being a burden,
and this is succeeded by a determiBation to quit it. When
such an association has once been formed, it also fixes itself
upon the mind, and fails to be corrected by thosecoB~era
tions which ought to remove it. That it is in this manner
the impression arises, and not from any process analogous
to the determination of a sound mind, appears, among other
c!remnstances, from the singular manner in which it is
oCteu dissipated; namely, by the accidental production of
some new impression, not calculated in any degree to influ
ence the subject of thought, but simply to give a momentary
dinciion of the mind to some other' feeling. Thus a man,
mentioned by Pinel, had left his house in the night with the
determined resolution of drowning himself, when he was
attacked by robbers; He did:his best to eBCapefrom them,
and, havin~ done so, retumed home, the resolution of sui
cide being entirely .dissipated. A woman, mentioned, I
believe, by Dr. Burrows, had her resolution chuged in the
same manner, by something falling on her head after she
had gone out fora sim.ilarpurpose. . . '

A very. singillar modification occurs in some of these
cases. With the eamest desire of death, there is combined
an impression of the criminality of suicide; but this, instead
of co~ting the hallucination, only leads to another and
most extraordinary mode of effecting the purpose; namely,
by committing murder, and so dying by the hand of justice.
Several instances ate on record in which this remarkable
mental process· was distinctly trace"d and avowed; and in
which there was no mixtiJre of malice against the individu
als who were murdered. On the contrary, they were gene
rally children; and in one of the cases, the maniac distinctly
avowed his resolution to commit murder, with a view of
dying by a sentence of law, and at the same time his deter
mination that his victim should be a child, as he should thus
avoid the additional gu.ilt of sending a person oat of the
world in a state of unrepented sin. The meutal'process in

Why tbey cannnl be felllOfed l .c_ mentioned b7 Pinell SiDpIar modifteatlon
of the di1lel.Ulle7 In&litances'
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such a case presente a mOIlt interesting subjeet of reflection.
'It appears .to be purely a prtlCeBIl' of ll8Ilociation, without the
power of reasoning. I should suppOIlC that there ha.d been
at a former period, during a comparatively healthy state of
the mental faculties, a repeated contemplation of suicide,
which had been always checked by aD immediate convic
tion of its dreadful criminality. In this manner,a 1itrong
connection had been formed, which, when the idea of suicide
afterward came into the mind during the state of insanity,
led to the impression of its heinousness, not by a process of
reasoning, but by silllple association. The subsequent
steps are the distorted reasonings of insanity, mixed with
some previous impression of the safe condition of children
dying in infancy. This explanation, I think, is strongly

.countenanced by the eonsideration, that had the idea of the
criminality of suicide been ia any degree a proceSs of rea
soning, a corresponding convietion of the guilt of .murder
must have followed it. I find, however, one ease whi~h is
at variance with .this hypothesis. The reasoning of that
unfortunate individual, was, that if he cOJDJDittei murder
and died by the hand of justice, there would be time for
making his peace with the Almighty between the crime
and his execution, which would not be the ease if he should
die by suicide. This was a species of reasoning, but it~
purely the reasoning of insanity. ' ,

, Attempts have been made to refer insaW.ty' to di¥l~of
bodily: organs, but hitherto without much success.' In some
instances we are able to trace a connection of-this kind;
but in alar~e proportion we can trace no bodily disease.•
On this subject, as well as various other points connected
with the phenomena of iiisanity, extensive and ,careful ob
servation will be required before we are entitled to' advance

- to any conclusions. In regard to what have been called
the moral causes of insanity, also, I suspect there has'been
a good deal of fallacy, arising from considetingas a moral
cause what was really a part of the disease. Thus we find
so many eases of insanity referred. to erroneous views of
religion, so many to love, so many to ambition, &C. But

Exp1anation. Exception. J;rroneoWl theory 0( lnnnity. Can ....y connection lie
uaced 1 Common fallacy 7 '
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perhaps it may be doubted whether that which was in these
cues considered as· the caue, was not rather, in many in
stances,. a. part of the hallucination. This, I think, applies
in a peculiar manner to the important subject of religion,
which, by ~ common bnt very loose mode of speaking. is
often mentioned as a frequent cause of insanity. When
there is a constitutional tendency to insanity, or to melan
choly, ODe of its leading modifications, every subject i8 dis
torted to which the mind can be directed, and none more
frequently or more reJJl!l1'~ably than the great questions of
religious belief. But this itJ the ~ffect, not the cause; and
the frequency of this kind of hallucination, and the various
fol'llUl which it assumes, maybe ascribed to the subject
being one to which the minds of all men are so naturally
directed in one degree or another,. and of which no man
living can ilntirely divest himself. Even when the mind
does give way under 'a great moral cause, such as over
whelming Dli.fortunes, we often find that the hallucination
does not refer to them, but to 'something- entirely distinct:
striking examples of this are mentioned by Pinel.
. InsaRity'is, in a Illt$'eproportion of cases, to be traced to

hereclitary predispositIon; and this is ofteJl so strong that
no prominent moral cause is necessary for the production of
the disease, and probably DO moral treatment would have
any effect in preventing it. We must, however, suppose.
that where a tendency to insanity exists; there may be, in
many eases, circumstances in ment.l habits or mental dis
cipline calculated either to favor or to counteract the ten
dency. Insanity frequently commences with a state in
which particular impressions fix themselveaupoR the mind
in a manner entirely disproportioned to their true relations;
and in which these false impressions fail to be corrected by
the judgment comparing them with other imprelSions, or
with external things. In 'so far as mental habits may be
supposed to favOl" or promote such a condition, this may be
likely to result from allowing the mind to, wander away
from the proper duties ofHfe, or to luxuriate amid scenes of
the imagination; and permitting mental emotions, of what
ever kind, to be excited in a manner disproportioned to the

hi rell«ioIao melaneboly lbo <:au.. or oftilcl .of \nsan~1' BerecUtary predilpoeiUou.,
lnlluellCO of monlal bab&. In promollng il , .
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true relation. of the objectl which pe rille to them; in
short, from allowing the mind to 1'a1Ilble among imaginary
eventll, or to be led awar by slight and casual relations, in
stead of steadily esercismg the judgment in the investiga
tion of truth. We might refer to the same head habitll of
diltorting events, aDd of founding upon them conclusions
which they do not warrant. These, anc,l otDer propenlities
aDd habits of a similar kind, constitute what is called an ill·
regulated mind. Opposed to it is that habit of cool and
BOund esercise of the understanding by which events are
contemplated in their true relations and _consequences, and
-mental emotions arise out of them such as th«lY are really
calculated -to produce. Every one must be familillf with
the difference which exists among different' individuals in
this respect; and even in the same individual at different
times. We trace the influence af the principle in the im·
preslion which is made by -events coming upon us suddenly
and 1UlUpectedly; and the manner in which the emotion
il gradually brought. to its proper bearings, as the mind ac·
commodates itself to the event, by contemplating it in its
truerelatioD8. Iii such a mental process as this, we observe
tb.e most remarkable diversities among various individuals.

_In BOrne, the mind rapidly contemplates .the event in all
itsrelatioD8, and speedily arrivcs at the precise impression
ot emotion which it- is in truth fitted to produce. In
others, this is done mOre slowly, .perhaps inore-imperfectly,
a~d probab~y n?t without the_ai~-of flug~8t~ons from other
mmds; whIle, m some, the first ImpressIOn IS so strong and
so permanent, and re~istB in such a manner those considera
tions which might remove or moderate it, that we find diffi
culty in dra.wing the line between it and that kind of false
impression which ccmstitutes the lower degree of insanity.
Habits of -mental application must Illso exert a great inHu
ence; and we certainly remar~ a striking difference be
tween those who are accustomed merely to works of ima·
gination and taste, and those whose 'minds have been rigidly
esereised to habits of calm and severe inquiry. A fact
is' mentioned by Dr; Conolly which, if it shall be con
firmed by farther observation, WQuid lead to some most im-

Habhll which tend 10 avert iI' Diveioille8 amon« Indlvid..u_ mJluenee o( bablliI
o(mental application 1 Dr_ Conolly'. testimony' -
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portant reflections. He states that it appears~ fl'omthe re
gisters of' the Bicetre, that maniacs of the more educated
cllUlses consist almpst entirely of priests, artists, painters,
sculptors, poet!!, and musi~ian8; while no instance, it is said,
occurs of the disease in~ natutalists, physicians, geometri-
cians, or chemists. '

The higher degrees of insanity are in general so distinct
ly defined in their characters as to leave no room for doubt
in deciding upon the nature of the affection. But it, is
otherwise in regard to many of the lower modifications i
and great discretion is often required in judging whether
the concluct of an individual, in particular instances, is to be
considered as indicative of i1lllanity. This arises from the
principle, which must never be lost sight of, that in such

- cases we are Dot to decide simply from the facts themselves,
but by their relation to other circumstances, and to the pre
vious habits Bnd character of the individual. There are

, many peculiarities and eccentricities of charac1er which do
not constitute' insanity; and the' same peculiarities may af
ford reason for suspecting insanity in one person and not in
another; namely, when in the former they have appeared
suddenly, and are· much opposed to his previous uniform
charac,ter; while, to the latter, they have been long known
to be habitual and natural. ThUll, acts of thoughtless pro
digality and extravagll.DCemay, in one person, be considered
entirely in accordance with his uniform character; while
the same act\J, c6mmitted by a person formerly distinguished
by sedate a.nd prudent conduct, may give good ground
for suspecting insanity, and in fact constitute a form in
which the affection very often appears. In ordinary eases
of insanity; a man's conduct is to be ·tried bya comparisbn
with the average condllct of other men; but, in· many of 
the cases now referred to, he must be compared with his for-
mer self.· '

Another caution is to be kept in mind, respecting the
mental impressioDs of the individual in these slight or sus
pected eases of insanity; that an impression which gives
reason (or suspecting insanity tn one case, because we know

Highet dettreeo of fn....IIY wen marked. Lower rlegreee. Ne._ily of eaullon.
Menial peeuflaril1.... which arc sometime. mistaken for in••nity. Another caullon I
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it to be entirely unfounded and imagInary, may allow orna
such conclusion in another, in which it has some reasonable
or plausible foundation. Insane persons indeed often relate
stories which hang together so plausibly and consistently,
that we cannot say whether we are. to consider them as in
dicative of insanity, until we have ascertained whether they
have any foundation, or are entirely imaginlUY' In one
instance which was referred to in the discussions respecting
a late remarkable case. the principal fact alfeged against
the individual was, his having taken up a suspicion of the
fidelity of his wife. But it turned out to-be a very general
opinion among his neighbors that the impression was well
founded. The same principle applies' to the antipathies
against imimate friends which are often so remarkable in
the insane. They may be of such a nature as decidedly to
mark the hallucination of insanity,-as when a person ex
presses a dislike to a child, formerly, beloved, on the ground
that he is not really his child, but an evil spirit which has
assumed his form. Thili is clearly insaltj{y; but if the ,anti
pathy be against a friend or i'elatil'e, without any such rea·
son assigned fOJ; it, we require to keep in view .he inquiry,
whether the impressiQn be the result of hallucination, or
whether the relative has really given any ground for it. In
all slight or doubtful ooses, much discretion should be used
in putting an individual under restraint, and stiH more in
immediately subjec;ting him to confinement 'in an asylum
for lunatics. But there is. olle .modification in which aU
such delicacy must be dispense<!. with, namely, in those me
lancholic cases which have shown any t~ndeBcy to !'uieide.
Whenever this propensity has appeared, no time is to be
lOst in taking the most effectual precautions; and the most

. painful consequences hllve very often resulted, in cases of
this descrip~ion, from misplaced delicae-y and delay. .

The subject of hallucination in insanity we. have Been
may be either entirely imaginary and groundless, or may
be a real event viewed in falSE: relations, arid c~ed to false
consequences; This view of the subject bears upon an im·
portant practical point which has been mU!.lh agitated, name-

Slorieo related by the i .....n.. Som. Impreoftlol c:ow:llllll•• proof Or WoanIl7. Ten·
Uncy 10 ouicide. Subjects of hallucination twofold.
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ly, the liability of maniacs to punishment; and which has
been ably and ingeniously argued by Lord Erskine in his
defence of Hatfield, who fired at his majesty King George
III. The principle contended for by this eminent person is,
that when a maniac commits a crime under the influence of
an impression wpich is entirely visionary, and purely the
hallucination of insanity, he is not the object of punishment ;
but ,that, though he may have shown insanity in other things,
he is liable to punishment if the impression under which he
acted was true, and the human passion arisillg out of it was
directed to its proper object. He illustrates this principle
by contrasting the case of Hatfield with that of Lord Fer,
rers. Hatfield had taken a fancy that the end of the world
was at hand, and that the death of his majesty was in
some way connected with important events which were
about to take place. Lord Ferrers, after showing various
indications of insanity, murdered a man against whom he

. was known to harbor deep-rooted resentment, on. account
.of real .transactiolls in which that individual had rendered
himself obnoxious to him. .The former, therefore, is c0ll-si·
dered as an example of the pure hallucination of insanity;
the .latter as one of human passion founded on real events
and directed to its proper object. Hatfield, accordingly,
was acquitted, but Lord Ferrers was convicted of murder
and executed. The contrast between the two cases is suffi
ciently striking; but it may be questioned whether irwilJ
bear all that Lord -Erskine has .founded upon it. There
can be no doubt of the first of his propositions, that a person
acting under the pure hallucination of insanity, in regard
to impressions which are entirely unfounded, is not the
object of punishment. But th~ converse does not seem to
foIIow; namely, that the man becomes an object of punish
ment merely because the impression was founded in fact,
and becaUlle there was a human passion directed to its pro
per object. Fer it is among the characters of insanity not
only to 'call up impretlllions which are entirely visionary,
but also to distort ande:s:aggerate those which are true, and
to carry them to consequences which they do not warrant
in the e>timation of a sound mind. A person, for instance,

Important practical point' Argument of Lonl El'lIldoel His positionsl His UlUII
lralIon of It , Belase tlie cue. A.uthor's ,ie.. of thll subject'
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who hall suffered a loss in business \vhich does not affect
his circumstances in any importaIit degrOOt-,may imagine,
under the influence of hallucination; that he is a ruined
man, and that his family is reduced to beggary. Now, were
a wealthy man under the influence of such hallucination to
commit an outrage on a person who had defrauded him of
a trifling sum, the case would afford the character mention
ed by Lord Erskine, namely, hUman. passion founded UpOD.

real events, and directed to its proper object.: but no one,
proba.bly, would doubt for a mOment that the process was
as much the result of insan~tyas if the impression had been
entirely visionary. In this hypotlietical case, indeed, the
injury-, though real, is slight; but it does not appear that the
principle is necessarily affected by the injury being great,
or more in relation to the result which it leads to according
to the usual course of human passion. It would appear
probable, therefore, that in deciding a doubtful case, a jury
ought to be guided, not merely by the, circumstances of the
case itself, but by the evidence of insanity in other thingS.

, This, 'accordingly, appears to have been the rule on which
a jury acted in aI.lother important case-mentioned by Lord
Erskine, in which an unfortunate feDlu!~, under the influ
ence of insanity, murdered a man who had seduced and
deserted her. Here was a real injury oC the highest -de
scription, and human passion founded upon it and directed
to its proper object; but the jury, on proof of derangement
in other things, acquitted the prisoner, who accordingly
soon passed into il state of" undoubted and- deplorable insa
nity." In the ease of Lord Ferrers, also, it would appear
that the decision proceeded, not so much upon the principle
of human passion directed to its proper object, as upon Il.D.

impression that his lordship's previous conduct had been
indicative of uncontrolled violence oC temper, rather than
actual insanity. '

Some of the points which have been briefly alluded to
-seem to bear on ,the pradical part of this important subjeet,-'
the moral treatment of insanity. Without entering on any
lengthened discussion, some, leading principles may be re-
Cerred to the following heads :- '

nluolration of it 1 Lord Enikine'e reaooning examined. Con.lderatiOlUl which
lIhould inlluence a jury 1 Case ,of 'Ihe female lll"rderer. Practical part of this
oubjecl.
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I. It will be generally admitted that every attempt to
reason with a maniac is not only fruitleSli, but rather tends
to fix more deeply his erroneous impression. An impor
.tant rule in the moral management of the insane will there
fore probably be, to'avoid every allU:sionto the subject of
theirhalIucination, to remove from them every thing calcu
lated by association to lead to it, and to remove them from
scenes and persons likely to recall or keep up the erroneous
impression. Hence, pJ'obably, in a great measure arises
the remarkable benefit of removing the insane froln their
usual residence, frien$ls, and attendants, and placing them
in new scenes, and entirely 'under ,the care of strangers.
The actual effect of this measure. is familiar to everyone
who'is in any degree conversant with the management of
the insane. That the measure may have itl! full effect, it
appears to be of importance that the patient should not, for
'a considerable time, be visited by any friend or acquaint
ance; but should be separated from every thing connected
with his late erroneous associations. The danger also is
well known which attends premature return to home and
common associates ;-immediate relapse having often fol
lowed this, in cases which had been going on for some time
in the most favorable manner.

IL Occupation. This is referable to two kinds, namely,
bodily and mental. The higher states of mania in general
admit of no occupation; but, on the contrary, often require
coercion. A degree below this may admit of bodily occu
pation; and when this 'can be accomplished in such a man
ner as fully to occuPy the attention and prodilce fatigue,
there is reason to beheve that much benefit may result from
it. Dr. Gregory used to mention a farmer in the north of
Scotland who had acquired uncommon celebrity in the
treatment of the insane; and his method consisted chiefly in
having them constantly employ.ed in the most severe bodily
labol',' As soon, also, as the situation of the patient will
admit of it, mental occupation must be considered as of the
ntmost importance: it should not consist mer.ely of desulto-

Prlnclpl_ of the moral treatment o( the IJIIllne. Reuooinlf (rulll.... Remcirinlf
1IIaR frlllD dIlIIClID_ to wblc:h they han been accustomed. Occupation. The Seoceh
farmer.
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ry employment or amusement, but should probably be regu
lated by two principles :-1. Occupations calculated to lead
the mind gradually iBto a connected series of thought.
When the mental condition of the patient is such as to make
it practicable, nothing answers 80 well as a course of hi.
tory, the leading events being distinctly written out in the
fonn of a table, with the dates. Thus the attention is fixed
in an easy and connected manner; and in cases. which ad
mit of luch occupation being continued the effect is often
..tonishing. 2. Endeavoring to discover the patient's for
mer habits and favorite pursuits, at a period' previous to the
hallucination, and uDConnect'edwith it; and. using means
for leading his attention to these. I have already alluded to
the complete suspension of all former pursuits and attach-'
ments whieh often takes place in insanity, and to a return
of them as being frequently the most' marked and satisfac
tory symptom of convalescence. This is, in such cases, to
be c9DBidered as a sign, not a cause of the improvement;
but there seems every reason to believe that the principle
might be acted upon with advantage in the moral t~atmellt
of certain forms of insanity. On a similar principle, it is
plQbable that in many cases much benefit might result from
moral management calculated tQ revive. all8OCiat-ions of •
pleasing kind, in regard to circumstallces anterior to the
occurrence ofthe malady.

III; Careful classificatiOn' of the insane, se that the wId
and peaceful melancholic may not be harassed by the ravings
of the ma~iac. The importance of this is obrious; but of
stjll greater importance it will probably be. to watch the
first dawnings of rellson, and insta,ntly to remove the patient
from all asllOCilltes by.whom his mind might be aglloin be
wildered. The following case, mentioned by Pinel, is eer·
tainly an extreme one, but much important refiection arises
out of. i, in reference both to this and. the preceding topic:
A musiCian confined in the Bicetre, as one of the first
symptoml of returning reason, made some slight allusions to
his favorite instrument. It was immediately procured for
him; he occupied himself with music for. several hours

lIIeD1al eceupatioll; when expedient' HoW 10 be 1'8ruJated. CiulUlca&lon of ..m-e. Cue of 1M mlJlk:lan.
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every day, and his convalescence seemed to be advancing
rapidly. But he was then unfortunately allowed to come
frequently into contact with a furious maniac, by meeting
him in the gardens. The musician's mind was unhinged;
his violin was destroyed; and he fell back into a state of
insanity which was considered as confirmed and hopeless.
. Cases of decided insanity ia general admit of little moral
treatment, until the force of the disease has been broken in
some considerable degree. But among the numerous modi
fications which come under the view of the physician, there
are various forms in which, by judicious moral management,
It great deal is to be accomplished. Some of these affec
tions are of a temporary nature, and have so little influence
on a man'If'general conduct in life, that they are perhaps
not knoWn beyond his own family, or confidential friends.
In some of these cases the individual is sensible of the sin
gular change which has taken place in the state of his
mental powers, and laments the distortion of his feelings
and affections. He com?lains, perhaps, that he has lost his
usual interest in his family, and his usual affection for them;
and that he see~ to be deprived of every feeling of whicb
he Was formerly susceptible. The truth is, that, the mind
has become so'occupied by the erroneous impreilslon as to
be inaccessible to any other, and incapable of applying to
any pursuit, or following out' a train of thought. .

A most interesting affection of this class often comes un
der the ob8ervation of the physician, consisting of deep but
erroneous views of religion, generally accompanied with
disturbed sleep and considerable derangement of the sys
tem, and producing a state of mind closely bordering upon
ins~ty. It occurs most commonly in young persons of
acute and susceptible feelings, and requires th~ most deli
cate an:d cautious management. Two modes of treatment
are frequently adopted in regard to it, both equally erro
neous. The one consists in hurrying the individual into
the distraction of company, or a 'rapid journey j the other,
in urging religious discussions, and books of profound divi
nity. Bothaie equally injudicious, especially the latter; for
e,very attempt to discuss the ix.nportant subject to which the

tloral treatment In decided c....., rnUlr..t1ng, form of Insanity 1 Ito character 1
Coalmon mad... of t_eDt 1 Their etrocto I , .
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distorted impression refers only se~es to fix the hallucina
tion more deeply. The mode of treatment which I have
always found most beneficial consists of regular exercise,
with attention to the general health; and in enforcing a
course of reading of a nature likely to fix the mind, and
carry it forward in a connected train. Light reading or
mere amusement will not answer the purpose. A regular
course of history, as formerly mentioned, appears to 8Uc~eed

best, and fixing the attention, by writing out the dates 'and
leading events in the form of a table. When the mind has
been thus gradually exercised for some time in a connected
train of thought, it is often astonishing to observe how it
will return to the subject which had entirely overpowered it,
with a complete dissipation of former erroneous impressions.
A frequent complaint at the commencement of such an ex
ercise is that the person finds it impossible to fix the atten
tion, or to recollect the subject of even a few sentences :
this is part of the disease, and by perseverance gradually
disappears. This experiment I have bad occasion to make
many times, and it has always appeared to me one of ex~

treme interest. I do not say that it hasunifotmly slieceed
ed, for the affection frequently passes into confirmed insani
ty; but it has succeeded in a sufficient number of 'instances
to give every encouragement for a careful repetition of it.
The same observations ,and the same mode of treatment
apply to the other forms of partial hallucination. The plan
is, of course, to be assisted by regular exercise, and atten
tion to the general health, which is usually much impaired.
The affections are particularly connected in ,a very intimate
manner with a disordered state of the stomach and bowels,
and with derangements in the female constitution. Means
adapted to these become, therefore, an essential part of the
management.

There has been considerable discussion respecting the
distinction between insanity and idiocy. It 'has been said
that the insane reason justly on false premises; and that
idiots reason falsely' on sound premises. Thitr does not
seem to be well founded: It would appear. that a maniac
may reason either upon false or true premises; but that in

Proper mode of treatment 1 Difficulty, and remedy fOr lL DIalinction between
inlanity and 1d1oc1 1
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either case his reasoning is influenced by distorted views of
the relations of things. The idiot, on' the other haulJ. does
not reason at all; that is, though he may remember the
facts he does not trace their relations. Idiocy appears to
consist, in a greater or less degree, in a simply impaired or
weakened state of the mental powers; but this is not in
sanity. On the contrary, we have seen that, in the insane,
certain mental pow~rsmay be in .the highest state of activi
ty,-the memory recalling things long gone by,-the ima
gination forming brilliant .associations,-every faculty in
the highest activity except the power of tracing correct re
lations. I have already referred to a gentleman mentioned
by Pinel, who possessed during the paroxysm a brilliancy
of conception and readiness of memory which ~re not na
tural to !Jim. Another. mentioned by the same writer, who
was infatuated with the chimera of perpetual motion, con
structed pieces of mechanism which were the result of the
most pofound combinations, at the time when he was so
mad that he believed his head to have been changed. A fe
male, mentioned, I believe, by Dr. Rush, sang with great
beauty and sweetness, :which she could not do when she was
sane; and a musician played, when insane, much better
than when he was well.

In that remarkable obliteration of the mental faculties,
on the other hand, which we call idiocy, fatuity, or dimentia,
there is none of the distortion of insanity. .It is a simple
torpor of the faculties, in the higher degrees amounting to
total insensibility to every impression; and some remarka
ble faets are connected with the manner in which it arises
without bodily disease. A man, mentioned by Dr. Rush,
was so violently affected by some losse's in' trade that he was
deprived almost' instantly of all his mental faculties. He
did not take notice of any thing, not even expressing a de
sire for food, but merely taking it when it was put into
his mouth. A servant dressed him in the morning, and
conducted him to a seat in his parlor, where he remained
the whole day, with his body bent forward., and his eyes
fixed on the floor. In· this state h& continued nearly five
years, and then recovered completely and rather suddenly.

The Idiol1 Slate of the faculli.. In 1i1l,anity 1 Remarkable Inslances. State of tbe
"culties In Idiocy 1 Cue mentioned by Dr, Rush.
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The account which he afterward gave of his condition
during this period was, that his mind was entirely lost;
and that it was only about two months before his final ·re
eoverythat he began to have. sensations au.d thoughts of
any kind. These at first served only to convey fears and
apprehensions, especially in the night-time. Of perfect
idiocy produced iu. the same manner by a moral cause an
affecting example is givell by Pinel:-Two young men,
brothers, were carried off by the conscription, and, in the
first action in which they were engaged, one of them was
shot dead by the side of the other. The survivor was in
stantly struck with perfect idiocy. He was taken home to
bis father'. house, where another brother was so affected by
the sight· of him, that he was seized in the same manner;
and in this state of perfect idiocy they were both received
into the Bicetre. I have formerly referred to various exam
ples ·of this condition supervening au. bodily disease. In
tIOme of them the affection was permanent; in others it
was entirely recovered from.

The most striking illustration' of the various shades of
idiocy is derivtld from the modifications of intellectual con
dition observed in the cretins of the Vallais. These singu
-iar beings are usually divided into three classes, which re
ceive the name of cretins, semi-cretins, and cretins of the
third degree. The first of these classes, or perfect cretins,
are itt point of intellect scarcely removed above mere ani
maltife. Many of them cannot speak, and are only so far
sensible of the common calls of nature as to go, when ex
cited by hunger, to places where they have been accustom
ed to receive their food. The rest of their time is spent
either in basking in the sun or sitting by the fire, without
any trace of intelligence. .The next class, or semi-cretins,
show a higher degree of intelligence; they remember com
mon events, unders~and what is said to ~hem, and express
themselves in an intelligent manner on the most common
subjects. They are t"aught to repeat prayers, but scarcely
appear to annex any meaning to the words which they
employ; and they cannot be taught io read or write, or

Hlo own account of bill condition I IdiOcy produced by a moral &aU88: lim brothore.
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even to number their fingers. The cretiRs of the third de~

. gree learn to read and write, though with very little under
standing of what they read, except on the most common
topics. But they are acutely alive to their own interest,
and extremely litigious. They are without prudence or
discretion in the direction of their affairs, and the regula
tion of their conduct; yet obiJtinate, and unwilling to be ad...
vised. Then- memory is good 8S to what they have seen

'or heard, and they learn to imitate what they have observ
ed in various arts, . as maChinery, painting, sculpture, and
ar-ehitecture; but it is mere imitation without invention.
Some of the!ll learn music in the same manner; and other,!
attempt Jloetry of the' lowest' kind, distinguished by mere
r~yme. It ill said that none of them can be taught arithme
tic, but I do not know whether this has been ascertained to
be invariably true; there is no doubt that it is a very gene
ral peculiarity.

The imbecile, in other sit.uations show characters very
analogous to these. Their memory is often remarkably
retentive; but it appears to be merely a power of retain
ing facts or words in the, order and connection in whi~h

they have been presented to them, without the capacity of
tracing relations, and forming new associations.. In this
manner, they sometimes acquire langua~s, and even pro
cure a name for a kind of scholarship; and they learn to
imitate in various artll, but without invention. Their defi.
ciency appears to be in the powers of abl!ltracting, rooombin
ing, and tracing relations; consequently they are deficient
in judgment, fur which these processes Ilre necessary. The
maniac, on'the other hand, seizes relations acutely, rapidly,
and often ingeniously, but not soundly. They are only
incidental relations, to which he is led by some train of as
sociation existing in his own mind; but they occupy his at
tention in such a manner that he does not admit the consi
deration of other relations, or compare them with those
which have fixed themselves upon his mind. .

The' states of idiocy and insanity, therefore, are clearly
distinguished in the- more complete examples of both; but
many instances occ~ in which they pass into each other,

Third ClUB' Deocrlbe them. The Imbecile. Tbelt memory' In what deficient'
The maniac: compsred with them' Dlltlncdon between Idiocy and IDAIIlty'
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and where it is difficult to say to which of the affections the
.case is to be referred. I believe they may also be, to a cer
tain extent, ~ombined; or that there may be a certain dimi
nution of the mental IJQwers existing along with that distor.
tion which constitl!tes insanity. They likewise alternate
with one another,-maniacal paroxysms often leaving the
patient, in the intervals, in a state of idiocy, A very inte
resting modification of another kind is mentioned by Pinel :
Five young men were received into the Bicetre, whose in
tellectual faculties appeared to be really obliterated; and
they continued in this state for periods of from three to up
wards of twelve months. They were then seized with pa
roxysms of considerable violence, which continued from
fifteep to twenty-five days, after which they all entirely reo
covered.

Idiocy can seldom be the subject cither of medical or mo
ral treatment; but .the peculiar characters of it often be
come the object of attention in courts of law, in relation to
the competency of imbe~ile persons to manage their" own
affairs; and much difficulty often occu,s in tracing t~e.line

between competency and incompetency. S,:,yeral years
ago a case occurred in Edinburgh, which excited much dis
cussion, and shows, in a striking manner, some of the pe
culiarities of this condition of the mental faculties :-A g('n
tleman of considerable property having died intestate, his
heir-at-Iaw was a younger brother, who had always been
reckoned very deficient in intellect; lind, consequently, his
relatives now brought an action into the court of session,
for the purpose of finding him incompetent, Rnd obtaining
the authority of the court for putting him under trustees.
In the investigation of:this case, various respectable persons
d~poned ~hat they ;had lo~g kn?~ th~ individual, ~nd con
SIdered him as deculedly ImbeCile 10 hiS unde,l'standing, and
incapable of managing his affairs. On the other hand, most
respectable evidence was produced, that he had been, when

. at school, an excellent scholar in the languages, and had re
peatedly acted as a private tutor to boys; 'that he was re
markably attentive to his own interest, and very strict in

80melimes connected. Remarkable case or fly. !Ol'ng men' Treatment for Idio
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making a bargain; that he had been proposed as a candi
date fOI: holy orders, and, on .his first examination in the
languages, had acquitted himself well; but that, in the sub
sequent trials, in which the candidate is required to deliver
a discourse, he had been found incom~tent. The court of
session, after long pleadings, decided that this individual
was incapable of managing his affairs. The case was then
appea}ed to the house of lords, where, -after farther pro
tracted proceedings, this decision -,vas affirmed. I was well
acquainted with this person, and was decidedly of opinion
that he was imbecile in his intellects. At my suggestion
the following experiment was made in the course of the in
vestigation. A small sum of money was given him, with
directions to spend it, and present an account of his dis
bursement, with the addition of the various articles. He
Boon got rid of the money, but was found totally incapable
of this very simple process of arithmetic, though the slim did
no1; exceed a few shilJings, This individual, then, it would
appear, possessed the simple state of memory. which ena
bled him to acquire languages; but was deficient in the
capacity of combining, reflecting, or comparing, His total
inability to perform the most simple process of arithmetic
was a prominent character in the caNe, analogous to what I
have already stated in regard to the cretins. In doubtful
cases of the kind, I think this might be employed as a nega
five test with advantage; for it probably will not be doubted
that a person who is incapable of sllch a process is incompe-
tent to manage his affairs. . _-

It is a singular fact that the imbecile ~are, 'in general, ex
tremely attentive to their own interest, and perhaps most
commonly cautious in their proceedings. Ruinous extrava
gance, absur!l schemes, and quixotic ideas of liberality and
magnificence are more allied to insanity; the former may
become the dupes of others, but it is the latter who are most
likely to involve and ruin themselves.

Before leaving the subject of Insanity, ttJere is a point of
great interest which may be, briefly referred to. It bears, in
a very striking manner, upon what may be called the patho
logy of the mental powers j -but I presume not to tour.h

Decision' Appeal and final d~ialoo. Experime"L w11h kim 1 ILl reoulL 7 Singular
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lIpon it except in the slightest manner. In the language
of common life, we sometimes speak of a moral insanity, in
which a man rushes headlong through a course of vice and
crime, regardless of .every moral restraint, of every social
tie. and of all consequences, whether more immediate or
future. Yet,.if we take the most melancholy instance of
this kind that can be furnished by the history of human de
pravity, the individual may still be recognised, in regBI'd to
all physical relations, as a man of a sound mind; and he
may be as well qualified as other men for the details of busi
DelIS, or even the investigations of science. He is correct
in his judgment of all the physical relations of things; but,
in regard to their moral relations, every correct feeling ap
pears to be obliterated. If a man, then, may thus be cor
rect in his judgment of all physical relations, while he is lost
to every moral relation, we have strong ground for believing
that there is in his constitution a power distinct from rea
son. but which holds the same sway over his moral powers
that reason does among his intellectual; and that the inflll
ence of this power may be weakened or lost, while reason
remaiBs unimpaired. This is the moral principle, or the
power of conscience. It has been supposed by some to be a
modification of reason, but the considerations now referred
to appear to favor the opinion of their being distinc.t. That
this power should so completely lose its sway while reason
remains unimpaired. is a point in the moral constitution of
man which it does not belong ,to the physician to investi
gate. The fact is unquestionable; ·the solution is to be
sought for in the records of eternal truth.

IV. SPECTRAL ILLUSIONS.

The theory of spectral illusions 'is closely connected with
that of the affections treated of in the preceding parts of
this section; and I shall conclude this subject with a very
brief notice of some of th~ mQst authentic facts relating to
them. under ihe following heads :- ..

I. False perceptions. or impressions made upon the set1lles

lIIoni m.nlty. lUI character' Moral Fmc!JlIe. IIp.ctral Wuoicloe; c1aase& FaI8e
pen:epdone.
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only, in which the mind does not participate', Of _this
class there are several modifications, which have been re
ferred to under the subject of perception. I add in this
place the following additional examples :-A gentleman of
high mental endowments, now upwards of eighty years of
age, of a spare habit, and enjoying uninterrupted-health,
has been for eleven years liable to almost daily visitations
from spectral fi.gures. They in general present human

. countenances; the head and upper parts of the body are
distinctly defined; the lower .parts are, for the most part,
lost in a kind of cloud.· The figures are various, but he
recognises the same countenances repeated from time to
tiUJe, partic~la~ly, of late years, that of _an elderly woman,
with a peculilU'ly arch and playful expression, and a daz·
zling brilliancy of ·eye, who seems just ready to speak to
him. They appear also in various dresses, such as that of
the age of Louis XIV.; the costume of ancient Rome; that
of the modem Turks and Greeks; but more frequently of
late, as in the case of the female now mentioned, in an 014
fashioned Scottish ptaid of Tartan-, drawn up and brought
forward over the .head, and then crossed below the chin, as
the plaid WI\f woru by aged women in his younger days.
He ·can seldom recognise among the IIpectres any figure or
countenance which he remembers to have seen; but his
own face has occasionally been presented to him, gradually
undergoing the change from youth to manhood, and from
manhood to old age. The figures appear.at various times
of the day, both night and morning; they continue before
him for some time, and he sees them -almost equally well
with his eyes open or shut, in full daylight or in darkness.
They are almost always ofa pleasant character, and he
seems to court their_ presence as a source of amusement to

'him. He finds that he can banish .themby drawing hi.
hand across his eyes, or -by shutting and opening his eye
lids once or twice for a. second or two; but on these occa-

-sions they often appear again soon after. The fi~ures ve
sometimes of the size of life, and sometimes in mmiature;
but they are always defined and finished with the clearness
and minuteness. of the finest painting. They sometimes ap-

Knm\lles. Form and appearance oftbe ftgur.. ' Coo\1IIDll' Timeo of their appear'
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pear as if at a considerable distance, and gradually ap
proach until they seem almost to touch his face; at other "
fimes they float from side to side, or disappear in ascendiJ}.g
or descending. In gt;neral, the countenance of the spectre
is presented to him; but on some occasions he sees the
back of the head, both of males and females, exhibiting va
rious fashions of wigs and head-dresses, particularly the
flowing, full-bottomed wig pf a former age. At the time
when these visions began to appear to him, he was in the
habit of taking little or no wine, and this hal been his com
mon practice e"ver since; but he finds that any addition to
his usual quantity of wine increases the number and viva
city of the visions. Of the effect of bodily illness he can'
give no account, except that once, when he had a cold and
took a few drops of laudanum, the room appeared entirely
filled with peculiarly brilliant objects, gold and silver orna
ments, and precious gems; but the spectral visions were
either not seen or less distinct. Another gentleman, who
died some time ago at the age of eighty, for several years
before his death never sat down to table at his meals with
out the impression of sitting down with a large party
dressed in the fashion of fifty years back. This gentleman
W8:l Mind of one eye, and the sight of the other.was very
imperfect; on this account he wore over it a green shade,
and he had often before him the image of his own COUJlte
nance, as if it were reflected from the inner surface of the
shade. A very remarkable modification of this class of illu
sions has been communicated to me by Dr. Dewar of Stir
ling. It occurred in a lady who was quite blind, her eYllll
being also disorganized and sunk. She .never walked out
without seeing a little old woman with a "red cloak and a
crutch, who seemed to walk before her. She had no illu
sions when within doors.

II. Real dreams, though the person was not at the time
sensible of having·slept, nor consequently of having dream
ed. A person, under the influence of some strong mental
impression, drops asleep for a "few se-conds, perhaps with
out being sensible of it; some scene or person con"nooted

meet of "in. , Meet of Ulne.1 bodler caM , Cue of \lie blind IU,., Ileal
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with the impression appears in a dream, and he starts up
under the conviction that it was a spectral appearance. I
have formerly proposed a conjecture by which some of the
most authentic stories of second sight may be referred to
this principle; others seem to be referable to the principles
to be mentioned under the next head. Several cases men
tioned by Dr. Hibbert are also clearly of the nature of
dreams. The analogy between llreaming and spectral illu
sions is also beautifully illustrated by an anecdote which I
received lately from the gentleman to whom it occurred, an
eminent medical friend. Having· sat up late one evening,
under cmnsiderable anxiety about one of his children, who
was ill, he fell asleep in his chair, and had a frightful dream,
in which the prominent figure was an immense baboon. He
awoke with the fright, got up instantly, and walked to a
table which was in the middle of the room. He was then
quite awake and quite conscious of the articles around him;
but close by the wall, in the end of the apartment, he dis
tin~tly saw the baboon making the same horrible grimaces
which he had seen in his dream; and the spectre continued
visible for about half a minute.

III. Intense mental conceptions so strongly impressed
upon the mind as for the moment to be believed to have a
real existence. This takes plaCe when, along with the men
tal emotion, the individual is placed in circumstances in
which external impressions are very slight;, as solitude,
faint light, and quiescence of body. It is a state closely
bordering upon dreamin~, though the vision occurs while
the person is in the wakmg state. The following example
is mentioned by Dr. Hibbert :-A gentleman was told of. the
sudden death of an old and intimate friend, and was deeply
affected by it. The impression, though partially banished by
the business of the day, was renewed from time to time by
conversing on the subject with his family and other friends.
After supper, he' went by himself to walk in a small court
behind his house, which was bounded by extensive gardens.
The sky was clear, and the night serene; and no light was
falling upon the coUrt from any of the windows. As he
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walked down stairs, he was not thinking of any thing con
nected with his deceased friend j but when he had proceeded
at a slow pace about half-way across the court, the figure
of his friend started up before him in a most distinct manner
at the opposite JUlgle of the court. "He was not in his usual
dress, but in a coat of a different color, which he had for
some months left off wearing. I could even remark a figured
vest which he had also worn about the same time j also a
colored silk handkerchief around his neck, in which I had
used to see him in a morning j and my powers of vision
seemed to become more keen as I gazed on the phantom
before' me." The narrator then mentions the indescribable
feeling which shot through his frame j but he soon recovered
himself, and walked briskly up to the spot, keeping his eyes
intently bed upon the spectre. As he approached the spot
it vanished, not by sinking into the earth, but seeming to
melt insensibly into air.

A similar example is related by a most intelligent writer
in the Christian Observer for October, 18,29 :-" An inti
mate friend of my early years, and most happy in his do
mestic arrangements, lost his wife under the most painful
circumstances, suddenly, just after she had apparently
escaped from the dangers of an untoward confinement with
her first child. A few weeks after this melancholy event,
while travelling during the night on horseback, and in all
probability thinking over his sorrows, and' contrasting his
present cheerless prospects with the joys which so lately
gilded the hours of his happy home, the form of his _l08t
relative appeared to be presell.ted to him at a little distance
in advance. He stopped his ho;rse, and contemplated the
vision with' great trepidation, till in a few seconds it va
nished away. Within a few days of this appearance, while
he was sitting in his solitary parlor late at night, reading by
the light of a shaded taper, the door, he thought, opened,
and the form of his deceased partner entered, assured him of
her complete happiness, and enjoined him to follow her foot
steps." This second appearance was probably a dream j

the fir!'t is distinctly referable to the principles stated in the
preceding observations. - ,
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An interesting cue referable to this head is deseribed by
Sir Walter Scott, in his late work on Demonology and
Witchcraft: "Not long after the death of a late illustrious
poet, who had filled, while living, a great station in the eye
of the pQblic, a literary friend, to whom the deceased had
been well known, was engaged during the darkening twi
light of an autumn evening in perusing one of the publica
tions which professed to detail the habits and opinions of
the distinguished individual who was now no more. As the
reader had enjoyed,the intimacy of the deceased to a con
siderable degree he was deeply interested in the publica
tion, which contained some particulars relating to himself
and other friends. A visi~er was .sittin~in ~he .aI!artment,
who was also engaged m reading. Theil' slttmg-room
opened into an entrance-hall- rather fantastically' fitted up
with articles of armor, skins of wild animals, and the like.
It was when laying down his book, and ~assing into this
hall, through which the moon was beginnmg to shine, that
the individual of whom I speak saw right before him, and
in a standing posture, the exact, representation of his de
parted friend, whose recollection had been so strongly
brought to his imagination. He stopped for a single mo
ment, so as to notice the wonderful accuracy with which
fancy had impressed upon the bodily eye the peculiarities
of dress and posture, of the illustrious poet. Sensible, how
ev~r, of the delusion, he felt no sentiment save that of won
der at the extraordinary accuracy of the resemblance, and
stepped onwards towards the figuJ.:e, which resolved itself, as
he approached, into the various materials of which it was
composed. These were merely a screen occupied by great
coats, shawls, plaids, and such other articles as usually are
found in a country entrance-hall."

On this part of the subject I shall only add the following
example, which I have received from Dr. Andrew Combe :
A gentleman, a friend of his, has in his house a number of
phrenological casts, among which ~s particu.larly conspic~

OU8 a bust of Curran. A servant-gIrl belongmg to the fami
ly, after undergoing great fatigue, awoke early one morn
ing, and beheld at the foot of ~er bed the apparition of Cur-

Cue dMcribed by Wall8r 8c"". Narrate lhe cirCUIII8\&Ilce.. Apparition of Cur·
nu.
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ran. He bad the same pale and cadaverous aspect as in
the bust, but he was now dressed in a sailor's jacket, and
his face was decorated with an immense pair of whiskers.
In a state of extreme terror she awoke her fellow-servant,
and asked whether she did not see the spectre. She, how
ever, saw nothing, and endeavored to rally her out of her
alarm; but the other persisted in the reality of the appari
tion, which continued visible for several minutes. The
gentleman, it appears, keeps a pleasure yacht, the seam~n

belonging to which are frequ~ntly in the house. This, per
haps, was the origin of the sailor's dress in which the spec
tre appeared; and die immense whiSkers had also probably
been borrowed from one of these orcasional visiters.

To the same principle we are probably to refer the stories
of the apparitions of murdered persons haunting the mur
derer, until he was driven to give himself up to justice;
many eXllmples of this kind" are on record. Similar effects
have resulted in other situations from intense mental ex
citement. A gentleman, mentioned by Dr. Conolly, when
in great danger of being wrecked in a boat on the Eddy
stone rocks, said he actually saw his family at the moment.
In similar circumstances of extreme and immediate danger,
otbers have described the history of their past lives being
represented to them in such a vivid manner, that at a sin
gle glance the whole was before them, without the power
of banishing the impression. To this head we are also to
refer some of the stories of second sight: namely, by sup
posing that they consisted of spectral illusions arising out
of strong mental impression. and by Ijome natural coincidence
fulfilled in the same manner as we have" seen in regard to
dreams. Many of these anecdotes are evidently embellish
ed and exaggerated; but the followi~g I have received from
a most respectable clergyman, as being to his personal
knowledge strictly true: In one of the Western Isles of
Scotland, a congregation was assembled on a Sunday mom
ing, and in immediate expectation of the appearance of the
clergyman, when a man started up, uttered a scream, and
stood looking to the pulpit with a countenance expressive

leo d..... '" Explanation' ExpIUlaUon of apparlt.lons of murdered pllIlOI\II , Ell'ect
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oftenor. A. soon a.. he i:ould be prevailed on to speak, he
exclaimed, .. Do you not see the minister in the pulpit,
dressed in a shroud 1" A few minutes after this occurrence
the clergyman 'appeared in his place, -and conducted the
service, apparently in: his usual health; but in a day or
two after-was taken ill and died before the following Sunday.

The effect of opium is well known in giving an impres
sion of reality to the visions of conception or imagination;
sever~l striking examples of this will be found in the Con
fessions of an Opium-'Eater. These are in general allied,
or actually amount to the delusions of delirium, but they
are sometimes entirely of a 'different nature. My respected
friend, the late Dr. Gregory, was accustomed to relate a
remarkable instance which occurred to himself. He had
gone to the north country by sea to visit a lady, a near re
lation, in whom hefelt deeply interested, and who was in an
advanced state of consumption. In returning from the visit,
he har!. taken a moderate dose of laudanum, with the view
of preventing sea-sickness, and was lying on a couch in the
cabin, when the figure of the lady appeared before him in
80 distinct a manner, that her actual presence could Bot
have been more vivid. He was quite awake, and fully sen
sible that it was a phantasm produced by the opiate, along
with his intense mental feeling, but he was unable by any •
effort to banish the vision.
, Some time ago I attended a gentleman affected with a

painful local disease, requiring the use of large opiates, ,but
which often failed in producing sleep. In one watchful

, night there passed before him a long and regular exhibition
~. of characters an"- transactions connected wi!h certain oc-

, currences which had been the subject of much conversation
in Edinburgh some time before. The characters succeeded
each other with all the regularity and vividness of a theat
rical exhibition; he heard their conversation and long
speeches that were occasionally made, sOme of which were
in rhyme; and he distinctly remembered, and repeated Dext
day, long passages from these poetical effusions. He was
quite awake, and quite sensible that the whole was a phan
tasm; and he remarked that when he opened his eyes -the

Ecrec:t oCoplum' Cue of Dr. Gregory' Cue o...t ....d byl!ut aathor1
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..ion vanished, but instantly reappeared whenever he
clOHd them.

IV. Erroneous imprellsions,' connected with bodily dis
ease, generally disease in the brain. The illusions, in these
easel, arise in a manner strictly analogous to dreaniing,
and consist of some (ormer circumstances recalled into the
misld, and believed for the time to have a real and present
existence. The diseases in connection with which they
arise are generally of an apoplecticorinflammatory charac
ter, sometimes epileptic; and they are verr frequent in the
affection called delirium tremenl, which IS produced by a
continued use of intoxicating liquors. Dr. Gregory used
to mention in his lectures a gentleman liable to epileptic
fits, in whom the paroxysm was generally preceded by the
appearance of an old woman in a red cloak, who seemed to
come up to him, ~nd strike him on the head with her crutch;
at that iustant he fell down in the fit. It is probable that
there was in this case a ludden attack of headache, con
nected with the accession of the paroxysm, and that this
led to the vision in the same manner u bodily. feelings
give rise to dreams. One of the most singular cases on
record of spectral illusions referable to this class, is that of
Nicolai, a bookseller in Berlin, as described by himself, and
quoted by Dr. Ferriar :-By strong mental emotions he
seems to have been thrown into a state bordering upon
mania; aBd, while in this condition, was haunted con·
stantly, while awake, for several months, by figures of men.
women, animals, and birds. A similar case is mentioned
by Dr. Alderston:-A man who kept a dram-shop saw a
soldier endeavoring to force himself iato his house in a me
nacing manner; and, iIi rushing forward to prevent him, he
was astonished to find ita phantom. He had afterward a
succession .of visions of persons long dead, and others who
were living. This man was cured by bleeding and pur
gatives: and the source of his first vision was traced to
a quarrel which he had some time before with a drunken
soldier. A gentleman from America, who is also me»;-
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tioned by Dr: Alderston, was seized-with severe headache,
and complained of troublesome dreams; and, at the same
time, had distinct visions of his wife and family, whom he
had left in America. In the state of delirium tremens such
visions are common, and assume Ii variety of forms. I
have known a patient describe distinctly a dance of fairies
going on in the floor of the apartment, and give a most mi·
nute account of their figures and dresses.

Similar phantasms occur, in various forms, in febrile dis-_
eases. A lady whom I attended some years ago on account
of an inflammatory affection of the chest, awoke her hue
band one night, at the commencement of her, disorder,'and
begged him to get up instantly. S,he said she had distinct·
ly seen a man enter the apartment, pass the foot of her bed,
and go into a closet which entered from the opposite side
of the room. She was quite awake, and fully convinced
of the reality of the appearance; and, even after the closet
was examined, it was found ~lmost impossible to convince
her that it was a delusion. There are numerous examples
of this kind on record. The writer in the Christian Ob·
server, lately referred to, mentions a lady who, during a
severe illness, repeatedly saw her father, who resided at the
distance of many hundred miles, come to her bedside, and,
withdrawing the curtain, address her in his usual voice and
manner. A farmer, mentioned by the same writer, in re
turning from a market, was deeply affected by a most ex
traordinary brilliant light, which he thought he saw upon
the road, and by an appearance in· the light, which he sup
posed to be OUI Savior. He was greatly alarmed, and
spurring his horse, galloped home; remained agitated dur
ing the evening; was seized with typhus fever, then pre
vailing in the neighborhood, and dIed in about ten days.
It, was afterward ascertained that oIi the morning of the day
of t}l.e supposed vision, before he left home, he had com·
plained of headache and languor; and there can be no
doubt that the spectral appearance was connected with the
commencement of the fever. Entirely analogous to this,
but still more striking in its circumstances, is a case which
I have received from an· eminent medical friend; and the

n... American, e-. in febrile d-. n... anchor'. paUenL Case doocribed In
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•abject. of it was a near relation of his own, a lady about
fifty.' On returning one evening from a party; she went
into a dark room to lay aside some part of her dress, when
she saw distinctly before her the figure of death, as a skele
ton, with his arm uplifted, and a dart in hand. He instant
ly aimed a blow at her with the dart, which seemed to
strike her on the left side. The same night she was seized
with fever, accompanied by symptoms of inflammation in
the left side; but recovel'ed after a severe illness. So
strongly was the vision impressed upon her mind, that even
for some time after her recovery she could not pass the
door of the room in which it occurred with~ut discovering
agitation j declaring that it was there she met with her ill
ness.

A highly intelligent friend whom I attended several years
ago, in a mild but very protracted fever, without delirium,
had frequent interviews w.ith a spectral visiter, who present
ed the appearance of an old gray-headed man, of a most
benignant aspect. His visits were always conducted exactly
in the same manner: he entered the room by a door which
was on the left hand side of the bed, passed the end of the
bed, and seated himself on a chair on the right hand side:
he then fixed his eyes upon the patient with an expression
of intense interest and pity, but never spoke;" continued
distinctly visible for some seconds, and then seemed to va
nish into air. His visits were sometimes repeated daily for
several days, but sometimes he missed a day ~ and the ap
pearance continued for several weeks. The same gentle
man on another occasion, when in perfect health, sitting in
his parlor in the evening, saw distinctly in the comer of
the room a female figure in a kneeling posture, who con
tinued visible for several seconds.

In a lady, whose case is mentioned in the Edinburgh
Journal of Science for April, 1830, there was an illusion
a1fecting both sight and hearil1g. She repeatedly heard
her husband's voice calling to her by name, as if from an
adjoining room j and on one occasion saw his fi~re most
distinctly, standing before the fire in the drawmg-room,
when he had left the house half an hour before. She went

The apparition of a ekeleton. Etlect upon the mind' The epectral Yieher' C1r
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llIld sat down within two feet of the figure, supposing it to
be her husband, and was greatly astonished that he did not
answer when. she spoke to him. The figure continued visi
ble for several minll.tes, then moved towards a window at the
farther end of the room, and there disappeared. A few
days after this appearance, she llaw the figure of a cat lying
on the hearth-rug; and, on another occasion, while adjust
iog her hair before a mirror, late at night, she saw the coun
tenance of a friend, dressed in ashrond, reflected from the
mirror, as if looking over her shoulder.. This lady bad
been for some time in bad health, being affected with pe~

toral complaints, and much nervous debility. A remarka
ble feature of this case was the illusion of hearing;. and of
this I have received another example from a medical friend
in EngllUld. A clergymap, aged fifty-six, accustomed to
full living, was suddenly seized with. vomiting, vertigo, and
ringing in his ears, and continued.ia rather an alarming COft

dition for several days. Dilring this time, he had the sound
in his ears of tunes most distinctly played, and in accurate
succession. Thi!l patient had, at the saine time, a very re
markable' condition .of vision, such as I hue not heard of
in any other case., All objects appeared to him inverted.
This peculiarity continned three days, and then ceased gra
dually ;-the objects by degrees changing their position, first
to the horizontal, and then to 'the erect.

V. To these sources of spe~tral illusions we are to add.
though not connected with our presentsubject, those which
originate in pure misconception; the i.magination working
up into a spectral illusion something which is really a very
trivial occurrence. Of this clall8 is an anecdote, mentioned
by Dr. Hibbert; of. a whole ship's company being thrown
into the utmost state of consternation by the apparition of a
cook who had died a few days before. He was distinctly
seen walking ahead of the ship, with a peculiar gait, by
which he was distinguished when alive, from having one of
his legs shorter than the other. Oli steering the ship to
wards the object, it was found to bea piece of floating wreck.
A story referable to the same principle is related by Dr.
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Ferriar :-A gentleman travelling in the Highlands of Scot
land was conducted to a bedroom, which was reported to be
haunted by the spirit of a man who had there committed
suicide. In the night he awoke under the influence of a
frightful dream, and found himself sitting up in bed with a
pistol grasped in his right hand. ,On looking round the
room he now discovered, by the moonlight, a' corpse dressed
in a shroud reared against the wall, close by the window ;
the features of the body, and every part of the funeral ap
parel, being perceived distinctly. On recovering from the
first impulse of terror, so far as to investigate the source of
the phantom, it was found to-be produced by the moonbeams
forming a long bright image through the broken window.

Two esteemed friends of mine, while travelling in the
Highlands, had occl\sion to sleep in separate beds in one
apartment. One of them, having awoke in the night, saw
by the moonlight a skeleton hanging from the nead of his
friend's bed; every part of it being perceived in the most
distinct manner. He instantly got up to investigate the
source of the illusion, and found it to be produced by the
moonbeams falling upon the drapery of the bed, which had
been thrown back, in some unusual manner, on account of
the heat of the weather. He returned to bed and soon fell
asleep. But having awoke again some time after, the eke·
leton was still so distinctly before him, that he eould not
sleep without again getting up to trace the origin of the
phaDtom. Determined not to be disturbed a third time, he
now brought down the curtain into its usual state, and the
skeleton appeared no more. . .



PART IV.

VIEW OF THE QUALITIES AND ACQUIREIIlENTS WHICH CONSTI

TUTE A WELL REGULATED MIND.

IN concluding this outline of f~cts regl!-rding the intellec
tual powers and the investigation of truth, we maiy take a
slight review of what those qualities are' whic::hconstitutea
well regulated mind, and which ought to be aimed at by
those who desire either their own mental culture,'or that of
others who are under their care. The more important con
siderations may be briefly recapitulated in the following
manner :-

I. ~he cultivation of a .habi~ of steady and cOl)tinu!'us
attentIOn; or of properly dlrectmg the mmq to any subject
which is before it, so as fully to contemplate its elements
and relations. This is necessary for the due exercise of
every other mental process, and is the foundation of all im
provement of character, both intellectual and moral. We
shall afterward have occasion to remark, how often sophis
tical -opinions and various distortions of character may-be
traced to errors ill this first act of the mind, or to a misdi
rection and want of due regulation of the attention. There
is; indeed, every reason to believe that the diversities in the
power of judging, in different individuals, are much less than
we are apt ,to imagine; and that the remarkable differences
observed in the act of judging are rather to be ascribed to
the manner in which the mind is previously directed to the
factlt on which the judgment is afterward to be exercised.
It is related of Sir Isaac Newton that when he was ques
tioned respecting the mental qualities which formed the pe
culiarity of his character, he referred it entirely to the pow
er' which he had acquired of continuous attention.

SubJeet or Pa:rl IV' Plro\ quality' IlIIlmportanee., Evils mullin! (rom a Willi' •
..c 11 , To what u.o- eau_ may difl'erene... In aelll of jwlgiq lie aa:r1Ilel1' WIIIcII
_ commonly \he U'iIe eaue' Ne"""". la_It,
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The fonowing dlrectiODll and cautious will yery much 8t'sist the pu.
pil in acquiring this intellectual habit.

1. Attempt but one thing at a time, and deyote your whole attentiOll
exclusively to it. Many yOUDg persons continually yiolate this princi
ple. They will try to study a lesson, and listen to an interesting COD

Yersation at the same time, hoping to secure simultaneously the ad
vantage of the one and the pleasure of the other. But, in fact, the
pleasure of the conversation 18 destroyed by the uneasy and distract
mg feeling which the circumstances occasion, and the attention to the
book is of the most superficial and useless character; so that both ob
jects are lost. In the same manner, a pupil engaged in some mathe
matical calculatiODll WillSlation himself at a window, where he may
look down OD some busy scene, the animating influences of which, he
imagines, may cheer his labors i whereas, in fact, in· such a case, he
can neither enjoy the prospect nor perform his work.

2. Another. most common way by which habits of inattention and
wandering of mind are formed and- fixed,· is, not attempting exactly to
:10 two thingll, but attempting one with the mind all the time J>C!
plexed with doubt whether it ought not to be doing another. This is
a very common source of ~ury. The most ruinous consequences to
the intellectual habits of the young, especially, often resj1\t from it ;
for they seldom have much plan or system in the arrangement of their
time. He who acts from the impulse of the moment, must be always
exposed to this difficulty j for this impulse will continually fluctuate
and vary. He will take up one book, and a.fter reading a page will
think another would be more interesting, and chauging from one to the
other will lose all the benefit of both. Or he '" ill be employed in study
ing a lesson, with his mind all t,he time. distracted with the questioll
which he continually stops to consider, whether he shall not give up
his lesson and read a story, or he will 'read the story with a secret con
viction that he ought to be studying a lesson. There cannot be prac
tices more destructive to present enjoym8Jlt, or more ruinous to the ha
bits of the mind.

3. Another most common cause of careless and superficial habits of
attention is, undertaking what is not fairly within the powel'll of the
individual. If a reader cannot fully understand and appreciate the
work which he has undertaken, he iusensibly acquires the habit of
runnin~ over it with his ere, while his mind is really occupied with
90metlung else. He reOOlves perhaps a few ideas, he catches a little
of the tl'll.in of thought, but he enters not into the spirit of the work at
all. Thousands and thousands of books are read in this way, the
reader taKing merely what lies upon the surface, ~nd having no idea
that there is any thing below. This too is destructive to all correct
habits of attention. . .

By 1best\ three precautions, Tiz.. carefully confining the attention to
the siugle object which for the time being is before it,-regulating
the selection of objects by some systematic principle, so that while we

FifOt principle' Comlllon m0de0llr YioIating It. Coneequenc... ' Second principle.
Common ".,. or YiollUln!lI'. Conoequeneeo. Third prineiple. OouequellC. 0( yl
oWing l~' RecapilulaUon or the Ulrae prlactpt_,
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are pursuing one study no other neglected duty can emile in to claim
our attention-and never undertaking what is not fairly within the
reach. of our powers,-we may soon acquire habits of continuous and
steady attention, at least in the study of kJoks. But in order to form
correct habits of -attention in the highest sense, it is riot enough for
the individual to practise on books. He must practise on men and
th~gs. That is, he must not only·, when engaged in reading, attend
to his books, bU:t when. out in ~iety; and surrounded by persons,
and by the vanoua objects of lif~, he must attend to them. That
mind is as badly disciplined which loses itself in a revery when sur
rounded by society, as the one which continually wanders in search
of amusement when its possessor is endavoring to confine it to Iiooks.
In a word, give the whole attl\ntion 'with. a vigor and earnestness to
the object, ffJlJatel1e1' it may be, which, for the time being, is properly be
fore you. . , . ,

Faithful practice on these principles will soon give the pupil this first
quality of a well regulated mind.

II. Nearly connected with the former, and of equal im
portance, is a careful regulation and control of the succes
sion of our thoughts. This remarkable faculty is very much
under the influence of cultivation,'and,on the power so ac
quired depends the important habit of regular and conneet
ed thinking. It is primarily a voluntary act; and in the
exercise of it in different individuals there are the most re
m~kable.differences. In some the thoughts are allowed to
wander at large'without any regulation. or are devoted only
to frivolous and transient objects;' while others habitually
exercise over them a stern control, directing them to sub
jects of real importance, and prosecuting these in a regular
and conn~cted manner~· This important habit gains strength
by exercise, and nothin~, certainly, has a greater influence
in giving tone and consistency to the whole character. It
may not, indeed, be going too far to aSsert that 'our Condi
tion, in the scale both of moral· and intellectual beingll, is in
a great measure determined by the oontrol which we have
aequired over the' succession oC our thoughts; and by the
subjects on which they are habitually exercised. .

The regulation of the though&s is, "therefore, a high con
cern; in the man who devotes his attention to it as a study
of supreme importance, the first great source of astonish
ment will be the maDner is which hi. thoughts have been

To ..Ut applicable beeidN lilll elud1 of boob' eUlIIIIl principle' Seeond qaan.
\1' Ho.. far ..qjuolar7 , DilIlIr_ fII ........ ta&lUo n.iplICL CDueq- ...
.....41u.'
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oceupiecl in" many an hour and many a day that haa paued
over him. The leading objects to which the thoughts may
be directed, are referable to three classes. (1.) The ordi
nary engagements of li~, or matters of business, with which
every man is occupied in one degree or another; including
concerns of domestic arrangement, penonal comfort, and

• necessary recreation. Each of these deserves a certain cle
F of attention, but this requires to be etrictly guided by
Its real and relative importance; and it is entirely unwor
thy of a sound and regulated mind to have the attention
eolely or chiefly occupied with matters of penonal comfort,
or of trivial importance, calculated merely to afford amuse
ment for the passing hour. (2.) Visions of the imagination
built up by the mind itself when it has nothing better to-oc
cUPT it. The mind cannot be idle, and when it is not oc
CUPied by subjects of a useful kiod, it will find a resource
in tholle which are frivolous or hurtful,-in mere visioDs,
waking dreams, or fictions, in which the mind wanders from
scene to scene, unrestrained by reason, probability or truth.
No habit can be more oppOlled to a healthy condition of the
mental powers; and nOne ought to be more carefully guard
ed against by everr one who would cultivate the high ac
quirement of a wei regulated mind. (3.) Entirelyoppos
ed to the latter of these modes, and distinct also in a gre~

measure from the former, is the habit of following out acon
nected chain of thoughts on subjects of imparlance and of
truth, whenever the mind is disengaged from the ,roper 1lDd
nec~y attention to the ordinary transactions 0 life. The
particular subjects to which the thoughts are directed in
cultivating this habit, will vary in difterent individuals; but
the consideration of the relative value of them does not be
long to our present subject. The purpose of thelle obller
vations is simply to impress the value of that regUlation of
the thought. by which tbey can always find an occupation
of interest and importance distinct -frQlll.the ordinary trBllll
actions of life, or the mere pursuit Qf frivolous engage
ments; and also totally distinct from that dest~ctivehabit
by which the mind is allowed to run to waste amid visions
uul fictions unworthy of a waking man.
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In acquiring this second quality of a well regulated mind, there tile .
several ways in which the pupil may practise. It will of course be
understood that this head refers to the employment of the thoughts
when they are at liberty, as when the individl1ll1 is walking, or sitting
alone, or engaged in those employments which do not necessarily 0c

cupy the mind. The fonowing'are some of the methods by which the
mind can be in such cases usefully employed.

1. Reviewin~, and fixing in the memOl'J') what has been read, or
learned in any other way.. You Iiave been engaged, we will imagine,
in a bock of travels; now you can call up to mind the scenes described
there. Commence the journey with the traveller in imagination, anew,
and go regularly forward, calling up to mind as fully as possible all the
adventures and incidents which the book described. The same may be
done with any other work.. -

2. Pursuing a connected train of thonght on some uSeful subject
selected for this purpose. You take, for instance, for your subject
" Common instances of Insincerity," and making a logical division ;;C
it, you consider one head at a t'.Jne, reguJarly examining it in all its
bearings and relations, as if you were going to write a treatise upon
the subject. You first think, perhaps, of iilsincere professions for the
sake of ci"ilitY,-eall to mind as many cases as you can, and arra~
and classify them. In the next place you take cases. of false appeil.r
ances assumed from "llIIity, and pursue this in· the same way. Thus
the whole subject may be explored, and reduced to order and system.in
your own mind. The subjects which may in this way be examined
are innumerable. -

3. Systematic and attentive obseroatioll. In tJ.lls ease, the thoughts
are not engaged in reviewing 'past attainments, or in exploring a sub
ject of- reflection, but in examining with interest and care visible ob-'
Jects around.' If riding through a new country he may Itudy its geo
graphical features, or the pursuits and occupations of its inhabitants.
If taking an evening walk, he ~n examine with care' the plAnts or
flowers he seilS, or, by conversation with the various individuals he
may meet with, increase his knowledge of human character and ac·
tion. He may thus draw oft' his thonghts from the field of mere reflec
tion, and apply them, with active interest, to the objects or the scene
through which he.moves. He may, if lie chooses to regulate in some •
degree these studies, select some class of objects' tosamine, or
some point towards which his observations shall tend. For example,
when rambling in the fields, he may employ himself in finding as
many proof. of contri"ana as he can in the works bf nature, and to
this pomt clireCt all his inquiries and observations on lUs walk, whe
ther he looks at an insect or _a plant, or the form and structure of
a hill.

Snchare the various' wars -by which solitary thought may be regu
lated. Reviewing past studies j reflecting systematically on some new

Way" In which 1\10 IhollgbU may be omployod. FII'It modo. EuJDplo' SocaD4
modo' Eumple' Third modo' E:rampt.. ! BeeapilaWloo'
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subject j and the scientific and active emmination of nature. It must
not be underslOOd, however, that the writer recommends that every
hour of reftection or solitude should be rigidly devoted to such purpolIeS.
There most be rllaealima, which such exercises will not afford; for
thought, guided by theselrinciples, will be sIllily, and in the case of the
young, it will be study 0 the severest kind. It is, however, an effort
which must be often made, or the !Diad will nevet acquire the full
COIIlIII8Ild of its POWeJll.

III. The cultivation of an active, inquiring state of mind
which seeks for information from every. source that comes
within its reach, whether in reading, conv.ersation, or per
sonal observation. With this state of mental activity ought
to be clollely connected attention to the authenticity of
facta 80 received; avoiding the two extremes of credulity
and scepticism. .

IV. The habit of cotreet association; that is, connecting
facts in the-mind iJ.ccording to their true relations, and to the
manner in which they tend to illustrate each other. 'rhis.
as we have formerly seen, is one of the principal means of
improving the memory; particularly of the kind of memory
which is an essential quality of a cultivated mind; namely,
that which is founded not upon incidental connections, but
on true and important relations. Nearly allied to this is
the habit of reflection, or of tracing carefully the relations
of facts, and the conclusions and principles which arise out
of them. It is in this manner, as was formerly mentioned,
that the philosophical mind often traces remarkable rela
tions, .and deduces important oonclusions; while to. the
comJl.lon understanding the facts appear to be very remote,

• or entirely unconnected.' .

It is very important tlmt the ,Pupil should understand distinctly and
prec41ely what is meant by this "correct associalima." Let us suppose
a case. It may perhaps seem rather trivial, but no other one will fully
illustrate the case. Suppose you are riding in the stage with a sea
captain, who wears a white hat. The conversation turns on the sub
ject of the form ofships.. You tell him you should suppose that they
would make their way more easily through the water if they were
made DaI'l'OW BCro8II the.. bows or forward part, and gradually inCltlU-

Reereatlon oomotJm81 n__r,.. Third qualil,. I Fourth quall\,. , CorreI:t.-.cl·
&&ion' The Jdnd of memory ....n\lallo a cultl..led mind' 1'rlu:ing Iile~ of
l1Icla I E:J<amjU 10 WII8IrJlCa lbe lWO mode. of _\alion'
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ing towards the stero, so as to force open the water like a wedge. H.
tells you that this is found by experience to be a _bad construction,
for on this plan the friction of the water is great along the whole side,
whereas by making the ship broad near the bows, ana gradually ta
pering towards the. stern, it opens a sufficient 'passage through the
",ater at once, and the friction along the sides III relieved. In other
words, that it is more important to avoid friction along the' sides,
than resistance at the bows. He tells you also that the Creator has
formed fishes, and all animals who are intended to move in water, on
this principle.

Now after lJ,earing such a conversation as this, a persoD of well
disciplined II1i.nd will pause a Illoment, and connect these facts with
his other knowledge on the same subjects-that is, the construc
tion of ships,..:..the resistance of lluids,-and the admirable mechanism
of the Creator's works. And he will establish this connection so
firmly, that when at a future time any of these subjects come up in
conversation, this information will come up too; and thus all his
knowledge on' such subjects, from whatever sources derived, will
form one connected and harmonious whole.. On the other hand, the
person whose mind is undisciplined and unregulated, will perhaps
have this knowledge associated in his mind with no other idea than
that h~ was riding in a stage when he heard it, or that his informant
wore a white hat. Perhaps he would not think of the subject again,
until he meets, some weeks after, a gentleman in the street, wearing
a white hat, the sight of which may remind bim of his fellow-travel
ler, and the conversation abollt the construction of ships. Thou
sands of individuals have their ideas grounded on such principles as
~se. ~

Such is the difference between correct scientific association, and that
which is merely l1ccidental and trivial. And a moment's reflection
will show the reader the immense superiority of the former, for all the
purposes for which knowledge is to be used. We must of course learn
facts and principles at v<arious times, and under every possible variety
of circumstances. But though they cannot in all cases be. acquired
in order,they may be put in order as soon. as they are acquired.
Every truth, as soon as it· is possessed, must be carried to its proper
piau in the intellectual store-house, or else all will soon be inextncable
confusion. . ,

. V. A careful selection of the subjects to which the mind
ought to be directed. These are, in some respects, different
in different persons, according to their situations in life;
but there 're certain objects of attention which are pecu
liarly adapted to each individual, and there are some which
are equally interesting to all.- In regard to the latter, an
appropriate degree of attention is the .part of every wise

Facta .tated by th. captain! Proper mod. of ...ociating and rememOOring th_
facta' Imrroper mode! Imporlance of correcl habilS of _ocialion. FiClh quality'
8eleclloo 0 .ubj..",. Principle. whk:h should guide.
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DIan; in regard to the former, a proper selection is the
foundation of excellence. One individual may waste his
powers in that desultory application of them which leads to
an imperfect acquaintance with a Yllriety of subjects; while
another allows his life to steal over him in listless inactivity,
or application to trifling pursuits. It is equally melancholy
to see high powers devoted to unworthy objects; such as
the contests of party on matters involving no important
principle, or the sabtleties of sophistical controversy. For
rising to eminence in any intel1ectual pursuit, there is not
a rule of more essential importallee than that of doing one
thing at a time; avoiding distracting and desultory occu
pations; and keeping a leading object habitually before the
mind, as one in which it can at all times find an interesting
resource when necessary avocations allow the thoughts to
r<:cur .to it. A subject which is cultivated ill this manner,
not by regular periods of study merely, but as an habitual
object of thought, rises llP and expands before the mind in
a manner which is altogether astonishing. If along with
this habit there be cultivated the practice of constantly
writing such views as arise, we perhaps describe that state
of men~al discipline by which talents of a very moderate
order may be applied in a conspicuous and useful manner to
any subject to which they are devoted. Such writing need
not be made at first with any great attention to method, but
merely put aside for future consideration; and in this man
ner the different departments of a subject will develop and
arrange themselves as they advance in a manner equally
pleasing and wonderful.

VI. A due regulation and proper control of theimagi
nation; that is, restricting its range to objects which har
monize with truth, and are adapted to the real state of
things with which the individual is or may be connected..
We have seen how much the character is influenced by this
exercise of the mind; that it may be turned to purposes 'of
the greatest moment, both in. the pursuits of science and in
the cultivation of benevolence and virtue; but that, on the

Frequent _ of InteDeclua! powe.... B.enUai prlnelple' ~ of Ii' WrlI
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other hand, it may be so employed as to debase both the
moral and intellectual character.

VII. The cultivation of calm and correct judgment-'-ap
plicable alike to the formation of opinions, and the regu
lation of conduct. This is founded, as we have seen, upon
the habit of directing the attention distinctly and steadily
to all the facts and considerations bearing upon a subject;
and it consists in contemplating them in their true relations,
and assigning to each the degree of importance of which it
is worthy. This mental habit tends to guard us against
forming conclusions either with listless inattention to the
views by which we ought to be influenced, or with atten
tion directed to some of these, while we neglect others of
equal or greater importance. It is, therefore, opposed to
the influence of prejudice and, passion,;-:-to the formation of
sophistical opinions,-to party spirit,-and to every pro
pensity which leads to thl: adoption of principles on any
other ground than calm and candid examination, guided by
sincere desire to discover the truth._ In the purely physical
sciences, distorted opinions are seldom met with, or make
little impression, because they are brought to the test of
experiment, and thus their fallacy is exposed. But it is
otherwise in those departments which do not admit of this
remedy. Sophisms and partial deductions are, accordingly,
met with in medicine, political economy, and metaphysics;
and too often in the still higher subjects of morals and reli
gion. In the economy of the human mind, it is, indeed
impossible to observe a more remarkable phenomenon than
the manner in which a man who, in the ordinary affairs of
life, shows the general characters of a sound understand
ing, can thus resign himself to the influence of an opinion
founded upon partial examination. He brings ingeniously
to the support of his dogma every fact and argument that
can possibly be turned to its defence; and explains away
or overlooks every thing that tends to a different «onclu
sion; while he appears anxious to convince others, and
really seems to have persuooed himself, that he is engaged
in an honest investigation of trnth. This propensity gains

8o"enth quality I Comet judgmenL Founded on what 1 E1feclll of It' Op~
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strength by indulgllnce, and the mind, which has yielded to
its influence, advances from one pretended discovery to
another,-mistaking its own fancies for the sound conclu
sions of the understanding, until it either settles down into
some monstrous sophism, or perhaps concludes by doubting
of every thing. ' .

The manner in which the most extravagant opinions are
maintained by persons who give way to this abuse of their
powers of reasoning, is scarcely more remarkable than the
facility with which they often find zealous proselytes. It
is, indeed, difficult to trace the principles by which various
individuals are influenced in thus surrendering their assen1,
with little examination, often on subjects of the highest im
portance. In some it would appear to arise from the mere
pleasure of mental excitement; in others, from the love of
singularity, and the desire of appearing wiser than their
neighbors; while, in not a few, the will evidently takes the
lead in the menta] process, and opinions are seized upon
with avidity, and embraced as truth, which recommend
themselves to previously existing inclinations of the heart.
But whatever may be the explanation, the influence of the
principle is most extensive; and sentiments of the most
opposite kinds may often be traced to the facility with
which the human mind receives opinions which havil been
presented to it by some extrinsic mfluence. This influence
may be of various kinds. It 'may be the power of party,
or the persuasion of a plausible and persevering individual;
it may be the supposed infallibility of a particular system;
.it may be the mere empire of fashion, or the pretensions of
a false philosophy. The particular result, also, may durer,
according as one or other of these causes may be in opera
tion. But the intellectual condition is the same; and the
distortion of character which arises out of it, whether bigot
ry, superstition, or scepticism, may be traced to a similar
process; namely, to an influence which directs the mind
upon some other principl~ than a candid investigation of
truth. In a similar manner we may perhaps account for
the facts, that the lowest superstition and the most daring

eor.-uence. 7 Inlluence of IUch JIO""era on OIlier minds'· Call8.. of lblB' VarilMlr
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scepticism frequently pass into each other; and that the
most remarkable examples of both are often met with in the
same situations, namely, those in which the human mind is
restrained from free and candid inquiry. On the other
hand, it would appear that the universal toleration, and full
liberty of conscience, which characterize a free and enlight
ened country, are calculated to preserve from the two ex
tremes of superstition and scepticism. In other situations,
it is striking to remark how often those who revolt from
the errors of a false faith take refuge in infidelity.

The mental qualities which have been referred to in the
preceding observations, constituting an active, attentive,
and reflecting mind, should be carefully cultivated by all
who desire their own mental improvement. The man who
has cultivated them with adequate care, habitually exer
cises a process of mind which is equally a SOllrce of im
provement and of refined enjoyment. Does a subject occur
to him, either in conversation or reflection, in which he
feels that his knowledge is deficient, he commences, without
delay, an eager pursuit of the necessary information. In
prosecuting any inquiry, whether by reading or observation,
his attention is acutely alive to the authenticity of facts,
the validity of arguments, the accuracy of processes of ;in
vestigation, principles which are illustrated by the facts and
conclusions deduced from them, the character of observers,
the style of writers; and thus, all the circumstances which
come before him are made acutely and indiYidually the
objects of attention and reflection. Such a man acquires a
confidence in his .own powers and resources to which those
are strangers who have not cultivated this kind of mental
discipline. The intellectual condition arising out of it is
apphcable alike to eve~ situation in which a man can be
placed, whether the affaus of ordinary life, the pursuits of
science, or those higher inquiries and relations which con
cern him as a moral being.

In the affairs of ordinary life, this mental habit constitutes
what we call an intelligent thinking man, whose attention
is alive to all that is passing before him, who thinks acutely

BemecI7' Blreete of cultlntlng t.h_ quallll.. , On the IndlvldUBl'. own cbamG-
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ud eagerly on his own conduct and that of others, and
is CODstantly deriving useful information and subjects of
reflection from occurrences which, by the listless mind, are
passed by and forgotten. This habit is not necessarily con
nected with acquired knowledge, or with what is commonly
called intellectual cultivation; but is often met with, in a
high degree, in persODS whose direct attaimnents are of a
very li~ited kind. It is the founWrtion of caution and
prudence in the affairs of life, and may perhaps be consider
ed as the basis of that quality, of more value to its posses
lOr than any of the sciences, which is commonly called
lOun. good sense. It is the origin, also, of what we call
presence of mind, or a readiness in adapting resources to
·circumstances. A man of this charac~r, in whatever emer
gency he hapPens to be placed, forms a prompt, clear, and
defined judgment of whatever conduct or expedient the
situation requires, and acts with promptitude upon his de
cision. IIi both these respects he differs equally from the
listless inactivity of one description of men, and the rash,
hasty, and inconsiderate condllct of another,. He differs
not less from characters of a third class, who, though they
maT be correct in their judgment of what ought to be done,
arrIve at their decision or act upon it too slowly (or the
circumstances, and consequently are said, according to a
common proverb, to be wise behind time. The listless and
torpid character, indeed, may occasionally be eIcited by
emergencies to a degree of mental activity whieh is not
natural to him; and this is, in m&ny instances, the souree
of a readiness of conception and a promptitude in action
which the individual does not exhibit in ordinary circum
stances.

In the pursuits of science these mental qualities constitute
observing and inventive geBius, two conditions o( mind
which lie at the foundation of all philosophical eminence.
By olJsennng genius I mean that habit of mind by which
the philosopher Dot only acquires truths relating to any sub
jects, but arranges and generalizes them in such a manner
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lUI to .how how they yield conclusions which eacape the
lDere collector of facts. He likewise analyzes phenomena,
and thUi traces important relation. among facts which, to
the common mind, appear very remote and di..imilar. I
have formerly illustrated thi. by the manner in which
Newton traced a relation between the fall of an apple from
a tree, and those great principles which regulate the move
ments of the heavenly bodies. By i"vent.i'De genius, again,
I mean that activ~, inquiring state of mind, which not only
deduces, in this manner, principles from facts when they
are befure .40, but which graapa after principles by eager
anticipation, alld thea makes its own conjectures the guides
to observation or experimellt. This habit of mind is pecu
liarly lU1aptedto the experimental Iciences; and in these,
indeed, it may be considered as the source of the most im
portAt discoveries. It leads a man not only to observe
"nd connect the facts, but to go in seuch of them, and to
draw them, as it were, out of that concealment in which
they escape the ordinary obllCrver. In doing so, he takes
for his guides certain conjectures or lllISumptions which
have arisen out of his own intense -contemplation of the
subject. 'I'p.es~ may be as often false as true; but if found
false, ther are instantly abandoned; and by such a course
ofactive mquiry he at length arrives at the development of
truth. From him are to be expected discoveries which
elude the observation, not of the vulgar alone, but even of
the philosopher who, without cultivating this habit of inven
tion, is satisfied with tracing the relations or· facts as they
happen to be brought before him by the slower course of
testimony or occasional observation. The man who only
amuses himself with conjectures, and rests satisfied in them
without proo~ is the mere visionary or speculatist, who
injures cwery subject to which his speculations are directed.

In the concerns which relate to man as a moral being,
this active, inquiring, and reflecting habit of mind is not less
applicable than in matters of minor interest. The man
who cultivates it directs his attention intensely and ea~erly

to the great truths which belong to his moral condition,
seeks to estimate distinctly his relation to them, and to feel

EDmj)l.' N.1t1on. Innotln Iloh.,-w'-" Bill 1111'" Prupuo _III .....
M' Cllancter G>naed bT u-e babIIe Ia nepel:110 IIUIn1 Pnw-'
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their iniluence upon his moral principles. This constitutes
the diatinction between the individual who merely professes
a particular crtied, and him who examines it till he makes it
a matter of understanding and conviction, and then takes
its principles 88 the rule of his emotions, and the guide of
his conduct. Such a man also contemplates in the same
manner his relations to other men; questions himself rigidly
regarding the duties which belong to his situation, and his
own observance of them. He contemplates others with a
kind ofpersonal interest, enters into their wants and feelings,
and participates in their distresses. In all his relations,
whether of justice, benevolence, or friendship, he acts not
from mere incidental impulse, but upon clear and steady
principles. In this course of action many may go along
with him when the requirements of the individual case are
pointed out and impressed upon them; but that in which
the mass of mankind are wanting, is the state of mental ac
tivity which easily contemplates its various duties and rela
tions, and thus finds its way to the line of conduct appro
priate to the importance of each of them.

VIII. For a well regulated understanding, and particularly
{or the application of it to inquiries of the higliest import.
there is indispensably necessary a sound condition of the
moral feelings. This important subject belongs properly
to another department of mental science; but we have seen
its extensive influence on the due exercise of the intellectual
powers; and it is impossible to lose sight of the place
which it holds in t4e general harmony of the mental func
tions required for constituting that condition, of greater
value than any earthly good, which is strictly to be called
a well regulated mind. This high attainment consists not
in any cultivation, however great, of the intellectual pow·
ers; but requires also a corresponding and harmonious cul·"

.ture of the benevolent affections and moral feelings; a due
regulation of the passions, emotions, and desires; and a full
recognisance of the supreme authority of conscience over
the whole intE;1lectual and moral system. Cold and. con
tracted, indeed, is that view of Iqan which regards his un·

Imporl&nt d_ction In renrd to the adoption of moral and religious principle J
Proper vl._ 06 on.'. own outle.J Of tbe Intoreoto of otbel"llJ Of the rel8.liqn. of
Uf.1 Eighth quali,,,J Importance ofit J Whet Implied In il!
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demanding alone; and barren. is that system, however
wide its range, which rests in the mere attainment of truth.
The highest state of man consists in his purity as a moral
being; and in the habitual culture and full operation of
those principles by which he looks forth to other scenes and
other times. Arnone; these are desires and longings which
nought in earthly sCIence can satisfy; which SOIll beyond
the sphere of sensible things, and find no object worthy of
their capacities until, in humble adoration, they rest in the
contemplation of God. Truths then burst upon the mind
which seem to rise before it in a progressive series, each
presenting characters of new and mightier import. The
most aspiring understanding, a~ by the view, feels the
inadequacy of its utmost powers; yet the mind of the hum
ble inquirer gains strength as it advances. There is now
felt, i~ a peculiar manner, the influence of that healthy con
dition of the moral feelings which leads a man not to be
afraid of the truth. For, on this subject, we are never to
lose sight of the remarkable principle of our nature formerly
referred to, by which a man comes to reason himself into
the belief of what he wishes to be true; and shuts his mind
against, or even arrives at an actual disbelief of, truths
which he fears to encounter. It is striking, allo, to remark
how closely the philosophy of human. nature harmonizes
with the declarations of the sacred writings; where this
condition of mind is traced to itl true source, in the corrup
tion of the moral feelin~, and is likewise shown to involve
a high degree of guilt, 10 that rejection of truth wbich is
its natural consequence: "This' is the condemnation, that
light is come into the WOl'Id, and men loved darkness rather
than light, because their deeds were eviL For every one
that doeth evil hateth the light, neither cometh· to the
light, leet his deeds should be.reproved. But ,he that doeth
truth cometh to the light, that his deeds may be made
manifest, that they are wrought in God."

This condition of mind presents .a subject of intense inte
rest to everyone who would study his own mental condi
tion, either as an intellectual or a moral being. In each in:-

Tbe hi«bat IIaIe of mao' lnIIuenee of lofty moral almo' CorreopondeDc:e be
t_ tba pbUoeopby of human nature and the deeJaratioJul of SCripture' paaqe
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diYidllal iutaDce, it 11I&1 be traced to a J!articular COIl1'8e of
thought and of conduct, by which the mlDd went gradually
more and more astray from truth and from virtue. In this
progreu, each single step was felt to be a wluntary act ;
but the inflllence of the whole, after a certain period. is to
distort the judgment, and deaden the moral feelings OD the
great questions of truth and rectitude. Of this remarkable
phenomenon in the economy of man, the explanation is be
yond the reach of our faculties; but the facts are unques
tionable, and the practicalleuon to be derived from them is
of deep and seriou. import. The first volition by which the
mind consciously wande1'8"hom truth, or the moral feelings
go astray from virtue, may impart a morbid in1luence which
lhall perpetuate itself and gain strength in future volitions.
until the relult .ball be to poison the whole inttl1eetual and
moral system. Thus, in the wondrous scheme of sequen
CeI which has been established in the economy of the hu.
man heart, one volition may impart a character to the fu
ture man,-the first downward step may be fatal.

Every candid observer of h.uman nature mUlt feel this
Itatement to be consistent with truth; and, by a limple anel
legitimate step of reasoning, a principle of the greateet
intereet seems to arise out of it. When this lou of harmony
among the mental faculties has attltined a certain degree.
we do not perceive any power in t!le mind itself capable of
correcting the disorder which has been introduced into the
moral system. Eithllr, therefore, the evil is irremediable
and hopeless, or we must look for an influence hom WithOllt
the mind, which may afford an adequate remedy. We are
thus led to discover the adaptation and the probabilitT or
the provisions of the Christian revelation, where an .n1l11
ence is indeed disclosed to ns capable of restoring the har
mony which has been destroyed, and of railing man anew
to the sound and healthy condition of a moral, being. We
cannot perceive any improbability, that ,the Being who ori
ginally &amed the wondrous fabric, may thus hold inter
conrse with it, and provide a remedy for lts moral disorders;
and thul a statement, such as human reason n~ver could
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have anticipated, comes to 1111 invested with 8YfIrJ element
of credibility and of truth.

The sound exercise of the understanding, therefore, is
closely connected with the important habit of looking with
in j or of rigidly investigating our intellectual and moral
condition. This leada us to inquire what opinions we have
formed, and upon what grounds we have formed them;
what have. been our leading pursuits, whether thelle have
been guided by a sound consideration of their real value,
or whether important objectli of attention have been lightly
passed over. or entirely neglected.. It leads us further to
contemplate our moral condition, our desires, attachments,
and antipathies j the government of the imagination, and
the regimen of the heart; what is the habitual current of
our thoughts j and whether we exercise over them that con
trol which indicates alike intellectual vigor and moral pu
rity. It leads us to review our conduct, with its principles
and motives, and to compare the whole with the great
standards of truth and rectitude. This investi~tion is the
part of every wise man. Without it, an individual may
make the greatest attainments in science, may learn to
measure the earth, and to trace the course of the stars,
while lie is entirely wanting in that higher department,
the knowledge of himself.

On these important subjects, I would more particularly
address myself to that interesting class for whom this work
is more particularly intended, the Y01lDger members of the
medical profession. The considerations which have been
submitted to them, while they appear to carry the authority
of truth, are applicable at once to their scientific investiga
tions, aDd to those great inquiries, equally interesting to.
men of every degree, which relate to the pnnciples of moral
and religious belief. On these subjects, a sound condition
of mind will lead them to think and judge for themselves
with a care and seriousness adapted to the solemn import
of the inquiry, and without being' influenced by the dogmas
of those who, with little examination, presume to decide
with confidence on matters of eternal moment. Of the
modifications of that distortion of character which has com-
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monly received the name of cant, the cant of hypocrisy has
been said to be the worst; but there is aJilother which may
fairly be placed by its side, and that is the cant of infidelity,
the ilff'ectation of scoffing at sacred things Dy men who
have ne,verexamined the subject, or never with an attention
in any d~ee adequate to its momentous importance. A
well regulated mind must at once perceive 14&t this is alike
unworthy of sound sense and sound philosophy. If we re
quire the authority of names, we need only to be reminded,
that truths which received the cordial assent of Boyle and
Newton, of Haller and Baerhaave, are at least deserving of
grave and deliberate examination. But we may dismiss
such an appeal as this; for nothing more is wanted to chal
lenge the utmost seriousness of every candid inquirer, than
the solell)n nature of the inquiry itself. The medical ob
server, in an especial manner, has facts at all times before
him, which are in the highest degree calculated to fix his
deep and serious attention. In the structure and economy
of the human body he has proqtB, such as no other branch
of natural science can fumish, of the power and wisdom of
the Eternal One. Let him resi~ his mind to the iDiIuence
of these proofs, and learn to ,me in humble adoration to
the Alniighty Being of whom they witness; and, familiar
as he is with human suffering and death, let him learn to
estimate the value of those truths which have power to heal
the broken heart, and to cheer the bed of death with the
prospect of immortality.

Infidelit1. DistinguiBbed advocates of ChrIstianit1' Higher evidence of it I Con·
ellleion ,




